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ABSTRACT 

In this study, the investigator sought to ascertain what personal rela

tionships existed within the organizational structure of the Tucson (Arizona) 

Education Association (TEA), and between these TEA members and the Tucson 

Unified School District officials before, during, and after the teacher strike of 

1978. 

The investigator reviewed literature in the areas of: (1) labor rela

tions, (2) teacher strike activity, (3) perceptual psychology, (4) relational 

theory, and (5) organizational theory. On this basis, an interview schedule 

was constructed to ascertain certain of the personal relationships of selected 

Tucson Education Association members. 

Forty members of the Tucson Education Association, selected on the 

basis of nomination by strike-related TEA leaders, were interviewed utilizing 

the interview schedule. The data thus collected was collated, analyzed, and 

presented in the form of: (1) case studies and (2) descriptions of responses 

grouped by subquestions derived from the statement of the problem. 

Additional data permitting the construction of a chronology of strike

associated events prior to, during, and after the strike were gathered from local 

news sources, Tucson Education Association literature, and TEA respondents. 

The study highlighted the apparent lack of supportive and productive 

relationships existing between Tucson Education A ssociation respondents and 

Tucson Unified School District officials before, during, and after the strike. 

xi 
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Such human relationships appear, according to this study, to be central to the 

productivity of a school district's professional staff. From this perception, 

the investigator suggested that school district management personnel, while 

concerning themselves with the technical aspects of their organizations, should 

display an equal concern for the quality of the human relationships within their 

organizations. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of the Study 

The persistent task of school district administrators is to provide 

the largest share of job satisfaction possible for teachers while eliciting opti

mal educational opportunity for students (Drucker 1964, pp. 91-93). Job satis

faction and a feeling of adequacy for teachers can be very difficult to maintain 

consistently in personal relationships (Barbery 1980, pp. 40--41). The diffi

culty for teachers of maintaining job satisfaction and/or "dignity" seems to be 

rather directly linked to the educational opportunity provided for students. In 

this investigation, a fundamental assumption is that the task of school district 

board members, teachers, and administrators can be quite large; nevertheless, 

needs of all involved may be met by the development of productive personal 

relationships. 

In recent years there has been increaSing conflict between school 

officials and teachers, primarily due to incompatibilities or differentials of 

expectations (Jacoby 1972, p. 14). Frequently, these conflicts occur in dis

tricts where personal relationships between teachers, administrators, and 

school board members are attenuated (Shibutani 1970, p. 114). Attenuated 

personal relationships can come in many forms; they can be spoken, written, 

1 
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implied by ''body language." All forms of personal relations are susceptible to 

the perceptions of each individual (Barbery 1980, pp. 41-42). 

Conflicts seeming to result from the lack of effective positive per

sonal relationships provide teachers a reason for organizing to deal with a 

common threat (Rose 1962, p. 74). Rose (1962, p. 244) indicated that it seems 

to be quite natural for persons who share common problems with mutual aims 

and needs to participate in some sort of an association to advance their inter

est. Democratic aspirations and strivings have stimulated this process, which, 

among numerous employers and employees, has been thought to be a basic right 

in a democratic society (Mullins 1980, p. 62). The process of associating to 

advance common interests has become commonplace and is generally thought to 

be acceptable and forward-looking, especially when an organization develops out 

of a concern for the democratic treatment of personnel (Mullins 1980, p. 62). 

Democratic processes should represent shared interests and a 

mutual need for each other in relationships (Dewey 1966, pp. 86-87). As stated 

by Beal, Wickersham, and Kienast (1976, p. 8), the interests and needs of the 

teachers and school district administrators are reciprocal. Every teacher 

needs to be satisfied with his occupation, while school district officials need 

satisfied teachers (Dewey 1966, pp. 86-87). The presence of these common 

interests and needs can provide a stimulus for the use of democratic processes. 

The use of democracy in personal relationships can produce mutual concern be

tween teachers and administrators (Dewey 1966, pp. 86-88; McGregor 1960, 

pp. 51-52). The use of s'lch processes tends to create a positive environment 



in which to work. This type of environment can be one of the more important 

aspects of employment for any employee (McGregor 1966, pp. 138-139). 

Rose (1962, p. 261) pointed out that working effectively together 

without friction, with good spirit, and with mutual appreciation is the most 

important precept for organizations and individuals. Rose (1962, p. 261) also 

stated that teachers and district officials must constantly strive for this work

ing climate, especially so since it tends to create a positive environment for 

students. There are clear indications that such working climate and learning 

environment do not always exist in schools (Jacoby 1972, p. 13). 

3 

In the case of the teachers of the Tucson Unified School District 

(TUSD) in the mid and late 1970s, common interests, needs, and concerns 

were evident. There was concern among many of the teachers not only regard

ing monetary compensation, but also regarding their perceptions of the human 

relationships which had developed in the district. Thus, many teachers in the 

district pooled their resources and employed the Tucson Education Association 

(TEA) as a vehicle to advance their interests. 

An element of special disconcertion to the TEA was the members' 

perception that the district administrators and the school board members 

were relating to them in autocratic, non-cooperative ways (Barbery 1980, 

p. 144). Regarding those relationships, TEA members perceived that 

neither a democratic nor a participative process was being used. As they 

viewed it, the dignity of each teacher seemed to be threatened (Alday 

1981, p. 147). It is significant to note that the perceptions of the 
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events» not the events themselves, appeared to be the causes of the disconcer

tion among the teachers (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 16). 

The Tucson Unified School District teacher strike of 1978 offers an 

unusual opportunity to study and learn about specific school teacher

administrator-board personal relationships as perceived by various TEA 

members before, during, and immediately after the strike. 

Statement of the Problem 

This investigation is concerned with certain personal relationships 

which existed within the organizational structure of the Tucson Education 

Association (TEA) and between TEA members and Tucson Unified School 

District (TUSD) officials before, during, and after the teacher strike of 1978. 

Subquestions derived from the problem above are as follows: 

1. Who were the significant, strike-concerned members within the 

Tucson Education Association? 

2. How did the above Tucson Education Association members perceive 

and relate to each other regarding the strike? 

3. How did the Tucson Education Association members perceive and 

relate to Tucson Unified School District administrators and school 

board members? 

4. How did the Tucson Education Association members relate to the 

National Education Association (NEA) representatives, the local 

media, and the community? 



5. What alternate patterns of relationships within an organization, 

which maximize the human potential of the people therein, might be 

considered for the future? 

Significance of the Problem 

Typically, school administrators tend to display considerable inter

est in ways of continuing to operate their systems during strikes, as well as 

resolving or breaking the strikes once they occur (Mullins 1980, pp. 62-64). 

The increased frequency of teacher strikes has tended to promote efforts to 

solve problems after the strike has commenced, not before tension arises 

(MullinS 1980, p. 64). Dealing with strikes once they are in motion does not 

usually identify and provide specific remedies for the shortcomings in per

sonal relationships within the organization which created the strikes 

(Tannenbaum 1974, p. 78). Strikes, therefore, could possibly continue to be 

at least as frequent as they have been in the past (Mullins 1980, p. 60). 

Many administrative personnel seem to feel that teamwork and 

cooperation are keys to productive and satisfying personal relationships 

(Matejoko 1979, p. 11). Establishing these processes in any organization 

tends to create an environment in which strikes are less likely to occur 

(Trotta 1976, p. 13). It is very difficult, evidently, to create an environment 

in which teamwork and cooperation are prominent characteristics (Trotta 1976, 

pp. 12-13). Knowing what to do on the one hand and actually doing it on the 

other appear to be two very different things. 

5 
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Many, if not most, of the objectives of teachers, administrators, 

and board members are parallel (Beal, Wickersham, and Kienast 1976, p. 8). 

With this common bond, it seems ironic that conflict between teachers and 

administrators resulting from fractured personal relationships persists and 

appears to be increasing (Beal, Wickersham, and Kienast 1976, p. 8). For 

this reason, it seems relevant to consider and describe the relationships be-

tween selected members of the TEA and significant others during the strike of 

1978. 

Assumptions Underlying the Problem 

The following are assumptions underlying the study of personal rela-

tionships between teachers and significant others: 

1. Personal behavior establishes a reference for the circumstances of 

each person's personal relationships. 

2. Personal relationships, as with all perceptions, are perceived by 

different individuals in different ways. 

3. Teachers, administrators, and board members are each directly 
I 

responsible for creating the nature of their own personal 

relationships. 

4. The variety and differences of perceived personal relationships 

reported by the participants of the study constitute valid data. 



Limitations of the Study 

The following items will operate as limitations in researching the 

problem: 

1. The time span of the study will be restricted to the five years from 

1973 through 1978. 

2. The study will be limited by the investigator's capacity to perceive 

and understand the relationships and behaviors detailed by the vari-

ous respondents to the interview schedule. 

3. The study will be concerned with the qualitative aspects of the 

strike-related relationships of those people interviewed. 

Definition of Terms 

The following definitions will apply throughout this study: 

Communication: the process of acquiring a greater understanding of 
another's views. (Beliefs, opinions, position, and prejudice often 
block communication.) (Smothermon 1980, pp. 25-26; Dewey 1966, 
p. 9.) 

Cooperation: conjoint, mutually supportive action directed at achieving 
some common goal (Phillips 1981, p. 29). 

Decision Making: The process of choosing among alternatives (Gorton 
1976, p. 50). 

Democratic Process: a person-to-person relationship that develops each 
person's purposes, goals, needs, and plans, using human resour
ces; a collective realtionship where people are interacting, and 
action and responsibilities are shared by each participant (Dewey 
1966, pp. 81-99). 

Efficiency: the ability of the organization to achieve maximum employee 
satisfaction (English 1975, p. 101). 

7 



Flexibility: the ability to adjust thinking and abilities quickly to meet 
needs that may seem unimportant or unusual (Pollack 1981, p. 25). 

8 

Formal Relationships: The communication of individuals that is created by 
the hierarchical structure of an organization (Etzioni 1966, p. 136). 

Informal Relationships: The intricate lines of communication permeating 
the structure of an organization (Shibutani 1961, p. 31). 

Management: a process of utilizing human resources for the effective 
operation of organizations. It deals primarily with the development 
of human beings (Lewis 1974, p. 31). 

Openness: a willingness to submit new evidence without commitment to a 
line of action (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 261). 

Participation: a situation in which all interested parties exercise some 
legitimate control over those decisions which are of vital interest to 
them (Trotta 1976, p. 48). 

Perception: any differentiation a person is capable of making using indi
vidual points of view in describing acts of knowing, understanding, or 
forming ideas (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, pp. 16-17). 

Personal Relationships: the fluent or unyielding experiences between indi
viduals or groups (Gibb 1978, pp. 94-95). 

Revolution: the intentional withholding of services by employees in order 
to achieve personal gain (Newport 1968, pp. 2-3). 

Significant Others: those persons who have a major impact on the actions 
or behaviors of others (Merton 1964, p. 59). 

Strike: To declare or engage in a suspension against an employer until 
certain demands are met (Mullins 1980, p. 63~ 

Theory X: the view of management that displays an authoritarian 
tendency (McGregor 1960, p. 33). 

Theory Y: the view of management that supports the notion that all 
employees be treated in an egalitarian manner (McGregor 1960, 
p. 46). 

Theory Z: the view of management that sets a pattern of activities, 
actions, and opinions within and outside of the work place (Quchi 
1981, p. 195). 
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Summary 

The information presented in this introduction reflects an increasing 

number of conflicts in personal relationships between school district officials 

and teachers (Jacoby 1972, p. 14). Solutions to this increasing problem vary, 

and many lab,or relations authorities disagree as to what solutions are appro

priate. For this reason it was thought that an investigation of the relationships 

within and around a teachers' organization, the Tucson Education Association, 

before, during, and after the strike in 1978, was warranted. 



CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Design of the Study 

This study was designed to explore the personal relationships of 

selected members of the Tucson Education Association. 

The procedures followed while conducting this investigation were: 

. 1. Develop a background of information regarding the teacher strike of 

1978 in the Tucson Unified School District. This included reading local 

newspaper articles regarding the school district from 1973 through 1978 and 

searching out other articles, newsletters, books, etc., concerning the strike. 

2. Initiate a review of related literature, including the following areas: 

labpr relations; teacher strike activity; managerial theory; and perceptual 

psychology • 

3. Develop the theoretical framework(s) by which the investigation was 

organized, conduoted, summarized, and interpreted. 

4. Develop an interview schedule based on the theoretical framework 

and employing the semi-structured interview technique in which many open

ended questions were used. 

5. Field test the interview schedule and modify it on the basis of the 

results of the pilot test. 

10 



6. Consult with the Tucson Education Association's president of 1978 

throughout the investigation. 

11 

7. Interview participants, beginning with the 1978 president of the TEA; 

each participant was asked who significant others to that person were immedi

ately prior to and during the strike. These persons were interviewed, assuming 

their willingness to participate. Responses of the interviewees were tape re

corded, when possible. 

8. Organize, analyze, and interpret the data on the basis of the theoreti

cal framework. 

9. Construct a chronology of the strike along with individual case studies. 

10. Report the data, providing findings, conclusions, and recommendations. 

The design of this study is one that complements other studies con

cerned with the Tucson Unified School District teacher strike of 1978. 

Description of Participants 

In acquiring data, significant individuals in the Tucson Education 

Association were contacted. Obviously, the determination of significant indi

viduals can be arbitrary and subjective, depending upon persons asked. The 

interviewing began with the president of TEA during the 1978 strike. She then 

chose a panel consisting of five TEA members, including herself. This panel 

then nominated approximately 40 TEA members for possible participation in 

the investigation. The persons nominated were contacted, and, where willing, 

were then interviewed. 
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Reporting of Data 

The theoretical framework developed in Chapter 3 was used to organ

ize the dissertation. Material in Chapter 4 constitutes a chronological history 

of events that appeared significant with respect to the strike under investiga

tion. Chapter 5 includes several case studies presented as additional back

ground on selected events of the strike chronology. Chapters 6 through 9 con

tain the presentation of data in terms of the first four subquestions of the 

problem statement and includes quantitative findings, related commentary, 

and discussion. Chapter 10 summarizes the findings of the study. Chapter 11 

contains the conclusions and recommendations of the study, including considera

tions regarding subquestion 5. Subquestion 5 was not utilized to generate data, 

but is considered to be a projection of the data and a major focus of this investi

gation. Additional material concerning subquestion 5 is included as part of the 

recommendations in the later section of Chapter 7. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESUME OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Descriptions and analyses of the perceptions of teachers' associa

tion members of relationships with school district officials as yet have not 

been common in the literature. How teachers' association members actually 

perceive the quality of their personal relationships, especially before, during, 

and after a strike, is not well documented despite the increasing amount of 

articles and books pertaining to teacher strikes. In that which follows, the 

first thing examined is a brief compendium of certain labor practices. This is 

followed by a consideration of literature bearing on relevant aspects, including 

the: (1) Perceptual, (2) Relational, and (3) Organizational. These categories 

were utilized to organize the related literature and to organize the collection 

and analyses of the responses of the participants. 

Disruptions in school districts have become increasingly common in 

our society. Perhaps it is timely to selectively look at aspects of labor rela

tions with a historical review. 

Historical Review of Organizational Disruptions 

Is it possible to have a society in which employers are always able 

to resolve their differences in personal relationships without disruptions to 

13 
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others? Many persons think not (Hutt 1973, pp. 282-284). A number of indi- . 

viduals within and around school districts may feel that disruptions and dis

putes are a natural occurrence, whether good managerial practices are used 

or not (Mullins 1980, p. 86). The intent here is to discuss disputes, their 

background, and their origin. 

It is practically a tautology to say that the greatest single contribu

tion to avoiding disputes within the organization is the use of good managerial 

practices. Good managerial practices, according to Jacoby (1972, p. 71), 

should ultimately find optimum balance between individual freedom and organi

zational structure. Just by reading daily newspapers in large metropolitan 

areas, one can note that the "optimum balance" mentioned by Jacoby must be 

very difficult to achieve (Hunt 1979, p. 1). If the way persons are trying to 

achieve this balance has not been working" it is likely that the method should 

be changed (Ron en 1981, pp. 263, 264; White 1978, p. 3). 

Time has produced few new techniques for avoiding organizational 

disputes (White 1978, p. 3). Perhaps a reason for this lack of innovation is 

that national systems, traditions, and beliefs do not allow adaptations to be 

brought about as easily as necessary (Jacoby 1972, pp. 70-72). Another 

reason that time has produced few techniques may be that some persons feel 

that the expression of open conflict is healthy, since it releases tension 

(Mullins 1980, p. 61). After tension is released, a compromising resolution 

may be possible (Dayal and Sharma 1971, p. 82). Whatever the reason may 

be, organizational disputes in school systems are still prevalent, and a need 
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for innovative techniques that allow teachers and administrators to resolve 

them, short of impasse and strike, is much coveted (Hunt 1979, pp. 2-3). 

By studying experiences throughout America and Europe, one may 

conclude that revolution works (Rose 1962, p. 74). In many instances, this 

vehicle has ~chieved results wanted by teachers and other employees. History 

suggests that it is often feasible to revolt (Rose 1962, p. 74; Hutt 1973, p. 36). 

Many employees in the private sector view revolution as being essential (Hutt 

1973, pp. 36-37; Teller 1940, p. 308). Desirably, other means of solving dis-

putes should be considered (Hutt 1973, p. 9). 

In addition to the use of revolution, common ways of resolving dis-

putes are conciliation, mediation, and arbitration. These three terms signify 

the following processes: 

Conciliation: where a third party serves as an impartial counselor to 
management and workers in dispute as a goo-between. The person will 
seek new avenues which might lead to settlement; though he may suggest 
possible compromises, he will not make firm proposals as to the terms of 
the agreement (Luxemburg 1971, p. 28). 

Mediation: where an impartial third party goes beyond conciliation to 
draw up firm proposals for settlement. He is not selected by the parties. 
He renders no final and binding decisions. He merely suggests solutions 
(Luxemburg 1971, p. 28). 

Arbitration: where an impartial third party considers arguments pre
sented by the parties, then announces his award-which mayor may not 
be accompanied by his reasoning and mayor may not be binding on both 
parties (Luxemburg 1971, p. 28). 

These forms of reconciliation vary in degree of involvement by a 

third party in the problems situations (Hagburg and Levine 1978, pp. 158-159). 

The arbitration process is used when the two parties involved in the issue are 
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having a very difficult time reaching an agreement after the use of conciliation 

and mediation have not been effective. Arbitration is usually the final step 

before the possibility of a strike enters the forefront (Teller 1940, pp. 532-

533). These processes are aimed at resolving disputes or conflicts of view in 

a most egalitarian manner (Luxemburg 1971, p. 27). 

Conflicts of view between top level school administrators and 

teachers frequently give rise to school district disputes (Ronen 1981, p. 234). 

Disputes, of course, cover a variety of situations and issues. They are usu-

ally manifested by departures from normal working conditions. The question 

then becomes one of what is normal and what is not. What administrators con-

sider normal and what teachers perceive as being normal in many instances are 

very different (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 61). Conflicts of view 

and discontent, therefore, can easily occur from different perceptions of the 

same event (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 61; Ronen 1981, p. 16). 

Discontent, accompanied by a strong will to be involved in district and local 

school educational policies, has provoked teachers to seek for themselves a 

more significant share in the control of their own professional lives (Newport 

1968, pp. 38-39). 

Development of Collective Bargaining 

Every school district exists and grows through satisfying some 

. 
human need. Not only must school districts satisfy the needs of the children 

being taught and the community surrounding the schools, but also they must 
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satisfy the human needs of its employees. Without satisfying the needs of its 

employees, satisfying the needs of the children is not probable (McGregor 

1960, pp. 145-147). 

It is natural for teachers or any other persons having common prob

lems, mutual or similar aims and needs, to unite in some sort of organization 

or association to advance their interests (Rose 1962, p. 74). The development 

of this unity has been the history and purpose of all democratic strivings. In 

many countries, organizing is known as a legitimate form of self-expression, 

whether it be political, economic, social, or religious, so long as the methods 

and aims are not destructive to others (Rose 1962, p. 74). Teachers have be

come more and more likely to unite in association to further common interests 

(Hagburg and Levine 1978, pp. 4-5). 

Education is a labor-intensive activity, meaning that salary and 

related costs on the average account for well over half of a school district's 

total expense, and are commonly negotiated items. However, not only is the 

amount expended for professional services negotiated, but work assignments, 

including transfers, number of classes, length of school day, class size, and 

rules governing the performance of that position are often elements of the nego

tiations (Rehmus, McLaughlin, and Nesbitt 1978, p. 25). The basic organiza

tion of schools is such that most major decisions concern teachers, a phenome

non which has occasioned much collective bargaining in recent years (Perry 

and Wildman 1970, pp. 3-13). 
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Collective bargaining in schools in the United states is almost 

entirely a post-World War II phenomenon; and, indeed, most significant bar

gaining relationships between teacher organizations and board£ of education 

have developed since 1960 (Perry and Wildman 1970, p. 3). Since this time, 

collective bargaining in schools has grown immensely along with an increase in 

memberships to major teacher organizations (Newport 1968, p. 3). 

The goals of the early teacher associations, the National Education 

Association and the American Federation of Teachers, tended to be devices 

for "professional improvement, " an essentially non-economic concept (Perry 

and Wildman 1970, p. 3). Today, even though financial compensation remains 

an important issue, many teachers have indicated that meeting professional and 

other interrelationship needs are more important (Alday 1981, p. 147). Such 

perceptual concepts as self-esteem and self-concept often figure importantly 

in issues arising between teachers and administrators (Ronen 1981, pp. 18, 19). 

Collective bargaining should take place within limits set by formal 

rules, accepted practices, laws, and understandings (Jain 1980, p. 95). Its 

purpose and result can be the stabilizing and regulating of relations between 

teachers and administrators (Beal, Wickersham, and Kienast 1976, p. 19). 

Collective bargaining should ultimately consist of clear behaviors and genuine 

personal relationships (Jain 1980, p. 95). 

Bargaining assumes genuine negotiating when the employer and the 

union have an egalitarian relationship (Jain 1980, p. 78). This type of bargain

ing, true bargaining, assumes a desire not only to reach an agreement, but 
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also to satisfy a need (Hagburg and Levine 1978, pp. 7-8). Agreements will 

not usually come about unless the needs of both parties are being adhered to. 

True bargaining and genuine negotiating should produce mutual concern for one 

another through all stages of negotiations (Hagburg and Levine 1978, pp. 7-8). 

The intensity level during negotiations varies according to the issues 

being discussed (Moreley and Stephenson 1977, pp. 66-67). In the beginning 

stages of negotiations, we may find considerable consulting and sharing between 

parties with respect to minor points; but as we reach what are considered the 

major issues, each party displays greater pressure and intensity (Jain 1980, 

p. 99). Even in the early stages of crucial issues, bargaining still must 

assume the characteristics of genuine negotiating. 

Collective bargaining is used very much as an impartial and unbiased 

procedure for decision-making in areas of dispute where there is no substantive 

basis for making the decision (Hagburg and Levine 1978, pp. 9-10). In many 

areas of wage and personnel policy, there are no generally acceptable criteria 

for fairness or efficiency. If there was a definite way of analyzing what a fair 

wage is, bargaining for the purpose of financial supplement would be unneces

sary. Of course, this is not the case. As of yet, the dollar value of a 

teacher'S services is difficult to calculate. Since there seems to be no sub

stantive definition of the public interest in terms of some particular wage 

settlement or policy, there may be no foolproof method of defining an objectively 

fair wage for a group of teachers. 
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How then can fair wages and working conditions be established if they 

do not rest on substantive grounds? In the absence of substantive criteria, 

fairness throughout the organization may depend upon the procedures by which 

wages and working conditions are established (Jain 1980, p. 98). A standard of 

procedural fairness is sometimes an appropriate one for determining wages and 

establishing most working conditions in the school system. That is, a distribu

tion of goods, wages, and treatment is seen as fair because the distribution 

mechanism is seen as a fair one (Hagburg and Levine 1978, pp. 4-5). If the 

process itself can be fair, especially in terms of its relationship with the over

all governance of the organization, then it is likely to be compatible with 

effective, efficient, and democratic management (White 1978, p. 11). 

The Concept of Strike 

The withholding of services by striking employees has played a very 

important role in the entire American labor drama for almost two centuries 

(Newport 1968, pp. 2-3). For this reason, the strike continues to be one of 

the most discussed and debated "rights" of workers (Hagburg and Levine 1978, 

pp. 148-151). It is through use of the st.rike that many of the greatest gains of 

teachers can be achieved; but on the other hand, it is through strikes that 

heavy losses can occur to teachers, to districts, and to children (Hutt 1973, 

p. 47). The teacher strike can definitely be a potent weapon, pointed at the 

district (Rose 1962, p. 134; Hutt 1973, p. 47). It can be an economic 

catastrophe (Rose 1962, p. 134). 
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As a result of this potent weapon, much "organizational energy" is 

spent rectifying or breaking strike activity. Possibly, the reason for this sig

nificant use of organizational energy is that both sides, teachers and administra

tors, strive to "win" the strike. The perception of many strike-involved 

persons seems to ~e that there is a winner and a loser (English 1975, p. 101). 

Walter Mullins, a well-known "strike breaker, "said, "By definition, strikes 

are not friendly. Make no mistake about it, if employees go on strike, their 

perception is that the relationship is inadequate and they want to rectify the 

problem. In some cases, force you to your knees. There is only one response 

to a strike and that is to win it" (Mullins 1980, p. 88). This statement seems 

to expose the antagonistic attitude that exists during many strike situations. 

A report by Cresswell (1980, p. 53) on an incident in a suburban 

district in which a board member told teachers to "stop pushing for higher 

salaries and try eating dog food" is another indication of the emotional and 

competitive nature of some organizational relationships. Emotions run ram

pant, and organizational energy normally used for educational purposes may be 

used by both parties to get the upper hand in the strike situation. For this 

reason, among others, in many management circles the spectre of a strike has 

often been viewed synonymously with fire, flood, and famine, and just as 

natural an occurrence (Teller 1940, pp. 308-310). 

Strikes are considered by many as simply part of the cost of a self

regulating collective bargaining system because of their seemingly natural 

occurrence. Some hypothesize that without the strike, the collective bargaining 
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system would be worthless, and positive relationships would be improbable 

(Hutt 1973, p. 43). The following indicate views of the right to strike that many 

agree on: 

a. The general right to strike is a basic freedom, essential in a demo
cratic society. 

b. That right should only be restricted where a clear need exists, in the 
public interest; in which case machinery should be available to ensure 
that those prevented from exercising the right should have an effective 
alternative means of obtaining a speedy and equitable settlement of 
their disputes. 

c. Insofar as a strike may bring into the open and serve to dispel long
festering grievances or achieve socially and/or economically desirable 
improvements, its net result may well be more positive than negative 
("Labour Problems Before the Industrial Revolution" 1972, p. 7). 

Theodore Kheel has emphasized this view in support of public sector 

strikes in his following analysis: 

So, from its origin in the battle for recognition, the strike (and lockout) 
have now assumed indispensable roles in the bargaining process. In my 
judgment, the prospect of a strike in the vast majority of bargaining situa
tions can never be outmoded, unaccepted, outlawed, or rendered obsolete 
without doing more damage to collective bargaining than the relief the 
public would supposedly get. The strike and collective bargaining are 
Siamese twins (Kheel 1964, p. 36). 

other researchers support strikes because they argue that structural 

factors in society are conducive to strike activity (Lewin 1976, p. 238). Karsh 

(1958, p. 58) indicates the importance of social aspects of society on the influx 

of strikes by saying the following: 

The causes [of strikes], if there can be any fixed list of "causes, " cannot 
be treated apart from the individuals and groups who do the striking •.•• 
Since a strike is first and foremost a form of human behavior acted by 
individuals who are immediate participants in groups, their causes are 
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social as much as, if not more than, economical or historical. Persons 
caught in a strike situation carry burdens and play roles which no graphic 
representation can adequately represent. 

The complexities of personal relationships warrant in-depth study of 

strike participants to determine types of activity conducive to strikes (Dastur 

and Mankidy 1976, pp. 1-3). Structural factors in society can and do effect 

what is acceptable and what is not acceptable; in most instances, if the motives 

are seen as being worthy, then the strike itself can be viewed as being worthy 

(Lewin 1976, p. 238; Karsh 1958, p. 58). 

The true motive or purpose behind a strike may lie beneath the sur-

face (White 1978, pp. 8-9, 170-172). Common central purposes of a strike that 

lie beneath the surface may be the desire to change the bargaining structure, 

the organizational str.ucture, or the scope of the negotiations (Dunlop 19-78, 

p. 106). A traditional arrangement of bargaining may be unsatisfactory to 

teachers, so the strike is used as an attempt to achieve a transformation. In 

this instance, the objective of striking is not really to reach an agreement with 

the existing structure of negotiations or to make monetary gains by negotiation, 

but to change the structure of negotiations (Dunlop 1978, p. 106). Sometimes 

these underlying purposes camouflage the true intent of a strike. 

A number of strikes, as indicated by Dunlop (1978, p. 106), are 

geared to changing personal relationships between the negotiators for the union 

and the constituents belonging to the union (White 1978, pp. 93-94). A strike 

may be designed to unite members of an association (Schneiderman 1967, 

p. viii.). Results sought directly from the strike may be to strengthen internal 
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leadership in dealing with the opposite side and in accommodating conflicting 

interests within the group (Dunlop 1978, p. 106). Strikes can demonstrate 

strength, militancy, or virility (White 1978, p. 78). Strikes can and do some

times serve to impress their opponents and change internal relations as well as 

internal policies. 

A change in policies at the state or local government level are the 

aims of some teacher strikes. A fairly well-known function of the strike is to 

change policies or at least the budgetary allotment of the state or local govern

ment (Hallman 1977, p. 120). "During teacher strikes in the 1960s, it was 

common for teachers' unions to strike for higher wages, knowing that the board 

of education did not have the resources to meet their demands. The hope was 

that the state legislature would produce increased revenue for the school dis

trict and would enable the board to meet teachers' demands" (Dunlop 1978, 

p. 106). In this instance, the strike can have a great effect on the public, 

because it was not caused by an internal disagreement between administrators 

and teachers, but strife between teachers and a governmental body (Newport 

1968, p. 46). 

A strike generally carries certain overtones in the public mind, also 

(Hutt 1973, p. 57). Since strife is more newsworthy than peace, the media 

generally tend to dwell on the discontent. An example of this occurred when, 

in a statement previously mentioned, a board member said to teachers, "Try 

eating dog food" (Cresswell 1980, p. 53). This statement was aggressively 

publicized, leaving behind negative connotations and strike-instigating states of 
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mind that hinder productive relations (Hutt 1973, p. 58). Coverage of teacher 

strikes can be broad, comprehensive, and influential (Newport 1968, p. 37). 

It can include inaccuracies, as well as accuracies. The content of the news 

can positively or negatively influence the general public and mayor may not 

explain the strike in a satisfactory manner (Hutt 1973, p. 57). 

In any satisfactory description of a strike, there are a number of 

factors that should be taken into consideration. Strikes normally reflect a 

feeling of antipathy within school districts and, indeed, sometimes in communi-

ties. The institutions of collective bargaining, forms of social and political 

integration and management theory all have relevance to the probability of a 

strike (Hutt 1973, p. 43). However, the extent to which strikes actually do 

occur are usually determined most immediately by processes of negotiation 
, 

among parties. An understanding of the distribution of power among workers 

is crucial to prevention (Hagburg and Levine 1978, pp. 4-5). These factors, 

still, do not explain the whole phenomenon, but they do constitute a relatively 

unstudied aspect (McGregor 1960, pp. 55-57). 

Prevention of strikes by reducing causes of dispute, not by the sup-

pression of dissatisfaction, is better than cure (McGregor 1960, pp. 53-57). 

The case histories of particular disputes suggest that more sensitivity on the 

part of management towards the human side of enterprise, more effective and 

affective personnel administration, and sometimes a more cooperative ap-

proach on the part of both parties could considerably reduce unnecessary 

disputes (McGregor 1960, p. 132). 
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Summary 

The web of relationships that permeate the school districts and the 

teachers' associations is immense (Hunt 1971, p. 1; Jacoby 1972, p. 71). Per

ceptions of the same relationship by each party or person are wide in range 

(Barbery 1980, p. 144; Shibutani 1970, p. 279). The plethora of formal, infor

mal, and personal relationships in some ways makes it acceptable by societal 

standards to create dissension, animosity, and frustration that often culminate 

in a strike (Teller 1940, pp. 308-310). It is thought by many that arguments 

are inevitable, perhaps even a natural and acceptable part of organizational life 

(Mullins 1980, p. 86; Hutt 1973, pp. 36-37; Teller 1940, p. 308). 

A major task of administrative officials in the school district is to 

strive consistently for the optimum in productive personal relationships within 

and around the school (Drucker 1964, pp. 91-93; Hunt 1971, p. 1). Because 

school districts sometimes may not even be close to reaching productive rela

tionships, true communications, or appeasement, additional methods of solving 

disputes have been used (Ronen 1981, pp. 263-264; White 1978, p. 3). They 

come in forms of collective bargaining, such as conciliation, mediation, and 

arbitration (Luxemburg 1971, p. 28; Hagburg and Levine 1978, pp. 158-159). 

Since groups on many occasions do not resolve differences within the organiza

tion, outside parties sometimes assist in reestablishing positive relationships 

(Hutt 1973, p. 9). Today, the lack of positive personal relationships in organi

zations may be viewed as acceptable, common, and even necessary (Karsh 

1958, p. 58; Teller 1940, pp. 308-310). 
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For positive relationships to exist, human needs must be satisfied, 

whether they be the need of the student, the teacher, the administrator, or the 

board member (Beal, Wickersham, and Kienast 1976, p. 8; McGregor 1960, 

pp. 145-147). If these needs are not met and common problems surface, the 

democratic nature of society stimulates workers to organize (Rose 1962, p. 74). 

Fairness and balance in personal relationships may be a solution; equality of 

each group is a beginning (Luxemburg 1971, p. 27). If this approach is used, 

strikes may not be an inevitable part of a self-regulating democratic system 

(Rose 1962, pp. 70-75; White 1978, pp. 11-12; Jain 1980, p. 98). 

Personal relationships permeating school districts are formal, in

formal, fluent, or unyielding (Karsh 1958, p. 58; Teller 1940, pp. 308-310). 

Whichever category a personal relationship is in, it should have as a goal op

timum productivity and communication within and around the school (Jacoby 

1972, p. 71). Communication quite possibly begins when perceptions are 

formed. 

Perceptual Considerations 

The use of perceptual psychology has been prominent in the study of 

human feelings and behaviors in recent years (Combs, Richards, and Richards 

1976, p. 16). According to perceptual psychology, a person's behavior is only 

a symptom of what that person is thinking and feeling. The externally observ

able behavior may only be a slight indication of what is happening with the 

inner person (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. x.). For this reason, 

observing an individual's behavior may only give partial answers to questions 
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concerning the individual. In the same respect, studying only the internal 

experiences of the individual would tend to isolate the internal self from the 

person's behaving self. Perceptual psychology attempts to integrate the inter

nal feelings with the external behaviors when studying the human being (A lday 

1981, p. 13; Barbery 1980, p. 17). 

Perceptual Aspects 

Perception is referred to in this study as the meaning or significance 

given to an event or object by an individual. All behavior and the relationships 

evolving from that behavior are products of a person's perceptions (Barbery 

1980, p. 19). Two or more persons may observe the same event and come 

away with extremely different perceptions of that event. Thus, any given event 

or circumstance can stimulate an innumerable amount of perceptions and each 

person is at choice in developing and responding to perceptions (Shibutani 1970, 

p. 279; Morris 1966, p. 155). 

Each individual's perception of every situation is what is real for 

that person (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 16). Perception consists 

of what the facts are for that individual, whether they be determined consciously 

or unconsciously (Power 1973, p. 35). People, then, act, react, and interact 

according to the personal perception of a given situation (Morris 1966, p. 101). 

In addition to varying in the general perception of an event, there may also be 

differences in the way that some varieties of events affect certain people 

(Escalona 1968, p. 25). A difference in perception can actually refer to any 

differentiation a person makes in the perceptual environment whether an 
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objectively observable stimulus is present or not (Combs, Richards, and 

Richards 1976, pp. 16-17). The situation does not consist of the physical envi

ronment but the perceived environment-the environment as it appears to each 

individual (Allport 1955, pp. 5-7). This belief is supported by Dorothy Nevill 

(1977, p. 52), who stated, "People do not react to situations; they react to 

perceptions of situations. Therefore, a person's behavior in a situation is not 

a direct action to the situation, but rather to the person's perception of the 

situation. " 

Another important note is that a fact is what a person ''believes is 

so" (Barbery 1980, p. 20). People behave according to the facts in highly per

sonal ways. These highly personal behaviors reflect upon highly personal per

ceptions which in turn reflect upon the uniqueness of the individual. What is 

considered fact in a given circumstance by the individual can also be considered 

a product of that person's perceptual field. Factors involved in creating the 

differences among people may vary (Bartley 1970, p. 442). These factors, 

plus infinite others, are responsible for what each individual ''believes is so" 

in their perceptual fields. 

Perceptual Field 

The perceptual field consists of a unique organization of perceptions 

existing for all people at any given point in time. This is dependent upon the 

person's past and present experiences. People tend to form attitudes that are 

currently used by the arousal in the mind of previous experiences and whatever 

parallels are available in the current situation (Kleinke 1978, p. 22). The 
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accumulation of these perceptions of experiences develops a field of awareness 

that becomes responsible for personal behavior or actions (Combs, Richards, 

and Richards 1976, p. 22). At the moment a person is called upon to act, the 

person's past, present, and future experiences will all assist in determining 

the effectiveness of the behavior (Alday 1981, p. 19). The effectiveness of one's 

behavior is dependent upon all possible experience, whether it be past or pres

ent in one's perceptual field (Alday 1981, p. 19). The perceiver is constantly 

in touch with his own personal perceptual field searching for items that may 

also exist in another person's perceptual field (Barbery 1980, p. 26). 

An overlap in the perceptual fields of persons is what makes com

munication possible (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 38). As two 

persons communicate, mutually understood messages constitute an overlap. 

This mutual understanding allows for the empathetic and hopefully egalitarian 

relationships that seem to be prerequisites for productive relationships (Barbery 

1980, pp. 13-15). The constantly changing overlap of the perceptual field is 

crucial in establishing feelings of positive individual worth in relationships. 

Differentiation 

The process of differentiation, as described by Combs, Richards, 

and Richards (1976, p. 28), involves a continual change in the perceptual field. 

It consists of a constant change of characters in focus in the perceptual field by 

the individual. Having specific characters in focus helps individuals to choose 

the personal reactions to events that are appropriate (Bartley 1970, p. 12). In

creased or even decreased changes in awareness of details by the individual is 
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perhaps the key element in the process of differentiation (Buss and Poley 1976, 

pp. 134-135). It is through differentiation that change in the perceptual field, 

hence, change in behavior, occurs (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, 

p. 28) •. 

Combs, Richards, and Richards (1976, p. 30) use the following 

examples in describing the process of differentiation when the perceptual field 

of a person has decreased: 

The effect of a narrowing of what is in figure upon behavior was amusingly 
illustrated in the case of a YOWlg man so intent upon chaSing a rabbit down 
the road with his car that he suddenly discovered he had followed the rabbit 
through a barbed wire fence and into a pasture. Similar, although perhaps 
less dangerous, samples of intent response to figure are common in almost 
everyone's experiences. Perhaps one of the best examples is to be seen in 
our experiences at a movie. Entering the theater, we perceive the screen 
and its content as groWld, the aisle and seats as figure. Having fOWld a 
seat, we perceive the screen somewhat more precisely as we make our
selves comfortable. At this stage, we are still aware of our surroWldings, 
of the edge of the screen, even of the screen as a screen. Shortly, how
ever (if the picture is a good one), the images on the screen move into ex
clusive figure so that we lose practically all awareness of the groWld sur
rOWlding us. We may even feel so "alone" with the images on the screen 
we cry Wlabashedly-something we might not do if all the strangers aroWld 
us were clearly in figure. 

Anything involving the person can become the figure groWld in the 

perceptual field. How a person behaves at any given moment is usually a fWlc-

tion of that person's total perceptual field in existence at that time (Combs, 

Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 31). The meaning of any event is usually a 

product of the relationship between the focal point and the total field at that 

moment, but sometimes incidental stimuli cause Wlusual reactions. 

An incidental stimulus may serve as a character that activates mean-

ings that are quite independent of those that are pertinent to the main directions 
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of a person's thoughts at a given point in time (Klein 1970, p. 266). This char-

acter could activate di.fferent levels of behavior and different modes of experi-

ence than those to which conscious effort is directed; the incidentally activated 

character could also have delayed effects, persisting and affecting behavior 

under circumstances and states of consciousness other than from those events 

that were originally experienced (Klein 1970, p. 266). Anything at any time 

can evolve into the foreground of the perceptual field for any given individual 

for purposes of viewing a complicated situation. 

Problem-solving and reasoning are functions of differentiation. These 

aspects of differentiation consist of a person's ability to perceive new, differ-

ent, or more efficient aspects of a complex situation. The first step is the indi-

vidual's awareness of the total situation. The essential cues and orientation 

points within the total situation may not emerge until the individual has become 

aware of the need for such details (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, 

p. 223; Buss and Poley 1976, pp. 48-49). This type of reasoning and problem-

solving is important throughout life. 

The attempt to teach these aspects of differentiation by the use of 

formal techniques in formal settings may not always be the best way to acquire 

these skills. A shortcoming was demonstrated when some educators tried to 

teach future teachers the proper way to teach: 

If a method which the student is being asked to attempt fits him, his sub
ject, and the situation in which he is working, he may be able to incorpor
ate his idea into his belief system. He will then be able to carry it off 
with some hope of success. If, however, the method he is asked to try 
seems to him a mere technique or intellectual exercise, he will be able to 
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carry it out so long as he can keep his mind on it. So long as he has noth
ing else to think about and no emergencies or unexpected events, he may 
be able to carry out his plan successfully. Unfortunately, this rarely 
happens. Classrooms can seldom be operated under such rigid controls. 
Consequently, the moment some unexpected event occurs and takes his 
mind off what he is doing, he is lost. Then he tries to make sense out of 
his confusion by falling back on what he is thinking and feeling, or what he 
mows from previous experience. With his mind no longer on what he is 
doing, the methods he was trying almost certainly fail to work and not 
understanding what has happened, the student concludes that the method is 
no longer good-that what was taught in teacher college was "strictly for 
the birds." This conclusion is likely to be further corroborated by old
timers among the teachers around him who have been through the same 
experience (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 224). 

This serves to support the belief that, in general, problem-solving and reasoning 

are not likely to be effectively developed by only using formal teaching methods. 

Change in behavior or attitude occurs in the process of differentia-

tion (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 32). Learning, problem-solving, 

reasoning, remembering, forgetting, etc., are all elements of differentiation. 

The constant shifting of the degrees at which the characters within these ele-

ments play roles directly affects the individual's skill at differentiation. When 

persons become more and more skilled at differentiation, the search for details 

and meanings behind behavior is done with more ease, and persons tend to have 

a greater feeling of adequacy. 

Self Adequacy 

Central to the thoughts and views of each individual is the search for 

personal adequacy. Basic needs for many individuals include needs for personal 

dignity, self-worth, and a feeling of adequacy. "Personal adequacy is the urge 

to expand, extend, develop, mature-the tendency to express and activate all 
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the capacities of the organism, or self" (Rogers 1961, p. 351). Intermittent 

reinforcement of these feelings may be a necessity. The uniqueness of the indi-

vidual is a fairly well-lmown phenomenon today; however, the search for ade-

quacy is highly dependent upon relationships with fellow human beings (Rogers 

1961, p. 351). 

Seen from an outsider's point of view, this dynamic search of a 

person for adequacy is referred to as purpose. The purpose consists of the 

person's goals, values, and techniques (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, 

p. 133). Meeting the goals and values as they come and go allows for fulfill-

ment of the individual, which is called self-actualization or adequacy, through 

an external or internal locus of control (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, 

p. 132). 

External Versus Internal Control 

Much behavior exhibited by an individual can be attributed to positive 

reinforcements, inducements, and pressures from others (Kleinke 1978, 

p. 128). People tend to view their lives as being primarily internally controlled 

or primarily externally controlled. Attributing behavior to inducements and 

pressures is a sign of externally controlled behavior (Jones and Shrauger 1968, 

pp. 664-668). Here are two statements made by Chris Kleinke that may help 

determine a person's actions as more internally or externally controlled: 

a. No matter how hard you try, some people just don't like you. 

b. People who can't get others to like them don't understand how to get 
along with others (Rotter 1966, p. 80). 



If a person agrees with the first statement, the chances are that 

this person's actions may be largely determined by external forces. If the 

person chooses the second statement, it is a good possibility that personal 

actions are internally controlled (Kleinke 1978, p. 129). People who believe 
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in external control are inclined to explain events in life as a result of external 

forces in society. On the other hand, people who are internally controlled tend 

to believe that external reinforcement does affect actions, but does not deter

mine actions (Gibb 1978, p. 70). 

The degree to which people perceive events as being internally or 

externally controlled affects a large portion of life (Kleinke 1978, p. 130). 

Personal effectiveness and adjustment, social or business interaction, intel

lectual achievement, and employment endeavors can all be consequences of 

external or internal control affecting the individual's personal view of 

adequacy. 

The Adequate Person 

MallY adequate persons see themselves as being liked, wanted, 

accepted, able, and worthy (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 169). 

When the self is perceived in this way, it may be possible for people to do 

more than just survive; perhaps persons can contribute more to society than 

that which could have been contributed otherwise. The additional contribution 

to society may have positive effects on the feelings of others. Such a contribu

tion can stimulate feelings of adequacy among a larger group of persons, thus 

gradually reducing feelings of unworthiness or insufficiency among these others 
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(Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 144). The more positive self

definitions the person acquires, the greater the tendency for personal feelings 

of adequacy (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 169). 

A number of persons operate from a state of insufficiency. Feelings 

of insufficiency deny feelings of adequacy and worthiness. These attitudes 

legitimize failure and promote the state of insufficiency. Just as negative ex

periences stimulate negative dispositions, positive experiences stimulate posi

tive dispositions. This holds true because people generally define their abili

ties on the basis of past experiences with the same or similar tasks (Kleinke 

1978, p. 151). If a person has been successful in the past, then that person is 

more likely to be successful in the future (Kleinke 1978, p. 152). Perhaps in

creases in self-esteem and self-concept will in turn decrease feelings of insuf

ficiency in the individual. 

A person's perceptions can also be significantly influenced by a con

stant quest for personal adequacy (Barbery 1980, p. 23). The perceptions of 

what is needed to become and perhaps remain adequate provide the direction 

and drive for a person's actions (Barbery 1980, p. 23). Each person tends to 

perceive the environment in ways that move the person towards the greatest 

degroo of adequacy. They tend not to perceive the environment in ways that 

challenge personal adequacy (Bond and Rosen 1980, p. 134). 

"Persons whose sense of adequacy is challenged or threatened by 

attempts at manipulation and control tend to retaliate" (Barbery 1980, p. 40). 

The person's perceptual field becomes narrowed, and the relationship with 
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others becomes less productive and ultimately may lead to conflict. The lack 

of adequacy would be an unsatisfied need for the individual, and an unsatisfied 

need can hinder personal dignity (Barbery 1980, p. 40). 

Personal Dignity 

An underlying tenet of perceptual psychology is the assumption that 

a major purpose of society is the satisfaction of human needs, baSically the 

preservation of health, security, self-respect, and personal dignity (Combs, 

Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 348). Society in general and specific organi

zations in particular can be considered good to the extent that they provide for 

productive development of the personal self (Drucker 1964, pp. 91-93). If pro

ductive development of the self is not stimulated, then a lack of self-respect 

and personal dignity occurs (Bond and Rosen 1980, pp. 130-135). When the 

personal dignity of one individual is threatened, this individual may be likely to 

threaten the dignity of others by using aggression (Combs, Richards, and 

Richards 1976, p. 349). 

When an institution uses ascendancy or aggression as a means to 

control its members or others, personal dignity is often threatened. The 

eventual result may be a revolt of the members within the group or aggressive 

action toward members outside the group (Combs, Richards, and Richards 

1976, p. 349). The institution that harms a group of people in this way may 

also be a threat to surrounding institutions. A crucial point to remember in 

any institution or organization is that there are no unimportant members 

(Brewer and Tidwell 1974, pp. 10-15). A criterion for a fertile organization 
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and community is that its members have high degrees of self-respect and per

sonal dignity (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 342). 

An ethical value, such as personal dignity, arises out of "human

kind's" need for an interdependent and cooperative society (Combs, Richards, 

and Richards 1976, p. 342). Living alone on a deserted island, a person might 

search for dignity with no concern for such values as love and respect. How

ever, when interdependence is prevalent and strong feelings of identification 

with others permeate the environment, it is very difficult to achieve high 

degrees of personal dignity alone (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 342). 

As a consequence, the experiences of most persons have led to exaltation of 

values, such as brotherly love, respect for one another, and friendship which 

facilitate human interaction, while condemning those which debase people or 

hinder their search for personal dignity (Glasser 1969, p. 13). 

In our society, personal dignity may be absolutely essential to the 

very existence of the human bet~g. Pl~rhaps the world would not be the same 

without an ethical value, such as personal dignity, to hold in high regard the 

inner feelings of the human being (Gibb 1978, p. 192; GlaBser 1969, p. 13). 

Elevated feelings of personal dignity facilitate faith in fellow humrul beings j 

faith in fellow human beings are roots of empathy and trust (Gibb 1978, p. Ie?). 

Empathy/Trust 

"Effective social relationships require sensitivity and an understand

ing of how things seem to the other person" (Barbery 1980, p. 34). Empathy 

requires the ability to project one's consciousness into another person and to 
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perceive the world as that person perceives it (Kleinke 1978, p. 205). Many 

misunderstandings in human interaction seem to be due to a failure to under-

stand properly how things appear to other individuals (Barbery 1980, p. 35). 

Empathy is more than just a benevolent feeling for fellow human 

beings (Dewey 1947, p. 121). It consists of identification combined with a 

great capacity for acceptance and openness to experience others (Combs, 

Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 275). Empathy assists persons in having 

feelings of belonging and unity which allow these individuals to share more of 

themselves. 

Empathetic persons have a great deal of concern for other people. 

These people may be often motivated by compassion and understanding. They 

oftentimes feel free to accept and appreciate other people. Perhaps, more 

importantly, they have the capacity to "give of themselves" to others. 

Empathy is of enormous value in reducing pressures exerted upon 

others. Merton (1964, p. 382) describes the effect of empathy in this way: 

In psychological terms, empathy-the sympathetical understanding of the 
lot of the other-serves to reduce the pressures exerted upon people caught 
up in conflicts of status-obligations. To call it "psychological" is not to 
suggest that empathy is nothing but an individual trail of personality which 
people happen to have in varying degree; the extent to which empathy exists 
among the members of a society is in part a function of the underlying 
social structure. For those who are in the role-sets of the individual sub
jected to conflicting status-obligations are in turn occupants of multiple 
statuses, formerly or presently, actually or potentially, subject to simi
lar stresses. These structural circumstances at least facilitate the devel
opment of empathy. 

The personal worth of being empathetic is pointed out by Carl Rogers (1961, 

p. 189): 
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I have found it of enormous value when I can permit myself to understand 
another person. • • • If I let myself really understand another person, I 
might be changed by that understanding. And, we all fear change. • • • 
It is not an easy thing, to permit oneself to understand an individual, to 
enter thoroughly and completely and empatheticaUy into his frame of 
reference. 

The value of truly having the ability to be empathetic is astounding. Empathy 

cannot only assist the individual or group in achieving adequacy, but also can 

assist in d.eveloping the trust necessary to create productive individual and 

group relationships. 

Group differences in values, attitudes, and modes seem to be 

steadily increasing (Merton 1964, p. 457). These differences develop to the 

point where the orientation and beliefs which these groups previously had in 

common are overshadowed by the differences. Not only do they develop dis-

tinct areas of discourse, but also the existence of anyone group chaUenges the 

legitimacy and validity of the others (Merton 1964, p. 457). The coexistence of 

these conflicting views can lead to a reciprocal distrust; groups tend not to 

debate in terms of beliefs and issues with relevant evidence but begin personal 

attacks not directly concerning the issues (Gibb 1978, pp. 190-195). Thought 

becomes interpreted in terms of its psychological, economic, or social origin 

instead of the inert differences in values and attitudes (Gibb 1978, pp. 190-195). 

This phenomenon not only seems to inhibit communication, but also may sub-

stantively decrease empathy and trust among individuals and in group 

relationships (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, p. 38). 
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Relational Considerations 

Group Relations 

Consciously and carefully providing experiences that would lead 

people to perceive themselves as a.dequate, worthy, and self-respecting may 

promote harmonious group relationships (Combs, Richards, and Richards 1976, 

p. 251). Hopefully, mutual respect and admiration would also prevail through

out most working relationships. R. Likert summarizes a number of studies on 

the motivation and morale existing in working relationships by saying that 

people want ego recognition which includes credit for work done, economic 

security, praise, and many other means of showing respect and admiration 

(Barbery 1980, p. 42). Sometimes it takes a conscious effort to help others 

feel good about themselves in thair working relationships to develop productive 

personal relationships. 

Persons do not develop productive personal relationships or utilize 

those relationships by only working in physical proximity (Dewey 1966, p. 4). 

Individuals do not compose a social group just because they work for a common 

end. The parts of a machine work with cooperativeness for a common result, 

but do not necessarily form an organization (Jacoby 1972, p. 14). If, however, 

persons are all cognizant of the common end and all regulate specific activities, 

then it would be very possible for the group to form an organization (Dewey 

1966, pp. 4-5). 



Formal, Informal, and Personal RelRtionships 

Group relations can be separated into three types of relationships. 

These types of relationships are formal, informal, and personal. Within the 

confines of all organizations, formal, informal, and personal relationships 

exist. The differences in these types of relationships are mainly due to the 

communication in existence. Formal communication is much different than 

informal communication, and informal communication is much different than 

personal communication. These differences will be outlined and described 

below, beginning with formal relationships. 
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Formal relationships become more complicated as organizations 

become larger. The larger the number of participants in an organization, the 

greater the differences of belief and interest among them (Etzioni 1966, p. 136). 

Large groups have a tendency to be much more heterogeneous than smaller 

groups and for this reason the ability of a larger group to form consensus may 

be difficult (Rose 1962, pp. 258-263). In order to form consensus in many in

stances formal relationships are used and formal relationships are developed 

by creating levels of communication within the organization (Etzioni 1966, 

pp. 136-137; Trotta 1976, pp. 11-15). 

In many large organizations, two or more levels exist for con

sensus formation. Poli'ticies are usually formulated at the top level or 

level number one (Etzioni 1966, p. 137). This level is usually where the board 

of directors and top administrative officials reside (Mullins 1980, pp. 59-66). 

Though policies are formulated at this level, in most instances policies must 
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be approved by the general membership (Matejoko 1979, pp. 10-13). In other 

systems, approval by the representatives of the subgroups within the member

ship is deemed satisfactory (Etzioni 1966, p. 137). This is the basic function 

of a formal system of commtUlication through levels. 

In an organization, commtUlication for consensus should begin at the 

lowest level (Trotta 1976, p. 13). Consensus should first be formed at the 

general membership level within each subgroup (Trotta 1976, pp. 12-13). 

Intersubgroup consensus is then worked out by the representatives of the sub

groups, not the subgroups themselves (Etzioni 1966, p. 137). In this instance, 

a coalition among the membership is formed through consensus and common 

interests (Jacoby 1972, pp. 11-16). 

Some organizations rely more heavily on coercion and downward 

rather than upward produced consensus through manipulation (Mullins 1980, 

pp. 60-62). At any rate, although the approach may differ, communication and 

consensus formation is almost always a multilevel endeavor (Etzioni 1966, 

po 137). 

The state of informal relationships consists of the intricate lines of 

commtUlication permeating the structure of an organization giving it the look of 

an tUlorganized jtUlgle (Shibutani 1961, p. 31). Every member has a niche in 

the organizational community and is informally involved. 

One thing that helps to make members unique is their versatility in 

moving about an organization to seek favorable relationships and abandon tUl

favorable relationships (Shibutani 1961, p. 32). Members of an organization 
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are dependent upon one another to a great extent (Dewey 1966, pp. 86-87). If 

working together informally is indeed important for the survival of an organi

zation, then the informal web of relationships existing in an organization should 

at least be identified (Jacoby 1972, p. 14). 

Among the membership in an organization there is differential asso

ciation; each person is associated with a limited number of others in varying 

degrees of intimacy (Shibutani 1961, p. 32). Each person may belong to a 

smaller group or groups within the membership. Such groups can be charac

terized by clearly defined central activity or not so clear and complex activity 

(Shibutani 1961, p. 33). These persons in many instances are bound in well

established relationships which are very important in the functioning of the 

entire organization (Gibb 1978, pp. 94-95). 

People that are members of informal groups within the organization 

share beliefs, thoughts, and opinions that others in the organization do not 

share. These persons support one another in that, if there are others who have 

similar opinions, these opinions now become valid because they are shared 

(Cartwright and Zander 1968, p. 183). An opinion, a belief, an attitude, an 

action, is "correct, " "valid, " "proper" to the extent that it is anchored in a 

group of people with similar beliefs, opinions, and attitudes (Cartwright and 

Zander 1968, p. 183). This mode of informal cohesiveness may be very 

necessary for individuals to survive the pressures toward uniformity and 

conformity and explain additional common denominators by which people relate 

to one another. On occasion, personal relationships may develop. 
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Personal relationships are different than the previous two types of 

relationships in that they make for an egalitarian interactive situation 

(Luxemburg 1971, p. 27). To gain access in recognizing this situation when it 

occurs within an organization, this writer chose to use a theory entitled, "A 

Theory of Democratic Learning Environments" developed by Barnes and Tidwell 

(1974). From this theory, four categories were chosen for the purpose of 

briefly describing personal relationships. These categories are: (1) contact, 

(2) consult, (3) share interests, and (4) choose. In the following, each of them 

is considered in terms of a small selection of background literature. The first 

of these categories is contact. 

Contact marks the commencement of an interactive situation (Milner 

1980, p. 16). Contact, stated Zunin and Zunin (1972, p. 3), is the way one 

meets and relates to another person during the initial phase of the interaction. 

According to Barnes and Tidwell (1974), contact is an initiating wherein one 

person greets another. They suggested it is the preliminary act of establishing 

highly personal relationships. As these personal relationships develop, contact 

is the sine qua !!.2!!. of the process, permitting the initiator to begin discovering 

the various characteristics of the other person (Milner 1980, p. 17). To dis

cover the experiences of another person leads one quite quickly from the 

initiatory phase of contact to another phase referred to as consult (Barnes and 

Tidwell 1974, pp. 3-4; Milner 1980, p. 18). 

Consultation entails extending the person-to-person of contact into 

areas of inquiry or discovery (Barnes and Tidwell 1974, pp. 3-4). It was later 
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added that to consult is to show interest in how the other person feels about or 

sees something (Barnes 1977, p. 61). To ignore the other person's feelings or 

interests might be detrimental to establishing positive personal relationships 

(Matejoko 1979, p. 11). 

The consultation process is a particularly important behavior in the 

interactive process at the point where the person feels the necessity to locate 

and achieve certain direction with others. McMurrin (1954, p. 13) mentioned 

that consulting is built upon the assumption that each person is capable of a 

relevant comment and action and that his existence is of primary worth. 

The egalitarian participation alluded to above calls forth action 

designated as share. Share marks the beginning of cooperative activity (Barnes 

and Tidwe111974, p. 6). Activity where each person contributes, receives, 

and learns (Barnes and Tidwell 1974, p. 6). According to these writers, when 

personal contact and consultation are fundamental ingredients of relationships, 

the persons tend to share more with one another (Milner 1980, p. 21; Barnes 

and Tidwell 1974, p. 6). 

Ginott (1965, pp. 39-40) suggested that, in social relationships, 

feelings, emotions, attitudes, and perceptions are basic qualities of a person's 

being. To converse or work with a person, it is imperative, he said, to share 

these emotions (Milner 1980, p. 22). It was also mentioned that shared experi

ences tend to diminish individual isolation and broaden areas of mutual concern 

in a process of democratic interaction. "In democratic processes, isolation 

tends to be avoided. Isolation makes for rigid and formal institutions often 
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accompanied by static and selfish concerns within a group. Democracy not only 

seeks to avoid isolation and exclusivity, but also broadens the shared concerns 

of individuals and groups" (Dewey 1947, p. 101). 

Choosing defines an additional descriptive area in personal relation-

ships. In order to choose, a person selects an option from two or more 

(Milner 1980, p. 24; Barnes and Tidwell 1974, p. 6). Choicing may be at the 

base of every human action (Barnes 1959, p. 43). In a social or business 

situation, to be able to choose tends to create productive personal relationships 

within the group (Milner 1980, p. 24; Gibb 1978, pp. 94-95). 

The matter of a person being able to exercise choice may be directly 

related to a person's feeling of being free. Chaitanya (1978, p. 350) addressed 

this when he said: 

The extent of freedom is measured by the range of alternatives from 
am'Jug which a choice can be made. The range by itself does not guar
antee that the freedom will be used by man for his self-actualization 
and moral growth, for he may make the wrong choices. But the possi
bility of choice is the first condition for any meaningful analysis of the 
concept of freedom and the possibility of its exercise in any given 
situation. 

A sense of freedom, Fromm (1947, p. 248) explained, is an inner 

quality of being in each human. He also mentioned that using this sense of 

freedom helps maintain productivity and create social cohesion. 
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Shared Interests/Social Change 

A major characteristic of groups is that they tend to form around 

shared interests or a common end (Barnes 1959, p. 21). As a result of shared 

interests, the group members tend to draw together and to interact continu

ously with one another. In doing this, regularized modes of thinking and 

acting develop around these interests and a group evolves (Barnes 1959, p. 21). 

Shared interests of groups oftentimes stimulate what Merton (1964, 

p. 316) refers to as social cohesion. The degree of social cohesion is a group 

property which affects a wide variety of behavior and role-performance by 

members of a group (Merton 1964, p. 316). A major form of cohesion is 

organizationally induced. This type of social cohesion results from the realiza

tion of personal and group affinity through the interdependent activities of others 

in the group (Dewey 1966, p. 4). Social cohesion is variously measured by such 

constructs as the reciprocal enjoyment of one another by group members and 

the degree to which members feel as though they belong (Beal, Wickersham, 

and Kienast 1976, p. 8). Social cohesion potentially takes part in increasing 

group unity among its members (Shibutani 1961, p. 168). It also can effect the 

institutional climate in an organization. 

Organizational Cons ide rations 

Institutional Climate 

The interaction between the employees and administrators is vital in 

any organization (Drucker 1964, pp. 91-93). These human beings are striving 
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in a work situation for common goals. These individuals, whether they are 

administrators or employees, have certain basic characteristics and needs in 

common which must be understood if there is to be success in having productive 

interrelationships (Trotta 1976, p. 13). 

The character of the personal relationships is a determining factor 

in the type of environment that exists in an organization. Trotta (1976, p. 13) 

mentions that relationships permeating the entire institution comprise the 

"institutional climate." The high or low incidence of grievance in an organiza-

tion is often determined by this institutional.climate, which, in turn, reflects 

directly upon the attitude of management and administration (Jacoby 1972, p. 13). 

Similarly, Gibb (1978, pp. 46, 47) calls attention to the importance of super-

visors' abilities to behave personally with employees: 

Being personal is Significantly related to organizational effectiveness and 
productivity .. Research studies and organizational experience are in sub
stantial agreement that high productivity is significantly related to the 
degree to which there are personal relationships on the job. The super
visor is an authentic person, expresses honest anger or joy, responds to 
others as human beings rather than as persons who get the job done, brings 
wholeness to the moments of interaction on the job or in a meeting, and 
joins others in discovering how the job can be done rather than telling 
others how to do it. 

The attitudes of management will almost always filter down to other 

employees (Matejoko 1979, p. 11). For instance, the positions of administra-

tors and the board of education in a school district will ultimately be a factor 

in the type of personal relationships that teachers and pupils have. If adminis-

trative personnel, in their dealings with other employees, listen to and 

exhibit consideration for the ideas and problems of others, recognize 
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achievement by others when it is warranted, and establish good policies and 

procedures, others in the organization will tend to behave in this manner (Beal, 

Wickersham, and Kienast 1976, p. 60). On the other hand, less productive 

attitudes exhibited by administration will very likely be followed by others 

(Matejoko 1979, p. 11). 

. The fundamental problem in establishing the proper environment may 

be to find the optimum balance between individual freedom and organizational 

order, between anarchy and hierarchy, and between authoritarian and demo

cratic processes. Are there untapped reservoirs of psychological and socio

logical energy in employees that could be released by more intelligent leader

ship? Different modes of managerial theory are important when discussing 

leadership. Perhaps there is a need to re-evaluate the narrow adage that 

states, "Teachers teach and managers manage" (Matejoko 1979, p. 11). 

On the following pages are three theories of management that estab

lish different organizational environments. These theories are distinguished 

from one another by the letters "X, " "Y, " and "Z." Next, the major elements 

comprising these theories are presented. 

Theory X 

A major supposition regarding Theory X is that the key to any kind of 

interaction with employees is "power" (Beal, Wickersham, and Kienast 1976, 

p. 6). The reciprocal of power is viewed as "dependence" (Beal, Wickersham, 

and Kienast 1976, p. 6). An administrator who has unrestricted authority to 
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hire and fire, to grant or withhold a privilege or raise, has power over an 

employee, but only to the extent that the employee is dependent upon the job 

monetarily or emotionally (Beal, Wickersham, and Kienast 1976, p. 6; 

McGregor 1960, p. 41). It is believed that when labor agreements put condi-

tions on what administration can do, the degree of dependence diminishes. 

These conditions in labor agreements normally have been how the terms power 

and dependent have been defined with respect to organizational freedom and 

order (Beal, Wickersham, and Kienast 1976, p. 6; Gorton 1972, p. 282). 

Power, therefore, can be defined as the extent to which one person is depen-

dent upon another. 

This definition of power leads directly to the three major assump-

tions underlying Theory X, often considered the traditional view of management 

by direction and control (Willings 1969, p. 37; Odaka 1975, p. 197). The 

assumptions are as follows: 

1. The average human being has an inherent dislike of work and will 
avoid it if he can. 

2. Because of this human characteristic of dislike of work, most people 
must be coerced, controlled, directed, threatened with punishment 
to get them to put forth adequate effort toward the achievement of 
organizational objectives. 

3. The average human being prefers to be directed, wishes to avoid 
responsibility, has relatively little ambition, wants security above 
all (McGregor 1960, pp. 33-34). 

While these assumptions may seem quite blunt and overstated, they do in fact 

underlie the managerial approach of many. These assumptions would not have 

persisted if there were not a considerable body of evidence to support the use 
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of them (McGregor 1960, p. 35). Theory X provides one explanation for 

behavior in organizational settings, despite the limitations in the assumptions 

(McGregor 1960, p. 35; Jacoby 1972, p. 59; Jongeward 1976, p. 27). 

An important note is that much of the communication that occurs in 

an ''X'' organization is nonverbal, as well as verbal (Jongeward 1976, p. 270). 

This phenomenon of nonverbal communication exists not only with Theory X, 

but also Theories Y and Z which follow. 

Theory Y 

Theory Y supports the notion that all employees have potential for 

growth and development. It emphasizes that human beings are a source of 

limitless possibilities (McGregor 1960, p. 48). This belief is very controver-

sial among management personnel. 

Today it is felt by many that democratic management should not con-

sist of permitting everyone to decide everything (McGregor 1960, p. 46). Or-

ganizational productivity appears not to flow automatically from the elimination 

of dissatisfaction or open disagreement. Peace is not necessarily synonymous 

with organizational productivity; socially responsible management is not 

necessarily coextensive with permissive management (McGregor 1960, p. 46; 

Gorton 1972, p. 241). 

The assumptions of Theory Yare: 

1. The expenditure of physical and mental effort in work is as natural 
as play or rest. 



2. External control and the threat of punishment are not the only 
means for bringing about effort toward organizational objectives. 
Man will exercise self-direction and self-control in the service 
of objectives to which he is committed. 

3. Commitment to objectives is a function of the rewards associated 
with their achievement. 
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4. The average human being learns, under proper conditions, not only 
to accept but to seek responsibility. 

5. The capacity to exercise a relatively high degree of imagination, 
ingenuity, and creativity in the solution of organizational problems 
is widely, not narrowly, distributed in the population. 

6. Under conditions of modern industrial life, the intellectual potentiali
ties of the average human being are only partially utilized (McGregor 
1960, pp. 47-48). 

"Above all, the assumptions of Theory Y point up the fact that the limits of 

human collaboration in the organizational setting are not limits of human nature 

but of management's ingenuity in discovering how to realize the potential repre-

sented by its human resources" (McGregor 1960, p. 48). In using Theory Y, 

recognizing the potential of employees is an important aspect of being able to 

work together. 

McGregor (1960, p. 53) feels that a major aspect of Theory Y is 

what he calls "integration": 

Integration means working together for the success of the enterprise so 
we all may share in the resulting rewards. But management's implicit 
assumption is that working together means adjusting to the requirements 
of the organization as management perceives them. In terms of existing 
views, it seems inconceivable that individuals seeking their own goals 
would further the ends of the enterprise. On the contrary, this would 
lead to anarchy, chaos, irreconcilable conflicts of self-interest, lack of 
responsibility, inability to make decisions, and failure to carry out those 
that were made. 
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If the assumptions of Theory Yare accurate, organizational manage-

ment would tend to stimulate individual and organizational goals simultaneously 

(Gorton 1972, pp. 241-243). 

Both research and practice have made it relatively clear that the 

most effective administrators are supportive in the sense that they create an 

environment in which people can and will perform well (Jacoby 1972, p. 59). 

They remove many of the obstacles of achievement which may stem from 

bureaucratic tendencies and utilize methods of leadership that assist people in 

reaching higher levels of attainment which is not necessarily the case when 

Theory X is utilized. 

Commonly, communication in the work place contains statements 

that are either indicative of Theory X or Theory Y. The following examples 

given by Jbngeward (1976, p. 272) are useful in indicating the difference: 

Theory X: Do not operate any machine which is not in your regular line 
of duty-or with which you are not familiar-unless you are 
instructed by your foreman. 

Theory Y: Before operating an unfamiliar machine, be sure that you re
ceive instructions from your foreman. 

Theory X: Do not talk to any fellow worker while he is operating a 
machine. His life will cost you your job. 

Theory Y: Try to limit your talks with others to breaks. By talking with 
a neighbor while operating a machine, you and/or he might 
become distracted and get hurt. 

These examples can possibly assist persons in becoming more lmowledgeable of 

situations in which either one of the two above theories are being used. 
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These two theories are by no means finite. Theory Z takes an even 

different approach to managing an organization. 

Theory Z 

Theory Z organizations have values that set a pattern for activities, 

actions, and opinions (Ouchi 1981, p. 195). This type of environment is 

instilled in employees by management and is passed through the ranks (Odaka 

1975, p. 13). The mainstays of a Theory Z organization are distinct values, 

such as long-term employment, trust, and close personal relationships (Ouchi 

1981, p. 195; Odaka 1975, p. 1; Van Helvoort 1979, p. 26). The humanizing 

elements of a "Z" organization cover all of its workers and extend beyond the 

walls of the organization (Pascale and Athos 1981, p. 59). 

Theory Z uses a holistic approach in dealing with workers. All 

workers have lives that extend well beyond the boundaries of employment; 

therefore, employees should interact in a personal manner (Odaka 1975, p. 44). 

"Theory Z suggests that humanized working conditions not only increased pro

ductivity and profits to the company but also the self-esteem for employees" 

(Ouchi 1975, p. 196). Theory Z calls for human relations to become priority 

within the organization. 

An emphasis on personal relationships is important in "Z" type or

ganizations. Each employee should not only be able to satisfy personal needs 

and desires, but also should promote the development of personal talents and 

capacities (Odaka 1975, p. 14). This, in turn, should allow the organization 

to operate more efficiently. Effective and efficient operation of an organization 
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reflects on each individual employee. This reflection .can be positive or nega-

tive. Either way, the individual will be affected on and off the job, because 

for many persons in "Z" type organizations, job achievement is a very impor-

tant factor in life (Odaka 1975, p. 14). 

In many instances, jobs tend to define who people are (Pascale and 

Athos 1981, p. 89). Employment can constitute one-third or more of life, and 

it certainly influences how a person feels and what a person does: 

In a mobile society it is one's occupation alone which can remain constant 
throughout life-even as all else changes. If this occupation takes place 
entirely within one organization (as in Type Z companies), then the hope 
of moral integration with the larger social order and of solidarity with 
one's communUy can be more fully realized. Paradoxically, however, 
most bureaucracies respond to increasing mobility not with Theory Z, but 
in just the opposite fashion. As mobility increases, individuals tend to 
regard their current employer in a very short-run fashion, and such a 
person will be distant, uncommitted, often hostile, and even litigious. 
How is a firm to respond to such employees? Often companies create 
specialized and formalized jobs and working conditions, becoming more 
inflexible, more contractual, and more distant from their employees. 
In this manner, the bureaucratic organization adapts to protect itself 
from an anomic society. Such is the miracle of bureaucracy: it can take 
thousands of people, each a complete stranger with no intention of staying 
very long, and out of that collection coordinate efforts and actually pro
duce a product! Now, however, the employee is not only fully justified in 
distrusting the firm, he or she is also left in a state of high anomie, 
totally without moral, alone in society and in life (Ouchi 1981, pp. 196-197). 

The "z" organization provides stability and assuredness for 

employees not only while working, but also during other aspects of life (Harada 

1978, pp. 138-163). The "z" organization can ultimately build a familial type 

of relationship which would complement other primary relationships of family 

and friends, promoting mutual esteem, affection, confidence, and trust. 
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Intimacy and trust are key in the "Z" organization in and out of the 

work situation. It is important for people in the "Z" organization to become 

friends (Ouchi 1981, p. 204). It works well to develop social and personal re

lationships with fellow employees (Shibutani 1970, p. 114). In most cases, it 

takes openness and trust to do this (Drucker 1964, pp. 85-95). Activities such 

as having lunch, playing softball, having cocktails, and eating dinner, should 

filter into some business days (Ouchi 1981, p. 204). In this instance, people 

can relate to each other in many different ways. People can relate to one 

another as people. 

All three organizational philosophies have characteristics that make 

them separate and distinct; however, many organizations may use elements of 

each theory. It is very important to recognize which philosophy seems pre

dominant in the perceptions of the employees. 

Summary 

This resume of pertinent literature associated with organizational 

relationships is arranged in the theoretical framework table to follow and was 

utilized to analyze the data and synthesize the results with respect to conclu

sions and recommendations. Key components of the theoretical framework 

that enabled the researcher to categorize the data received are the: 

(1) Perceptual, (2) Relational, and (3) Organizational considerations. There is 

a considerable amount of overlap between these categories. Four of the five 

subquestions posed in the statement of the problem were used to generate par

ticipant responses; these subquestions directly related to the three components 
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of the theoretical framework and provided the structure from which responses 

were organized. Figure 1 which follows represents the categories of the theo

retical framework and the environment of TUSD. Table 1 and Figure 2 

further clarify the framework categories and display their relationships to the 

four subquestions used to generate data. 

In the next chapter a chronological review of selected issues and 

events pertaining to the TUcson Unified School District and the Tucson Educa

tion Association from 1973 through 1978 is presented. These issues and events 

have been outlined with respect to the relationships which seemed to have been 

experienced at that time by a variety of participants. 
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Table 1. Theoretical Framework. 

Theoretical Considerations 

Perceptual 

Relational 

Organizational 

A person's behavior is only an outward sign of 
what that person is thinking and feeling, although 
all behavior and the relationships evolving from 
that behavior are products of a person's 
perceptions. 

Persons do not develop productive relationships 
by simply working in physical proximity. Groups 
tend to form around shared interests. Shared 
interests of groups oftentimes stimulate social 
cohesion. 

The character of the interpersonal relationships 
is a determining factor in the environment exist
ing in an organization. The fundamental problem 
in establishing the proper environment may be to 
find the optimum balance between individual free
dom and organizational order. 
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How TEA members 
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to each other 

How TEA -members 
perceive and relate 
to TUSD officials 

Figure 2. Categories of the Theoretical Framework 
and Their Relationship to Subquestions 1 
Through 4. 

How TEA -cmembers 
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CHAPTER 4 

STRIKE CHRONOLOGY 

Introduction 

In this chapter a chronological review of selected issues and events 

pertaining to the Tucson Unified School District (TUSD) and the Tucson Educa

tion Association (TEA) from 1973 through 1978 is presented. This review 

focuses on these issues and events as they might have influenced relationships 

between various members of the TEA and TUSD officials. Patterns of adminis

trative practice and the resulting personal relationships utilized by TUSD offi

cials with TEA members during this period are assumed to have affected the 

situational context out of which the strike in 1978 developed. It therefore 

appears germane to outline these issues and events with respect to the rela

tionships which seem to have been experienced at that time by various of the 

participants. 

Nationally, conflicts of view between school officials and teachers 

have frequently given rise to school district disputes (Ronen 1981, p. 234). 

Studies of such disputes throughout America and Europe have shown strikes to 

be increasingly more common (Rose 1962, p. 74). History suggests that in 

this country, it is often feasible to strike (Hutt 1973, p. 36). Like many other 

nationwide school district controversies, conflicts of view and the resulting 

discontents were forerunners to the TUSD strike of 1978. 

62 
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Typically, at the national level, negotiations between school district 

officials and representatives of teachers I organizations have been character

ized by an informal procedure that was not binding (Shils and Whittier 1968, 

p. 217). At the state level, Arizona had no negotiations statute covering 

teachers (National Education Association 1974). Certain school district poli

cies regarding negotiation existed, but they were not state mandated, and it 

was not legal for public employees to strike. It was clearly stated in a docu

ment distributed by the National School Board Association (NSBA) that school 

boards should refrain from using compromise agreements based on negotiations 

with public school employees (Shils and Whittier 1968, p. 217). On the other 

hand, the National Education Association (NEA) indicated that professional edu

cation associations should be accorded the right to participate in the determina

tion of policies of common concern (Stinnett 1968, p. 115). 

Locally, teachers in TUSD and the TUSD Board of Education members 

traditionally negotiated for pay increases and policy changes for the coming 

school year in the spring preceding it (Arizona Daily Star 1/31/74). The 

teachers of TUSD were represented by the Tucson Education Association. In 

that which follows, the general structure of the TEA will be presented, followed 

by the strike chronology in which the functions of the TEA will be presented. 

TEA Structure 

In order to adequately understand the internal activity of the TEA 

before, during, and after the strike, it will be helpful to understand the 
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organizational structure of the TEA. The structure of the TEA was very 

simple and appeared quite effective. Its structure was designed to allow as 

many teachers as possible to participate in determining many of the important 

issues the organization faced. 

The structure of the TEA appeared to be divided into three levels. 

The top level, level one, consisted of the TEA president and other TEA execu

tive board members. At the time of the strike the other executive board 

members consisted of: (1) the president-elect, (2) the past president, (3) the 

secretary, (4) the treasurer, and (5) the ten area directors. Persons in these 

positions comprised the top level of management in the TEA. See Appendix A 

for a representation of the TEA's organizational structure. 

Immediately below the top level of the TEA was the group of faculty 

or building representatives which constituted level two. There was a building 

representative for each of the schools. This group of persons served as links 

between the membership in the various schools and the TEA headquarters. It 

was the function of these building representatives to disseminate information 

to teachers in their schools and in turn to keep the TEA office informed as to 

how teachers were viewing various school and school district problem areas. 

The building representatives were a crucial communication link between TEA 

headquarters and the general membership of the TEA. 

The general membership of the TEA was at level three of the organi

zation. Without the participation and general support of persons at this level, 

middle and top management would not have been able to function effectively. 



The structure of the TEA featured very few formal levels, thus creating as 

nearly a democratic structure as seemed possible. 
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In 1977 a "task force" was developed to complement the existing 

structure of the TEA. The task force was named the "Action Plan Task 

Force" and came about as an outgrowth of the "Organizational Development 

Program" instituted by the TEA in 1977. This "Organizational Development 

Program" was basically a number of brainstorming sessions developed to ex

plore ideas as to how to increase participation among TEA members. It was 

thought by TEA and AEA members assisting them that the best approach to 

increasing general membership participation would be to create a task force. 

The new task force was to promote general membership, involvement in bar

gaining, community involvement, and community action. 

The Action Plan Task Force consisted of three directors per build

ing. The three directors were the bargaining director, the community action 

director, and the political action director at each building. These persons 

operated at level two in the hierarchy of the TEA. They related to the mem

bership directly in their respective areas of: (1) bargaining, (2) community 

action, and (3) political action. These directors became very important links 

between the executive board and the general membership as the strike issue 

developed and became an actual strike. 

During the actual strike, furthermore, two area coordinators for 

each of the ten areas of the school district were created. During the week of 

the strike these persons took information to every school and also brought 



information back to the TEA headquarters. These persons also operated at 

level two and were critical links between the schools and the TEA. 

The communications network of the TEA, permitting messages 

to flow from level one to levels two and three and back again, was as follows: 

First, prior to and during the strike, the building representatives moved 

information back and forth. Second, prior to and during the strike, the three 

Action Plan Task Force directors for each building, a total of 297 people, 

conveyed information back and forth. Third, during the strike, the 20 area 

coordinators provided additional linkage between TEA headquarters and their 

respective area schools. 

Chronology 
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In 1973, the teachers sought a 5.5 percent pay increase in negotia

tions with the board. A 3.95 percent increase was the result, and while this 

figure was well below the national inflation rate at the time, the TEA, with 

2,500 teachers and administrators, showed an inclination to reject the contract. 

David Lohr, chairman of the TEA, said, "This is the smallest yet. We very 

definitely got clobbered in negotiations this year. Go on strike. We don't 

believe in this I" (Arizona Daily Star 4/27/73). Non-binding contract negotia

tions were thought to be the culprit by many administrators. 

Smaller class size and salary increases headed the list of items to 

negotiate during the 60-day negotiating period in the spring of 1974. The 

beginning salary for teachers at that time was $7,000 per year. On April 3, 
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1974, contract negotiations deadlocked for the first time (Arizona Daily Star 

4/4/74). An impartial, three-person advisory committee was selected for 

arbitration. The committee's recommendation was to be presented within 20 

days after the selection of the committee. This represented the first time that 

salary discussions had not been resolved in the early stages. 

Dissatisfaction with the 1973 accord may have been the reason that 

the teachers took a stronger stand in 1974. The teachers angrily charged that 

the board was not doing its job of looking out for the well-being of teachers. 

For this reason, it was said that, "If we don't take the initiative, no one else 

will" (Arizona Daily Star 4/1/74). 

The arbitration committee proposed a 7.8 percent salary increase, 

while the TEA asked for 12 percent to counter a 6 percent offer by the board. 

At this time, teachers were accusing the board of not having the wage issue 

high on the priority list, while Helen Hafley, a member of the board, 

was expressing how proud she was of teachers (Arizona Daily Star 4/4/74). 

Her comments seemed to reveal the personal feelings of Helen Hafley, 

which were really not known prior to this statement. The recommendation by 

the arbitration committee still had to be approved by the board of education. 

On May 21, 1974, the board granted the school district teachers a 

6 percent base salary increase (Arizona Daily Star 5/22/74). Speaking to an 

overflow crowd at Morrow Education Center, District Superintendent Thomas 

Lee said that the final salary figure was the maximum that could be obtained 
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from the current budget~ "We have squeezed the thing dry, " he said (A rizona 

Daily star 5/22/74). 

Teachers were not at all content with this 6 percent increase and 

sought to investigate the legality of the board's action in ignoring recommenda

tions by the negotiating advisory committee. Over 400 TEA representatives 

met and agreed overwhelmingly to investigate the possibility of a lawsuit 

against the TUSD Board of Education. Early in negotiations most teachers 

expressed strong reservations regarding an all-out strike. On June 3, 1974, 

Norval W. Jasper filed a suit for the TEA alleging breach of contract against 

the board for not following the recommendations of the arbitrator that year 

(Arizona Daily Star 6/4/74). 

Perhaps the dissension could have been avoided if school faculty 

members had participated in the budget preparation process from the beginning. 

Superintendent Lee commented on this, stating, "Budget preparation is a 

highly technical procedure, and faculty normally are reluctant to participate 

when grim decisions have to be made, for often it means cutting back staff. 

They feel that's our job. Their job is just to tell us what they want" (Arizona 

Daily Star 6/4/74). Despite this position, animosity and dissension still 

existed. 

Relations between the school board and TEA seemed to become 

progressively worse. A spokesman for the American Federation of Teachers 

(A FL-CIO) announced plans for a membership drive in TUSD. The member

ship drive was to be based on the goal of collective bargaining for teachers. 
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It was at this time that Superintendent Lee resigned his membership in the TEA 

(Arizona Daily Star 7/21/74). Lee stated he could no longer support the actions 

of the organization (Arizona Daily Star 7/21/74). Many teachers withheld their 

contracts until the final deadline for turning them in as an expression of their 

displeasure with the negotiation process. The differences of opinion between 

TEA and the board seemed to have widened. 

In the spring of 1975, Superintendent Lee proposed that the school 

board schedule an election so voters could decide whether the district should 

exceed the 7 percent limit state law placed on budget increases (Arizona Daily 

Star 5/15/75). Meanwhile, the lawsuit from the previous year was still 

pending. 

Teachers were using cost-of-living increases as the rationale for 

seeking raises of at least 7 to 14 percent in 1976 (Arizona Daily Star 3/15/76). 

They were saying, "Priorities are upside down here. The best, highest-paid 

administrative talent, the most modern, well-kept buildings, the latest, most 

sophisticated equipment, extensive physical education and athletic programs 

-none of that is worth spit without good classroom teachers" (A rizona Daily 

Star 5/24/76). 

In addition to issues of salary, insurance also became an issue in 

1976. The district refused to pay a 27 percent rate increase by the Connecticut 

General Insurance Company (Arizona Daily Star 11/12/75). The action was not 

negotiated with employees; payments were simply passed on to them if they 



chose to continue coverage. Tucson Education Association considered filing 

another lawsuit aimed at reinstating the lost benefits (A rizona Daily star 

11/12/75). 
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During negotiations in the spring of 1976, the salary dispute between 

teachers and the school board went to mediation. A committee was appointed 

to mediate the salary dispute. The settlement by the mediators coincided 

closely with the school board's offer. It provided teachers an average pay in

crease of 6.1 percent, including a base increase of 3.8 percent, and the re

mainder in increments based on experience and education. 

William Lamson, a member of the mediating team and president of 

TEA, said that his group was very disappointed with the award (see Table 2 

for pay raises). In a statement issues May 24, Lamson said, "This means a 

failure on our part to obtain a sufficient raise to keep our members abreast 

with the inflation that has occurred and will occur during the coming year" 

(Arizona Daily Star 5/24/76). The feeling of failure by TEA seemed to add to 

the gap between teachers and administration. 

At this time, salary increases in school districts neighboring TUSD 

were perceived by TUSD employees as having favored teachers (Arizona Daily 

Star 5/25/76). The A mphitheater District had an average raise of 7.5 percent, 

the Flowing Wells School District had a raise of 9 percent, and the Sunnyside 

teachers had an increase of between 1. 58 percent and 8.2 percent, depending 

upon years of service in the district (Arizona Daily Star 5/25/76). This 
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Table 2. Comparison of Pay Raises. 

Year Salary Percentage Cost of Living Index 

1972-73 4.1 4.3 

1973-74 4.0 3.3 
",. 

1974-75 5.7 6.2 

1975-76 10.2 11.0 

1976-77 3.8 9.1 

1977-78 2.4 5.6 



seemed to reinforce the perceptions of teacher advocates regarding a lack of 

concern or appreciation for teachers in TUSD by the school board. 
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Another event that appeared to overshadow the problems in negotia

tions was a desegregation lawsuit, filed by the local Mexican-American com

munity, charging that TUSD was violating the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Arizona 

Daily Star 1/4/77). Superintendent Lee directed much of his energy toward 

actions relating to this suit. Boyd Bosma, a top official of the National 

Education Association (NEA) in Washington, D. C., spent two days trying to 

persuade Martin Bedford, then president of TEA, either to join the suit 

against the district or to intervene without taking sides as a friend of the court 

with neutral status (Arizona Daily Star 1/14/77). Bedford did not join the 

plaintiffs in the case, in spite of a potential for retributive action. A special 

concern of the teachers in this desegregation issue, however, was the possi

bility for the school district to institute a mass transfer of teachers, including 

possible layoffs. 

Voters rejected a $1. 8 million budget override in the spring of 1977 

(Arizona Daily Star 6/2/77). On May 31, voters narrowly rejected the mea

sure to increase the school budget over state limits. This wiped out a portion 

of possible teacher raises and cancelled a planned expansion of programs em

phasizing the ''basics.'' At this point, the feelings of many teachers were 

summed up by the comments of Martin Bedford, TEA president: ''We [teachers] 

will continue to subsidize education for the next year as we have for the last 

five years. But, we'll be a heck of a lot tougher at the [bargaining] table next 
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year" (Arizona Daily star 6/1/77). See Table 2 for salary increase informa

tion from 1971 through 1978. 

As early as June 1977 it could be noted that teachers were consider

ing various options for forcing the TUSD Board of Education to substantially in

crease salaries for the next school year. The favored option was a work slow

down of some kind. There was also discussion of a strike against TUSD, but 

TEA officials said they did not consider it a "serious possibility (A rizona 

Daily Star 6/30/77). Despite this denial, the potential for a teacher strike 

seemed to be just below the surface of the TEA membership. 

On June 30, 1977, Superintendent Lee retired (Arizona Daily Star 

6/30/77). He left making the following comments about his administrative 

effort: "I go by the old saying, 'You can attract more flies with honey.' An 

individual who permits himself the luxury of becoming angry is more or less 

demonstrating he's lost control. And you can't think straight in that type of 

situation. One regret is the failure to maintain the harmonious relationship 

with the TEA" (Arizona Daily Star 6/30/77). It was recognized by Lee and 

members of the board that relations with teachers were deteriorating. An out

side observer noted that, "Dr. Lee appeared to become totally engrossed in 

the desegregation issue. This may have temporarily clouded his perception 

of the very significant human relationships difficulties at hand" (Barnes 1982). 

The lawsuit filed by the TEA against the school board, contending 

that the board was bound by the recommendation of the arbitration committee 

of 1974, finally came to an end after three years. On October 14, 1977, a 



superior court judge ruled against the TEA, stating tha.t the arbitration com

mittee was only an advisory committee whose recommendations were not 

binding (Arizona Daily Star 10/15/77). 
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Although official salary talks for the 1978-79 school year were 

nearly three months away, by December of that year distrust and acrimony 

were already apparently surfacing (Arizona Daily Star 12/6/77). A major 

issue at this time was the development of a new district negotiating policy 

called for by the school board. Tucson Unified School District administrators 

indicated that TEA's opinions on a new policy would be solicited, but not nego

tiated (Arizona Daily star 12/6/77). The policy change, according to the 

school boa.rd, would be procedural in nature. Superintendent Wilbur Lewis, 

successor to Lee, seemed eager to blame the TEA in some way. As he stated, 

"They have not presented one single idea [on the new policy]" (Arizona Daily 

Star 10/13/77). 

Relations between Dr. Lewis and the teachers of the school district 

seemed to be rapidly deteriorating. Many TEA members did not respond 

favorably when Dr. Lewis was quoted as saying that the early retirement of 

older teachers would allow the district to hire "younger, more enthusiastic 

teachers" (Arizona Daily Star 8/31/78). The level of trust necessary for the 

organization to function productively seemed seriously decreased. In 1967, 

when TUSD officials and teachers met, negotiations were considered a "family" 

matter (Arizona Daily Star 8/31/78). Slightly more than ten years later, the 

situation seemed quite otherwise. 
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Another emerging problem at this time seemed to be the lack of 

agreement between the school board and the district superintendent (Arizona 

Daily Star 8/31/78). The board scrapped a negotiations policy drawn up by 

Superintendent Lewis and appeared to have ceased following his recommenda-

tions (Arizona Daily Star 8/31/78). Lack of confidence in the superintendent 

seemed to be a real problem for TUSD. The superintendent, the link between 

the TEA and the school board, was now trusted by neither side (Arizona Daily 

Star 8/31/78). 

In March, the 1978 negotiations between TUSD and the TEA officially 

began (Arizona Daily Star 3/7/78). The contract proposed by the TEA con-

sisted of the following provisions: 

- A cost-of-living increase equal to the rise of inflation since 1971, 
which was 15 percent; 

- An annual written evaluation of district administrators by teachers; 

- Creation of a sick leave bank; 

- Payment of unused sick leave when a teacher retires after at least 
ten years in the district; 

- All elementary schools to be staffed with physical education, music, 
and art teachers, a nurse, a librarian, and counselor; 

- A firm policy determining student discipline; teachers would have 
final say in whether a student is readmitted to class or not. 

In the latter part of March 1978, it was evident that contract talks 

between TUSD and the TEA were not going to be settled and would go to arbi-

tration (Arizona Daily Star 3/22/78). The last meeting between the TEA and 
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TUSD before the deadline ended in frustration for both groups. Soon after the 

deadline had passed, board members began to criticize one another. Board 

members Grijalva and Almquist accused board member Helen Hafley of divid

ing the community by pitting the school district employees against the public 

(Arizona Daily Star 4/27/78). A lack of cohesion within TUSD became public. 

Some board members became the "good guys, " and others became the "bad." 

The "we and they" attitude had spread from the relationship between the TEA 

and TUSD to the relationship amongst board members themselves (Arizona 

Daily Star 4/27/78). 

The district's counterproposal combined an across-the-board salary 

and fringe benefit increase of $1,021 regardless of individual teachers' educa

tion or seniority (Arizona Daily Star 3/21/78). This raise would have been a 

10.7 percent increase for new teachers and a 5.3 percent increase for the 

most experienced teachers. The TEA rejected this proposal. 

Marian Pickens became the president-elect of TEA on July 1, 1978. 

Pickens, prior to her new appointment, blamed board members Helen Hafley, 

Sol eng Tom, and Mitchell Vavich for the uncomfortable 1977-78 school year. 

She said, "They stopped thinking of us as professionals and started treating us 

like employees" (Arizona Daily Star 4/27/78). The inference seemed to be 

that the teachers had lost their professional and personal dignity. The school 

board was treating them like "subordinates." Wayne Diehl, the 1977 president 

of TEA, charged Hafley with viewing teacher-school board negotiations as a 

form of "undeclared warfare" (Arizona Daily Star 4/19/78). Ms. Hafley, in 
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response to Diehl's statement, claimed that she had never degraded teachers. 

Nevertheless, the perception of the TEA leadership was that their members' 

professional standings were being degraded by decisions of the board and 

administration. 

Increasingly, comments by board members which were interpreted 

negatively by teachers appeared in the newspapers. One remark in particular 

mentioned that the board had "given the store away, " and received much atten

tion because the board was adopting a more restrictive position on employee 

negotiations at the time (Arizona Daily Star 4/19/78). The board was appar

ently being perceived as insensitive, not only by the school district's teachers, 

but also by the media. Even more serious, the teachers felt that their integrity 

had been called into question. 

The contract negotiations period, mediation, began in early March 

of 1978 and came to an end in the latter part of March. The district offered a 

4.67 percent wage increase; teachers were seeking 10.4 percent. The TEA 

representatives of each school began meeting to discuss a strike possibility. 

The process then moved into arbitration. 

The arbitrator, August G. Eckhardt, a University of Arizona law 

professor, made his recommendations in the latter part of May. His recom

mendations were not binding on the board of education. He submitted a 27 -page 

brief summarizing his findings and recommendations. They included a 6. 5 

percent increase in salary, which was overwhelmingly accepted by a member

ship vote of the TEA. He suggested that the district negotiating policy was 
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inflexible and that teachers and district representatives meet to review the 

budget item by item. This would give the teachers full appreciation of a diffi

cult and unpleasant task (Arizona Daily star 5/31/78). The TEA thought that 

the arbitrator's decision definitely favored teachers. 

Despite the arbitrator's recommendations, the board of education 

voted in favor of a 5.6 percent increase. As expected, the teachers were 

angry (Arizona Daily Star 8/25/78). Jo Cosentino, the new president of TEA, 

announced that the teachers would vote concerning a strike. Many teachers 

came to view the recent arbitration process as a "fluke carrying no weight 

whatsoever" (Arizona Daily star 8/25/78). 

On August 28, the teachers did not vote the strike, but rather voted 

to return to negotiations. "Open negotiations ..• no way, " Soleng Tom, a 

board member, remarked of this development. "Once you do that, you'll be 

negotiating all year" (Arizona Daily Star 9/7/78). Although these comments 

were made to the media, TEA and the board of education met privately on 

September 7. Both sides rejected offers and counteroffers. Within hours, Jo 

Cosentino of the TEA was quoted as saying, ''We are making plans for a strike" 

(Arizona Daily Star 9/7/78). 

The TEA leadership structure was pivotal in the organization's 

build-up for the strike, the decision to strike, and the management of the 

strike. At the center of activity was the president of the TEA during the strike, 

Jo Cosentino. It was the responsibility of this person, together with the help 

of the NEA and AEA representatives, to develop a plan which would assure 
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functional lines of communication before and during the strike. All active 

participants in the TEA were kept fully informed of developments and the rami-

fications of each development. This type of communication was occurring long 

before the strike in Tucson actually took place. 

A number of large and small informational meetings at the TEA 

headquarters were organized by the TEA executive board members. These 

meetings included TEA members, AEA representatives, NEA representatives, 

parents, and other interested members of the community. The meetings 

served not only to inform teachers of negotiation developments, but also to 

motivate them. 

A teacher rally, scheduled and organized by the TEA executive 

board, occurred on Tuesday evening, September 19, 1978. Don Eklund, presi-

dent of the AEA,was solicited by the TEA to speak at the rally. Mr. Eklund's 

speech was perceived by many TEA members as inspiring. Mr. Eklund, in his 

talk, said that with many of the teacher strikes occurring across the nation 

coming to an end, the situation in Tucson had probably become the major con-

cern of the NEA. The TUSD-TEA difficulties in Tucson were now nationally 

recognized. Mr. Eklund addressed the TEA membership as follows: 

I was with you at your August 28 meeting at the Tucson Community Center 
at which you rejected the school board's offer, voted to go back to the 
bargaining table, and set a strike vote for October 1. I had hoped-we 
all hoped-that that action would lead to a series of steps which would 
bring about a resolution of this conflict. Obviously it hasn't. So I'm 
back, and Dix Price, our executive secretary and general counsel, is 
with me, and we are both here to reiterate what I said at that August 28 
meeting, but, more than that, to tell you that we've put our money 
where our mouth is. 



We said the AEA was in this thing all the way with you. Seven AEA 
staff members are now here working with the TEA leadership and staff 
on this crisis, and with Chip Tessone, the NEA's staff man on the scene. 
And they're here to stay, regardless of their desire to be with their 
families. Many of you have already visited with them out in the schools. 

We have put money into the Tucson crisis. The NEA has put money into 
the Tucson crisis. At least five more NEA staff people will arrive in 
Tucson this coming weekend, also to stay for the duration. 

With many of the big start-of-school strikes winding down around the 
country, this crunch in Tucson is now becoming a major-if not the 
major-concern of the NEA. It is going to be in the national spotlight. 

We have to win. In fact, we are going to win. And this is in spite of 
the fact that we have a school board here that seems determined to push 
us into an action that we don't want to take. The monkey is on their 
back, not ours. Let me tell you why. 

Here'S what the school board has right now: 3,000 teachers who want to 
teach. An arbitrator's decision on salary that teachers will accept. 
Money to settle now. 
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Here is what the board does not have: The best interests of the students 
of Tucson at heart. An understanding of a simple procedure called "good 
faith bargaining." The guts to prioritize existing money by cutting dis
trict headquarters fat. A superintendent who cares about children and 
teachers. 

Do we want a high-handed school board and an association-busting super
intendent to carry the day? No. Otherwise other boards and other super
intendents may try it. Let's stop it now. 

You've shown tremendous courage and tenacity. You will need a lot more 
before it's over. But I know you have what it takes. So, on behalf of the 
20,000 teacher-members of the Arizona Education Association, "Go get 
'em! " 

At this same meeting, Jo Cosentino addressed the members present. 

She stated: 

I bid you welcome! I know that the last thing teachers need is another 
meeting, but this is an important one. And the fact that so many of you 
have gone to the trouble of coming here after a hard day's work, and 



then fighting the traffic and the parking and all that, is good evidence 
that you lmow how important it is, too. The school board, which meets 
in about an hour, needs to lmow that we have these numbers-that this 
isn't just the TEA leadership stirring up trouble. Your presence here 
will be a message to the board. 

We are gaining strength every day. We lmow that there is growing par
ental support. Parents are out on the informational picket lines with 
us. They're calling board members to urge them to come back to the 
table with us, and incidentally, some of the parents tell us that the board 
members won't come to the phone, or even hang up on them! 

We have support from other employee organizations and from the unions 
-from the Arizona Public Employees Association, from AFSCME (the 
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees) and 
from others. Our sister associations in the Tucson area are coming 
through with expressions of support, and I hear that they're even col
lecting money for our crisis fund. 

Of greatest importance is the growing support of our cause by our own 
colleagues. More teachers were on the informational picket lines today 
than yesterday. I predict that still more will be out tomorrow and the 
next day. 

I think one of the best developments has to be this: In addition to our 
own efforts at communication, the news media are telling the story so 
vividly and completely that there is a growing awareness on the part of 
the community as to what is really going on. Every day more citizens 
are coming to realize that this is a problem brought on by the intransi
gence of the school board-that coupled with an apparent determination 
on the part of a new superintendent to break the TEA. 
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The board meets at 8 o'clock this evening. I will be there to present a 
proposal for resolving this deadlock. I think it is a constructive approach. 
I hope the board will listen. A great deal is at stake. Time is rur..ning 
out. I urge as many of you as can get into that board room to do so. 
The board has to know we're not just here to put on a media show. We 
mean business. 

Tomorrow I am going to Phoenix to see Governor Babbitt and State 
Superintendent Carolyn Warner and ask their intervention to help us re
solve this dispute. We are, in the meantime, sending letters to a long 
list of "influentials" in Tucson asking them to contact the board and let 
its members know that they want this thing settled and settled quickly. 
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I ask your patience and perseverance. It isn't easy, and it may get a 
good bit harder before it's through. But with your support and solidarity, 
we will win out in the end. 

Generally, the theme throughout the TEA during 1978 was unification. 

Members of the association participated with one another to analyze the exist-

ing circumstances of teachers in TUSD. 

The effectiveness of the TEA seemed to be dependent upon the quality 

of preparation prior to the actual strike vote. As was indicated earlier, con-

structive preparation of TEA members for an eventual strike had begun months 

earlier. This effort was the responsibility of TEA members at level one, the 

board and president level, in the organization, but also occurred at levels two 

and three. 

In preparing the general membership for the eventuality of a strike, 

the TEA president, among others, spoke formally and informally to associa-

tion members. She discussed the existing contract, personnel policies, and 

prevailing work practices. The TEA president and the executive board were 

important in providing the TEA members with information regarding the strike 

situation. 

The TEA president and her "team" were also informed and mindful 

of the community concerns and attitudes toward this major issue. A negative 

attitude toward teachers by community members could have been very destruc-

tive to the TEA position. Parents and the general public appeared to be con-

cerned, and the TEA took advantage of this by distributing information in many 
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forms to parents and other members of the community. (See Appendices B and C 

for examples of informational fliers ~ ) 

The following is one of the final speeches given before the strike in 

late September by Jo Cosentino: 

I'm Jo Cosentino, president of the Tucson Education Association. As 
you are doubtless aware, I speak for more than 3,000 teachers in the 
Tucson Unified School District. 

We of the TEA are distressed that, even with the new fall term now well 
under way, the differences between the board and ourselves have not 
been resolved. Nor, we are convinced, will they be resolved until the 
board, through its negotiation team, sits down with us, through our 
negotiation team, and joins with us in a resolute, good-faith effort to 
bargain the issues and reach an agreement. 

Until that happens, there will continue to be conflict and tension in this, 
the largest school district in Arizona. The threat of a strike will con
tinue and even grow more serious. Teachers are teaching now. Child
ren are learning. But a cloud hangs over us all. We can dispel the 
cloud and get this thing settled. At least we can make a start. I would 
like, therefore, to offer a proposal. 

We are not at all convinced that the board is getting true information 
about the issues involved and the dimensions of this crisis. And so we 
propose that the members of your bargaining team and the members of 
our bargaining team sit down and examine all the issues that remain un
resolved. But more importantly, let this meeting be one at which we 
will discuss the very serious problem of communications that we seem 
to be having. The TEA is convinced that vital information is not reach
ing the board. When the meeting is over, let the two parties draft a 
joint statement to take back to the school board-a statement which 
addresses itself to this question of communication. We think the prob
lem can be solved, and, once it is solved, we think that both of us-the 
board and the teachers' organization-can start working toward a 
settlement. 

This is a positive, constructive approach. We want-as we have said 
in a flier we distributed to the community-to get back to the business 
of educating kids in Tucson. We want to stop the fussing and arguing. 
It can only be done one way-through the negotiations process. We 
earnestly hope the board will look with favor on this proposal. 



Despite this attempt by Jo Cosentino and those attempts by TUSD 

officials to communicate, by mid-September there was still no agreement. 
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Other emerging developments apparently had damaging effects on 

relationships between the board and teachers. Under the new policy approved 

in the previous year, the school board refused to bargain with teachers over 

any questions other than those concerning pay. The board, however, had also 

promised that it would adopt a policy giving employees direct access to the 

board when issues could not be resolved at lower levels. This was revoked. 

Such recommendations and issues would, under such circumstances, have to 

go through Wilbur Lewis, the superintendent. These developments further 

contributed to the seriousness of the problem. 

The TEA members tended to view their relationship with the TUSD 

administration and board as purely authoritarian. Jo Cosentino said, ''We 

cannot accept unilateral constraints on the issues to be negotiated-one side 

telling the other side what can and cannot be talked about. We also see all of 

this as proof of the board's total insensitivity to the seriousness of the 

problem" (Arizona Daily Star 9/11/78). 

The school board commenced to make plans in case of a strike, and 

the TEA continued to prepare for a strike vote. The board began by outlining 

action to take if a strike occurred (see Appendix G fur an example of a strike 

action for school districts). Wilbur Lewis distributed a four-page notice to 

all employees warning them of the consequences of striking, including dismis

sal without the customary hearing (Arizona Daily Star 9/30/78). Teachers 



began by picketing to inform the public of the issue. Students at Tucson High 

School joined in the "informational" picketing (Arizona Daily Star 9/29/78). 
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The school board, in the latter part of September, again offered a 

plan to negotiate with teachers. In a surprise move, they hired a consultant 

from California, Myron Lieberman, to represent TUSD in dealing with the TEA 

(Arizona Daily Star 9/23/78). Despite efforts at reconciliation by Lieberman, 

the talks stalemated as a school shutdown neared. The use of a mediator was 

considered at this time. Eventually the name of William Simkin of the Federal 

Mediation Conciliation Services was suggested by district officials, but it was 

too late to deter the strike (Arizona Daily Star 9/29/78). On Sunday evening, 

October 1, TEA members voted to strike, and did so on Monday, October 2, 

seriously disrupting TUSD's 99 campuses. 

The TEA executive board had no way of actually knowing in advance 

whether members would vote to strike or not, although there was a sense that 

most members seemed to be inclined toward striking. This suspected senti

ment was supported and reinforced by information distributed to the member

ship by the TEA prior to the strike. The vote on whether to strike, however, 

was still very close, with 57.6 percent in favor of striking. Despite the close

ness of the vote, a large majority of the teachers actually went out on strike. 

Many teachers who voted not to strike had indicated a desire for the TEA to 

continue negotiating with TUSD officials, but when the strike vote was confirmed, 

many of them walked out also. 
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Two days after the strike had begun, the district filed a $1. 7 million 

lawsuit against the TEA, the AEA, and the NEA for their involvement in the 

strike. Three district parents also filed a lawsuit which challenged the dis

trict's hiring of "individuals who are blatantly unqualified for teaching posi

tions" during the strike (Arizona Daily Star 10/8/78). Meanwhile, TEA 

members were walking on picket llines throughout the school district, hoping 

that an agreement would soon be reached on the issues at hand. 

During the strike, signs of bitterness began to show as pressure for 

a settlement began to mount (for further details see Appendix D). The activi

ties of the TEA preSident, NEA representatives, the TEA bargaining team, and 

various others were supportive of the striking teachers. These persons sup

ported the teacher cause by contacting the media, coordinating strike activities 

of the teachers, and participating in the negotiations with TUSD officials. 

Functions of these significant persons are pictured in Figure 3. Of course, 

there were others who were integral parts of this entire situation. Strength 

seemed to be in numbers as teachers picketed in front of their respective 

schools for all the public to see. 

For the most part, the TEA leadership perceived the community as 

being supportive. This may have been accurate as a result of the TEA's effec

tive use of the media. The president and various other TEA members spoke 

freely to the media on many occasions. For this reason the points of view of 

TEA members were publicized to a much greater extent than their official 

counterparts in the TUSD. 
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This apparent community-wide support provided teachers with 

another psychological boost which seemed needed to make the strike a success. 

It helped the executive board members as they spoke with teachers. It also 

undoubtedly contributed strength to the stand of the TEA bargaining team as 

negotiations continued throughout the week of the strike. 

Money and respect seemed to be the two major issues in negotiations. 

All issues under negotiation at the bargaining table are listed below and have 

been ranked in order of importance by the president of TEA in 1978 (see 

Appendix E for the 1978 Consensus Agreement): 

Association Rights - 6 
Class Size - 3 
Administrator Evaluation - 14 
Non-Professional Duties - 19 
Teacher Evaluation - 8 
Pay - 2 
Workdays - 11 

Health/Life Insurance - 4 
University Work - 12 
Discipline - 5 
Lunch Breaks - 10 
Sick Pay - 13 
Leaves - 7 
Reprisals - 1 

The strike lasted for one week. William Simkin, a 40-year veteran 

of resolving disputes at the formal level had been brought in as the mediator 

and met for five days with representatives from the TEA and TUSD (Arizona 

Daily Star 10/9/78). By Friday, the group had made little progress, so over 

the weekend he developed a proposal and presented it to both parties on Sunday, 

October 8. The details of William Simkin's proposal are presented below: 

Salaries: Teachers will get a 6.4 percent raise; board offered 5.6 per
cent; teachers wanted 6.5 percent. Salaries for next year will be nego
tiated in the spring. 

Class Size: There will be an "experimental" reduction for kindergarten 
and combination first/second-grade classes for 1978-79. Under the 
experiment, a "reasonable number" of classes with more than the desired 
number of students will be identified, and their enrollment will be reduced 
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through reassignments of students, the use of aides, and creation of add i
tional classes. [The cost of the experiment was placed at $40,000 by the 
arbitrator. ] 

Duration: The contract will be for two years. 

No Reprisals: The contract specified that no reprisals shall be taken 
against striking teachers, and leaders of the teachers said that no repri
sals will be taken against teachers that crossed picket lines. 

Discipline: Teachers have the right to exclude unruly students for the 
remainder of the school day, and teachers assigned "problem students" 
will meet with their administrator and other personnel on a private basis 
to discuss discipline problems. 

Health and Life Insurance: Current benefits will continue, and the dis
trict will pay an additional $55 of the costs of an employee's coverage. 

Workday: The teachers' workday will be 7-1/2 hours plus a 30-minute 
uninterrupted lunch break. 

Sick Leave: All unused sick leave can be accumulated toward retirement. 

Consultation: Teachers will be given monthly consultation sessions with 
the district. 

Stin Unresolved: The teachers and the board must work out final 
language on a guarantee that benefits will not be lowered and an agree
ment that the teachers will not strike again while the contract remains in 
effect (Arizona Daily Star 10/9/78). 

Summary 

The following selected events seem to summarize the apparently 

deteriorating relationship between the TEA and TUSD officials between 1973 

and 1978. 1 Communications could be described as worsening during this period 

1Much of this chronology is part of a study conducted by Paul 
Hoffman, Ph. D., The University of Arizona, entitled, "A HistorY of 
Tucson School District #1, 1941-1978," 1982. 
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to the extent that teachers seemed to feel alienated and dissentient. The events 

culminated in a walk-out on October 2, 1978. The strike lasted one week. 

April 3, 1974 

May 16, 1974 

May 22, 1974 

June 2, 1974 

June 5, 1974 

June 27, 1974 

Negotiations between the TEA and the school 
board ended, for the first time ever, in a deadlock. 
The negotiations entered into arbitration. 

The arbitration committee suggested a salary 
increase of 7.8 percent for teachers. 

The school board offered a 6 percent increase to 
teachers, thus rejecting the recommendation of 
the arbitration committee. 

The TEA filed a lawsuit against the school dis
trict. The suit alleged that the district failed to 
negotiate in "good faith" when it failed to offer 
the 7. 8 percent salary increase to teachers as 
recommended by the arbitration committee. 

The school superintendent resigned from the TEA 
as a result of the lawsuit filed by the TEA against 
the district. 

The school district suspended the TEA's telephone 
privileges at the district's central office. 

That which follows was used to generate the case studies appearing in 
Chapter 5. 

November 11, 1975 

May 24, 1976 

May 25, 1976 

The school district refused to pay a 27 percent 
insurance rate increase. The school board did 
not negotiate the insurance premium with 
employees; payments were simply passed on to 

... _ the . .Elmpl<?~~_e_s if ~h~.e~ploY€l€l~ \Vant~dJl1e _ 
benefits. 

William Lamson, president of the TEA, indicated 
that teachers were very disappointed with salary 
increases received through negotiations. 

Salary increases in school districts neighboring 
TUSD were listed in the A rizona Daily star and 
were viewed by many as being favorable. 



January 3, 1977 

October 14, 1977 

October 21, 1977 

December 5, 1977 

January 11, 1978 

February 21, 1978 

March 6, 1978 

March 22, 1978 

Apri110, 1978 

May 9, 1978 

May 31, 1978 

June 15, 1978 

The Mexican-American community filed a 
desegregation lawsuit against TUSD. 
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Lawsuit against the district, filed by the TEA in 
1974, was settled by visiting superior court 
Judge Robert Bean (Pima County) against the 
TEA. He ruled that the board was not bound by 
arbitration. 

The TEA threatened action including a possible 
strike against the school district if the teachers 
did not receive an adequate pay increase for the 
1977-78 school year. 

The TEA protested the development of a new 
schocH district negotiation policy. 

The school board formally rescinded a ten-year
old negotiation policy. The TEA requested that 
the board extend the policy for one year while a 
new policy is developed. The board refused to 
extend the old negotiation policy. 

The school board formally adopted (4-1) a new 
negotiation policy. The new policy was 
unacceptable to the TEA. 

The first-round negotiations broke down as the 
TEA felt that the board wished to limit the 
topics of discussion. 

The TEA rejected a salary offer by the board of 
4.6 percent. 

The TEA picketed the school district administra
tive headquarters, employing anti-board picket 
signs. 

Arbitration began between the TEA and the school 
district. 

Arbitration recommended a 6.5 salary increase 
for teachers. This was accepted by the TEA. 

The school board offered the teachers a 5.6 per
cent salary increase. 



September 18, 1978 

October 1, 1978 

October 2, 1978 

October 8, 1978 

October 17, 1978 

The teachers beg311 to picket their respective 
schools. A TEA poll showed that 82 percent of 
the teachers would strike against the district. 

The TEA voted to strike against the school 
district. 

The first day of the teacher strike. 

The teachers voted to terminate the strike. 

The adoption of consensus agreement between 
the TEA and the school board. 

1 
The Week 
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The following selected events seem to summarize significant activi-

ties as perceived by TEA members during the week of the strike. 

Sunday 
October 1, 1978 
Tucson Community 
Center Auditorium 

The teachers voted 57.6 percent for a strike. 
The small pro-strike margin was interpreted by 
the TEA negotiations team as a strong support 
for continued bargaining and a good settlement 
at the earliest possible date. 

The motion to strike had a solid recommendation 
behind it from the TEA executive board. Amend
ments to the motion were offered by some 
members to go ahead and take a vote, but to 
delay the actual strike. When these amendments 
were rejected by overwhelming majorities in 
standing votes, it was obvious that the strike was 
impending. 

President Jo Cosentino reported strong support 
from parent groups and other local associations 
such as the Teamsters Union and the Arizona 
Public Employees Association. She also re
ceived a telegram with a pledge of full support 
from the National Education Association presi
dent John Ryor. 

1 Sources for these statements were the TEA newsletter, "On the 
Line, " and TEA president during the strike, Jo Cosentino. 



Monday 
October 2, 1978 
TUSD 

Tuesday 
October 3, 1978 

There were almost 3,000 teachers present as 
the TEA's negotiations team, headed by Wayne 
Diehl, left the auditorium. 

It was estimated that at least 2,200 teachers 
went out on strike, and two-thirds or more of 
the students stayed at home. 
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It was reported that the district was desperate. 
It was rumored that at one school so many 
teachers were out that an administrator and a 
"scabbing" teacher traveled from room to room, 
to satisfy the legal requirement that there be a 
certified teacher in each room. 

There were reports of a number of threats made 
to teachers. Aides were supposedly called by 
TUSD officials and told that they would be fired 
or blackballed if they went out on strike. A 
teacher reported being told that a letter of repri
mand in his file would be removed if he would 
teach during the strike. 

Don Eklund, AEA president, walked the picket 
lines at 23 schools and talked with over 400 
teachers. 

One female teacher came to the TEA headquarters 
and said she had been in Tucson and on the job 
for five days when the strike started. She signed 
up for TEA membership and went out on strike. 
"I love you all, " she was quoted as saying. 

The scene of the negotiations shifted from TUSD 
administrative offices to the "Lodge on the 
Desert" on North Alvernon Way. The TEA 
members generally perceived the bargaining to 
be proceeding seriously from the beginning of 
the strike. 

It was reported that all teachers were out at the 
following schools: Secrist, Ft. Lowell, Whitmore, 
and Fruchthendler. 



Wednesday 
October 4, 1978 
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It was thought by TEA members that many un
qualified teachers were operating classrooms. 
One principal, it was reported, had her husband 
meet "scabs" at a nearby supermarket to escort 
them through picket lines in his van. 

It was reported that parents and students were 
taking a lot of abuse and pressure. A parent 
tried to get into a school to observe and was 
barred and joined the picket line. It was rumored 
that at a junior high school a substitute called a 
parent to say that if her child wasn't there by 
Friday to take an algebra exam, the child would 
be flunked. 

It was noted that TEA leaders urged teachers to 
go into their schools in groups asking for their 
paychecks on Friday, October 5. 

The TEA pledged that striking employees would 
definitely not be dismissed. The threat to dis
miss striking teachers under the "contract 
abandonment" theory is one that the TEA did not 
take seriously. 

Litigation was filed against striking teachers by 
TUSD, but the TEA's attorney said, "The suit 
does not affect any teacher'S current position in 
any way at this time, and the court most likely 
will not rule on this issue for at least a year. " 

It was noted that TEA statistics showed 2,340 
certified personnel out on strike which was up 
from 2,290 Tuesday. Teachers were warned 
by TEA leaders that they had literally "passed 
the point of no return." It was said that if they 
went back in now, they would lose their protec
tion. The district could and probably would 
punish them for walking out in the first place. 
Since there was no agreement yet on the issues 
involving a no-reprisals provision, they would 
go back in with absolutely no protection. 



Thursday 
October 5, 1978 
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At Wakefield school, 16 substitute teachers had 
nothing to do and it was reported that they ordered 
pizza and had it delivered across the picket lines. 

A parents' rally at Kennedy Park took place to 
give parents the latest information on the strike 
situation. 

It was reported that progress was being made in 
the negotiations. A tentative agreement was 
reached on at least nine items. Still to be dealt 
with were economic items plus details of at least 
four other items. The two parties were consider
ing the possibility of a two-year agreement. 

It was concluded in superior court, by Judge Jack 
Marks, in the parents' lawsuit against TUSD, 
that approximately half the substitutes given 
emergency teaching certificates earlier in the 
week had been certified without adequate creden
tials. The district held a meeting of some 300 to 
400 substitutes at Catalina High School to get 
ready to start the whole process over again on 

. Friday. 

TEA members were told that the TEA was going 
to run a full-page ad in Sunday's Arizona Daily 
Star newspaper to inform the public of issues and 
activities. TEA asked for one dollar per teacher 
to pay for the advertisement. 

A demonstration took place at the TUSD adminis
trative building at noon. At least 2,000 sign
carrying teachers turned out, plus one horse 
named Smokey, ridden by Janice Mitich. The 
media coverage of this event was seen as being 
thorough by TEA leadership. During the demon
stration the school board was meeting inside the 
building. 

Teachers were notified that arrangements were 
being made by TEA and AEA through NEA's 
National Teacher Assistance Fund for interest
free loans. TEA made arrangements through 



Friday 
October 6, 1978 

October 2 - 6 
Activities Occurring 
Every day 

Sunday 
October 8, 1978 

the First National Bank, since the Tucson 
Teachers' Credit Union did not wish to become 
involved in this matter. 

On this day a number of strike rallies involving 
teachers, parents, and other community 
members occurred. The rallies were located 
at parks througbout the community. 
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Mediator William Simkin announced that he would 
make a "package" recommendation which he 
would submit on Sunday to TUSD officials and to 
the TEA members. 

A TEA executive board member spoke long 
distance to Tony DeMarco, president of the 
Parma, Ohio, Education Association. DeMarco 
had the following to say: "Will Lewis's main 
goal is to win. He cares not for education. He 
will push, shove, and do anything divisive he 
can." 

Two TEA area coordinators visited every school. 
These persons disseminated information and took 
current information from schools to the TEA 
office. 

A press conference took place every morning be
tween the TEA president and the mass media at 
11:00 a. m. There were also some live news 
telecasts at noon. The TEA president was 
available at the TEA headquarters at most times. 
She made contact with the bargaining team and 
one or more TUSD school board members 
periodically. 

Throughout the week, Chip Tessone, an organiza
tional specialist from the NEA, coordinated most 
of the strike activities. The TEA had no diffi
culty in securing volunteers to perform the many 
strike-associated duties. 

The teachers voted to accept the recommenda
tions of the mediator, William Simkin. 



Tuesday 
October 10, 1978 
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Every teacher and classified employee that went 
out on strike received from the TEA a Certificate 
of the Order of the Golden Foot. 

Recognition was given to the TEA bargaining 
team by TEA officials. They were Wayne Diehl, 
chairperson; Bill Lamson, spokesperson; Vi 
Nelson, Herman Warrior, and Terry Welborn. 
The A rizona Daily star called them a "quiet army 
of teacher strike specialists. " 

This review of events from 1973 through 1978 focused on various re-

lationships between and among various members of the TEA and TUSD officials. 

The following chapter presents case studies of these relationships as they were 

perceived by various TEA participants. The case studies are included to pro-

vide additional background on selected events and issues that seemed to have 

important implications regarding the relationships of TEA members. 



CHAPTER 5 

CASE STUDIES INVOLVING TEA MEMBERS 

Introduction 

In presenting the case studies found in this chapter, the writer 

intends to report a series of interconnected events, as perceived by TEA 

members, occurring between 1976 and 1978. The reports of the participants 

constitute case studies and were generated by use of the list of events sum

marizing the strike chronology in the preceding chapter. The case studies are 

included to provide additional background on selected events and issues that 

seemed to have important implications regarding relationships and the develop

ment of the strike action under examination. 

The cases focus on the perceptions of TEA members at the three 

levels of the TEA hierarchical structure. Two case studies are presented con

taining perceptions of TEA members at level one, or the executive board level, 

before or during the strike. Additionally, two other case studies featuring 

persons at level two, associated with the faculty representatives and the "Action 

Plan Task Force" are presented. Finally, two case studies are presenting in

volving persons in the general TEA membership. 

In that which follows, persons providing case study material are 

designated as Speaker 1, Speaker 2, Speaker 3, etc. Case studies 1 and 2 
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involve persons at level one, case studies 3 and 4 involve persons at level two, 

and case studies 5 and 6 involve persons at level three. 

Case Study Number 1 

Introduction 

The following case study contains the perceptions of a TEA member 

who operated at level one before and during the strike. Level one represents 

persons on the executive board of the TEA. The organizational levels of the 

TEA are presented in Appendix A. Persons operating at level one during the 

strike tended to know detailed information about the relationships between the 

TEA and TUSD officials. 

Speaker 1 had been on the executive board of the TEA for two consecu

tive years and had developed a number of personal relationships within and 

around the TEA. This person communicated regularly with members of TEA 

at all three levels and had consistent contact with TUSD officials, including 

board members. For these reasons, the perceptions of Speaker 1 seemed 

particularly significant in examining the strike situation beginning in 1976. 

Case Material 

An important event occurring in early 1976 was the issue of the 

insurance rate increase by Connecticut General Insurance Company. This 

case begins at that point-. 
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Many think that the school district wouldn't negotiate the premium with 
teachers, but they did. [Speaker 1 referred to Article 10 of the consen
sus document, and she quoted:] "The district would pay 100 per'cent of 
health and accident insurance for all teachers and that hereafter the 
terms and conditions which might include any changes in the insurance 
coverage, be expressly designated as a subject for negotiation." In 
Article 12 of the 1971 consensus, the district agreed to contribute $240 
yearly per employee for medical insurance. In 1972, it was increased to 
$247.50. This was to be used to pay 100 percent of the premium. This 
is a fringe benefit, and I think fringe benefits are extremely important. 
In some cases, a person may get more money in terms of take-home pay 
by getting a fringe benefit totally paid for, rather than receiving just a 
straight salary increase. The reason is that salary increases are 
taxable, whereas a medical insurance premium is not. 

Actually, it was smart on the district's part to want a dollar figure to 
be in the agreement. If I had been on the district's team, I would have 
wanted to go the same way, not wanting to pay the entire 100 percent. 
Looking at it from the teachers' point of view, though, I did not agree 
with what the district wanted. I felt that the insurance premium was 
something the district should pay for entirely. To me, it seemed as 
though this issue was just another way for the district to not give teachers 
as much monetary benefit as they could. 

Thus far, Speaker 1 has described the issue of the insurance 

premiums. Speaker 1 briefly described the importance of fringe benefits to 

teachers, and noted that from the district's point of view, it was feasible to 

pay for only a standard amount of the teachers' insurance premiums. How-

ever, Speaker 1 felt that TUSD should be responsible for paying the entire 

insurance premiums for teachers. 

Later _on during the spring of 1976, when Bill Lamson was preSident, 
salaries went to mediation. At that time we went to a different type of 
mediation. We selected one person to participate on a mediation team 
and that was Bill Lamson. The district officials also selected one 
person, and I don't remember who was selected by the district. To
gether, those two participants chose a third individual. The TEA nego
tiating team and the TUSD negotiating team met with this newly-formed 
panel of mediators. We didn't have any more success by using this 
process than we had before. We had three or four meetings, and the 
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panel of mediators came up with a recommendation. As I recall, the 
panel voted two to one on the recommendation. It was not mandatory for 
TEA or TUSD to accept it, but at that point, we had pretty much agreed 
to accept whatever resulted from this process. 

I still felt that the salary increase was too low. We had been subsidizing 
the district for a long time (see Table 2). 

At the same time in 1976, Amphitheater School District was going through 
their negotiations. I know they did consistently well with their fringe 
benefits. Amphitheater had an average raise of 7.5 percent. Their medi
cal insurance was good, and I know Amphitheater got paid for their sick 
leave sometime before we even came up with anything. I think Amphi
theater had a history of going to the negotiations table for two or three 
days, and then automatically going into mediation or arbitration. They 
did not spend the time at the negotiations table we did. 

As early as 1976, Speaker 1 described how a panel of mediators was 

used in order to reach an agreement on salaries. She pointed out that although 

an agreement was reached, it was not completely satisfying to her. This lack 

of satisfaction was attributed to comparisons with what teachers in neighboring 

school districts were receiving. 

During the spring of 1977, the desegregation lawsuit charging that TUSD 
was violating the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was filed by the Mexican-
A merican community. I was asked if that affected relationships between 
the TEA and TUSD. I'm not sure if the district slighted any other issues 
because of the lawsuit. I don't think Tom Lee, the superintendent, and 
the school board believed that they were going to be found guilty in this 
lawsuit. I believe that it came as a real shock to district administrators 
and the school board when that decision was handed down. Then it was 
like "panic city"; everyone in the administration became totally involved 
in setting up alternatives and options for handling this problem. 

Tom Lee had a different sort of relationship with teachers. So many 
teachers thought he was a kind, benevolent person. He often came across 
as being that. Despite this feeling among teachers, the TEA did file as 
a "friend of the court" in regards to the desegregation case. 

On May 31, 1977, voters rejected a $1. 8 million override to increase the 
school budget beyond the statutory limit. When the override was defeated, 
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many of the teachers lost faith in the community. I wasn't too surprised 
that the override was rejected. This is one of the few issues where 
people have a chance to vote on whether or not they are to be taxed. I 
think a real selling job has to be done to get people to vote in favor of a 
tax, and I don't believe that selling job was done in this case. I don't 
think the board really pushed things as hard as they could have. I know 
teachers worked hard on it, but there wasn't much time before the elec
tion to do so, and again, whenever you are going to get people to vote on 
a tax increase, you have to sell them on the reasons for it. I wasn't sur
prised that the override was defeated ••• disappointed-but not 
surprised. 

At this time teachers began to think about taking a stronger stand. That 
was part of what got us started on the Organizational Development and the 
Community Action programs. We really began to get out into the com
munity to talk to people about what teachers were asking for and why we 
were asking. We had just begun to lay a lot of groundwork. 

Speaker 1 indicated that Tom Lee was typically seen as a rather 

benevolent person by many teachers. This view wasn't enough, though, to 

prevent the TEA from filing as a "friend of the court" during the desegrega-

tion lawsuit. This action was an indication that relationships were deteriorating. 

Less than a couple of months after Lee's retirement, voters rejected 

an override of $1.8 million to increase the district's budget beyond the statu-

tory limit. This was discouraging to Speaker 1, but not surprising. She felt it 

stimulated teachers to take action in preparing for future negotiations. 

On June 30, 1977, District Superintendent Tom Lee retired. Morale be
tween teachers and administrators was very low and getting lower. Every 
year, though, around December, Dr. Lee would come out with his annual 
"Christmas message" to the teachers. He would say that the district 
would not have enough money in the budget for anything and things were 
going to be tight the next year. Despite this message each year, the dis
trict would always come up with the money for the programs they wanted. 
As a result, there was less and less credibility given to what administra
tors and the board had to say. Teachers would not believe what was being 
said by administrators, especially when it came down to money. As we 
saw eventually, there was money there. Teachers just weren't believing 
what the district was saying anymore. 
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On October 14, 1977, a superior court judge ruled against the TEA in a 
lawsuit they had filed in 1974, contending that the board was bound by the 
recommendation of the arbitration committee made in 1974. After we 
filed the lawsuit, I think that some people on the school board began to 
have stronger negative feelings toward the teachers. They could not be
lieve we had the nerve to file a lawsuit against TUSD. They had a pater
nalistic attitude toward teachers saying, ''We know what's best for all of 
you teachers and we will take care of you." I know that in the case of at 
least two of the board members, the lawsuit is what really started the 
negative feelings, and I feel that's why they hired Wilbur Lewis. I think 
the main reason for hiring Wilbur Lewis was to whip the teachers into 
shape and to keep us in line, but as everybody knows, it did not work. 

At that point, teachers began to think in terms of taking some kind of 
action. Wilbur Lewis didn't help matters. For example, he talked about 
hiring younger, more enthusiastic teachers and retiring some of the older 
ones. This did not go over well with any of the teachers that had been in 
the district for some years. He did not come out and say it, but it was 
implied that teachers who had been around for a while were really not as 
good and as enthusiastic as the younger ones. Dr. Lewis also sent a 
letter to Wayne Diehl, who was president of the TEA at the time, saying 
that unless the TEA supported him in its newsletter, he probably would 
not have time to go up to the legislature to push for retirement benefits. 
We called it ''Wilbur's Blackmail Letter." Somehow the newspapers got 
a copy of that letter, and it was made public. I still don't lmow who sent 
the letter to the press, but I'm glad they did. That made it very definite 
that Wilbur Lewis and the TEA would not have a cooperative relationship. 

During the latter part of 1977, there was also talk about making changes in 
the negotiations policy. The board was going to rescind the old policy and 
give us a new one. At one time I thought we were going to have a strike 
over the policy itself. We turned out 1,200 teachers for a meeting with 
the school board on a Friday night with only two days notice. The old 
policy clearly stated that any changes in the policy would be negotiated, 
but the board did not intend to do that. That's when Wilbur Lewis got the 
administrators to sign a card stating that they did not wish to remain a 
part of our bargaining unit, and the majority of them signed it. For this 
reason the administrators were removed from our bargaining unit. It 
was the best thing that happened to us. I think some of the administrators 
still regret it because all the administrators could do then was meet and 
confer. That was Wilbur Lewis's doing. Well, I suppose it was Wilbur 
and the board together, but he was the one that really suggested it. 

I remember in particular when our bargaining team met with Hugh 
Sommers, a financial officer of the district, to go over the district's 
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budget~ OUr team had come up with several items from this budget that 
we thought could be changed. We wrote them all up, had them typed, and 
had them copied for each board member. I personally took them to the 
superintendent's office in a big envelope for each board member and gave 
them to Dr. Lewis's secretary and asked her to please see that the board 
members got them. The board members did not get them at once. In 
fact, that night at a board meeting, I got up and asked about them. The 
board members had not seen them. I found out later that Lewis had taken 
them all out of the envelopes, added his comments to them first, and then 
gave them to the board. Mrs. Hafley was extremely upset about this and 
said that any mail for the board members was to go directly to the board 
members from now on. We were to give mail for board members to the 
board's secretary. Dr. Lewis was caught right there in public with taking 
mail that had been addressed to board members and adding ~isown com
ments before passing it on to them. 

When Tom Lee retired on June 30, 1977, Speaker 1 felt that TUSD 

officials wanted to hire a new superintendent that would castigate teachers and 

keep them in line. Wilbur Lewis seemed to be exactly what TUSD officials 

wanted until communications between the school board and Dr. Lewis began to 

break down. When this happened, Speaker 1 noted, the school board seemed to 

be administering the district rather than Dr. Lewis. 

During the spring of 1978, negotiations began on March 6. The teachers 
were asking for a 10.4 percent salary increase, and the district offered 
4.67 percent. Negotiations reached an impasse, and we went to arbitra
tion. The arbitrator's recommendation was closer to what the board had 
offered than to what teachers had asked. We were willing to accept the 
arbitrator's recommendation if the board would agree to it. They wouldn't 
do so. 

Tha.t was the year the negotiations were open to anyone who wanted to 
watch them. I do know that the board's team really did not want these 
negotiations open, but Dr. Lewis insisted on it. He felt that it would dis
credit the teachers with the public. 

I don't know if there was ever any respect for teachers on Dr. Lewis's 
part. I'm not sure how many of the board members had any either. I 
think the ones on the board that had respect for teachers always had 
respect, and the ones that didn't, never had it. I do know we got more 



respect from the community. At one meeting in particular, several 
parents were there. One parent got up and said, "You know, if you 
teachers don't strike now, you are going to be farther behind than you 
have ever been." A parent said this. It gave me a lot of support. 
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Right about that time, Helen Hafley mentioned that the school board had 
"given the store away." At one time she referred to the board as the 
"givers" and the teachers as the "givees." I feel that comments such as 
these helped build more support in the community for the teachers, and 
less for the board and superintendent. 

During that spring of 1978, we began to print a lot of teacher dollars and 
leaflets to distribute around the community as part of our Organizational 
Development Program, which was a program used to help build teacher 
support among other things. 

In the month of August, TEA had a meeting of the membership and decided 
that if nothing had happened in the continued negotiations by October 1, a 
strike vote would be taken. It was sort of a "pre-strike" vote. 

Soleng Tom, along with some of the other board members, did not want to 
go back to the negotiating table. They thought there would be negotiations 
all year round. That is what they wanted to read into it, but we simply 
wanted to go back to the table because it seemed to be the only way to do 
it. They did not want to reopen negotiations. 

I attended board meetings consistently in September 1978. At that time, 
I felt as though many teachers were feeling as negatively as I did about 
our relationship with the board. 

In meetings with the board, they stated that they wanted to negotiate only 
salaries and fringes. Helen Hafley said that never again would they nego
tiate class size, but they are still negotiating it. We as teachers felt that 
any items really important enough for teachers to be concerned should 
also elicit the concern of district officials. There are still a lot of people 
that don't look at negotiations as a give and take. One side is never going 
to get everything they want; there is just no way. What you want to do in 
negotiating is to get something that will benefit the most people-the dis
trict, the teachers, and kids-everybody. 

Sometime in September is when Dr. Lewis sent a full-page notice to all 
employees about what would happen to them if they went out on strike, but 
at that point, his letters didn't carry a lot of weight with the teachers. He 
had steadily lost credibility with teachers. 
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Within the last ten days of September, the district hired Myron 
Lieberman, a consultant from California, to head the district's nego
tiating team. His arrival is what really started the mess. The school 
board had just agreed to go back to the negotiations table when they 
brought him in. When Lieberman went to the table with the board's nego
tiating team, things totally fell apart. At the time, I think he was writing 
a book, and he just wanted to prove his new theories of negotiations. I 
don't think he had any desire to reach any kind of settlement; I just think 
he wanted to test his theories to see how they would work out. He was 
using our situation to do it and he made a lot of money at the same time. 
I really think that if he had not come in, we probably would have reached 
some kind of agreement, and there might not even have been a strike. 

I think that the administrators and the school board really thought there 
would only be 700 or 800 teachers willing to go out on strike, if that many. 
When they saw how many went out, they realized that there was a lot more 
unity among teachers than the board had ever dreamed. They thought 
there would be a few hundred and they could break the strike without any 
trouble. 

The 1978 negotiations were open to the public and teachers became 

more active in building support. Speaker 1 felt that teachers received more 

respect from others in the community than from the school board or the super-

intendent. Speaker 1 attended board meetings regularly and participated in the 

negotiations process during this time and began to have an antagonistic attitude 

toward TUSD officials. When Myron Lieberman was hired by the school board, 

the situation seemed to get worse, and Speaker 1 thought teachers felt as though 

they had to go out on strike. 

The way Dr. Lewis handled the strike was clearly a bad situation, also. 
He did not allow the media into the schools, and he told them that every
thing was going on the way it should in the classrooms. Well, we told the 
media what was really going on according to what the kids were telling us. 
He also sent letters to parents that seemed very threatening. The letter 
mentioned that all children should be in school and they had better be back 
on Monday. This did not endear him to the parents, either. 
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During the strike, the district and the TEA agreed to bring in a mediator, 
Mr. Simkin. He finally said that he was going to write the recommenda
tions up and if both teams didn't go along with them, he was just going to 
throw the whole thing open to the press. After his recommendations were 
known, we voted to accept them. 

If he had come up with something that was totally unacceptable, I don't 
think we would have voted for it. His recommendations were not what we 
really wanted, but we could live with them and still have some self-respect 
in the meantime. It was worth it, and we won! 

Summary 

Speaker 1 emphasized several events and issues in his recollections 

of relationships between TEA members and TUSD. She viewed events such as 

the insurance premium controversy, the hiring of Dr. Wilbur Lewis, and the 

rescinding of the negotiations policy between TEA and TUSD as major factors 

leading to strike action. These events, among others, initiated antagonistic 

action among teachers, according to Speaker 1, and later helped create a 

feeling that the strike had been won by the teachers. 

According to Speaker 1, the negotiations process became completely 

inadequate when Myron Lieberman went to the negotiating table with TUSD 

officials. With his participation, the communication gap widened and negotia-

tions stalemated. This was a significant facet for Speaker 1, and it was simi-

larly significant for Speaker 2. 
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Case study Number 2 

Introduction 

Case study number 2 contains the perceptions of another TEA 

member who operated at level one before and during the strike. Speaker 2 

was considered a significant person by a number of TEA members and was 

also seen as a leader during strike action. 

Case Material 

I guess you might say that in 1976 I was neutral towards strikes. I had 
somewhat of a romantic viewpoint of labor fighting for its rights, but at 
the same time, I was somewhat disapproving of modern-day strikes like 
in the auto industry. 

From 1976 to 1978, lots of incidents happened that stimulated teachers to 
take action. There was not one event by itself that provoked my taking 
action against TUSD. Some occurrences that I vaguely remember were 
the insurance rate increase in 1976, the lack of genuine negotiations in 
1976 when negotiations went to mediation and teachers did not view them
selves as faring well. These two incidents did not provoke me to take 
action by themselves, but I guess they were close to t1?e start of my 
developing ill feelings toward the district. 

The district was to pay 100 percent of health and accident insurance for 
all teachers as of April 9, 1969, and the terms and conditions 
which might include any changes in the insurance coverage be designated 
as a subject for negotiation. On April 4, 1972, the district's cO'1tribution 
to the full-time employees' premium for insurance was increased to 
$247.50 per annum. This amount was to be used to pay 100 percent of 
the employees' premium for major medical insurance and additional life 
insurance. 

In 1977, the district had a desegregation lawsuit filed against it. The 
desegregation lawsuit was filed by the Mexican-American community, 
charging that TUSD was in violation of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Later 
in that same year, Tom Lee, the district's superintendent, retired. Both 
of these occurrences were very important, but I did not feel certain that 
either one was going to affect the relationship between TEA and TUSD. 
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At this time, though, I was already involved quite a bit with TEA. Wilbur 
Lewis came aboard in the 1977-78 school year. I remember that one of 
the first things he did was to show a film about how he handled the strike 
in Ohio. From that point on, I didn't take Wilbur Lewis seriously. People 
just thought Wilbur Lewis was a joke. Myself and the teachers I knew kind 
of thought he was a ''nerd'' and we felt he was totally unable to deal with 
Helen Hafley and Soleng Tom, who were the power structure in the district. 

During the spring of 1978, I had begun to spend hours and hours at the TEA 
office after teaching all day. I was an executive board member sometime 
back then, but I think in that particular year I was a political action 
coordinator. The function of this position was basically to get people 
stirred up so they would contact political figures, and I also participated 
heavily in doing such things as distributing and putting together leaflets, 
contacting teachers, and other things. 

Speaker 2 seemed relatively undisturbed by the insurance premium 

controversy in 1976 and the desegregation lawsuit filed in 1977. The appoint-

ment of Wilbur Lewis, on the other hand, seemed to be significant to her and 

stimulated her to action. 

Helen Hafley was also making comments about "giving away the store, " 
and how she was going to take it back from teachers. A lot of abusive 
language was coming out towards teachers and I directly attribute 
responsibility for that to Mitchell Vavich, Sol eng Tom, and Helen Hafley. 
This is ironic because Helen Hafley was elected as the teachers' savior 
some years before. 

This approach of the school board had a detrimental effect on the negotia
tions process that spring of 1978. The TEA was not able to effectively 
bargain whether through its own merits or through the merits of the dis
trict. At this time, I perceived that over the years we not only got less 
and less each year, but things that we could negotiate before had been 
taken away. For example, our personal day, a day off from school, had 
been taken away. The next year they wouldn't let us take it without an 
act of Congress. It seemed as though our position was becoming worse. 

In September of 1978 when TUSD hired Myron Lieberman to represent the 
district in negotiations with TEA, I resented him. He was being paid such 
an enormous sum of money. He was flying in and out of Tucson because 
he didn't really have time to work with us on this problem, and we were 
paying the freight for all these trips. Teachers were very offended by this. 
Also, Jo Cosentino did a great deal to stir feelings up in quite a good 



speech about Myron Lieberman's theory. The TEA actively workl3d to 
make us feel badly towards Myron Lieberman. 
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For me it finally came to a put up or shut up situation. I didn't want to go 
out until the day I went out. Consistently, whenever the issue arose, I 
said no. I wore a button that said, "I don't want to strike, but I will. " 
At the strike vote on Sunday, October 1, 1978, I voted against going out, 
but the group said go, so I went. 

Speaker 2 viewed negotiations in 1978 as being inadequate. The 

negotiations policy did not seem fair to her, as was emphasized in the speech 

given by Jo Cosentino in September of 1978. Speaker 2 felt as though she had, 

to go out on strike. 

Befor-e I tell you about what happened during the week of the strike, I 
want to tell you about my school. There had been a number of teachers 
who had been in that school since the school had been opened, which had 
been almost 20 years before. Out of a staff of 25 teachers, not including 
special people, there were three teachers who were non-tenure teachers. 
It was basically a mature group who had been in the game a long time. 
Many of the teachers seemed to be just putting in their time, waiting for 
retirement to come. There did not seem to be much dedication among 
these teachers. . 

It was not a staff that was happy. There was a frustrated administrator 
and one person that wanted to be an administrator and never made it. It 
was not a staff that had a lot of well-being or affection among themselves, 
and when it was time to strike, this environment still existed within the 
school. 

All but four teachers went out on strike. One of our teachers was in a 
wheelchair and was photographed in a wheelchair with a picket sign on the 
line. There was also another incident in which a car roared up in front of 
the school while we were picketing. A woman that none of us lmew began 
screaming and swearing at us. As near as we could understand her com
ments, apparently she had a child at another school who had been hurt in 
a classroom during the strike. She was screaming, telling us that we 
should be in the classroom. She was very vicious and emotionally upset. 
She then hopped back into her car and went flying down the road. These 
are two situations I experienced during the week of the strike. 
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On Monday morning of the strike, we were on the line at 5:30 a. m. The 
four teachers that stayed in came at about 6 :00 a. m., which was very 
early for a couple of them. There was one very young teacher, one middle
aged teachers, and two older teachers. We, the strikers, made some 
"catty" comments about them crossing the picket line. 

Uncertified PTA mothers substituted at our school. I think they were a 
better class of substitute than a lot of other schools got, but we made sure 
that if a substitute had worked during the strike, we didn't call them back 
'after the strike to substitute. Yes, we took our little revenges. 

Administrators seemed to be throwing three and four classrooms of kids 
together. In anyone room, though, this was only about one-third of the 
class at the most. Movies were being shown every day. There seemed 
to be nothing resembling education going on. We had talked to some of 
the older kids. 

Our principal, along with other parents, was very friendly. In fact, 
during the strike our principal brought out home-made "goodies" for us 
and invited us in to use the restroom. The teachers, though, had agreed 
we would not set foot in the building to use the telephone, to use the rest
room or anything. Some parents in the neighborhood also brought us food 
and drink, and we had quite a party. We were treated very well by a 
number of people. 

I talked to a number of other teachers during this week, and one of the 
neat ones that went out was a person that retired in 1981. She said that 
she went on strike because there were young people in the profession who 
needed better circumstances from which to work. I thought that was neat. 

After the strike was over, we all had to go back to work, and everybody 
was determined not to make a scene. No one said anything to anybody, 
there was no "nastiness." It took a little work to get people back together 
again. Nonstrikers seemed to be much more embarrassed than strikers j 
we had the strength in numbers. Once in a while there were comments 
made that did not help the situation. When the salary raise came, one 
nonstriker said, ''If that's all we are going to get, why did we go out?" 
About three of us looked at her and said, ''WE?'' As I recall, the adminis
trators even got a raise. There still were some bad feelings between 
strikers and nonstrikers, and strikers and administrators. Actually, the 
experience was quite mild compared to what I heard about other schools, 
but there was a lot of effort in making it that way. 

The strike was worth it, and what pushed me then to strike would push me 
again! 
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Summary 

The most significant events for Speaker 2 related, for the most part, 

to statements made by TUSD officials, such as the superintendent and board 

members and greatly influenced her decision to participate in the walkout. 

Speaker 2 felt participating in the strike seemed to bring many teachers closer 

. together and helped develop more friendships. There were some bad feelings 

between strikers and nonstrikers, she noted, but this seemed to be quite mild. 

The respect teachers gained from TUSD officials and the newly-developed 

friendships made the strike worthwhile for her. 

Resentment towards Myron Lieberman was significant for Speaker 2; 

however, the united stand that was taken by teachers seemed to be the most 

significant aspect of the strike situation. Newly-developed friendships were 

also very important to Speaker 3, and in addition to new friendships, leader

ship skills began to unfold. 

Case Study Number 3 

Introduction 

Case study number 3 contains the perceptions of a TEA member who 

operated at level two. Persons operating at level two served as links between 

the executive board of TEA and the general membership. They played vital 

roles in disseminating information to teachers. 

The perceptions of Speaker 3 seem particularly interesting because 

she viewed participation in strike and pre-strike activity as accelerating 
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personal growth and the development of leadership skills. As the strike 

neared, Speaker 3 gained more and more confidence. This experience had a 

positive effect on her future functions with TEA. 

Case Material 

In the year 1976 I had been in the district for nine years. I had a number 
of formal positions with the TEA, including faculty representative; how
ever, events prior to the spring of 1978 didn't have much of an effect on 
me, because I thought that everything would be worked out sooner or later 
between TEA and TUSD. It always had been in the past. 

The insurance rate increase in which the board did not negotiate with 
teachers, for some reason, I didn't take very seriously. I was not too 
concerned at that point, but in 1977 when the override tax was rejected by 
voters, I became more aware. I had begun to be more concerned about 
the treatment teachers were getting from administrators. 

I guess finally I became extremely involved when Wilbur Lewis came in 
as the new superintendent in July of 1977. I began to worry about the 
respect teachers were getting from the TUSD schcol board and superinten
dent. Some statements the board members and superintendent had made 
very clearly showed that something was lacking in our relationships be
tween T USD officials and TEA members. 

Just prior to the informational picketing that occurred during the spring of 
1978, I was asked to be the strike captain for our building, and I gladly 
took that role. Informational picketing began on April 18, 1978. Teachers 
picketed TUSD's office carrying signs with issues and other messages 
printed on them. The timing was just right for me because I was becom
ing very involved then in the entire situation. 

The strike captain is the person in charge of making sure people are 
where they are supposed to be at the right time. For example, when we 
had decided to do informational picketing, scheduling was required. 
Someone had to make sure we had signs and literature, and someone had 
to decide where people were going to stand to have the best exposure. 
That's what I was in charge of doing. 

For me at that time, the whole issue had become a matter of principle. 
I perceived myself and my colleagues as professionals with a lot of intel
ligence. For me, my actions were taken because we were being treated 
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as if we didn't have "good sense." That was not just in terms of what 
comes out in a contract; that was in terms of how we were dealt with by 
the district. We seemed to have a parenti child relationship, and the 
teachers were the children. 

For Speaker 3, as with Speaker 2, the first key event was perceived 

as being the hiring of Wilbur Lewis. Speaker 3 felt that from then on, TUSD 

officials were engaged in belittling teachers. Speaker 3 characterized the re-

lationship between teachers and TUSD officials as paternalistic. 

Another important issue that came to a head in the spring of 1978 was the 
negotiations policy. Teachers wanted to bargain and compromise. The 
district just would not negotiate certain things with us. They would only 
meeLand confer. The school district only wanted to negotiate salaries 
and benefits, while teachers wanted to negotiate many other things. There 
are lots of organizations in this state that meet and confer, and they are 
perfectly happy with it. We were not! Take it or leave it is not the thing 
for TUSD to say when working with professional people. 

Another thing that happened right up to the day we took the vote to go on 
strike was that administrators said that teachers would never go on strike. 
They felt that teachers were soft and were cowards. Well, they sure found 
out that we had our limits, and I think they pushed right to the edge. They 
didn't want to "give the store away" to teachers because they felt we were 
incompetent. 

When the strike vote took place on September 30, 1978, I felt very strongly 
in favor of striking. If there had only been 30 percent of the teachers 
voting in favor of the strike, I would have still walked out. 

I know in my building there were a lot of last-minute inquiries about 
whether to strike or not. I will if you will? I might if you think you will? 
There was a lot of grasping for some kind of security. 

With the support of the Arizona Education Association and the 

rescinding of the negotiations policy, Speaker 3 felt comfortable going out on 

strike, although many others were grasping for security. Speaker 3 decided 

that the inadequate qualities of the relationships and attitudes exhibited 
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by TUSD officials were, for her, a justifiable reason to strike. She felt her 

personal dignity and self-respect had to be regained. 

My building was out 100 percent; we did not have a classroom teacher in 
the building. We felt very proud about that. There was a lot of unity in 
our building, and that made it a lot easier when we went back to work. 

The Monday morning we went on strike, I was at my building at six 
o'clock in the morning. I had to find an area in which it would be okay 
for us to picket. The media was also there at six with us. 

I think the media didn't have a choice as to who they could talk to, because 
the board closed down their communications. As I understood it, the 
media had no news or no access to news as to what the next step was going 
to be for the board. I have to also admit that the TEA had done its home
work, because if the media would call and ask what the status is of school 
''X'' it was only a matter of hours before we could find that information and 
give it to them. That was to our advantage, because they didn't have any
thing else to report but our side of the story. 

I remember some specific events that happened while we were on strike. 
We had a woman on our picket line that was about eight months pregnant, 
and her picture showed up in the newspaper. We had a guy that brought 
his tennis racket to use as his picket sign; .he also ended up in the news
paper. Parents in my building saw to it that we were well watered and 
well fed. We even had access to their homes to take breaks. Most of 
them didn't send their children to school, either. These things that hap
pened while I was striking were significant enough for me to remember 
even today. 

After the strike, a lot of things happened, also. Most of my friends advo
cated the strike, but some did not. The teacher friends I had that didn't 
walk out provided for a real strain on our relationships, and it has taken 
a while to put things back together. 

Since the strike, I demonstrate even more radical behavior than I did 
before the strike. I have,become much more actively involved in the TEA. 
For me, personally, the strike was very well worth it. Now I have a 
definite view about strikes. I feel that a strike can be an appropriate form 
of action. I think that as long as people run this country, if you aren't 
being heard using the established process, then the strike is an appropri
ate tool. Five years before the strike, I may not have said this at all! 
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Summary 

Key occurrences for Speaker 3 began with the arrival of Wilbur 

Lewis. From that point on, her view of TUSD officials became more and more 

negative. It seemed to her almost as though TUSD officials dared her to go 

out on strike, so she did. Not only did she go out on strike, but she organized 

picket lines and spoke with the media. Her participation increased substan

tially at this point, and her picket line experience was seen as meaningful in 

developing her leadership skills. 

For Speaker 3 the strike was worthwhile, mainly because it 

restored dignity to teachers. Speaker 4 noted similar values in her strike 

experience. 

Case Study Number 4 

Introduction 

Case study number 4 contains the perceptions of a TEA member 

also operating at level two. Speaker 4 tended to work very closely with 

members of the executive board and the general membership. She had been a 

teacher in the district for over ten years, but had never become as active in 

the TEA as she did in 1978. For this reason, her perceptions seemed par

ticularly significant. 
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Case Material 

One important event occurring in 1976 was TUSD's refusal to pay a 27 per
cent insurance rate increase by Connecticut General Insurance Company, 
but it didn't have any effect on me. I did not pay too much attention to it 
because I don't have district insurance. It didn't affect me, so it wasn't 
important to me. 

During the spring of 1976, there were some negotiations problems be
tween the TEA °and TUSD. Bill Lamson was the president of TEA, and 
Tom Lee was still the superintendent of the district. I was aware of what 
was going on, but I was not as involved as I became later. Negotiations 
that year did go into mediation, but TEA members still didn't get what 
they wanted in terms of salary. A t that point, we were getting reports 
from TEA on how things were going. For years before we had accepted 
what the district offered us and that was it. I think by that time, though, 
teachers had already begun to feel that we were not treated as fairly as 
we should be. Teachers were already thinking that salaries were not what 
they should be. I think things were starting to build at that point. I still 
was not very involved. 

Filing the desegregation lawsuit against TUSD in early 1977 was probably 
the next most significant event. We all knew about that. It was very 
highly publicized in the Tucson area. The desegregation lawsuit was filed 
by the Mexican-American community claiming that TUSD was in violation 
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Everyone in the area, especially teachers, 
were aware of the lawsuit. Despite the publicity of the lawsuit, I didn't 
feel the problems TUSD had with teachers took a backseat to the desegre
gation lawsuit at the time. 

I remember also that maybe at about this time the district was slipping in 
terms of teacher salaries statewide. At one time we topped the state in 
salaries, and then TUSD began slipping farther behind other districts. 
Amphitheater had an average raise of 7.5 percent in 1976. 

When in March, 1977, voters rejected a $1. 8 million tax override, that 
gave TUSD teachers an idea that people were not supporting public educa
tion as much as we had hoped. This override would have given teachers a 
raise and improved facilities. At that time, I think a negative attitude 
toward public education was growing, and I think that vote was just one 
more piece of evidence. 

I wasn't surprised that the override didn't pass. I just didn't think the 
community was going to do it, so I was not expecting it. It was something 
I had anticipated. 
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The following June, in 1977, district superintendent Tom Lee retired. I 
think at that point already the district was so large that the administration 
downtown was very separated from everyone else. I never met Dr. Lee. 
I saw him one time when I was hired. I never saw school board members 
in my school. As far as I was concerned, they were apart from the dis
trict. There was just so much distance between the individual schools 
and the administrators downtown. 

When Dr. Lewis came, I went to a couple of engagements in which he 
spoke to get an idea of what kind of person he was. In listening to him, I 
felt that he was doing a lot of talking but was not saying anything. I was 
looking for information. I wanted to know where I stood as a teacher with 
the new superintendent and what to expect from him. I left those speeches 
without knowing anything. 

One thing that I do remember about Dr. Lewis was that he was very 
remote. He did not seem warm at all. There was very little eye contact 
with the audience. There was no warmth, no real information, and a lack 
of personal contact. This was the first impression I got from him. 

At that time, in spring 1978, teachers had become much more tense. The 
strike began to become more of a possibility. 

I think also at that time we had heard some publicity about what happened 
in the district where Dr. Lewis had come from. We became very anxious 
about that and wondered whether or not it was going to have any effect on 
what we were going to receive from him in treatment. 

The negotiations during the spring of 1978 ended in an impasse. At that 
time, Helen Hafley and Soleng Tom became the "bad guys" as far as 
teachers were concerned. Raul Grijalva seemed to be the one giving us 
some support. With Mrs. Almquist, I was never certain of her position. 
She seemed to vacillate. The personalities of the board members had be
come more clear to me. 

During that summer of 1978, Jo Cosentino became president. Activity of 
TEA really began to pick up then. Right around that time, Helen Hafley 
had mentioned something about "giving the store away." I think the school 
board's actions at that point were just making the distance from communi
cating with teachers larger and larger. There were times when I felt that 
the board wasn't even listening. It was almost as if we were not even 
there. It seemed as though they had made up their minds about what was 
going to happen and we might as well not have been there to make comments. 



Even before this had happened, we had begun to do things like print 
teacher dollars and did an awful lot of informational picketing. In fact, 
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we picketed the schools in our area very heavily. We were carrying signs 
stating issues and messages to inform the public. I think this we.s even 
before negotiations had ended. 

When August Eckhart's recommendations were not accepted by the board, 
in May of 1978, I still didn't think they were intentionally pushing us to 
strike. I don't even think they expected us to strike. His recommenda
tions as an arbitrator on May 9, 1978, were not binding. 

During the summer, everything remained relatively constant up until 
September when Myron Lieberman came. He just seemed to make matters 
worse. No help came of having him, so it just seemed that matters were 
getting worse. 

It is a possibility that he was brought in to intimidate, but relationships 
between the TEA and TUSD had just gotten terrible. It really didn't make 
any difference whether he had been brought in to intimidate or not. He 
surely didn't do any good. Things had just gone too far before he arrived, 
so it didn't matter whether he was there to intimidate or not. 

When I went out on s.trike, my principal was very supportive. We had a 
very, very close-knit faculty. We were very, very tight, and we let him 
know that the strike had nothing to do with him, and I think he understood. 
This added to the support for us. 

After it was all over, I felt that we had won some things and it was worth 
it. I think there were two main issues. They first had taken away our 
negotiations contract. We could not negotiate professional issues-only 
monetary issues. Second, it was the attitude of the school board toward 
teachers. For those two major issues, the strike was worthwhile, 
definitely. 

Summary 

Speaker 4 felt that traditionally, teachers had always done what 

TUSD officials said to do without questioning. She viewed this situation as 

changing as of 1976. 

In 1977, when the voters rejected the tax override to increase 

salaries and equipment in the district, Speaker 4 was not surprised. To her, 
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the rejection seemed to indicate a lack of appreciation for what teachers were 

doing. Her conclusion about a lack of appreciation was compounded by the fact 

that she had never seen a school board member at her school. There seemed 

to be a large gap between TUSD and teachers, and it peaked in 1978. 

Speaker 4 noted two main issues influencing her decision to strike: 

the rescinding of the negotiations contract and the attitude of TUSD officials 

toward teachers. These factors prompted her to question decisions that were 

being made by TUSD officials. This reaction is similar to the one described by 

Speaker 5 in the case study to follow. 

Case Study Number 5 

Introduction 

The following case study contains the perceptions of a TEA member 

who operated at level three during the pre-strike and strike period. Persons 

operating at level three during this time tended to participate heavily in doing 

what was necessary in preparing for and conducting the strike. 

Speaker 5 had been a member of the TEA for almost 20 years and 

was TEA president at one time. Speaker 5 was opposed to striking until just a 

few months before it took place. His point of view changed and seemed influen

tial in the development of TEA's position and efforts. For these reasons, the 

perceptions of Speaker 5 appeared particularly Significant in this examination. 
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Case Material 

In 1976 I had been in the district for about 18 years and that is when the 
insurance premium issue occurred. The school district did not want to 
continue paying the entire premium for teachers, and, of course, the 
teachers did not agree with this. I wasn't involved in the actual insurance 
issue, but I was told about it by those that were involved in it. The issue 
was very important because it was indicative of many things that were going 
on in terms of the district reneging on promises or contracts they had 
made with the teachers. The insurance premium policy indicated that the 
district pay 100 percent of health and accident insurance for all teachers 
and that hereafter the terms and conditions which might include any changes 
in the insurance coverage be expressly designated as a subject for nego
tiation. In Article 12 of the 1971 consensus agreement, the district agreed 
to contribute $240 yearly per employee for major medical insurance and 
accidental life insurance. 

Even though they negotiated with us, the district's attitude was that they 
didn't care. It seemed as though they were saying, 'We'll just violate 
negotiations, and you grieve it." It was a very high-handed attitude which 
I think teachers resented more than anything else; even more than any 
specific issue. 

During May of 1976, salary increases in the SunnYSide, Flowing Wells, 
and Amphitheater school districts appeared in the Arizona Daily Star. 
The Sunnyside District had an increase between 1. 58 percent and 8.2 per
cent, depending upon years of service in the dist:rict; the Flowing Wells 
District had an average raise of 9 percent; and the Amphitheater District 
had an average raise of 7. 5 percent. I don't think this was a much a 
factor as some other things, though. At least for me it was not a big 
factor. 

Back in the early part of 1977, the Mexican-American community filed a 
desegregation suit against TUSD. The desegregation lawsuit charged that 
TUSD was violating the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Tom Lee was still the 
superintendent then. He thought that the relationships between TEA 
members and TUSD officials were not as good as they should be. Dr. Lee 
had been in the district a number of years, and there were decisions he 
made that people took issue with. However, I don't think administrators 
had a pervasive attitude of not wanting or not being willing to work with 
teachers. I would say at that time there was no more animosity between 
teachers and administrators than you would normally find in a large school 
district. 
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After voters rejected a tax override of $1. 8 million in May 1977, I did not 
feel that there was any more lack of support in this community as there 
was around the state and the country as a whole. Taxes were getting out of 
hand, and this was one specific area where people could vote no. I think it 
was more of a rejection of an increase in taxes than rejection of education, 
because later on, when we went on strike, the support we had in the com
munity was overwhelming. I don't think it was a negative attitude towards 
education as much as it consisted of rebelling against an increase in taxes. 
I found it very understandable. 

When Dr. Lewis was hired on July 1, 1977, I didn't have any strong feel
ings one way or another about him after his first speech. I remember the 
first general meeting we had at Catalina High when he spoke to all the 
teachers. I felt it was a very appropriate address, and I didn't have any 
strong feelings one way or another. 

I don't think he immediately came across in a negative manner at all. I 
think teachers were receptive and ready to give him a chance. I think, if 
anything, with the new superintendent, I'm sure teachers thought this would 
be a chance to improve relations. 

During his first year, 1977-78, Dr. Lewis took action rescinding the nego
tiations policy TUSD had with the TEA. The negotiations policy was re
vised very drastically, and certainly in the form of its revision, it was not 
acceptable to TEA. Here was a policy we had worked on for at least a 
period of ten years. In fact, that policy was originated in the late 1960s 
when I was president of TEA. It was a carefully worked out policy where 
both sides were willing to work together. Then all of a sudden we had 
someone come in and in his first year, without even waiting to see how the 
policy worked, looked at it and made changes immediately. Teachers were 
just really upset. That was the first indication we were in for trouble. 

Also in 1978, Dr. Lewis talked about early retirement for older teachers. 
He thought it would allow for younger, more enthusiastic teachers. This 
had a very negative impact. Instead of supporting experienced teachers, 
it was that they no longer wanted you. It was just a monetary issue. They 
just wanted teachers that didn't cost them very much instead of wanting the 
best teachers for the district. They alienated a very supportive group of 
teachers. 

I think at this time, a lot more teachers began to take notice of Dr. Lewis's 
point of view. The retirement issue was a second issue that was not re
ceived well by the teachers. 
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Also in 1978 Helen Hafley mentioned "giving the store away." It wasn't a 
matter of giving the store away, as she put it. She was part of the board 
when we had the very first meeting to set up the negotiations policy. At 
that time I remember the board members saying to me, ''Why do you want 
a negotiations policy? We work very well together." I said, ''Yes, that 
is trues and it isn't because we don't work well together; it is a case of 
setting up ground rules. If there are differences of opinion, we don't 
react, we act in terms of the ground rules we've set up." The basis from 
which the negotiations policy was first established was very friendly and 
cooperative. We set up the ground rules and revised them when necessary. 
So the statement about giving the store away was offensive. It was an 
attitude that put the teachers down. They decided that they would tell us 
what to do and our relationship was no longer a cooperative situation. 

The attitude of Dr. Lewis had also become fairly clear to me. He thought 
he could come in and break any intentions of a strike. As I was told, he 
came from an area where he was known for this type of attitude, and we 
knew he was teaching courses in how to handle this type of situation. The 
philosophy of Dr. Lewis became a major issue among us. 

Teachers now had begun the informational picketing. At our school we 
discussed it and had a number of teachers out informational picketing 
before school. Informational picketing began on approximately April 18, 
1978. Teachers picketed the district office carrying signs with issues and 
other messages printed on them. I was involved in this. 

In May 1978, the school board refused to accept the recommendations of 
the arbitrator from the University of Arizona law school. The school 
board was in violation of the agreement policy. When an arbitrator is 
brought in, both parties agree to accept the arbitrator's decision. Other
wise, there is no point in bringing that person in. When the district 
refused to accept the decision that was rendered, not only were the teachers 
offended, but the arbitrator was incensed. If I remember correctly, it was 
his attitude that the school board's action was entirely unacceptable. He 
was as incensed as the teachers. 

Many teachers began to think that the school board was not treating them 
as professionals. I think that by the mere fact that a member of the school 
board had to "take back the store, " certainly this is not indicative of 
teachers being treated as professionals. That statement alone said a great 
deal about how we were viewed. 

I certainly remember a meeting TEA members had in August. It was a 
meeting in which there was avery, very large turnout. Teachers felt very 
strongly about what they were facing, and it was a very difficult decision 
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for a lot of teachers. I think it was difficult because up until this point, 
most of us felt that we worked in a district where relations were very 
good. It was very difficult to realize all of a sudden that things were 
falling apart and we were going to have to make a very hard decision as 
to whether we would go on strike or not. The vote was a majority vote 
that we would go on strike if an agreement was not reached by October 1. 
This was a meeting in which very strong feelings were displayed. 

In the latter part of September, the school board hired Myron Lieberman 
as a consultant to assist TUSD in reaching an agreement with the TEA. 
Since he was hired by the district, he used whatever techniques or facts 
he could to serve TUSD. He did not help. 

On October 1, 1978, it was time to vote on whether to strike or not. At 
that time, I felt very strongly that we had no alternative but to go on 
strike. I remember talking to some of our teachers who said they would 
not vote for a strike, but if we went on strike, they would go on strike. 
I said, ''Well, I think you are putting us in jeopardy, because we had board 
members who said the teachers are afraid-they won't go on strike. Had 
we voted not to go on strike, we may as well have thrown in the towel, be
cause we would have never been able to negotiate from there on in." I 
continued to say, ''We must vote to go on strike, and we must go on 
strike." It was rather interesting that the strike vote was a close major
ity vote, but when we did go on strike, the people who said they wouldn't 
vote for a strike but would go out on a strike line, did it. They joined us 
on the strike line, so there were 75 or 80 percent of the teachers out on 
strike. I thought that was an interesting statistic. 

Days before the strike vote, Dr. Lewis sent out letters to all teachers 
warning us of the consequences of going on strike. I realized very much 
then that what we were doing had very serious implications, yet I felt we 
had no alternative but to go on strike. We could not hold up our heads if 
we didn't. 

During the strike, our school had a very orderly picket line. I remember 
the police coming by and complimenting us on our orderly picket line. We 
worked very hard to make it that way. We had a couple of meetings before 
we went out on strike. I emphasized that it was a difficult time for all of 
us, that some of our best friends were not going to agree with us, but it 
was a decision we had to make for ourselves and we have to honor the 
other person's decision. These meetings ahead of time helped people to 
understand each other. After the strike was over, I think we were one of 
the schools in which people went back and worked together, because of these 
meetings ahead of time. Some teachers that went out on strike did feel 
some anger toward people who did not go out, because they felt let down. 
However, our school was one in which people did get back together. 
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After the strike I felt that we had accomplished what we had set out to 
accomplish. I think the school board and the superintendent got the mes
sage that we had the press behind us and we had the community behind us. 
This was overwhelming. When we went out we didn't lmow what kind of 
support we were going to get; but I think they realized that not only did 
they have the teachers to contend with, but they had the press and the com
munity which was a very powerful alliance. 

Financially in the strike, we lost. The raise we got in salary did not 
make up for our loss while we were out on the picket line. It was rather 
interesting that one board member said that he was very proud that his 
children went to a school where teachers were willing to stand up for a 
principle. I thought that statement itself, coming from a board member, 
made the strike worthwhile. It was one of the more professional things 
I had ever done. 

Summary 

A number of events and issues were important to Speaker 5 from 

1976 through 1978, but the major issue was the rescinding of the negotiations 

policy. He resented this greatly and viewed it as a threat to the well-being of 

all teachers. His position became even more resentful in May of 1978 when 

TUSD officials refused to accept the recommendations of the arbitrator hired 

to come up with an agreement. 

In August of 1978, TEA had a meeting in which teachers voted to go 

on strike if an agreement was not reached by October 1. Speaker 5 noted that 

this was a very emotional meeting for a lot of teachers. Speaker 5 felt that on 

October 1, teachers had no recourse but to strike. 

Speaker 5 also felt, as did Speakers 3 and 4, that teachers regained 

their respect in the strike action. He viewed the strike as an action in which 

teachers and their supporters had successfully showed their ability to make 
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change happen. Speaker 6, in the case study to follow, had similar percep-

tions, and, like Speaker 5, was very certain about striking at the time the 

vote was taken on October 1, 1978. 

Case Study Number 6 

Introduction 

This final case study contains the perceptions of a TEA member who 

also operated at level three. Persons operating at level three before and 

during the strike tended to be deeply involved in the action. 

The perceptions of Speaker 6 seemed interesting because she felt no 

firm commitment to the TEA until shortly before the strike. She did not 

become extensively involved in TEA activities until 1977, when relationships 

between TUSD officials and teachers had begun to deteriorate. 

Case Material 

I remember vaguely the problem we had with the district paying our 
entire insurance premium in 1976. In 1969 it was indicated by a consen
sus agreement that the district was to pay 100 percent of health and acci
dent insurance for all teachers and that the terms and conditions might 
include any changes in the insurance coverage be designated as a subject 
for negotiation. Well, the district did not want to pay the increase in 
1976 and, also, did not want to negotiate the agreement with teachers. 
At this point I remember that I didn't get very involved in that issue. 
Insurance just wasn't a very big issue for me. 

In 1976 I had not really become involved in any type of salary negotiations. 
I had some feelings about what was going on, but I actually did not begin 
to participate. I began to think a little about what was going on, but I 
didn't take any action as a result. 
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In May of 1976 a newspaper article came out telling about how other 
school districts had fared in negotiating for raises. The school districts 
of Amphitheater, Flowing Wells, and Sunnyside all seemed to have re
ceived relatively good raises. The Amphitheater District had an average 
raise of 7. 5 percent, the Flowing Wells District had a raise of 9 percent, 
and the Sunnyside teachers had an increase of between 1. 58 percent and 
8.2 percent, depending upon years in the district. That may have been 
the first point at which I began to really grumble and got involved. I had 
begun to wonder why they were getting more and we weren't keeping up. 

By 1977 relationships between the TEA and TUSD had really begun to get 
worse, when the desegregation suit was filed in January of 1977. It was 
filed by the Mexican-American community charging that TUSD was in 
violation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

I think that administrators may have spent most of their time handling 
that problem. This helped create more dissatisfaction with TUSD among 
teachers. 

The desegregation suit was a big issue, and we talked about it a lot in the 
faculty lounge. We talked about whether busing or some of the other pro
grams would really solve the problem. We wondered quite a bit about the 
problem and the relationships between TEA and TUSD were just tolerable. 

My involvement began to increase considerably during this time. I think 
Martin Bedford was president of TEA. 

As a result of an impasse in negotiations in the spring of 1977, taxpayers 
took an override vote that would have increased taxes almost $2 million 
over state limits for educational purposes. There were a lot of people at 
my school who were directly involved in that. I listened quite a bit to 
how these teachers viewed the situation. I really didn't have any feeling 
for whether the tax override would be passed or rejected, though. It was 
rejected. 

On June 30, 1977, Tom Lee retired. I only saw him a few times at school 
meetings. He seemed to be a very professional man and leader. However, 
my relationship with him was such that he didn It inspire me positively or 
negatively. 

Dr. Lewis then came aboard as the superintendent of TUSD. When he 
first arrived, he went around to different schools to introduce himself. 
I had a very negative reaction toward him from his first speech. He 
spoke of the strike he had been involved in previously and said that we 
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weren't going to have those problems here. That statement created ten
sion immediately. He put the teachers on the defensive right away. 

Also at this introductory meeting, he mentioned that he wanted to work 
with groups of teachers to get input from them on problems. He wanted 
to know things, and I thought I'd better get involved, mainly because I 
didn't like his attitude. I thought that I'd better become involved so that 
he gets feedback from a good cross-section of teachers. I did not like 
everything I had heard from him and others. 

I think his idea was to come in and get close to a few teachers to find out 
how the teachers feel and what it's like to be in Tucson. Somehow, just 
the way he spoke made me want to get involved just to protect myself. I 
felt that I was being railroaded right away. 

Early in 1978, Dr. Lewis talked about the early retirement of some older 
teachers. I thought that early retirement was fine if the people wanted it, 
but it seemed as though he was trying to get rid of people. He said he'd 
like to hire "younger, more enthusiastic" teachers. I thought he was 
trying to save money. I thought he was trying to pick up new teachers that 
he didn't have to pay much. This kind of scared me, because I could see 
that the district could drop anyone with 14 or more years, pick up first
year teachers, and save a lot of money. With Dr. Lewis, I started think
ing about education from the administrative point of view. I viewed it 
being more of an economical venture. I began to think about how we were 
going to save money, not the goals and ideals of education. Education all 
of a sudden became an economical issue and I really didn't like that at all. 

At that time I became very active, but I still remained very open. I just 
wanted to protect some of my points of view. 

Later that spring, in 1978, Helen Hafley said something about "giving the 
store away." When this was said, I felt the school board was downgrading 
the teachers. I felt very insulted by this statement. I was very upset 
with Helen Hafley to even think to say things like that. Those kinds of 
statements angered me very much. 

At this time I thought we were beginning to choose up sides between TEA 
and TUSD. I wasn't too sure that the school board was all wrong, but I 
just didn't like the statements in the newspaper. I didn't think they were 
very positive. It now became a matter of respect for me. 

The negotiations period during the spring of 1978 ended in an impasse. 
The district wanted to change the negotiations policy with teachers, not 
allowing us to negotiate certain things. They only wanted to negotiate 
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salary and benefits. We could not accept this. This is the issue that 
really changed my position from being a professional teacher who thought 
that everyone in the district had the kids' best interest at heart, to be
coming very, very angry at district officials. 

When the school board just rescinded the negotiations policy in the 
summer of 1978 without us really having any voice in it, I could not be
lieve it. That angered me more than anything they ever did. This 
angered me more than money issues, it angered me more than the busing 
issue, it angered me more than anything. They took a document that we 
had been working with, maybe not always successfully, and took it away. 
It gave each side some power and just to say that it wasn't in existence 
anymore, I felt, was in total violation of what we stood for. They shouldn't 
have done that. It was just horrible. 

At that time, I really began to talk issues with other teachers. By the 
time they had rescinded the negotiations policy, I had become a member 
of the Action Plan Task Force. This group planned much of TEA's pre
strike and strike activi~. 

I was just angered and I wanted to be in a group that was doing something 
to fight the district. We soon began to pass out teacher dollars. I was 
one of the members involved in starting the usage of teacher dollars. 
They were used to inform the community of the impact of TUSD teachers. 
I guess I then became the "mouthpiece" at our school. I went to the TEA 
meetings and br()ught back information to teachers in my school. 

I had begun to attend every school board meeting during that time. state
ments made by board members seemed to be off the top of their heads. I 
think they made some very asinine statements, and I don't think they were 
communicating very well with each other, let alone listen to teachers. 
Perhaps Raul Grijalva was the only one that would listen to teachers. 
Grijalva wasn't enough, and I think the relationship between teachers and 
the school board had become a power struggle. 

I was very active that summer right on through September, when the dis
trict brought in Myron Lieberman to help negotiate with teachers. All I 
remember about him is that we didn't like him. The district paid him a 
high salary, and we resented it. He didn't seem to be very fair when 
negotiating with us, and we didn't like him at all. 

Not only was my relationship with the district changing, but also my rela
tionships with other teachers, especially in the Action Plan Task Force. 
The task force started out to be 12 people whose purpose was to: (1) avert 
a strike, or (2) if some strong action was necessary, plan the strike. I 
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thought the people in the group were radical and violent, because they 
were talking about a strike even a little before Lieberman came. They 
were talking about doing things that I never would do, because I was still 
thinking we were strong enough to work with the school board and with 
Dr. Lewis. I felt that we could handle it profeSSionally, somehow. I 
really wanted to do it that way. The relationships just didn't allow for 
this. 

I suppose out of the group, I changed more than anyone. By the end of 
the session, I was probably the biggest radical in the group. I had a "kill 
'em" attitude. I had really tried to do everything within the system, and 
it was not working. I soon saw that the only power I could have would be 
through collective strength. 

By the time the strike vote came about, I was ready to go out. I even 
suggested to other people that they should go out. It was the only way to 
go. 

I worked very hard during the strike. I would go from four o'clock in the 
morning until ten at night. I was very tired, and I felt very responsible 
because I had gotten a lot of people to walk out. I knew some teachers 
were losing money that they really needed. By the time the week ended, 
I was ready to quit. 

I felt that we had not won entirely, but we did win enough issues. We made 
our point. I was very proud, and it was one of the most professional 
things I had ever done. 

Summary 

Speaker 6 was aware of the insurance premium controversy in 1976, 

the "inadequate" raise in 1976, and the effect of the desegregation lawsuit in 

1977, but it wasn't until the fall of 1977 that she decided to become involved in 

TEA. After listening to a few of Dr. Lewis's speeches, she felt that it was 

time for her point of view to be heard, especially when the negotiations issue 

came up. At that point, in early 1978, she really began to talk issues with 



other teachers. She began to encourage other TEA members to take action 

against TUSD officials. When it was time to go on strike, as for Speaker 5, 

there was no doubt in her mind what decision she was going to make. 

Summary 
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In presenting the six case studies found in this chapter, it is 

intended that the effects of the series of interconnected events be reported 

through the perceptions of the six speakers in the case studies. For each of 

the six speakers, different events were significant. 

For Speaker 1, the relationship between the TEA and TUSD tended 

to get worse as time passed, and one of the most important events for this 

person occurred in late September of 1978, when Myron Lieberman went to the 

negotiating table with the school board's negotiating team. At that point, 

Speaker 1 indicated that negotiations fell apart. Speaker 1 thought that if 

Myron Lieberman had not participated, there might not have been a strike. 

Speaker 2 indicated that she resented Mr. Lieberman, but a more powerful 

influence on her decision to strike was Jo Cosentino's speech in September of 

1978. Speaker 2 felt this speech inspired teachers to really unite. 

-When teachers began to unite, Speaker 2 developed new friendships 

and began to play the role of a leader. The united effort of teachers peaked 

during the week of the strike for Speaker 2, but for Speaker 3, this effort was 

only the beginning of her becoming fully active in the TEA. 
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For Speaker 3, quotes made by TEA officials such as "giving the 

store away," and hiring ''younger, more enthusiastic teachers" were seen as 

highly threatening. The officials of TUSD seemed to be daring teachers to 

strike. These factors were reported as crystallizing Speaker 3's decision to 

vote to strike on September 30, 1978. For Speaker 4, though, such remarks 

were perceived mainly as a lack of appreciation for teachers by TUSD officials. 

She also viewed inadequate salary increases and the rescinding of the negotia

tions policy in January 1978 as further indicators of lack of appreciation. At 

this point, like Speaker 5, she began to question decisions made by TUSD 

officials. 

Speaker 5 had been a member of TEA for almost 20 years and did 

not decide on striking until weeks before it occurred. The rescinding of the 

negotiations policy angered him, but he still was not thinking about going on 

strike. An emotional TEA meeting in August 1978, in which teachers voted to 

go on strike if an agreement was not reached by October 1, was the point at 

which Speaker 5 made his decision. He reported that his attitude toward 

striking had changed radically during the pre-strike period. Speaker 6 also 

experienced a change in attitude towards striking. 

Speaker 6 viewed Dr. Lewis as putting teachers on the defensive as 

soon as he arrived. She reported a negative reaction to his first introductory 

speech in which he spoke of his previous experiences with a strike. At this 

point, she felt that she wanted her feelings to be known. From that point on, 
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she listened carefully to statements made by TUSD officials, and by October 1, 

her attitude was very hostile. This was a characteristic pattern with many 

respondents. 

The six speakers, who represented TEA members at all three 

levels of the organization, mentioned some events that were particularly 

important to all of them. These Significant events were: (1) the May 31, 1977 

rejection of the tax override; (2) the hiring of Dr. Wilbur Lewis on July 1, 

1977 and his perceived increasingly authoritarian attitude towards teachers; 

and (3) Helen Hafley's statement on approximately April 18, 1978 in which she 

mentioned that the school board had "given the store away." The importance 

of these events was emphasized by all six speakers and a large number of 

other respondents. These events seem to have influenced the perceptions of 

these TEA members greatly. TUSD officials were perceived as being insensi

tive. This apparent insensitivity seemed to aggravate a growing notion on the 

part of all six speakers that their integrity was being threatened, that their 

integrity needed to be restored, and that a strike seemed an appropriate 

mechanism for restoring it. 

Finally, it should be noted that these six speakers, like many other 

participants in the chapter to follow, seemed initially reluctant to engage in 

strike action, but developed more certainty about the value of such action as 

their relationships with TUSD officials developed during the pre-strike period. 
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In the following four chapters selected data regarding the formal, 

informal, and personal relationships of respondents are represented with 

respect to subquestions one through four in the Statement of the Problem. The 

comments of the respondents tended to be cross-categorical in nature and 

were clarified when necessary. 



CHAPTER 6 

STRIKE CONCERNED INDIVIDUALS 

Method of Data Presentation 

In this and the following three chapters, selected data regarding the 

formal, informal, and personal relationships of the TEA respondents are pre

sented regarding subquestions one through four in the Statement of the Problem. 

These subquestions are: (1) Who were significant strike-concerned individuals 

within the TEA? (2) How did the TEA members relate to each other regarding 

the strike? (3) How did the TEA members relate to TUSD officials? and 

(4) How did the TEA members relate to the NEA representatives, the local 

media, and the community? (See Figure 4. ) 

Each of the four data chapters is organized as follows: First, the 

subquestion dealt with in that chapter is presented. Second, the various inter

view schedule questions associated with that subquestion are detailed. Third, 

the quantitative data, the examination of comments, and the discussion are 

presented. 

Subquestion Number 1 

"Who were significant strike-concerned individuals within the TEA ?" 

The two interview schedule questions associated with this subques

tion, which provide the quantitative and qualitative data in answering the 
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Figure 4. Relationships Between Subquestions 1 Through 4. 
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subquestion, are as follows: (1) To whom did you talk within the TEA concern

ing the strike? and (2) How were your personal relationships affected by the 

strike situation? Quantitative data regarding subquestion number 1 is next 

presented, together with the examination of comments and a discussion of the 

data. 

Quantitative Data 

Ninety percent (36) of the respondents agreed that there were signifi

cant individuals among TEA members that had some influence on personal 

decision-making. A vast number of individuals were named, and for this 

reason, were not listed. However, 100 percent (40) of the respondents noted 

that the issues at hand had more bearing than significant individuals in the TEA 

on whether to strike or not. A few respondents added that the significant indi

viduals influencing their decisions to strike or not were all TUSD officials. To 

these respondents, the comments and behaviors of the superintendent and the 

board of directors were much more influential than the comments and behaviors 

of fellow TEA members. This will be explored further in subquestions 2 and 3. 

Examination of Comments 

There tended to be a variety of individuals that were viewed by the 

respondents as being significant within the TEA. These persons were signifi

cant in relationships that were formal, informal, and personal. Some persons 
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were significant in all three categories of relationships. The differences in 

perception helped make for a variety of significant persons to the respondents 

within the TEA. Subquestion 1 focused on the formal relationships within 

TEA's structure (a chart of the TEA structure is presented in Appendix A) •. It 

appeared that formal relationships existed throughout the structure of the TEA 

and can be divided into levels. The top level, or levell, consisted of the 

president and the other executive board members. The executive board 

members at the time were: (1) the president-elect, (2) the past president, 

(3) the secretary, (4) the treasurer, and (5) the ten area directors. 

Immediately below them, at level 2 on the organizational chart, was 

the group of faculty representatives. This group of persons were links be

tween the schools and the TEA office. Their main function was to disseminate 

information to teachers in their buildings and to keep the TEA office aware as 

to how teachers were viewing the circumstances of the various issues as they 

arose. Their functions were critical in the formal structure of TEA in linking 

TEA officials to the membership. 

The general membership of the TEA was the third level. Without 

the support of persons at this level, the other two levels could not function. 

The general membership, the base of TEA's formal structure, was comple

mented by the development of a "task force" during the strike period. 

The task force, which was developed in 1977, was called the "Action 

Plan Task Force." This group came about as an offshoot of the Organizational 

Development Program instituted by the TEA in 1977. The Action Plan Task 
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Force consisted of three directors per building which existed at level two on 

the organizational chart, together with the faculty representatives. The three 

directors for each building were the ''bargaining director, " the "community 

action director, " and the "political action director." These persons related 

directly to the membership of their respective schools in their specific areas 

of bargaining, community action, and political action. They became important 

links between the executive board and the general membership. 

The TEA respondents reported that the building (faculty) representa-

tives, the picket captains, and the TEA president during that time were signifi-

cant to the members simply because they were responsible for maintaining 

effective communication between the respective schools and the TEA. The 

importance of the building (faculty) representatives, in particular, was sug-

gested by a TEA building representative: 

The building representative position entailed going to one meeting a 
month, which is called the representatives' assembly and getting in
formation about what's going on in the TEA and taking it back to the 
building and educating the members in the building as to what's going 
on. And at that time, because of the strike, it had to do a lot with 
educating the members about what the issues were, why TEA was 
advocating a strike, and that sort of thing. 

The above respondent reported that the building representative should function 

as objectively as possible, while another respondent perceived this function in 

a more personal, subjective way: 

The first day I became a building representative, I just sat in the meet
ing and watched. Every inch of the total thing was a learning experience. 
All flyers and signs were made by teachers. The walls of TEA were 
covered with reports and data. It was embarrassing if you didn't have 
your work done. If we needed information, we got information. I kept 
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very busy. It was my first induction into leadership. I was then elected 
to the collective bargaining team. I took advantage right after the strike. 
There was a host of workshops during and after the strike for assistance 
as a result of the strike. 

Another respondent also reported as to the functions of the building representa-

tive among others: 

Building representatives were the link between teachers and the execu
tive board. If the building representative was nervous about what was 
happening, and they couldn't really make up their minds about what was 
happening, we needed them to help and not sit around and nervously 
wonder what's going to happen next. If there was a weak link, we got 
someone that was willing to get information to us and back. So our 
organizational structure-although we tried to work within the existing 
structure-we did not go by it strictly. 

As a bargaining coordinator, we also disseminated information from 
meetings we went to. A t our building, very rarely did we ever have 
anything to carry back from the TEA office. Basically, we just let 
them know what was going on at the meetings and they were basically 
disinterested. Until it came down to the strike, as I remember that 
year, we had a lot of trouble getting people to come in to meetings. 

Another respondent mentioned the position of political action coordinator as 

being significant for him. He commented on the purpose of this position, 

stating, "The political action coordinator is a person who tries to get other 

members of the unit in contact with their legislators to let them know the 

political issues. It's a position baSically to get people stirred up to contact 

political figures." A number of persons in formal positions were perceived 

by the respondents as attempting to motivate and involve the TEA membership 

in the strike activities. Picket captains, for instance, were active in this 

regard. One of these reported his activities, stating, "As a picket captain 

during the strike, I made sure the signs were out there [at schools]. I 
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usually got there before anybody else. Sometimes they assigned us to a differ-

ent school. I made sure that everything was there and ready to go. I also 

made sure we had appropriate breaks so we didn't get clobbered. It was very 

hot. " 

The president of the TEA was consistently mentioned as a significant 

figure before, during, and after the strike. For the most part, her significance 

was noted through her speeches to TEA members. One striker had this to say 

about her leadership: "We were in real good hands during the strike. My trust 

level was real high. They ran the show in a very professional manner with 

Wayne Diehl and Jo Cosentino as teacher leaders. With them, we surfaced 

tons of information. We were operating out of the 'crisis center. '" Another 

striker said: 

I suppose the president was probably the most influential person as far 
as I was concerned. She was very level-headed, she had a way about 
her that led you to believe that she knew exactly what she was talking 
about, and you just knew she wasn't going to lead you down the wrong 
road. 

I had no direct friendship with her; it was strictly that she was the presi
dent and I was impressed with the way she handled herself at represen
tative assembly meetings and other things. 

This respondent reported having a great deal of trust in TEA's president in 

1978. Though many of the respondents did not work directly with the president, 

a typical comment regarding personal relationships with the president and the 

general coordination of strike activities is the following: 

I worked very closely with Jo [president of TEA in 1978]. When I needed 
information and sometimes things were moving really fast, I would get a 
little annoyed, but because I was out at school walking the picket line 



instead of down here [TEA office], I missed it. They would call me 
from the picket line and say hey we need you down at the radio station, 
because you are about to be interviewed, and I would say, for heavens 
sake, I don't know what's going on. There were moments when people 
didn't even know what was going on because things were happening so 
fast. I think given the small period of time that something had to be 
done, the kind of coordination that had to take place, and the fact that 
we got that help [NEA and AEA] and that it worked out, it was a marve
lous organizational experience. 

The TEA executive board was not often mentioned as an effective 

force in the strike issues. One respondent commented: 

I can't say the TEA executive board in 1978 engineered the strike. It 
wasn't the board. Nobody knows who is on the board. You may know 
the president, you may know last year's president, and if you are really 
involved, you might know the name of your area director, and that's it. 
I would lay money on that, and I'm not a betting person. 

The Uniserve person came out to our school, and we didn't like her. 
She came out to tell us about the strike, and she was brand new. She 
kind of turned us off, but we listened to her, but by that point, I don't 
know why, and she would tell us how it would work if there was a 
strike, and if we got fired, me included, and she kind of made people 
feel a little bit better about that and how long the strike might last, 
what were the possibles, what could they do, what could we do. There 
was a lot of consideration of the consequences. We were talking to 
each other about what we will do if we don't all go out on strike, what 
happens of it's only a few of us. 

There was a big sense of kinship. The feeling was that we were all in 
this thing together, standing alone we would be scared to death. 
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To this respondent, the significance of "togetherness" in the entire organiza-

tion overshadowed the significance of specific individuals. 

There were those respondents who perceived that the more signifi-

cant individuals were the TUSD officials. For example, one respondent stated: 
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Vital people, Dr. Willis, that man I can't say anything good about him 
at all. I had gone to several board meetings when he was running it 
before the strike. I had been at pickets and demonstrations and things 
and that man was just horrible. He was the one that really clinched it 
for me. He wouldn't listen; he was just treating llS like dirt. He had 
no concern; he didn't even care what was going on. He didn't believe 
all this was really possible, and he didn't believe we were really 
teachers. We weren't anyone to really even pay attention to. I had 
no respect for that man. 

And another TUSD official, he stood in front of meetings and would 
throw a fit and literally walk out of the building. 

We came one time en masse to have a demonstration at the board meet
ing. Our TEA president got up to speak to the audience. The board 
member said, "I don't want to hear this, " and got up and walked out. 
He wouldn't even give us a chance to listen to 11S all, and here we were 
parents and teachers. Then he called the fire marshall on us to try to 
get us out of the building because there were too many people in the 
buildings. They played dirty tricks that way so the fire marshall came 
in and said you are going to have to clear the building because there is 
a fire danger. 

Significant individuals within the TEA during the strike-concerned 

situation will be discussed in that which follows. 

Discussion 

Perceptual 

Tucson Education Association respondents tended to perceive a 

variety of strike related TEA members as significant others in the strike. For 

the most part, these individuals were seen to function both formally and in-

formally in their leadership roles. Such individuals tended to be those persons 

whose perceptual fields overlapped with those of the respondents. Such over-

lapping perceptual fields permitted the creation of relationships among 

persons that were personal. 
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Relational 

Building representatives and picket captains were seen as effective 

in informing teachers in their schools of the latest information concerning the 

strike before, during, and after it occurred. These persons provided infor

mation that tended to develop and reinforce the shared interests of the respon

dents and the TEA leadership concerning the strike situation. Most relation

ships fluctuated between being informal and personal. 

Organizational 

Respondents agreed that TEA members, at all levels, shared inter

ests in the strike situation. They were, moreover, active in disseminating 

and evaluating strike related information. 

Most building representatives and picket captains appeared to utilize 

Theory Y, which suggests egalitarian relationships, when working with their 

fellow TEA members. The TEA members, however, viewed their relation

ships with TUSD officials as containing aspects of Theory X, which suggests 

authoritarian re lationships. 

Representative responses to subquestion 1 are summarized in 

Table 3 which follows. 

Summary 

Representative comments to subquestion 1 seemed to emphasize 

the effectiveness of the TEA in preparing for and conducting the strike action. 

A developing sense of kinship was reported by TEA participants at all three 
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Table 3. Representative Comments to Subquestion 1. 

Subquestion 1 

Who were the significant, strike
concerned members within the 
Tucson Education Association? 

Responses Presented According to 
Categories of Theoretical Framework 

Perceptual. . . Respondents 
- Perceived building representatives as 

information relay persons 
- Saw some TEA members as being dis

interested initially 
- Observed the TEA president as being 

level headed 
- Perceived TEA executive board as 

not engineering the strike 
- Viewed TUSD officials as not listen

ing to teachers 

Relational • • • Respondents 
- Reported that building representatives 

informed members 
- Reported that Level 2 persons dis

seminated information and stirred up 
others 

- Reported that TEA officials viewed as 
trustworthy 

- Reported that sense of kinship among 
members, even those not known 
personally 

Organizational . • • Respondents 
- Reported that TEA officials promoted 

unity 
- Reported that TEA officers ran the 

show professionally 
- Reported that Many leaders developed 

throughout strike concerned period 
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levels of the TEA. As new acquaintances and kin ships formed, new informal 

leaders within the TEA emerged. Quite different relationships developed be

tween the TEA leadership and TUSD officials. The details of these relation

ships are discussed in Chapter 7. 



CHAPTER 7 

RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE TEA 

Introduction 

In this chapter, selected data regarding the formal, informal, and 

personal relationships are presented regarding subquestion 2. This subques

tion was concerned with the way in which the TEA members appeared to relate 

to one another and how the strike situation affected these relationships before, 

during, and after the strike. The following sections of this chapter present the 

quantitative and qualitative data regarding the various relationships within the 

TEA. 

Subquestion Number 2 

"How did the TEA members relate to each other regarding the strike?" 

The interview schedule questions associated with this subquestion, 

which provide the quantitative and qualitative data in answering this subques

tion, are as follows: (1) What was your formal position in the district? What 

formal or informal position did you have in the TEA? In the above position 

what were you expected to do? (2) Have you had any previous strike experi

ence? Before the strike what attitude did you have toward strikes? Since the 

strike what is your attitude toward them? (3) To whom did you talk within the 

TEA concerning the strike? (4) How were your personal relationships with 

colleagues affected by the strike situation? 
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Quantitative data regarding subquestion 2 is next presented, together 

with an examination of comments and a discussion of the data. 

Quantitative Data 

Sixty percent (28) of the respondents did not know who the executive 

board members were before, during, and after the strike, other than the presi

dent in 1978, Jo Cosentino. Eighty-seven and one-halfpercent (35) of the respon

dents indicated that they developed new relationships with TEA members before, 

during, and riter the strike. These relationships existed with non-striking as 

well as striking members. 

Twenty-five percent of the respondents perceived that more of their 

leadership qualities were developed as a result of strike participation, whereas 

75 percent reported no special change in leadership qualities. It is interesting 

to note that 30 of the respondents, 75 percent, reported that every teacher that 

participated actively in the strike served in a leadership capacity. 

Examination of Comments 

Members of the TEA related to one another formally, informally, 

and personally. As was indicated in subquestion number 1, members generally 

related to each other formally through the organizational structure of TEA. 

Informal and personal relationships seemed to have dominated the responses 

to subquestion number 2. 
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Before the strike there was a great amount of participation among 

TEA members. The following statements were made in regards to this parti-

cipation and the importance of all TEA members involved: 

I remember we had a lot of help from the NEA and the AEA. I know 
there were a lot of support people here, and we had established this 
organization with the bargaining coordinators and local action people. 
Everybody had a job. Everyone had telephone trees so we could tele
phone everybody in our building. Everybody had somebody to answer 
to, like the person that I got my information from. There was a chain 
of command, and it seemed to function fairly well from our standpoint. 
For me, it came to be a put up or shut up situation. I had to decide 
who I was going to support. I had been a very supportive TEA person. 

The following statement indicates how the respondents typically 

viewed what turned out to be informal relationships within the TEA on Sunday, 

October 1. A very active TEA member said: 

The TEA decided that we needed a 67 percent vote in favor of striking in 
order to go out on strike. Then the executive board lowered it to 50 per
cent plus 1. To me, I think that was very realistic, the 50 percent plus 
1, because that was the majority vote, and as it turned out, more people 
hit the picket lines than voted to go on strike. This was a very new thing 
to Tucson teachers. It was something that had never even entered the 
minds of teachers before because of Dr. Joyl and the way he treated 
everyone, and it was very hard for some people to change their mind set 
and to realize that if they were going to have any rights and if they were 
going to be protected, the only person that was going to take care of them 
from now on was themselves. Because of that, I think that's why we had 
such a low strike vote, but when people realize that the majority did vote 
to strike, then they went along with that vote. 

I think a lot of people were very much afraid that if they voted to strike, 
they would be the only person to vote to strike, and even though they 
talked to friends and found out that other people were going to vote to 
strike, I don't think they really believed even their friends. 

Even today, it's still hard for some of the people that have been in the 
district as long as I have to accept the philosophy of TEA. Right now, 

IPseudonym. 



we protect teachers' rights; teachers have the right to have rights, and 
they don't have to be treated in the manner that we've been treated in 
the past. Just because you become a teacher and you're dedicated to 
your job of teaching, that doesn't mean you have to be dedicated to all 
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of the horrible ways that building administrators as well as the central 
administration can treat you if you let them, and that's a very hard thing 
for people to understand. 

A non-striking respondent commented on the peer pressure which 

occurred just before and in the early stages of the strike: 

My notion is that it is very necessary for an organization that orches
trates a strike, that a lot of emphasis be put on having everybody go 
out. And I know that there was a lot of pressure put on to try to get 
people out to strike. 

Peer pressure was put on me down at stoner High. 1 I could look up 
the names. These were people who felt that they were being patriotic 
to do the right thing. I was fortunate, though. I had heard some 
stories over at Harris High2 where there were some pretty definite 
unpleasantries with people. 

The differences in perception reported by striking and non-striking members 

allowed for gaps in communication which tended to cause less than productive 

relationships. However, non-striking respondents did have some structure of 

support as was mentioned by a respondent: "I think that it would be fair to say 

that there were individuals with whom I was speaking that certainly did not 

sway me from my decision. There should have been more space for conscien-

tious objectors. " 

One respondent had the following strike-related experience concern-

ing the developing of personal relationships with non-strikers: 

1 
Pseudonym. 

2 
Pseudonym. 



She understood our position. She opened up her house to us-not the 
first day-but she offered us her house to go get drinks or go to the 
restroom that was only a couple of blocks away. 

One of the teachers that went in was one that had originally been very 
pro-strike. This friend before had talked to a lot of people trying to 
get them to go out on strike, and then when it came time he went in. 
No need to say, the faculty was not very kind. 

Another one was very similar. She talked for the strike during the 
spring and the beginning of the fall, stayed out the first two days and 
then went in. No need to say, the faculty was not very kind. 
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One of them went to the point of going to a teacher and telling him he 
was very selfish in not going out in support of the teachers and what they 
were going to do. He broke down and cried, he felt really bad, and 
when he decided that he was going to do it [strike], then she turns 
around and she goes in. 

To take this point of view a step further, another striker said: 

Whenever you work on something you become closer. You may have 
worked in a classroom or been on a committee with them or various 
things like that, but we're talking about making a major change in 
your life by going out on strike. Whenever you make a commitment 
like that, I think the friendship becomes much closer. 

In this instance, a personal relationship shifted from being personal 

to being informal. Some of the shifts in relationships occurred because of the 

additional involvement many teachers experienced in the strike. Increased 

participation in TEA activities was noted by a respondent as follows: 

The strike situation got me and a lot of other people involved in TEA. 
I think the majority of the members pay their dues and that's that. The 
number of people that got involved was not that great, but it was that 
they became very involved. Suddenly there was a core group of thirty 
to forty people that were there all the time doing a lot of work for 
TEA. 

A number of respondents increased the possibility of developing new personal 

relationships through new friendships. One TEA respondent commented on 



newly developed friendships made with both striking and non-striking 

teachers, as follows: 

TEA people struck up groups of friendships among striking teachers. 
With non-striking teachers I don't really know because I really didn't 
have any in my school. One woman, though, from across town, sent 
me a very long letter explaining why she didn't strike. I think most 
non-strikers did hope that it went well. 
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This tendency was noted by a number of participants. One respondent indicated 

that coordinated effort seemed to be a positive experience, stating, 'We all 

had certain chores that we had to do. To have a successful strike, we had to 

make sure that we had a communication system set up properly. We even had 

people that would run flyers into buildings because we couldn't use the district's 

mailing system. " 

The participation of TEA members in the strike-concerned situation 

was not always pleasant for all TEA members. This was noted by one respon-

dent, as follows: 

The issues were not monetary, to my way of thinking, and the people 
in my building, the issues were not getting more money; the issues 
were the right to bargain at all. The preceding year the school board 
had unilaterally rescinded our entire policy. This was my fifth year 
of teaching, and over the years since I had been in the district, I had 
watched the bargaining process get worse and worse. This was not 
an overnight thing. 

The preceding year [1977] the president of the TEA got chewed out by 
me. I said, ''You went to the table and we didn't come back with one 
damn thing. There wasn't one damn thing that we wanted. We had 
four priorities and not one of them emerged." He then said, ''Well, 
are you ready to hit the bricks?" I said, ''No, I don't want to strike. " 
He then said, ''Well, I don't know what other choices there are." This 
was leadership right there saying this is the way it was. 
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All three types of relationships, formal, informal, and personal, exist as a 

result of the environment prior to the strike. The existence of a variety of 

types of relationships were evident before, during, and after the strike. 

During and after the strike, some relationships among TEA members did 

. change, and others did not. One long-time TEA member commented that in his 

school, although there were strange relationships during the strike, still every-

thing shifted back to normal when the strike ended. He said: 

It's really funny. I have heard of things where schools just disintegrated. 
At our school during the strike nobody was really afraid. The teachers 
from the junior high came down to teach us how to talk to people who 
crossed the picket line. We didn't want to hurt anybody's feelings. We 
got a little more serious as we went on. In fact, one day I had one lady 
in tears, but she crossed the picket line anyway. 

I can't think of anybody that changed their attitudes or behavior after the 
strike. In fact, one who is a real good friend of mine didn't want to go 
out. I tried like hell to get those people to go out, and there was no real 
animosity. I remember one day one of the women who went in brought 
donuts to the strikers, and we, in no uncertain terms, told her we didn't 
want her donuts, and she could just shove them. After the strike that 
feeling was all over, and we just said let's forget about it. 

Another teacher discussed her nervousness during the time she was 

involved in making her decision to strike or not. She asserted that: 

The information we got as TEA members was probably swayed. They 
didn't tell us some things they might have told us. I still believe what 
they told us was accurate. The information was important, and they 
also certainly worked to make us feel like it would be all right to go 
out on strike. Our faculty representative would go to the meetings and 
come back and say that they were telling us it's okay to strike. We all 
were very nervous about it. In fact, at my school nobody wanted to go 
out when this started. There was not one rabble-rouser in that crowd. 
I was probably the most radical TEA person there. 

There was a lot of talking saying we don't want to do this. It really 
came down to the final feeling of being pushed, that we had to stand up 
and say we would deal with these things. 
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The following statements made by one respondent indicated how the 

prejudgment of the TEA members often proved inaccurate. He commented: 

There were surprises in our school. People who said they were going 
out didn't go out. There was one very young teacher, one middle-aged 
teacher, kind of a wishy-washy person. • • no, two very old teachers 
-that was it. We expected the old teachers to stay in. There was kind 
of a feeling that it should be that way. They were raised differently 
and nobody got down on them about it. The rest of us went out and we 
wondered how we were going to feel. The morning of the strike there 
were some kind of funny feelings. Well, school didn't start until 
8:45 a. m., and we were there at 5:30 a. m. Somewhere around 6:00 
a. m. the teachers that went in came together. One teacher just said 
he was sick for three days and then went back to work. There were 
some nasty comments made. We didn't say anything directly to them. 
We were being super nice, very nasty friendly. 

After the strike was over, we wondered how we were going to handle 
this. Everybody was determined not to make a scene, so there were 
no scenes made and nobody said anything to anybody. There was no 
nastiness. 

It took a little work to get people back together again. You had to work 
at it. They [non-strikers] were much more embarrassed than we were. 
We had the strength in numbers, they did not. Once in a while there 
were comments, like when the raises came, a non-striker said, "If 
that's all we're going to get, why did we go out?" and about three of us 
looked at her and said, ''WE?'' 

Another participant expressed resentment towards some teachers 

and respect for the positions of others: 

I only have bitterness towards the teacher who came in my room and 
substituted during the strike. He took my paycheck from me that 
week, literally, and let the kids that were there tear the place apart. 
But as far as the people I worked with, I respected their rights to not 
strike, although to this day I will tell them they were wrong. 

The people that bothered me the most were the ones who didn't seem 
like they had any convictions. There were two people who didn't strike, 
because they said their spouses wouldn't let them. They had nothing 
more to say. 
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One teacher had the nerve to buy a new car that week and drove to school 
with it across the picket line. She was a second-year teacher, and she 
said that she couldn't go on strike because she wasn't tenured. 

My inspiration for the strike was a retired army person who was teach
ing and he had nothing to gain by going on strike. He had only a half year 
to go before retirement. He had absolutely nothing to gain by going on 
strike, but he was the first one there every morning and the last one 
there every night, and he never took a break. He walked all day, he 
was so mad at the district. That was very inspirational to us. 

Although personal relationships tended to be somewhat more stable 

than informal ones, the following instance illustrates a personal relationship 

between two teachers which shifted in a negative direction because of the 

strike. She said: 

I was very close to one of the teachers that went in who I told you was 
very close to me. She was my motivation. She then turned around and 
walked in during the strike. I didn't talk to her for the rest of the year. 
It was very tense. It wasn't that we were against her, it was just that 
people were so hurt and emotions were so strong at that time, that we 
just chose not to talk to her. Because you're still angry, it's better 
not to say anything than to cause another confrontation, so it was very 
tense. 

Personal relationships, as well as informal, and some formal rela-

tionships had some effect on whether an individual became more or less active 

in TEA after the strike. A number of respondents became more active in the 

TEA following the strike and played more significant leadership roles. The 

following is an instance in which an individual was stimulated to become more 

active in the TEA following the strike because of his strike-related 

participation: 

I became more active afterwards, because I wanted to be involved and 
know exactly what's going on. I wanted to make sure that decisions made 
were the right decisions. I saw the crucial need at that point not to have 
to go out on strike again. In order not to go out on strike again, we make 



sure that what we achieve between the district and ourselves in our 
contract agreements are held to so we don't reach this crisis point 
again. There is no need for a crisis point, not if you are handling 
things in an accepted manner by both sides. You want to make sure 
things are followed through, so it doesn't come to a crisis point. 
Teachers now ask me questions about things. They also go to people 
that are inv.olved hecause they want to mow. Instead of coming down 
to TEA, they will call you first to find out what's going on because 
they figure you are in the mow. Unfortunately, they should get in
volved, but at least they come and ask. 

other teachers commented on the growth of leadership skills that 
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was noticeable among peers: "There were a couple of people who really came 

out of nowhere almost and just took over. One person I think has since been 

hired by a school district in California to become their executive director in a 

teachers' association. That's how it is when you get too good-someone snaps 

you up." 

Persons developing leadership skills as a result of strike activity 

developed them through their formal, informal, and personal relationships. 

Their relationships, and those of all others, contain perceptual, relational, 

and organizational aspects. These will be considered in the next section. 

Discussion 

Perceptual 

The accumulation of events and circumstances stimulated a variety 

of perceptions. Strikers tended to react to their individual perceptions of the 

strike-concerned situation that arose before and during the strike particularly. 

However, their perceptual fields did appear to overlap at important points, 

thus permitting communication and the sharing of certain experiences. 
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The common effort of TEA strikers appeared to allow many of the 

respondents to view themselves as adequate persons. They evidently perceived 

that they were liked, wanted, and worthy within the TEA. Some confirmation 

for this point can be derived from the consistent contributions which these re

spondents made before, during, and after the strike. Some strike-related 

feelings of insecurity were reported, but there seemed to be few members who 

had feelings of insufficiency as a result of their involvement in the TEA. Feel

ings of self-adequacy appeared to increase for strikers as their involvement in 

preparing to strike and striking increased. 

Empathy between strikers and non-strikers seemed somewhat un

common. There tended to be a lack of consistent sensitivity and understanding 

as to how things seemed to the other persons. Many misunderstandings be

tween strikers and non-strikers appeared due to a failure to understand why 

other individuals behaved in the way they did. The discrepant values and atti

tudes of strikers and non-strikers seemed to even further diverge as a strike 

became more probable. As the strike process progressed, the respondents 

reported that shared circumstances between the strikers and non-strikers 

tended to be overshadowed by their differences in beliefs. 

Relational 

Before, during, and after the strike, the TEA appeared to provide 

a source of activities which evidently led members to perceive themselves as 

adequate, worthy, and self-respecting, particularly, those who struck. This 

crisis tended to increase the harmony of relationships within the TEA. 
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Non-strikers as well as strikers reported membership of one or 

another of the webs of relationships which existed at that time. These webs 

seemed to be based on the shared interests of each group. These shared inter

ests of the groups tended to stimulate what is sometimes referred to as social 

cohesion. Such social cohesion was seen as resulting from the interdependent 

activities of individuals in the groups. The sh3red interests tended to solidify 

the webs of informal and personal relationships. 

Organizational 

The interaction between the elected officials of TEA and the members 

was seen as vital in the organization. The character of these formal, informal, 

and personal relationships tended to be a determining factor in the type of en

vironment that existed within the TEA. The character of personal relationships 

before, during, and after the strike seemed more supportive of the strikers 

than of the non-strikers. 

For the most part, Theory Y, having to do with egalitarian relation

ships, was seen as a common behavior among TEA officials and the striking 

members. On occasion, though, Theory X type behaviors were noted in formal 

;rela~~o~s:hJps. . SOIll.e __ l?!:r;~ll}~q ~~_~~~i!QP..~b!p.s9_~tweeJJ .. _~$!,,,:~~_~~:~!t~9.-~,:~t!:!!f.~~~_,, .--~ 

were described in terms of conditions relating to Theory X, an environment 

wherein one person felt superior to another. Where Theory X relationships 

appeared, participants reported substantial differences in points of view. 

Representative comments to subquestion 2 are summarized in Table 4 which 

follows. 
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Table 4. Representative Comments to Subquestion 2. 

Subquestion 2 

How did the above Tucson Educa
tion Association members perceive 
and relate to each other regarding 
the strike? 

Responses Presented According to 
Cate ories of Theoretical Framework 

Perceptual ••• Respondents 
- Perceived striking as being a very 

new thing for teachers 
- Viewed decisions as being difficult 

regarding the strike 
- Saw fear of job loss as being common 
- Recognized that issues were not mone-

tary; they were respect and dignity 

Relational • • • Respondents 
- Reported that many talked extensively 

with friends about issues 
- Reported that peer pressure among 

TEA members to strike was evident 
- Reported that friendships became 

closer among TEA members with 
similar views 

- Reported that strikers and non
strikers were very anxious about the 
situation 

- Reported that some building principals 
understood teachers' position 

- Reported that animosity between 
strikers and non-strikers present but 
not extensive 

Organizational. . • Respondents 
- Reported that central administration 

treated teachers horribly 
- Reported that TEA had a good com

munication system 
- Reported that TEA leadership clari

fied the issues well 
- Reported that new and sometimes sur

prising leaders surfaced in TEA 
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Summary 

For the most part, TEA members interviewed did not have any 

previous strike experience. Two out of the 40 respondents reported having 

previous strike experience. Despite this lack of experience, most respondents 

viewed the TEA organization as functioning quite successfully before, during, 

and after the strike. 

A large majority of respondents viewed the TEA as operating with 

clear and open communication. The TEA stance was typically perceived as one 

that enhanced the dignity and self-worth of teachers; however, animosity and 

anxiety did exist and varied greatly in intensity among the TEA members. 

The decision of whether to strike or not tended to be a difficult one. 

Talking with friends and peer pressure tended to help TEA members in making 

the decision. As TEA members communicated with each other, new leaders 

surfaced among TEA members involving themselves in the strike situation. 

In the following chapter data will be presented on how the TEA 

members related to TUSD officials. 



CHAPTER 8 

TEA RELATIONSHIPS WITH TUSD OFFICIALS 

Introduction 

In this chapter selected data regarding the formal, informal, and 

personal relationships with respect to subquestion 3 are presented. This sub-

question was concerned with the way in which the TEA members appeared to 

relate to the TUSD officials before, during, and after the strike. The following 

sections of this chapter detail the quantitative and qualitative data regarding 

relationships between TEA members and TUSD officials. 

Subquestion Number 3 

"How did the Tucson Education Association members relate to Tucson 
Unified School District officials?" 

The interview schedule questions associated with this subquestion, 

which provide the quantitative and qualitative data in answering this subquestion, 

are as follows: (1) To whom did you talk that were TUSD officials about the 

strike? (2) What formal or informal position did you have in the TEA? In the 

above posltion what were you expected to do? Quantitative data regarding sub-

question 3 is next presented, together with an examination of comments and a 

discussion of data. 
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Quantitative Data 

One hundred percent (40) of the respondents reported that their rela

tionships with TUSD officials were not egalitarian. All respondents indicated a 

degree of displeasure when speaking of relationships with TUSD officials. All 

strikers interviewed believed that the strike was worthwhile. Only 50 percent 

of the non-strikers perceived that the strike was worthwhile. The strike action 

was a matter of real significance for all TEA members interviewed. 

Examination of Comments 

Previously, subquestion number 2 questioned the broad web of rela

tionships existing within the TEA. Subquestion 3 addressed the wide variety of 

interrelationships between TEA members and TUSD officials. The type of re

lationships existing before, during, and after the strike between the TEA 

members and TUSD officials can better be understood by examining comments 

of the respondents regarding these formal and informal relationships. In con

sidering the TEA respondents as they reflected on their relationships with TUSD 

officials, the most obvious type of relationship which seemed to exist was the 

formal relationship. The least obvious relationship seemed to be the personal 

relationship. 

The following statements constitute representative perceptions of 

formal relationships which existed between school district teachers and several 

district superintendents: 
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When Dr. Monroe1 was superintendent, he very well took care of every
body. Dr. Joy, 2 I believe, was very much against teachers, and I be
lieve that's when things started happening that started to try to diminish 
[the adequacy] of teachers, basically to put them down. Then when Dr. 
Wills3 came in, my personal feeling is that he was hired to break the 
teachers, and that's why we were forced into the position of going on 
strike. Dr. Monroe had been around for so many years and had taken 
care of everybody and because of the fact there are so many teachers in 
this district that have been in this district for a great number of years, 
I believe the school board felt they would never go on strike. Teachers 
were very much in a change at that period of time, changing from the 
old definition of dedication to education. There is a difference. The old 
definition included being dedicated to your district and everybody else 
and dedicated to your principal. You just did everything the way every
body told you to do it. 

The school board hired a new superintendent to really stick it to teachers, 
and then they really stuck it to him. They gave him a job of clobbering 
the teachers, and then they stabbed him in the back. 

I think that Dr. Wills had said a few things that had gotten the teachers 
angry. He was not very cheerful in the statements he made to the press, 
and the press built them up. The teachers heard them and picked up on 
them. They didn't sit well with TUSD officials, either. It was careless
ness on his part, on how he was expressing himself, but I think it was 
also his philosophy. I think he believed it. I just think he was very 
cautious in the way he was saying those things, and it really did him in. 
Finally, the board couldn't support him, the teachers couldn't support 
him, and the public couldn't support him. This gave teachers more 
reasons to be upset and unhappy with the district. Remarks that he 
made and the actions of the board and the things they did when they had 
these open hearings, none of those things put them in good light with the 
teachers. When the strike was actually on, they just kept making 
terribly gross errors in calculating the support of the parents and of 
the community. 

So often I heard what they said and, of course, you don't know if it's 
true, but the remark that was most circulated was that we would never 
have the guts to go out on strike. That just makes people more furious. 

1 
Pseudonym. 

2 
Pseudonym. 

3 
Pseudonym. 
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Another person had this to add regarding his formal relationship 

with the superintendent: "I really could not see anything positive in that which 

Dr. Wills did. I had absolutely no use for the man the entire time he was 

around." This person perceived the relationships between the superintendent 

and the teachers as being destructive from the outset. Other respondents con-

curred. One of them stated: 

Yeah, I felt that they were just absolutely backing us up against the wall 
to the point where we had absolutely no other choice than to go on strike. 
One of the famous sayings was, "We want to take back the store, " and 
that's exactly what they wanted to do. They wanted to take everything 
away from us. I never wanted to go out. Until the day I went out, I 
consistently said no, but I wore a button that said, "I don't want to 
strike but I will." I didn't want to do it, and I voted against going out. 

When the respondent mentioned that "they wanted to take everything away from 

us, " she referred to the formal process of professional negotiations and 

teacher participation in decision~making with school district officials. 

Many other respondents also mentioned the professional negotiations 

issue which involved primarily formal relationships. A very involved TEA 

member indicated that her dignity was being threatened, stating, "They really 

didn't want us to negotiate. The district didn't want to pay any attention to us; 

they did not want the teachers to have any clout. Basically, they wanted 

teachers to be weak little nambie-pambies. Because of the history of the dis-

trict, I'm quite certain they felt they'd get away with it." Another respondent 

commented on the importance of the negotiations process as it related to the 

dignity and respect of teachers. She observed: 
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Because they had rescinded our negotiations procedure that had been in 
effect for many years and that did allow negotiations of all conditions of 
employment, certainly a much broader basis than wages and fringe bene
fits was affected. A lot of us did not want to accept the decision. 
Teachers had to understand that we would be giving up some of our rights 
in bargaining. 

When we had public hearings, a lot of teachers were there to speak out 
against the district. There was a choice. We could e~ther learn to live 
with less rights than we had gotten used to, or we could work with the 
district. In the past we had always gotten along with administration. 

I believed we were going to have to negotiate a full contract and all con
ditions of our employment. The district was not going to allow this. 
They had clearly indicated they weren't. Then, it would have to take a 
massive show of strength, including a strike, to get those rights back. 

When the board said, "No, we can't accept the arbitrator's decision. 
Five percent is all we ever intended and we are not going to change on 
that, " it showed me again that they totally misunderstood the whole 
negotiation process and what it could do. It also showed me they wanted 
50mehow to get in control of the district, the teachers, and everything. 
They had violated, as far as I was concerned, a working relationship, 
the mutual respect that we had in the district. They somehow wanted 
to "take back the store" and be in control of the teachers, and I think I 
resented that most of all. 

A non-striking respondent reported the following perceptions con-

cerning the manner in which teachers were treated: 

From what I knew about professional negotiations, it made sense to 
me that there be some kind of game plan with rules, for example, I 
felt as far as the negotiations in TUSD were concerned, the TEA 
was playing one game whereas the superintendent and the school 
board were playing a different game. I felt that we should all play 
by the same rules. 

Respondents also mentioned other issues which they related to nega-

tively. Among these were issues such as the school district's teacher transfer 

policy and student discipline policy. One respondent noted: 
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Another issue was that the district had no kind of transfer policy; every
thing was done behind your back. If the principal liked you and he wanted 
to give you a transfer, he would give you a good recommendation to 
another school, and that principal would get you in. It was who you knew 
and who your principal knew to get something done. 

Also, the classes were overcrowded. I was running over 45 kids a 
period. I didn't have enough room in my grade book for them all. I 
had to start another page. I was very concerned about class size. I 
felt it was being maintained by the kids. It was just impossible. That 
bothered me. 

When we voted to go back, took our big vote, I was about one of 15 
people that said, "Screw you, " I'm not going back. I was very angry 
about what TEA had come up with. I thought we had been sold down the 
river. We had gone out on strike and put our jobs on the line and people 
had a lot of emotions, and a lot of friendships were broken. At the end, 
the settlement gave five percent or whatever it was. I thought, "Oh, my 
God-I went on strike and that's all we get, " so I voted no. I stood up 
and said, "No, I'm not accepting this, "and, of course, there were only 
a few of us that did that. 

I had been through a lot emotionally, and I was still afraid of the war
rants out and depositions. 

Another striking teacher respondent had this to say regarding the lack of 

respect and dignity given to teachers: 

Money wasn't an issue. My retroactive strike check was nine dollars. 
So it wasn't that I wanted more money. The issue really was the uni
lateral decisions of the board and the statements they were willing to 
leak to the press. 

Some board members flaunted their power to just beat up the teachers. 
It was that mentality of the school board and the school district at that 
time. On the one hand, they wanted to pat us on the head and treat us 
like we were sweet little old ladies. On the other hand, they treated 
us like we were totally ignorant, and abolished policies. 

One board member was making wise cracks and telling dirty jokes 
about teachers. Dr. Wills, I believe, was hired as the teacher associa
tion began to become real strong. Dr. Wills touted himself as being a 
union buster. 
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Relationships with principals were also described by TEA members. 

These ranged from formal to rather personal. The bulk of the respondents 

referred to the informal relationships they had with their respective principals. 

Various respondents described incidents that affected their informal relation-

ships with their principals. One respondent reported the following experience: 

I was a member of a faculty of 20 teachers and one principal. Out of 
the 20 teachers, 17 of us went out, which I felt was marvelous, because 
when this whole isme started I was not absolutely certain I'd get that 
many of the teachers to go out. Seventeen of us went out the day before 
we took the vot~ to go on strike. Well, that was on a Friday; we took 
the vote on Sunday night. I was team-teaching at the time, and my 
team teacher and I had over 50 kids between us. So that Friday after
noon the principal came down and called me out in the hall and kept me 
there for 45 minutes, trying to talk me out of going on strike. She said 
that if I went, the rest of them would go with me. There was no way that 
I would change my mind, because at that point I was really thoroughly 
committed. I was terribly offended that she would keep me out of the 
classroom that long and leave my teammate with almost 60 kids to 
handle by herself. Under no other circumstances would she have 
tolerated anything like that. 

Still another respondent commented on relationships between his 

principal and the faculty. He said: 

My principal took the strike personally. He just thought his 26 teachers 
had walked out on him. He had messed up so badly that we struck. I 
was good friends with the secretary, and she was torn apart. He got 
quite nasty at first. On the third day, the secretary told him, "These 
are your teachers. You know that they are going to come back. They 
are the same ones you worked with and talked with a week ago. " 

Well, prior to the strike, he gave me a letter of reprimand. He said, 
"I hear that you are going to refuse to turn in your keys on Friday. " 
I said, "Hey, it's my own conscience that's going to decide whether or 
not I strike on Monday. Why should I turn in my keys on Friday?" 
Then he sent me a letter of reprimand. He said that he had the right 
to collect the keys whenever he wanted to. 
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Finally, a striker commented regarding his relationship with his 

principal before and after the strike: "My relationship with my principal 

didn't change. It was always rotten. From the time I became a faculty repre-

sentative, he was just a total fool." In many cases these formal relationships 

between teachers and principals deteriorated as the strike drew nearer. 

Personal relationships seemed virtually non-existent. 

Background on the briefing principals received from district head-

quarters during the strike period was supplied by a respondent who said, "The 

central administration had told the building principals to 'keep your teachers in 

the buildings. Don't let them go out on strike. '" This may account, in part, 

for the behavior of certain of the principals. Despite this, the experience of 

the following respondent illustrates a productive relationship between a faculty 

and its principal. The respondent stated: 

With my principal, you would have thought he would have been the other 
way around, but he was certainly very supportive. He said, "Now if we 
have to go out I'll understand. We want this to all work out." He asked 
us to leave our lesson books out, and this kind of thing. We were given 
instructions by TEA as to how to handle that, but he was very friendly. 
In fact, during the strike he kept bringing out homemade goodies for us 
and invited us in to use the restroom, but we had agreed we would not 
set foot in the building to use the phone, to use the restroom or anything. 
Parents in the neighborhood brought us food and drink. It was quite a 
party. The prinCipal kept trying to be friendly while we were out. 

The relationships between teachers and principals tended to be diverse. There 

appeared not to be such variation in the perceptions of the relationships between 

TEA members and TUSD officials during the strike period. 
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The following statement indicated a lack of personal relationships be-

tween TEA members and TUSD officials. A respondent commented, "The 

school board and the superintendent had their own agenda, and that agenda was 

to break the teachers." There seemed to be no particular personal relation-

ships in existence between the respondents and TUSD officials. Many respon-

dents reported that they had been pushed to their psychological limit. The fol-

lowing statement of a respondent indicates how a number of teachers reacted to 

a perceived lack of respect from TUSD officials. She commented: 

I felt that striking was the only way we could get the school board to 
listen to us. In the same situation, I would do it again. That year, 
when the board imported their hatchet man direct from Ohio to do 
exactly what he had done in Parma, I really felt like they were saying, 
"You are just a teacher. " 

Not only did many respondents feel as though they would strike again, given 

the same circumstances, but many of them noted changes in their relationships 

with TUSD officials. This phenomenon was mentioned by one of the respondents: 

Our relationships have changed with TUSD officials. They have a much 
healthier respect for teachers now. We are not the pawns that we used 
to be. We have a voice, we have support, and we do use it when we are 
being threatened. Our relationship was too paternalistic; they knew 
best, they would take care of us, they would transfer us to another 
school if we were having problems. They would make sure that we 
were okay. They knew best how to staff the school or how to run pro
grams and all we had to do was be good teachers and follow along. 

It seemed as though relationships existing between TEA members 

and TUSD officials were either formal or, at best, informal. There appeared 

to be no personal relationships between TEA respondents and TUSD officials. 
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Discussion 

Perceptual 

The factors involved in creating the perceptual differences between 

TEA members and TUSD officials were diverse. The majority of respondents 

tended to perceive the relationships with TUSD officials as being adverse in 

nature. 

Self-adequacy was a basic issue for all respondents that went out on 

strike. Many respondents perceived that their self-respect and personal dig

nity had been negated. Generally, respondents stated that no positive reinforce

ment was given to support their feelings as worthy teachers or human beings. 

The search for the self-adequacy of these TEA respondents was dependent upon 

relationships with TUSD officials. When many of the TEA members perceived 

that their self-worth, self-adequacy, and personal dignity had been challenged, 

a need to retaliate was reported. 

Relational 

Respondents tended to indicate that their experiences with TUSD 

officials did not allow them to relate as adequate, worthy, and self-respecting 

individuals. For this reason, respondents reported no informal or personal 

relationships with TUSD officials. 

Organizational 

The respondents indicated that the relationships with TUSD officials 

was a determining factor in their attitudes about striking. The respondents 
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seemed antagonistic to the degree of authoritarian control over them exerted 

by TUSD officials. They saw the overall attitude displayed by TUSD officials 

in terms that seemed descriptive of Theory X, an environment where one 

person controls another. Representative comments to subquestion 3 are sum

marized in Table 5 which follows. 

Summary 

Many striking respondents indicated an initial reluctance to use 

strike action. Their increased willingness to strike was attributed to their 

perceptions of the behavior of the TUSD officials. Generally, it was felt that 

TUSD officials had not exhibited any particular concern for the dignity and 

well-being of TEA members. This occasioned considerable resentment of 

TUSD officials by TEA members. This resentment figured importantly in the 

teachers I decision to strike. 

In the following chapter data will be presented on the way in which 

the TEA members perceived their external relationships. 
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Table 5. Representative Comments to Subquestion 3. 

Subquestion 3 

How did the Tucson Education 
Association members perceive 
and :relate to Tucson Unified 
School District administrators 
and school board members? 

Responses Presented According to 
Cate ories of Theoretical Framework 

Perceptual ••• Respondents 
- Perceived the TUSD officials as put

ting down teachers 
- Discerned that the new superintendent 

had the job of clobbering teachers 
- Viewed the TUSD as backing teachers 

up against the wall 
- Perceived striking as being the only 

way to make changes 
- Recognized teachers as no longer 

being pawns 

Relational ••• Respondents 
- Reported that TUSD officials violated 

the working relationship with TEA 
- Reported that resentment of TUSD 

officials by teachers existed 
- Reported that TUSD board members 

flaunted their power over teachers 
- Reported that relationships with 

building principals varied from always 
rotten to always good 

Organizational. • • Respondents 
- Reported that teachers followed 

administrative policy blindly prior to 
strike 

- Reported that the environment in 
schools changed after the strike 



CHAPTER 9 

THE EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS OF TEA 

Introduction 

In this chapter selected data regarding the formal, informal, and 

personal relationships are presented with respect to subquestion 4. This sub-

question was concerned with the way in which the TEA members appeared to 

relate to the NEA representatives, the local media, and the community. The 

following sections of this chapter detail the quantitative and qualitative data 

regarding TEA members and their external relationships. 

Subquestion Number 4 

"How did the Tucson Education Association members relate to the 
National Education Association representatives, the local media, 
and the community?" 

The interview schedule questions associated with this subquestion, 

which provide the quantitative and qualitative data in answering this subques-

tion, are as follows: (1) To whom did you talk in the NEA or AEA concerning 

the strike? (2) To whom did you talk in the media concerning the strike? 

(3) How were your personal relationships with friends affected by the strike 

situation? (4) How were your personal relationships with family affected by 

the strike situation? 
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Quantitative data regarding subquestion 4 is next presented, 

together with an examination of comments and a discussion of data. 

Quantitative Data 
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Seventy-five percent (30) of the respondents viewed the NEA and AEA 

representatives as providing assistance when needed to the TEA concerning the 

strike. Seventy-five percent of the respondents also reported that the NEA and 

AEA representatives had a positive influence on the TEA. Overall, TEA re

spondents indicated that the technical assistance provided by the NEA and AEA 

representatives was positive and necessary. 

Ninety-three percent (37) of the respondents indicated that the media 

backed the teachers, while 80 percent (32) of the respondents viewed the com

munity as supporting the TEA's position. The respondents' perceptions that 

the community supported the TEA in the strike, in the respondents' judgment, 

made a difference in the TEA-community relationships. 

Examination of Comments 

When the TEA respondents talked about and reflected on their rela

tionships with the NEA representatives, the media, and the community, they 

noted formal, informal, and personal relationships. These relationships before, 

during, and after the strike can better be understood by examining comments 

made by a variety of respondents. 
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The respondents made a number of comments regarding the relation-

ships with the NEA, the media, and the community. Some comments on the 

NEA indicated positive, informal relationships during the strike period. One 

respondent said, "Basically, we had assistance from the AEA and the NEA in 

building our organization up so that you have everybody kind of at the same 

level of knowledge. Basically, they made the TEA a stronger group, a stronger 

associatio:n." Another respondent also perceived this as being the case. The 

participation and support of the TEA by the NEA and the AEA, according to still 

another respondent, was most significant. He stated: 

Two years prior to the strike we had asked NEA and AEA for some 
help in reorganizing our association. The participation of members 
was very low. There was a new program that NEA used to help 
locals, called "Organizational Development." I participated in it, 
and we looked at how we could get more members involved in doing 
things, to be more active. 

I was very impressed with the help and support we got from NEA and 
AEA. We asked them for it; they didn't come in and say. "Hey, you 
need to be organized, we need to come in and take over." We didn't 
totally restructure the organization, but we began to emphasize 
important things. 

I think we probably went overboard, because we had political action 
coordinators and bargaining coordinators in each building. We had 
community support people in every building, and we had the faculty 
representatives. There was actually a steering committee that 
worked with the coordinator of it and we had AEA and NEA staff 
people come in and help us figure what the next step was, how we 
were going to keep this going. I had already seen some kind of this 
helping support that AE1\ and NEA could provide, and during that 
summer things were just not coming to any kind of settlement. We 
called for help again. We said, "Help," and they came, and we had 
several discussions with them on the kind of help we needed. We had 
some people down here prior to school beginning. We sat and tried 
to strategize how we were going to get information out to teachers, 
but as things got worse and we asked for more help, they gave it to 



us. So it's not as if a whole bunch of people came in here and said, 
"Hey, let's try Tucson for a strike." That wasn't it at all. 

If nothing else, NEA used terrific organizational skills that they can 
use and move into a situation. They know the steps and procedures 
and the kind of help and support a local needs. You can choose to 
ignore it or you can choose to take it, but they have some experts 
that are willing to help you out with anything you want. 

Another respondent noted that she felt supported by informal and personal 

relationships: ''We just really got support from our parent organizations. 
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They sent down public relations people to help, because I don't think that any of 

us knew much about what to do. In flyers they would give us three samples and 

say which one do you want? We did the grassrcots work." Many other remarks 

by respondents had similar connotations, as was stated by the following 

respondent: 

The NEA and AEA brought in technical assistance. They came in and 
suggested things when they realized that there would be an impasse. 
If you look at it in black and white, we weren't manipulated, because 
the TEA executive board had to make the decisions. The executive 
board had a split decision; two people walked out and went in the 
buildings, everybody else stayed out, and that was a big problem. 
So, no, we weren't manipulated because it came down to a black and 
white vote by our own executive board. Behind the scenes, there is 
no question in my mind that the AEA was advising, though. 

In each of these comments, it seemed that the relationships between 

TEA, AEA, and NEA were positive. Respondents indicated that NEA and AEA 

representatives consulted with TEA members and shared information with 

them. These are aspects of personal relationships. These relationships 

seemed to be of an egalitarian and democratic nature. The relationships, how-

ever, between TEA members and the media and community were different. 
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In terms of the media and community support of teachers, a respon-

dent observed: 

I felt basically that we had community support, because I think the com
munity understood what the school board was trying to do to us. The 
school board was very vocal about it, and I think the community realized 
that this was not the way to treat people. It was not the type of environ
ment they wanted their kids going to school in. I don't think community 
members want to work in that environment, and I think they were pretty 
much on our side. Quite a few parents kept their kids out of school, in 
support of us-some because they came from older families and they 
could not handle crossing picket lines-others because they really under
stood the issues and believed in what we were striking for. 

Yes, I think most of the reporting the newspapers did was favorable to 
the TEA-as much as newspapers can get. 

The following comment by a respondent indicated that the media took advantage 

of the strife involved in the strike issue. She stated: 

I think the media has a tendency to escalate things or kind of take things 
out of proportion. They would say, "Are you going to strike?" That's 
where the news is, never mind this other stuff. Are you going to strike? 
So I would imagine that a strike has got to be more newsy than some of 
the things that we settled in the district. In that sense, I think the media 
was probably distorting to a certain extent. 

Some of the things they wrote were really true, like the conditions in 
the classrooms during the strike. The district was not clOSing the 
buildings when there wasn't adequate supervision. Those were things 
that really infuriated the parents, and that's why they filed a lawsuit 
against the district. 

Many respondents talked about the community in terms of family and 

friends. One respondent said this about his personal relationships and its 

effect on his behavior: ''Well, I have to say that my spouse and I probably 

were compatible in our ideas, but then at the same time, I have a dear spouse 

who puts up with a lot of things." Another respondent commented on the 
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support her husband afforded her: "My spouse supported the strike. This was 

decided on his own. He went to the local grade school to !lelp picket. I took 

my children down to the rallies for more warm bodies down there. They 

marched in picket lines, too, during that week." The comments by this re-

spondent also indicated that personal relationships existed within her family. 

comments about other relationships or experiences with members 

of the community were varied. Many of the comments, though, were similar 

to the following regarding relationships with students: 

When we were out on strike, the kids would come out to us and visit. 
We had found kids climbing the building, turning over chairs and tables. 
They were real destructive. We teachers said, "Hey, stop it." Here 
we were disciplining the kids that were out on the playground trying to 
go crazy while we were on strike. We were still being teachers. 

Some of the parents in my neighborhood did ask me whether they should 
send their kids to school. I felt personally a lot of support from the 
parents. There were parents, of course, sending their kids, but half 
of them were sending their kids because they needed babysitters. 

The experience described below by a TEA respondent exemplifies an informal 

relationship that has negative overtones-feelings of being betrayed. She com-

mented, "The PTA president went in and substituted in our school. We were 

upset with the PTA as a result. They were a better class of substitute than 

substitutes at many other schools, though. They did come from our neighbor-

hood, but we took our revenges. We made sure that if a substitute had worked 

during the strike, we didn't call them back." Many personal relationships de-

veloped during and after the strike. An example of a positive, personal rela-

tionship between the TEA and community members is noted in the following 

statement by a respondent. She stated, "One community person used to come 
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around to the picket line in a motor home and drop off cold drinks. I guess 

this person went around to a lot of schools in our area to let teachers use the 

john. There were people that came around and did things like that." Finally, 

one respondent noted what she had learned from her participation in the strike. 

She stated, "As a result [of the strike], I cannot cross a picket line. I have a 

great deal more respect for people that go on strike, because I know what it is 

like now. Strikers are asking you to believe in their cause and believe in them, 

because somehow something has broken down. " 

The relationships existing between TEA members, the NEA, the 

media, and the community, were generally informal and personal. 

Discussion 

Perceptual 

The perception of TEA members regarding relationships between 

TEA and the NEA, AEA, media, and the general community were relatively 

consistent and positive in nature. There was considerable overlap in the per

ceptual fields of members of the organizations permitting them to have similar 

impressions about strike events. 

Relational 

As viewed by many TEA members, there seemed to be general sup

port from these groups for the TEA. Respondents reported perceiving support 
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through formal, informal, and personal relationships. They reported feelings 

of unity and common purpose in their relationships with the NEA, AEA, the 

media, and community members. 

Organizational 

Respondents generally felt that the NEA, the AEA, the media, and 

the community at large were significant in conducting the strike with the TEA. 

The NEA and the A EA particularly seemed to assist the TEA in structuring a 

Theory Y environment where egalitarian relationships prevailed. Representa

tive comments to subquestion 4 are summarized in Table 6 which follows. 

Summary 

Responses to subquestion 4 seemed to emphasize the effectiveness of 

the support from the NEA, the AEA, the parents, and other members of the 

community. Respondents at all three levels of the TEA also reported that 

while the media seemed to focus on the more conspicuous and conflicting 

aspects of the strike, coverage was generally quite fair. The NEA, the media, 

parents, and other community members were thought to have provided excellent 

technical assistance, equitable mass communications, and the distinctive sup

port necessary in making the strike successful. 

In the following chapter, a review of the quantitative and qualitative 

findings for all four subquestions is presented. 
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Table 6. Representative Comments to Subquestion 4. 

Subquestion 4 

How did the Tucson Education 
Association members relate 
to the National Education 
Association (NEA) representa
tives, the local media, and 
the community? 

Responses Presented According to 
Cate ories of Theoretical Framework 

Perceptual • • • Respondents 
- Perceived the TEA members as not 

being manipulated by NEA 
- Discerned support and advice as being 

received from the NEA and AEA 
- Saw the media as emphasizing conflict 
- Viewed many friends and relatives as 

being supportive 

Relational ••• Respondents 
- Reported that frequent discussions 

with NEA representatives occurred 
- Reported that the media and com

munity were supportive 
- Reported that students would come 

out on the picket lines to visit with 
picketing teachers 

- Reported that family members sup
ported strikers 

- Reported that quite a few parents kept 
students out of school 

- Reported that a new understanding and 
respect for other strikers developed 

Organizational • • . Respondents 
- Reported that the NEA and AEA 

brought in technical assistance to the 
TEA 



CHAPTER 10 

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 

This chapter contains a summary of the quantitative and qualitative 

findings for the four subquestions presented in Chapters 6 through 9. The find

ings are presented under their respective subquestions. 

Subquestion 1: Quantitative Findings 

''Who were significant strike-concerned individuals within the TEA ?" 

According to the quantitative data regarding this subquestion, there 

appeared to be a clear-cut pattern of the respondents relating to significant 

others regarding strike matters. Ninety percent (36) of the respondents per

ceived this as being the case, ten percent (4) respondents felt otherwise. 

Another even more pronounced pattern revealed by the subquestion was that the 

respondents regarded "knowledge of the issues" as even more significant than 

the influence of fellow TEA members on them. One hundred percent (40) of 

the respondents perceived the matter thus. 

Subquestion 1: Representative Comments 

Representative responses to subquestion 1 seemed to emphasize the 

effectiveness of the TEA in preparing for and conducting the strike action. A 

developing sense of kinship among TEA members seemed significant to the 

participants. Most participants felt they acquired valuable organizational 
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skills as a result of the strike. For a few participants, the reported negative 

attitudes of TUSD officials were described as significant and overshadowed the 

influence of the TEA leadership. Finally, many participants noted the emer

gence of informal leaders during the strike issue. These leaders, in many 

cases, held no formal positions or titles and seemed to be recognized as 

leaders due to their ability to relate to other teachers. 

Subquestion 2: Quantitative Findings 

"How did the TEA members relate to each other regarding the strike?" 

According to the quantitative data regarding this subquestion, there 

appeared to be a definite pattern of respondents who did not specifically know 

who the executive board members were. Sixty percent of the respondents did 

not know. A more clear-cut pattern of respondents felt that propinquitous re

lationships developed during 1978. Eighty-seven and one-half percent (35) of 

the respondents felt this way. Twenty-five percent (10) felt that new personal 

leadership qualities were discovered and 75 percent (30) felt that all who parti

cipated were, in fact, leaders in one capacity or another. These figures 

implied that for the most part, egalitarian relationships existed. 

Su"!:>...9.~.estion 2: Representative Comments 

Representative responses to subquestion 2 indicated the range of 

emotions of TEA members as they came to a decision about their role in the 

strike. Developing familiarity with issues by frequently conversing with other 

TEA members seemed significant to the participants. In addition, many 
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respondents viewed the TEA as operating with clear and open commWlication, 

while TUSD was generally perceived as not promoting commWlication for the 

most part. The TEA stance was typically perceived as one that enhanced the 

dignity and self-worth of teachers. While participants noted their perceived 

presence of lack of Wlderstanding, lack of alternatives, anxiety, and animosity, 

only one of these elements, lack of alternatives to the strike, seemed directly 

connected to the relational beh;;.viors of TEA influentials. Existing animosity 

and anxiety seemed to vary greatly in intensity among participants. 

Subquestion 3: Quantitative Findings 

"How did the TEA members relate to TUSD officials?" 

According to the quantitative data regarding this subquestion, there 

was a pronoWlced pattern revealing that TEA respondents were not comfortable 

with their relationships to TUSD officials. All 40 respondents viewed their re

lationships with TUSD officials as not being egalitarian. All strikers inter

viewed perceived the strike as being worthwhile, but only 50 percent of the non

strikers agreed. Generally, the pattern of responses indicated that TEA 

members were not happy with their relationships to TUSD officials, and felt 

that the strike was a worthwhile method of seeking to change the relationship. 

Subquestion 3: Representative Comments 

Representative responses to subquestion 3 seemed to sharply empha

size the apparent inability of TUSD officials to relate to the participants 

during the pre-strike and strike period. Typical language used by the 
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respondents included such phrases as "putting down, " "clobbering, " "up 

against the wall, " "flaunted, " and "pawns." Many respondents indicated an 

initial reluctance to use strike action and attributed their increased willingness 

to strike to the behavior of TUSD officials. Some participants pointed out posi-

tive relationships with building principals. Some participants felt the final 

consensus agreement was inadequate for teachers. 

Subquestion 4: Quantitative Findings 

"How did the TEA members relate to the NEA representatives, the 
local media, and the community?" 

According to the quantitative data regarding this subquestion, there 

appeared to be a clear-cut pattern of respondents' perceptions that the techni-

cal assistance provided by the NEA and the AEA was needed and had a positive 

influence on the TEA. Seventy-five percent (30) stated that the NEA and AEA 

representatives provided technical assistance to the TEA where it was needed, 

and 75 percent (30) of the respondents felt as though the NEA and AEA repre-

sentatives had a positive influence on the TEA. 

Another even more pronounced pattern was that the respondents per-

ceived the media and the community as being supportive. Ninety-two and one-

half percent of the respondents believed that the media backed the TEA, and 

80 percent perceived that the community supported TEA's position. The sup-

port of all four groups mentioned seemed to be very important in affecting the 

actions of many respondents. 
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Subquestion 4: Representative Comments 

Representative responses to subquestion 4 seemed to emphasize the 

effectiveness of the support and technical assistance of the NEA and the AEA. 

Although there were a few exceptions, respondents felt that most of the com

munity understood and empathized with their position. Many parents kept 

their children out of school, and some children participated in picketing. Par

ticipants typically reported support and encouragement from family members 

and friends. Respondents reported that while the media seemed to focus on the 

more flamboyant and conflicting aspects of the strike, coverage was generally 

quite fair. 

In the final chapter, Chapter 11, the -conclusions and recommenda

tions of the study are presented. 



CHAPTER 11 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this chapter, the conclusions and recommendations of the study 

are presented. The chapter is divided into two sections, the first of which pre-. 
sents the conclusions, while the second section sets forth the recommendations 

of the investigation. 

Conclusions 

This study was concerned with the perceptual, relational, and organi-

zational considerations of TEA members as they described their relationships 

before, during, and after the strike of 1978. Interviews were utilized to gener-

ate relevant data. The interview schedule was formulated from a careful 

search of concepts appearing in the literature; these concepts were then organ-

ized into a theoretical framework which served as a basis from which the study 

proceeded. A group of 40 TEA members served as participants. 

The key components of the theoretical framework mentioned above 

were the: (1) perceptual, (2) relational, and (3) organizational considerations. 

The categories of the theoretical framework, as indicated by the literature, are 

not discrete and were defined so as to be useful for analysis and discussion of 

the data. Five subquestions were derived from the statement of the problem, 

four of which were used to generate the data. An interview schedule was 
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developed, based on these four subquestions, and was administered to the 40 

TEA members in the sample. The responses of the participants were examined 

in terms of the categories of the theoretical framework and representative com-

ments were selected and reported. Tables recording representative responses 

in verbal form with respect to the theoretical framework were assembled for 

each of the four subquestions. Subquestion 5 was not used to generate data and 

defines the intent of the study'/:) outcomes with respect to synthesis and recom-

mendations. This subquestion will be addressed in the section of this chapter 

dealing with recommendations. 

The subquestions of the problem statement were as follows: 

1. Who were significant, strike-concerned influentials within the 
Tucson Education Association? 

2. How did the above Tucson Education Association influentials relate 
to each other regarding the strike? 

3. How did the Tucson Education Association influentials perceive and 
relate to Tucson Unified School District administrators and board 
members? 

4. How did the Tucson Education Association influentials perceive and 
relate to the National Education Association representatives, the 
local media, and the community? 

5. What alternate patterns of relationships within the school district, 
which maximize the human potential of the people therein, might be 
considered for the future? 

It was concluded that: 

1. Although evidence indicated that the respondents had relatively close 

relationships with one or more TEA members, they regarded knowledge of the 



issues as being more significant in their decision-making processes con

cerning the strike. 

2. The president of the TEA played a crucial role in Wlifying the 

membership, as well as providing direction and support. 

3. The respondents experienced feelings of kinship with each other, 

and they learned valuable relational skills as a result of the strike. 

4. Numerous informal leaders within the TEA emerged during the 

course of the strike issue. 
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5. Those TEA members who struck developed feelings of close associa

tion with one another, while those members who did not strike failed to report 

such sentiments. 

6. The strike-related activities took a significant psychological toll of 

both strikers and non-strikers. 

7. Those TEA members who struck appeared to have enhanced their 

self-esteem and perceptions of professional autonomy. 

8. The relationships of TEA leaders with TUSD officials were charac

terized by a singular lack of adequate commWlication. 

9. The lack of adequate commWlication between TUSD officials and the 

TEA significantly contributed to the apprehension of the TEA members. 

10. The technical assistance rendered by the NEA and AEA representa

tives was critical in supporting the TEA throughout the strike. 

11. The skillful use of the mass media by the TEA advantaged the TEA 

significantly. 



12. The community at large tended to be supportive of the TEA strike 

position. 
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A significant element regarding the investigation is the general 

absence of description of relationships between the TEA respondents and most 

TUSD administrators and officials that tend to support productivity in working 

and living. Where supportive relationships were reported, they were almost 

always relationships between participants and other participants, TEA members 

and officials, and members of large professional and community groups. 

These supportive relationships seemed characterized by clear and egalitarian 

communication, even when persons were communicating disagreement. Rela

tionships were typically perceived as supportive and valuable where they 

allowed for individual participation and control in deciSions, where clarity of 

information was valued, where personal contact was frequent and sought after, 

where people felt that their individual contributions made a difference to the 

group. The section to follow continues the exploratory response to subquestion 

5 begun here and constitutes the recommendations of the study. It proposes an 

alternative approach to management that would seem to be highly useful in view 

of the findings of this investigation. 

Recommendations 

A major problem in modern institutions, particularly those that pur

port to educate youth, is the rarity of productive personal relationships. While 

it is recognized that management styles are major factors in the effectiveness 
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of organizations and institutions, there seems to be a general inability to 

implement styles conducive to the satisfaction of all members. This seemed 

particularly true of the strike situation in this investigation. With respect to 

t.he conclusions of this study and the frequently critical nature of much recent 

commentary on the effectiveness of both educational institutions and managerial 

styles, educators at every level could benefit from a serious re-evaluation of 

traditionally accepted practices. 

A common observation is that institutions in general and schools in 

particular find it difficult to keep pace with the changes in the larger society. 

Educational institutions are expected to recognize and include new skills and 

information while at the same time maintaining and supporting various tradi

tional aspects of society. It is not surprising, therefore, that many educa

tional institutions are often criticized as outdated. There is a very real need 

for continual re-examination of philosophy, structure, and function to deter

mine what factors might prove useful. 

Another general problem faced by many organizations is that the 

members often experience a lack of opportunity for the expreSSion and develop

ment of individual worth beyond specifications in job descriptions. Typically, 

organization members have positions that only allow them a minimum amount 

of participation. Where organization members are excluded from the responsi

bility for planning and decision-making, they often experience feelings of de

creased self-worth. This, over time, tends to decrease the effectiveness of 

the organization. 
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Organizations often tend to function without a commitment to the 

quality of the personal relationships that exist within them. The significance 

of personal relationships in the work place is not commonly included in pre

professional programs; business tends to emphasize product, and education 

tends to emphasize content. Additionally, management has usually been 

viewed as a type of control wherein, one or some, limit others rather than a 

process in which all can share and benefit. Frequently, personal relationships 

are regarded as peripheral concerns, tending to occupy secondary or tertiary 

positions. Evidence indicates that the quality of personal relationships may 

well be as significant in people's lives as food, shelter, and clothing. 

The aforementioned trends and the findings of this investigation sug

gest that organizations should reconsider fundamental stances regarding per

sonal relationships and management. Obviously, conflict and strife within 

organizations seriously decrease productivity. Actions such as strikes, while 

sometimes empowering the participants, are also seen as destructive, and, 

therefore, events to be avoided if possible. Prevention of the sources of such 

actions appears more rational than dealing with the results of such actions. It 

seems reasonable to consider the types of relationships management might 

utilize which maximize human potential and human productivity. 

In view of the foregoing, the following are recommended: 

1. Management personnel should take the lead in recognizing that per

sonal relationships are central to productivity in its broadest sense. Since it 

seems obvious that people learn by experience, managers should provide 
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situations in which personnel have expanding opportunities for participation in 

the processes of the various organizations. This could be accomplished during 

the employees' training program. An overall focus of such activities should be 

the recognition that each organization member makes adifference. Acknowled

ging this fact nurtures individual self-wroth and serves human productivity. 

2. Management personnel should consider the advantage of employing 

personnel practices which are characterized by: (a) contact between organiza

tion members involving listening, observing, and responding to personal inter

ests; (b) consultation between organization members about mutual interests, 

issues, and situations; (c) sharing between organization members concerning 

intentions, purposes, and directions in one or several areas; (d) accompaniment 

between organization members producing conjoint activity in chosen areas of 

interest (Brewer and Tidwell 1974, pp. 16-19). It should be noted that the 

cooperative atmosphere fostered by the process outlined above is one that is 

continually created and re-created. Additionally, the investigator wishes to be 

clear that while the elements of this process have been researched and utilized 

in some educational settings, its application in administrative or managerial 

settings has been rare. 

3. Management personnel should seek out appropriate facilitators to 

support them in redesigning their management styles. These facilitators 

should be persons highly skilled in operationalizing a context of reciprocal and 

supportive relationships that promote enhanced self-worth and productivity. 
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They should be persons who can blend techniques used for developing positive 

personal relations with administrative theories for the purpose of maximizing 

human productivity and constructure labor relations. 

4. Management personnel should recognize organization members at 

all levels share in the creation of relationships whether they are aware of it or 

not. Education, throughout its structure, should pioneer awareness of the 

significance of personal relationships. 
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OUR NEIGHBOR CAN 

SETTLE THE 

TEACHERS' STRIKE • 

IF SHE WOULD! 

We have a neighbor in this part of town who is a member 
of the school board of Tucson Unified School District. 

Our neighbor is Mrs. Helen Hafley. 

She and her colleagues on the school board could 
stop the teachers' strike now, if they would. 
But they appear to be taking bad advice from the 
superintendent (who had a strike in Ohio before 
he carne to Tucson recently). 

The teachers' proposals are reasonable. You can inform 
yourself on the issues by reading our full-page ad, paid for 
by the striking teachers, in the Sunday Arizona Daily Star 
(Oct. 8). 

Won't you call our neighbor at 325-7448 or visit 
her at her horne at 2220 East Grant Road? Tell 
her that you wish this thing to be settled now. 
Tell her that teachers want to go back to work 
but cannot go back to work under present condi
tions. 
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Tell her that you want her to bargain with the teachers in 
good faith, and let's get our school sys~em running again. 
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TUCSON EDUCA TION ASSOCIA TION 
r.c.... Ariz... 1I1n 

,.11 ••• : 715· II 70 
fA, .. &11 •• :.02) 

September 26, 1978 

AN OPEN LETTER TO 

THE TUCSON CLERGY 

As you must be aware, there is a very grave possibility of a teachers' 
strike in Tucson Unified School District--the first in our city and 
only the second in the state. 

We are doing our level best to avoid it. We would rather be in the 
classroom than on the picket line. But we will not surrender our prin
Ciples. We are strongly conVinced that our stand is a stand for good 
education and for our children. 

We ask your help--not to give us a victory but to bring about a fair 
settlement. (We enclose a list of the issues. The bulletin is dated 
September 6, but the issues are still those th~t stand between the two 
parties.) 

Won't you take up this surpassingly important matter from the pulpit 
this coming Sunday, October 11 I would think that any matter affect
ing the welfare of the entire community is appropriate for such dis
cussion. And I would hope that you might urge your congregants to 
communicate their concern to the school board (members' names and phones 
at bottom of this letter). Call them. Tell them you want this problem 
resolved, and now, without a strike. 

Talk to teachers. Let them tell you why they are doing what they are 
doing. 

Call us--myself personally or one of my colleagues--at the TEA office 
at the number above. Ask us any questions. Invite one of us to come 
out and discuss the problem with any of your church groups. 

There isn't much time. Your action could make a difference. 

And we thank you. 

Sincerely, ~ 

~tino . 
President 

JC/dl 
Enclosure 

TUCSON SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS 

Soleng Tom, President 
Mitchell Vavich 
Helen Hafley 
Laura Almquist 
Raul Grijalva 

622-4289 
795-4196 
325-7448 
749-3362 
624-3650 
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PARENTS' RALLY 

6 P.M. (THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1978) 

KENNEDY PARK 

AT 

MISSION ROAD AND AJO 

LATEST INFORMATION ABOUT THE TEACHERS' STRIKE AND 

YOUR CHILDREN ATTENDING: 

Pueblo High School 
Utterback Junior High School 
Wakefield Junior High School 
Cavett Elementary School 
Holladay .. 
Hollinger 
Mission View .. 
Pueblo Gardens .. 
Ochoa 
Rose 
Van Buskirk .. 

Cholla High School 

ALL PARENTS 

PLEASE ATTEND! 

TUCSON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
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September 26, 1978 

Dear Colleague: 
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TUCSON fDUCA TION ASSOCIA TION 

" •••• :/15·8870 
(A, •• C.d.,602J 

Thank you. Your decision to honor the Tucson Education Association's 
picket lines in the event of a strike is greatly appreciated by the 
teachers of the Tucson Unified School District. We applaud and compli
ment your professional stand in this crisis. To support quality educa
tion in this district is a just cause. We can win only through a united 
effort. Your supportive decision will bring us one step closer to a 
settlement. 

The strike posture is uncomfortable for all concerned. However, if 
settlement is reached a "no reprisal" clause will be part of the settle
ment. This prohibits the TUSD School Board from taking punitive action 
against individuals involved in the strike. 

The community must be made aware of conditions in our schools. You are 
in the classrooms and you know they are overcrowded. You witness the 
lack of a uniform discipline policy in our district. You are given an 
inadequate salary for your professional effort. You experience these 
conditions daily, the school board members do not. 

Two issues, Teachers Professional Work Day and Professional Duties, 
which the TEA will bring to the bargaining table, will mean mor2 jobs for 
substitutes. Currently, teachers are asked to give up their planning 
period to cover for the absence of another teacher. In some cases, teacher 
aides are used in the place of a substitute. These practices must be 
eliminated because they are in violation of state law. We have excellent 
substitutes and not one of them should ever be denied a chance to work. 

In the event of a strike, we invite you to join our picket lines. Upon 
settlement, we welcome you back into our classrooms. 

Most Sincerely, 

t/!::::~~~ 
President 

JC/dl 
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LET'S HELP THE TEA! 
The cause of teachers in Tucson Unified School District 

is our cause, too. They are fighting for the right to good

faith bargaining, for decent salaries, for a voice in the 

decision-making. If the teachers in the largest district in 

Arizona lose their battle, we all lose. 

On the back of this flyer is a reprise of the issues. 

What TEA needs--besides our moral support--is money. The 

fight is an expensive one--Iawyers' fees, printing, etc. 

AEA and NEA are in there with solid assistance, but more is 

needed. 

Won't you help? 

Give A Buck To TEA 

Put your dollar--or more--in the envelope attached. Re

turn it to your faculty representative. You'll be helping 

yourself when you help the teachers of TUSD. 

SUNNYSIDE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 



~, 
PattAMM{ 

You're the greatest! 

:n every conceivable way, ';latent! have shown support of our eifort. 

Many of you have walked. the picket lines with us, both out of convic
tion of the rightness of our cause-and out of anger. (At one elementary 
school a parent tried to get in to see what kind of education was caking 
place, was barred from the school· by the administration, came back and join
ed our picketers!) 

You've taken us into your homes near the picket sites, given us cold 
drinks and snacks, let us use your bathrooms. We thank you! 

You've kept your children at home 1n many instances ••• knowing 
no real education was caking place., • knowing the district 
needed warm bodies to try Co demonstrate that the strike was 
ineffectuaL (Even so, attendance is down 2./3 or more; 
classes are staffed by incompetent substitutes, including 
people with only a high school diploma, and, in one COlse, a 
"sub ll who is herself a high school student!) 
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As we've said in many of our communications, this isn't just a struggle 
over money. Indeed, we have gone on strike knowing there won't be all that 
much money for us in the end, since the total budget and tax rate have already 
beeD set. (By the same token, a successful strike cannot raise your taxes!) 

This is predominantly a struggle for principles ••. for the right to human 
dignity. It's a struggle to have our professional concerns ••• our concerns for 
our ability to get a decent job done in the classroom--given consideration by 
a school board and superintendent that view their employees as indentured 
servants. 

It's equally a struggle for quality education. We cannot 
teach--and your children cannot learn--in classes of 40-45 
students. That' 5 a major issue. When the superintende~t 
and a sarcastic board Member say we're only interested in 
class size because we want more teachers hired and thus more 
members OL 1":A. they are simply not telling you the truth. 

Anyway, we thank you for your help. Hang in there with us, please. We're 
going to win. And when we do, we will have won for your children and for good 
education as loIe11 as for teachers I professional rights. 

THE STRIKING TEACHERS OF THE 
TUCSON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
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INCIDENTS REPORTED DURING STRIKE 
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INCIDENTS REPORTED TO TEA 

Monday, October 2, 197B 

Lee Morton, counselor at Catalina High School, was hit by a car 
crossing the picket lines. Car license is Arizona RJY 917. 
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Shamrock Milk Truck nearly hit teacher on picket lines at Bloom. 

Bus Number BO bumped into two teachers on the picket line at the 
Central Bus Barn. 

Phyllis Ashwood was bumped at the Central Bus Barn. 

l1ale in blue chevrolet station wagon (license RNB 2Bl) told pickets 
at Keen that "you better not be here tonight." He then reached in 
his back seat and exhibited a tire iron. 

Driver in vehicle with license TZB 999 harassed pickets at Henry 
School. 

Driver in vehicle with license RRT 403 drove into driveway at Catalina 
trying to hit pickets who were moving peacefully. 

Mr. House ran through the Utterback parking lot with a ba~eball bat 
in his hands making comments to strikers. 

Woman driving Utah license plates WCE-OSB drove by Marshall School 
screaming obsentees at strikes, making threats, and spitting at 
pickets. 

At Cholla High, the principal came out and ordered a striking 
custodian to get in the building and work. 

A TUSD delivery truck (':'-49) bumped a picket at Marshall. No L1jL11o;;o. 

Tom Sidebothum, former teacher at Santa Rita High School, appeared 
there with a gun on the seat of the car. He went in as a sub but 
was ejected when pickets reported the incident. 

Principals at Bonillas and Howell told students not to talk to strik .. 
ing teachers, even their own. 

Principal at Pueblo Gardens made highly derogatory statements about 
strikers during staff meeting. 

Tuesday, October 3, 197B 

Ken Paulin was walking the picket line at Carson when he was struck 
by a vehicle driven by a substitute, Mr. Levy. 

The Cragin princ~pal harassed pickets. School secretary denied 
entrance to building to parents who supported teachers on strike. 
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Principals' husband at Wheeler School is very abusive to pickets as 
he drives strikebreakers across picket lines. Using profanity which 
is very scurrilous in form and tone. 

Parents at Peter Howell were asked to leave school when they came to 
observe. 

Esther Milne deliberately drove her car into the picket line at 
Safford Junior High according to the picket captain there. 

Hector Pina, janitor at Sewell, was called at home at 3 a.m. and 
threatened if he continued to support the strike. 

Arthur Bennett, head custodian at Corbett School, threatened to 
punch-out Anderson N. Coburn, a strike leader. 

Man in Yellow Vega (license SXS 203) taking photos of striking tea .. ~hers 
saying photos would be used to fire teachers. 

Ron Swanson, husband of scab at Bloom, harassing pickets there. 

Doors to office at Mission View were locked and parents could not 
locate administration to deal with non-strike problems. 

School nurse/clerk Sylvia Snowden at Lawrence driving through picke·; 
lines in a dangerous manner. 

Buses at Secrist speeding into parking lot. 

Buses harassing pickets at Central Bus Barn. 

A picketing teacher at Schumaker was instructed by a district agent 
to cease talking to a non-striking teacher. 

Teachers at Warren report a substitute is employed who was previous';'." 
fired for child molestation. 

JoEllen Lang was almost struck by a scab at Keen. 

Steele principal calling students and directing they report to schoo. 

Wednesday, October 4, 1978 

Strikebreakers at Naylor are driving in reckless manner and are 
driving on non-dedicated roadways. 

Students at Brown were ordered not to talk to their teachers on the 
picket lines. 

District Food Service Truck (license ED 3232) used abusive language 
to pickets at Safford and was driving recklessly across lines. 

Gates and doors at Hollinger were locked by administration. Paren~s 
called to report fire hazard. 
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Driver in district truck (license ED 7531) did not attempt to avoid 
striking pickets at Van Horne. Repeat of 10-3-78 incident not 
previously reported. 

Police were called to Drachman to remove two students because the 
principal refused to let their mother take them out of school. 

Car and school bus at Rogers are ignoring pedestrian right-of-ways 
by crossing lines at high speeds. Car is license TXM 222. School 
bus is number 95, license ED 3080. 

Vesey principal is directing strikebreakers to call parents and 
report they must send ,children to school. 

Pueblo area elementary schools report 
Parents are told to bring children to 
to keep them horne and out of school." 
horne visits, and letters. 

principal harassment of parents. 
school becuase "it is illegal 

Harassment reported by phone, 

At Vesey strikebreakers and buses are entering school at high speed 
endangering students and pickets. 

The Hudlow principal walked out to the picket line and asked strikers 
not to leaflet. 

Henry principal Appleman spoke to pickets saying if everything didn't 
90 smoothly on picket line, "her neck was on the line." 

Ten witnesses reported that a striking teacher at Keen was nearly 
struck by a vehicle driven by subst~tute. 

Child on bicycle was hit by carelessly driven bus at Bonillas. 

At Fort Lowell, Diane Judge was struck by vehicle driven bu substit~~e. 
Judge was injured and required medical care. 

District official at Dunham harassing pickets by taking motion 
pictures saying they would be used against teachers in Court. 

Principal's secretary at Bonillas harassed parents on phone by deman'.l·· 
ing to know why their kids weren't in school. 

Subs at Mansfeld are barreling across lines at high speeds and comina 
very close to striking pickets. 

-'phlo Gardens principal is haras3ing pickets verbally . 

. 71.Cla principal harassing students telling them, "It's illegal for 
• to stay out of school. You be here tomorrow." Also calling 
: - .:ents and harassing them. 

Sh~~rock trucks at Miles are crossing lines ~t high speeds. 
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Dr. l>ieredith of special education is threatening teachers. 

Bloom parents are being told that for each day their children are 
not in school, they will receive a failing grade. And, for each 
three days of unexcused absences, students may be retained in the 
grade next year. 

Gene Adams threatened teachers at Lyons School saying, "If I had a 
gun, I'd kill those two." 

Rich Barnes was struck by vehicle driven by substitute at Naylor. 
License Ohio 1818B. 

Sue Perior was struck by vehicle (license 267 AVM, New York) driven 
by substitute at Pueblo Gardens. 

Thursday, October 5, 1978 

Kevin Mathieu was grazed by a vehicle driven by Mrs. Winstead at 
Reynolds School. 

Math students at Catalina High School have been told by substitutes 
that they have received an "A" for each day and the grade books have 
been xeroxed. Further, should the grades be changed after the strLKe, 
the regular teacher could be sued. 

Van Buskirk principal telling teachers their names are on the top cf 
the list for the injunction. 

At Bonillas, buses are corning so close to pickets they have to inhaje 
to avoid being brushed by the vehicles. 
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CONSENSUS AGREEMENT 

October 1978 
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JOINT STATEMENT BY THE BOARD OF EDUCATION AND 
THE TUCSON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 

THIS AGREEMENT MARKS A CULMINATION OF A VERY 
DIFFICULT PERIOD FOR BOTH PARTIES IN THE CONTRO
VERSY, BUT WE HAVE REASON TO HOPE THAT IT ALSO 
MARKS THE BEGINNING OF A MUCH IMPROVED RELA
TIONSHIP. WHILE ALL OF US MIGHT WISH THAT THE 

, RECENT EVENTS COULD HAVE BEEN PREVENTED, THEY 
DID NEVERTHELESS OCCUR AND OUT OF THAT EXPERI
ENCE HAS EMERGED A CONSENSUS WHICH WE HOPE 
WILL BE A TURNING POINT IN BOARD-STAFF RELATIONS 
IN THE DISTRICT. WE BELIEVE THE CONSENSUS IS GOOD 
FOR BOTH THE DISTRICT AND ITS FACULTY. IT STANDS 
AS PROOF THAT UNDERSTANDING AND ACCORD ARE 
POSSIBLE, EVEN UNDER DIFFICULT CONDITIONS. WE 
HOPE AND ANTICIPATE THAT THERE WILL NOW BE CLOSE 
AND FRUITFUL COOPERATION BETWEEN THE SCHOOL 
BOARD AND THE TUCSON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION AND 
WE PLEDGE OUR MUTUAL EFFORTS TO THE BEST 
POSSIBLE EDUCATION FOR THE YOUNG PEOPLE OF 
THE TUCSON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT. 

-1-
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INTRODUCTION 

The following policies were adopted by the Board of Educa
tioc, on October 17, 1978. These policies implement the Con
sensus of Representatives of the Board and the Tucson Educa
tion Association (TEA), reached October 8, 1978. 

The Board policies which implement the Consensus are 
followed by a number of commitments made by the TEA pursu
ant to the Consensus understandings. Both the Board and the 
TEA have expressed their intent to honor these understandings. 

The relevant Board policies are listed first, followed by the 
TEA commitments. 

-4-
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ASSOCIATION RIGHTS 

1. The Association and its representatives shall be permitted 
to transact Association business on school property and 
have the right to use school facilities at reasonable times 
and provided that it does not interrupt scheduled class
room activities or other school functions. 

2. The Association and its representatives shall have the 
right to post notices of activities and matters of Associa
tion concern on teacher bulletin boards. Space on at least 
one such bulletin board shall be provided in each school 
building. 

3. The Association may use teacher mail boxes for com
munications to teachers. 

4. As respects Sections 2 and 3 above. such use cf bulletin 
boards or mail boxes shall be limited to Association mat
ters authorized by a responsible Association representa
tive. as evidenced by an appropriate signature. The 
responsible Board supervisor at the building, or his/her 
designee, shall be given a copy of matters posted or 
deposited in teacher mail boxes prior to actual posting or 
depositing. Documents deposited or posted may not in
clude any defamatory material or advocate violation of 
District policies or regulations. 

5. The District agrees to furnish the Association available 
information concerning ihe financial resources of the Dis
trict, including but not limited to financial reports, tentative 
budgetary requirements and allocations, agendas and min
utes of Board meetings, and seniority lists. The District 
also agrees to provide the Association with information 
needed by the Association to develop constructive nego
tiation proposals, provided however, that the District shall 
not be required to prepare reports or surveys. 

6. The Association shall receive copies of appropriate new or 
modified fiscal, budgetary, or construction programs at 
such time as they are transmitted to Board members for 
final action. 

7. The Association may be granted time at the end of each 
faculty meeting to present reports and announcements. 

-5-
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e: Association meetings may be held at any reasonable time 
that does not Interfere with scheduled classes or other 
assigned duties. 

9. The District reserves the right to charge the Association 
for any reasonable expenses incurred pursuant to Sections 
11hrough 8. 

10. The Association shall be placed on the agenda of the Dis
trict's orientation program. 

11. Wllhln fifteen (15) days of ratification of the consensus the 
Board shall have suffiCient copies thereof prepared and 
delivered to each teacher In the District and fifty (50) 
cOl)l.es to the Association. 

12. Members of the TEA Executive Board shall be permitted to 
l8Me the buildings by 3:30 p.m. to attend regularly sched
uled Executive Board meetings, provided that it does not 
Interfere with their scheduled class time or other assigned 
duties. 

13. Subject to reasonable regulation, the District will provide 
payroll deductions for Association dues and for all other 
programs in effect lor school year 1977-78. Any new pro
grams for payroll deduction requested by the Association 
shall be Jointly approved by the District and the Associa
tion. 

14. TEA faculty representatives shall be excused from extra 
duties to the extent provided by past practice. 

15. The Association President shall be entitled to an unpaid 
leave during the term of his/her office. 

16. Past practice concerning released time for TEA repre
sentatives shall be continued. 

CALENDAR FOR 1979-80 

The Board will consult with TEA prior to adopting the 1979-
80 calendar, with the understanding that II will negotiate with 
TEA during the 1979-80 reopener on any calendar mailers in 
disagreement which are appropriate subjects of negotiation. 
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CLASS SIZE 

1. Beginning second semester, 1978-79: 
A. Kindergarten teachers shall not be assigned more 

than 60 pupils on a regul~r basis. 

B. Kindergarten teachers shall be entitled to two hours 
of aide time as follows: 

a. For every five pupils above twenty-five (25) in 
each class. 

b. For. every five pupils above a total of fifty (50) in 
morning and afternoon classes. 

c. Allotments of aide time under (a) preclude allot
mtlftrs under (b) based upon the same students, but any 
pupils not used for aide time under (a) may be counted 
under (b). Example: A teacher with a morning class of 
32 and afternooQ, class of 28 would be entitled to four 
hours of aide time.. 

d. Teachers of combination classes In grades 1-2 
shall be entitled to two hours of aide time for every five 
pupils above twenty-five (25). 

2. For 1979-80; 
Teachers of grades 1 and 2 shall be entilled to two hours 

of aide time for every five pupils above thirty (30). 

3. For 1978-79 and 1979-80; 
A. In consultation with TEA, the District will identify the 

most urgent situations in which class size appears to be a 
major problem. The administration is directed to examine 
and appraise each such situation with a view toward the 
following actions:' . . 

a. Pupil reassignment. 
b. Adequate teacher aide assistance. 
c. Creation of an additional class in an extreme situ

ation not solvable in any other way. 
d. Any other appropriate solution. 

B. For 1978-79, up to $40,000 Is auth~rlzed to imple
ment (a) through (d) above if significant reductions of maxi
mum class sizes cannot be achieved in any other way. 
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CLASSROOM CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE 
1. A teacher may exclude a disruptive student from the class

room until the end of the pupil day of exclusion. or until the 
pupil is returned to the classroom by an appropriate admin
Istrator (or designee). The foregoing policy shall not be used 
to exclude the same student(s) on a frequent or repetitive 
basis. Upon request by the teacher, a mutually agreeable 
time shall be set to discuss the matter. 

2. When a teach.er has been assigned to a student known to 
have serious and chronic behavioral problems that are dis
ruptive of the learning environment, the teacher, the appro
priate administrator, and other Involved supportive person
nel, shall meet to develop a mutually satisfactory method 
of solving the problem, including but not Iimi1ed to appro
priate class size. 

3. A joint committee on student discipline shall be established. 
The joint committee shall consist of 3 persons selected by 
TEA, 3 persons selected by the Board, and 5 persons 
selected by the Board after consultation with TEA. The 
committee report shall be written and Include a definition 
of the duties and responsibilities of all building administra
tors, teachers and other personnel pertaining to student 
discipline. The committee shall be appointed by November 
1 and shall submit its recommendations by February 1, 
1979. 

4. Except for paragraph 3, this article shall not be subject to 
the grievance procedure. 

CONSULTATION PROCEDURE 
A. Upon request, the District will consult once a month 

upon matters of mutual concern with TEA. 
B. The District reserves the right to consult with any indi

vidual or organization on any topic, but will negotiate only with 
exclusive representatives. 

DURATION 
Except as provided elsewhere herein, this Consensus shall 

continue until June 30, 1980. 
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EMERGENCY LEAVE 
In the event that a teacher contends that It was not possible 

to avoid tardiness or absence due to local weather, flood, fire 
or other so-called "acts of God" and requests that payor leave 
not be reduced for such reason, the District will consider such 
requests on a case-by-case basis. 

EXTRA DUTIES 
The District commits Itself to the general principle of devel

opment of uniform policies and practices regarding such duties 
outside the classroom and outside the regular~work day. To 
work towards that goal a committee of three (3) District and 
three (3) TEA representatives shall be established for the fol
lowing purposes: 
1. To survey existing policies and practices wiihin the District 

and elsewhere In the state of Arizona on the subject of extra 
duties. 

2. To ascertain which duties are compensable and which are 
not compensable throughout the District and the State. 

3. By mutual agreement, the committee may attempt to de
velop and submit recommendations concerning any aspect 
of extra duty. 

4. The committee shall complete its work by February 1, 1979, 
and Its report should then be available in the negotiations 
between the District and the TEA In the Spring 01 1979. 
Pending the conclusion of negotiations on this matter in the 
Spring of 1979, existing practices shall be continued. 
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GRIEVANCE POLICY 

DEFINITIONS 

(1) A "grievance" means a complaint based upon an event 
or condition under which an employee works allegedly caused 
by misinterpretation or inequitable application of any policy, 
rule, or regulation of the Board. 

PURPOSE 

(1) The primary purpose of this procedure is to secure. at 
the lowest level possible, equitable solutions to a claim of the 
aggrieved person. These proceedings shall be kept confidential 
at each level of this procedure. Nothing contained herein shall 
be construed as limiting the right of any person with the griev
ance to discuss the matter informally with any appropriate per
son in an attempt to resolve the problem. An aggrieved person, 
at each of the four levels hereinafter provided, may represent 
himself or he may select as his representative a representative 
from the recognized employee organization. Since it is impor
tant that grievances be processed as rapidly as possible, the 
number of days indicated at each level shall be regarded as a 
maximum, and every effort shall be made to expedite the 
process. However, the time limits specified may be extended 
by mutual agreement of the parties involved and the adminis
tration. In the event a Qrievance is filed on or after June 1 and 
is left unresolved until the beginning of the following school 
year, the time limits set forth herein shall be reduced so that 
the grievance procedure may be exhaustod as soon as is prac
ticable. If the aggrieved person does not receive a written reply 
within the specified time limit, he may proceed to the next level. 

LEVEL ONE 

An employee wilh a grievance will first present it orally and 
informally to his principal or immediate superior. If the griev
ance is not promptly resolved to his satisfaction, he may pre
sent a formal claim in writing to his principal or immediate 
superior, either directly or through his organization representa
tive. Within five school days after receiving the written claim 
of grievance. the prinCipal or immediate supervisor shall state 
in writing his decision. 
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. NORMAL WORK DAY 
1. A normal work day for teachers shall be seven and one-hall 

(7 '12) hours, including not less than a thirty (30) minute 
lunch period uninterrupted by usual duties. See Policy on 
Extra Duties; Section 4. 

2. On days immediately prior to scheduled holidays or vaca
tions, classroom teachers may leave after their students are 
dismissed provided that their professional responsibilities 
have been completed. 

3. To the extent possible and provided that adequate prepara
tion time is not otherwise provided, uninterrupted prepara
tion time of 60 minutes shall be provided in grades 4-6 one 
day in weeks that include five full school days. 

4. Site administrators may but shall not be obligated to pro
vide preparation time for part-time personnel or for persons 
within the bargaining unit who are not full-time classroom 
teachers. 

PROFESSIONAL IMPROVEMENT 
A. If the District requires a teacher's attendance at any 

course, workshop, seminar, conference, or inservice training 
session, payment will be made for associated tuition or travel 
expense costs except that no reimbursement will be made lor 
travel expense within the Tucson Metropolitan area. 

B. Teachers involved in professional workshop(s) spon
sored by the District, or specifically approved in advance for 
this purpose by the District. shall receive one credit hour on 
the salary index for each fourteen (14) hours of participation. 

C. For time spent in attendance beyond the regular work 
week or contract year, teachers involved in workshops as de
fined in sections A and B shall be compensated at the teacher's 
daily/hourly rate based on the teacher's scheduled annual 
salary exclusive of extra pay for extra service. 

D. Advance written approval shall be secured from the Dis
trict for programs required or approved by the District for which 
compensation or reimbursement for expenses is sought. 

E. Nothing in the foregoing shall preclude a teacher from 
participating in any voluntary program upon terms mutually 
acceptable to the District and the teacher. 

F. This article shall not apply to any inservice training or 
workshop expenses incurred prior to the effective date of this 
policy. 
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TUCSON UNIFIEO SCHOOL DISTRICT 
REGULAR SCHEDULE 

1977-78 - July 1. 1978-June 30. 1979 
MA+60 

or 

MA or 
EQulv. 
Earned 

Step BA BA+15 BA+30 BA+45 MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 Dr. 

1 
1.5 
2 
2.5 
3 
3.5 
4 11011 11321 11630 11939 12248 12557 12890 13223 
4.5 11321 11630 11939 12248 12557 12890 13223 13556 
5 11630 11939 12248 12557 12890 13223 13556 13889 
5.5 11939 12248 12557 12890 13223 13556 13889 14222 
6 12248 12557 12890 13223 13556 13889 14222 14555 
6.5 12557 12890 13223 13556 13889 14222 14555 14888 
7 12890 13223 13556 13889 14222 14555 14888 15221 
7.5 13223 13556 13889 14222 14555 14888 15221 15554 
8 13556 13889 14222 14555 14888 15221 15554 15887 
8.5 13889 14222 14555 14888 15221 15554 15887 16243 
9 14222 14555 14888 15221 15554 15887 16243 16600 
9.5 14555 14888 15221 15554 15887 16243 16600 16957 

10 14888 15221 15554 15887 16243 16600 16957 17314 
10.5 16243 16600 16957 17314 17670 
11 16600 16957 17314 17670 18027 
11.5 16957 17314 17670 18027 18384 
12 17314 17670 18027 18384 18741 
12.5 17670 18027 18384 18741 19121 
13 18027 18384 18741 19121 19502 

1978-79 
1 
1.5 
2 
2.5 
3 
3.5 
4 11716 12045 12374 12703 13032 13361 13715 14070 
4.5 12045 12374 12703 13032 13361 13715 14070 14424 
5 12374 12703 13032 13361 13715 14070 14424 14778 
5.5 12703 13032 13361 13715 14070 14424 14778 15132 
6 13032 13361 13715 14070 14424 14778 15132 15487 
6.5 13361 13715 14070 14424 14778 15132 15487 15841 
7 13715 14070 14424 14778 15132 15487 15841 16195 
7.5 14070 14424 14778 15132 15487 15841 16195 16549 
8 14424 14778 15132 15487 15841 16195 16549 16904 
8.5 14778 15132 15487 15841 16195 16549 16904 17283 
9 15132 15487 15841 16195 16549 16904 17283 17663 
9.5 15487 15841 16195 16549 16904 17283 17663 18042 

10 15841 16195 16549 16904 17283 17663 18042 18422 
10.5 17283 17663 18042 18422 18802 
11 17663 18042 18422 18802 19181 
11.5 18042 18422 18802 19181 19561 
12 18422 18802 19181 19561 19940 
12.5 18802 19181 19561 19940 20345 
13 19181 19561 19940 20345 20750 
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TUCSON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
PROBATIONARY SCHEDULE 

1977-78 
MA+60 

or 

MAor 
Equiv. 
Earned 

step BA BA+15 BA+30 BA+45 MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 Dr. 
1 9561 9611 9661 9711 9761 9811 9861 9911 
1.5 9611 9661 9711 9761 9811 9861 9911 9961 
2 9761 9811 9861 9911 9961 10011 10061 10111 
2.5 9811 9861 9911 9961 10011 10061 10111 10161 
3 9861 9911 9961 10011 10061 10111 10161 10211 
3.5 9911 9961 10011 10061 10111 10161 10211 10261 
4 9961 10011 10061 10111 10161 10211 10261 10311 
4.5 10011 10061 10111 10161 10211 10261 10311 10361 
5 10061 10111 10161 10211 10261 10311 10361 10411 
5.5 10111 10161 10211 10261 10311 10361 10411 10461 
6 10161 10211 10261 10311 10361 10411 10461 10511 
6.5 10211 10261 10311 10361 10411 10461 10511 10561 
7 10261 10311 10361 10411 10461 10511 10561 10611 

1978-79 
1 10173 10223 10273 10323 10373 10423 10473 10523 
1.5 10223 10273 10323 10373 10423 10473 10523 10573 
2 10373 10423 10473 10523 10573 10623 10673 10723 
2.5 10423 10473 10523 10573 10623 10673 10723 10773 
3 10473 10523 10573 10623 10673 10723 10773 10823 
3.5 10523 10573 10623 10673 10723 10773 10823 10873 
4 10573 10623 10673 10723 10773 10823 10873 10923 
4.5 10623 10673 10723 10773 10823 10873 10923 10973 
5 10673 10723 10773 10823 10873 10923 10973 11023 
5.5 10723 10773 10823 10873 10923 10973 11023 11073 
6 10773 10823 10873 10923 10973 11023 11073 11123 
6.5 10823 10873 10923 10973 11023 . 11073 11123 11173 
7 10873 10923 10973 11023 11073 11123 11173 11223 

July 1, 1978-June 3D, '1979 
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SCHOOL YEAR 
The number of contract days for the school year 1978-79 

shall not exceed 203 days: 
176 teaching days 

6 duty days for preparation, 
Inservlce, pre-service activities 

21 holidays 

SICK LEAVE AND PERSONAL LEAVE 
1. Teachers shall be credited with a total of twelve (12) days 

of sick leave at the beginning of a school year. 
2. Two (2) days of such leave per year may be used as per

sonal leave under the conditions set forth below. Except In 
emergency, teachers requesting personal leave shall secure 
approval in advance. Personal leave may not be taken for 
recreation, vacation or related reasons. Any type of so
called "job action" Is not a valid reason for personal leave. 
A bona fide religious observance shall be a valid reason for 
personal leave. Personal leave is restricted to situations 
involving a basic interest that cannol appropriately be 
handled outside the teacher's normal work day, and which 
requires the presence of the teacher. 

3. Sick leave may be accumulated without limit. 
4. Teachers shall be notified of their total accumulated sick 

leave within thirty (30) days after the opening of each school 
year. 

SPECIAL BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 
In the event of death of a student, al least one faculty mem

ber shall be permitted to attend the funeral without loss of leave 
time or compensation. In the event of death of a faculty mem
ber, close friends shall be permitted to attend the funeral with
out loss of leave time or compensation. Furthermore, In the 
event of death of a faculty member, members of the same de
partment and/or grade level within the building shall be per
mitted to attend the funeral without loss of leave time or com
pensation. 
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TRANSFERS 
At the beginning of service In Tucson Unified School Dis

trict No. One, teachers shall be employed for the District at 
large to meet District goals, and shall be assigned to speCific 
schools to implement their educational programs In accord
ance with District goals. 

Given the preeminence of District goals, requests for 
teacher transfer may be Initiated by either the teacher or the 
District. 

Staffing, and transfer which affects staffing, Is determined 
on the basis of personnel who: 

(a) meet the requirements necessary to Implement the 
educational program of the school: 

(b) are sensitive to the cultural, linguistic and socio
economic make-up of the school population: 

(c) use their knowledge of cultural, linguistic, and socio
economic diversity In the teacher-learning process: 

(d) Improve the ethnic balance of the staff whenever 
possible (Compliance Plan, August 26, 1975, Appendix IIG): 

(e) contribute to the overall balance of the schools as 
to teacher education, experience and certification: 

(f) desire to teach in the particular school (C;ompliance 
Plan, August 26, 1975, Appendix JIG). 
Ordinarily, transfers shall become effective at the beginning 

of a new school year. Whenever a transfer must occur during 
the school year, the teacher shall be allowed up to two (2) 
school days relieved of regular duties to complete the transfer. 
The actual amount of time shall be determined by need in a 
given Instance. 

When a teacher applies for transfer, the position held to 
that time shall not be declared vacant until a successful trans
fer has been made. If, after a predetermined period of time, no 
transfer has been effected, the teacher shall remain in the 
original position. 

The system of filling vacancies shall be based on the follow
Ing considerations: 

(a) Teachers who must move because of a reduction In 
staff required by decreased enrollment. 

(b) Teachers returning from leave. 
(c) Teachers desiring to transfer for personal reasons. 
(d) Newly employed staff. 

-19-
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Beginning no later than May 1 and continuing to the end of 
the school year, the Personnel Department shall distribute bi
weekly to each school for posting a list of the known vacancies 
for :he following school year. 

TEACHER-INITIATED TRANSFERS 

(1) Teachers who desire a change in ,grade or subject 
assignment or who desire to transfer to another building may 
file a written statement of such desire with the Personnel De
partment through the building principal beginning the first 
working day in January and extending through March 1. Such 
statement stlall include the grade or subject to which the 
teacher desires to be assigned and the school or schools to 
which the teacher desires to be transferred, in order of prefer
ence. 

(2) Beginning no later than March 15, the Personnel De
partment shall in cooperation and with the assistance of Dis
trict, area, and building administrative and supervisory staff 
attempt to fill teaching vacancies for the following school year 
drawing on the staff available in accordance with the consider
ations oullined above. 

In the determinallon of requests for teacher-initiated trans
fer, the wishes of the teacher shall be honored to the extent 
that the transfer does not conflict with the instructional require
ments and best interests of the school system. No such request 
shall be denied arbitrarily, capriciously, or without basis in 
fact. When District goals are adequately provided for, the 
teacher with seniority in the District shall be given the first 
consideration. 

-20-
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DISTRICT-INITIATED TRANSFERS 

(1) When transfer other than by request is necessary or 
appears to be necessary, a personal conference not less than 
one working day prior to written notification of transfer shall be 
initiated with the teacher by any of the following: coordinator, 
supervisor or director, principal, director of personnel, member 
01 the superintendent's staff, or superintendent. During such 
conference the reasons for such transfer will be discussed and 
the teacher will have an opportunity to express any concerns 
regarding such transfer. 

(2) When it has been determined that District-initiated 
transfer is necessary, first consideration shall be given to the 
following: 

(a) a teacher's area of competence, experience and 
qualifications; 

(b) length of service in Tucson Unified School District 
One; 

(c) length of service in the particular school building 
involved; 

(d) proper application and effect of state and federal 
laws, regulations and directives. 

Special consideration may be given to other relevant factors. 
When District goals are adequately provided for, the 

teacher with seniority in the District shall be given first con
sideration. 

(3) A list of all known open positions in the school District 
shall be made available to any teacher being considered for a 
District-initiated transler. The teacher may designate preferred 
positions of transfer and order 01 preference. The teacher to be 
transferred shall be given adequate time off for the purpose of 
visiting schools at which open positions exist, not to exceed 
two (2) school days. 

(4) If a teacher objects to a transfer based upon violation 
of policy or process, a grievance may be filed. 

TRANSFER OF PROBATIONARY TEACHERS 

Every effort shall be made to retain probationary teachers 
in the school of their original assignment during their first three 
years. Some exceptions may occur as in the case of reduction 
in enrollment. During the probationary period non-tenure teach
ers shall not have the prerogative 01 requesting transfers. . 

-21-
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WAIVER 

The District acknowledges that during the negotiations 
which resulted In this Consensus, It had the right and oppor
tunity to make demands and proposals with respect to any sub
ject or matter subject to negotiations and that the understand
ings of the parties are set forth in this Consensus. Therefore, 
the District voluntarily waives the right and agrees that the 
Association shall not be obligated to negotiate with respect to 
any subject or matter covered In this Consensus or with respect 
to any subject or matter not specifically referred to or covered 
In this Consensus except as specifically provided In this Con
sensus or by mutual consent of the parties. 

-22-
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TEA COMMITMENTS 
Pursuant to 1978 Consensus 

1. See Board Association Rights Policy. 

2. See Board Policy on Classroom Control and Discipline, 
paragraph (3). 

3. Upon request, the Association agrees to consult with the 
District once a month on matters of mutual concern. 

4. See Board Policy on Extra Duties. 

5. TEA agrees to make no request for Board payment to
wards family health insurance coverage to be effective 
prior to July 1, 1980. 

6. TEA agrees to make no request for Board payment of life 
insurance to be effective prior to July 1, 1980. 

7. The Association hereby agrees that neither It nor Its mem
bers, officers or representatives shall, initiate or support 
any strike, slowdown or refusal to perform assigned duties 
by members of the bargaining unit. The Association and 
Its officers and representatives will do everything reason
ably within their power to end or avert the same. This pro
vision shall be in effect during the life of this Consensus. 

8. By reason of any activity or event on or before October 8, 
1978, there shall be no reprisals by the TEA, AEA, and 
NEA against TUSD *1 of Pima County, AZ and/or any 
persons involved In the strike against the District October 
2-6, 1978. Any teacher who violates this no reprisal clause 
shall be subject to disciplinary action. TEA shall make a 
reasonable effort to minimize or remove any hostilities 
among any persons as a result of actions that have devel
oped or might develop as a result of support or non-sup
port of the strike against the District October 2-6, 1978. 
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9. TEA agrees: . 
A. To make no request to liberalize policies on unit 

credit to be effective prior to July 1. 1980. 
B. To make no request to elimin.ate the probationary 

schedule prior to July 1, 1980. 

10. See Board Negotiations Policy. 

11. TEA accepts the obligations set forth in the Board policies 
listed above, as well as any other obligation reasonably 
implied by the 1978 Consensus. In addition, TEA acknowl
edges that during the neogotiations which resulted in this 
Consensus. it had the right and opportunity to make de
mands and proposals with respect to any subject or mailer 
subject to negotiations and that the understandings 01 the 
parties are set forth in this Consensus. Therelore. the 
Association voluntarily waives the right and agrees that 
the District shall not be obligated to negotiate with respect 
to any subject or mailer not specilically referred to or cov
ered in this Consensus except specifically as provided in 
this Consensus or by consent of the District. 

-24-
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APPENDIX F 

"THE VEHICLE": AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 

PRESENTED BY SOME TEA MEMBERS 

FOR RESOLVING THE SITUATION 

[An Exact Copy of an Original Document] 
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REPORT OF 

THE TASK FORCE 
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VEHICLE FOR EMPLOYEE INPUT 

INTO SCHOOL MATTERS 

TUCSON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
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DEFINITIONS 

ISSUE(S) 

Throughout the text that follows. the word "i ssue (s)" will 

be used as the term to encompass 

idea(s) 

problem(s) 

concern(s) 

suggestion(s) 

question(s) to be decided 

subject(s) for inquiry 

At no time will the word "issue(s)" be used to refer to items 

relating to salaries. wages. fringe benefits or grievances. 

GRIEVANCE 
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A complaint based upon an event or condition under which an employee 

works. allegedly caused by misinterpretation or inequitable application of 

any policy. rule. or regulation of the Board. 

-Grievance Policy 
Passed by the Board 
June 15. 1978 



INTRODUCTION 

The vehicle that is recommended "through which employees have direct 

input into school matters" includes three major components: a) an employee 

council organization for the local site; b) an employee council at the 

Jistrict level; and c) a position identified as Facilitator. 
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The Local Employee Council is designed to receive the initial employee 

input into the decision-making process of the District. It considers the 

issue and makes recommendation concerning it and/or refers it to the District 

Employee Councilor other existing structures. 

The District Employee Council is designed to receive referrals and 

appeals of issues and to make recommendations for resolution and/or study. 

The third component of the vehicle is the Facilitator. whose function 

is to serve as resource for the individual employee. assuring full 

availability of all components of the vehicle and other existing structure; 

to serve as resource for effective functioning of the Local Employee Council 

and the District Employee Council. and to monitor the operations of the 

vehicle at all levels. 

Achieving the goals for which the vehicle is designed requires the 

commitment of support and common effort of the Board, the Superintendent. 

employees. and employee organizations. It requires open communication on 

the part of participants at all levels in the process of using the vehicle. 
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CRITERIA FOR 
THE VEHICLE FOR EMPLOYEE INPUT INTO SCHOOL MATTERS 

The vehicle provides for: 

°a structure for resolving issues 
at the appropriate level 

°input of both individual employees and 
employee organizations 

°representation for all employees 

°multi-directional communication and 
movement within the structure 

°a structure for referral and appeal 

°varying organizational structures at the 
local site level 

°compatibility with district organizational 
patterns 

°continued use of existing district structures 
for employee participation 

°proceedings of the vehicle to be open to 
employees 

°continuous evaluation of the process 

3 
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MODEL OF THE VEHICLE FOR EMPLOYEE INPUT INTO SCHOOL MATTERS 
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Guidelines for the Functioning of the 

LOCAL EMPLOYEE COUNCIL 

These guidelines for establishing and operating an Employee Council at the 
local level are drawn to provide local site employees with latitude for council 
structure and representation. The only eligibilitv requirements for council 
membership is employment i~the.District ane some defined'working responsibility 
at that site. As a council member, each individual will represent and serve all 
employees without regard to assigned job function. The following, however, 
will govern: 

Organization 

1. Categories for representation will be determined by the employees of 
each local site. There will be a minimum of two categories: certificated 
and classified. Further subdivision of these tw~ should be considered 
where size of local unit indicates division to be appropriate. Employees 
may establish an ex officio position on the Council . for 
an administrator if there is no separate category for administrators. 

2. Proportional representation will be determined by the number of 
em~loyees tn tne selected categories. A suggested range for number 
of representatives is 15-2U, which implies that smaller schools may 
serve as a "col1lT1ittee of the whole." 

3. The council member term of office will be determined by the employees 
at the local site, to include staggered terms for continuity. 

4. Nominations for council membership will be made within each category 
by the employees in that category. 

5. Council n~bers will be elected by secret ballot for each category 
by the employees in that category. 

6. Council officers will be elected from their number by secret ballot 
of the members of the council. 

7. Council will meet on a regular basis at lealt monthly and will, as 
necessary, provide for spec1&1 meetings. Site administrators will 
be responsible for assisting in arrangements for employee participation 
and for assisting in setting the t1me and place of the meetings. Time 
and place for all meetings .will be announced to all employees of the 
local site. The meetings will be conducted openly with respect to 
employees of the local site. Council meetings may be scheduled to 
include contract time provided tha~ loss.of time 1n job function is 
m1nimized. 

8. It is recommended that Councils adopt procedures for conducting 
meetings, such as Robert's Rules of Order. 

Operation 

1. Every issue, other than salaries, wages and fringe benefits, 
submitted in writing by an employee or the employee's representative 
will become an item of the Council's agenda. Other issues currently 
in the process of negotiations will not be considered during the 
negotiation period. Issues initiated by an employee organization or 
a group of employees must be submitted by an employee of the local site. 

2. The employee or the employee's representative may participate in the 
Council's discussion of the issue. 
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3. The sequence for Council action on each issue will be that: 
a. Prior to Local Employee Council meetings the chairperson 

of the Local Employee Council will review the agenda with 
the site administrator to inform the administrator. 

b. The Council will respond to each issue on the agenda in 
any of several ways. including but not limited to: 

(1) referring the issue for action to the appropriate 
District structures (e.g •• administrative organization. 
grievance. textbook selection. job classification); 

(2) responding directly to the initiator of the issue; 
(3) organizing Council membership as appropriate (e.g •• 

when the issue is essentially a classified concern. 
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those categories that include classified representation 
may choose to deal with the issue. No member of the 
Council need exclude him/herself from participation.) 
to study the issue and make recommendations. 

In referring issues the Council does not relinquish its 
responsibility to assure consideration of the issue and its 
resolution within a reasonable length of time. 

c. Resolution of issues and implementation of recommendations 
~hould occur at the local level. but when implementation 
or resolution is not possible or appropriate at the local 
level. the issue will be referred to the District Employee 
Council. Referral of issues to the Board will be through 
the District Employee Council. 

d, After each Local Employee Council meeting the chairperson 
of the Local Employee Council w411 discuss the actions of 
the Local Employee Council with the site administrator. 

4. All voting actions of the Council will be conducted by secret ballot of 
Council members. 

5. The recommendation of the Council will be in writ1ng. with copies of each 
to the initiator. appropriate personnel for action and the Facilitator. 

6. Minutes of all meetings of the Council will be prepared within five working 
days after the Council meeting with copies for Council record. for posting/ 
distribution for employee information. and for the Facilitator use and file. 

7. The steps in the appeal process are from the initiator to the Local 
Employee Council to the District Employee Council to the Board. 

7 
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Guidelines for the Funct10ning of the 

DISTRICT EMPLOYEE COUNCIL 

As a Council member, each individual will represent and serve all employees without 
regard to assigned job function or representation. Each member must be an employee 
of the District throughout the term of office. 

Organizat1on 

1. Membership--There will be twenty (20) members elected by secret ballot 
as follows: 

a. Six (6) members will be elected by employee organizations: 
three (3) by and from organizations for classified employees 
and three (3) by and from organizations for cert1ficated 
employees. 

(1) To have a seat, the employee organizat10n must be recognized 
by the Board under Negot1ation Policy 4100. 

(2) Within the respective categories of classified and cert1ficated: 
(a) If there is only one organ1zation, it will elect all 

three members. 
(b) If t.here are only two organizations, the one representing 

the larger number of employees will elect two members; 
the other organization will elect one. 

(c) If there are only three organizations, each will elect one. 
(d) If there are more than three organizations, the three 

organ1zations that represent the large~t number of employees 
in bargaining w111 each elect one. 

b. Eight (8) members will be elected at large within the respective 
categories: 

(1) Four (4) by and from classified 
(2) Four (4) by and from certificated 

c. Six (6) members will be elected'at large by all District 
employees without regard to category. 

2. Term of office 

a. The six members elected from within the employee organizations 
w111 each serve one year. 

b. The fourteen at-large members w11l each serve two years 
(staggered. terms). 

c. Term of office will begin on the second Monday of February. 

3. Elections and Vacancies 

a. Elections· 
(1) Employee organizations with authorized representation on 

the District Employee Council will nomiaate and elect their 
representative(s) by secret ba110t of the total membership of 
the organization according to procedures established by the 
employee organization. 
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(2) Nomination and election of At-Large members of District 
Employee Council will be conducted under the following 
procedures: 
(a) Nominating petition forms will be available from 

the Facilitator 35-40 school days prior to the 
date of the election. 

(h) Indivhlllllls w1!lhlnll to MlI'vn IHII~t f11" IItltullll1l111\l 
petition forms with tho raci11tator lJearlny thl' 
signa~ures of at least: 

(i) 90 of the classified employees for a 
Classified At-Large member 

(ii) 50 of the certificated employees for a 
Certificated At-Large member 

(iii) .50. of the district employees for a 
District At-Large member. 

In addition to the completed nominating petition forms, 
individuals mMst submit a signed statement of willingness 
to serve and may submit biographical information and a 
black-and-white photograph to the Facilitator. Deadline 
for filing all materials will be 20-25 school days prior 
to the date of the election on a date set by the Facilitator. 

(c) An informational bulletin about the candidates will be 
distributed to all employees at least 10-15 school days 
prior to the date of the election. 

(d) Elections will be conducted at the local sites on the 
4th Tuesday of January. 

(e) Ballots will be delivered to the Facilitator no later 
than 4:30 p.m. on the day following the election. 

(f) Election results will be announced within 5 school 
days of the date of the election. 

b. Vacancies 

(1) Employee organizati cns will fi 11 vacancies according to 
procedures established by the employee organization. 

(2) Vacancies of members elected at-large will be filled by 
the conduct of a special election. All procedures for 
regular election will be followed. 

(3) VaCl8Cies will be filled within 45 school days. 

4. Council officers will be elected from their number by secret ballot of 
the members of the Council. . 

5. Council will meet on a regular'basis and will. as necess~y. previde for 
special meetings. Meetings will be conducted openly with respect to all 
employees of the District. Council meetings may be scheduled to include 
contract time provided that loss of time in job function is minimized. 
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6. Time and place for regular meetings will be announced to all employees 
through the TUSD Bylletin at least five working days in advance of the 
meeting. 

7. Council will adopt procedures for conducting meetings. such as Robert's 
Rules of Order. 

Operation 

1. Every employee issue, referral. appeal and other items relating to 
school matters, other than salary. wages and fringe benefits. submitted 
in writing from the Local Employee Council to the District Employee Council 
will become an item on the Council's agenda. Other issues currently in 
the process of negotiations will not be considered during the negotiation 
period. Issues may include concerns of an employee organizat~on or of a 
group of employees. 

2. Representatives of the Local Employee Council and/or the initiator 
(or representative) of the issue may participate in the Council's 
discussion of the issue. 

3. The sequence for Council action on each issue will be that: 
a. Prior to District Employee Council meetings the chairperson 

of the District Employee Council will review the agenda with 
the administrator designated by the Superintendent and with 
the Facilitator. 

b. The Council will respond to each issue on the agenda in any 
of several ways, including but not limited to: 

(1) referring the issue for action to the appropriate District 
structures; 

(2) responding directly to the Local Employee Council 
referring the issue; 

(3) organizing Council membership as necessary to address the 
issue. This may include appointing committees and sub
committees or any other appropriate grouping for studying 
the issue. Such groups will include persons of expertise 
on the issue that may be from the District and/or the community. 
Based upon the study, recommendations will be made by the 
District Employee Council to the Local Employee Council and/or 
the Board; 

(4) recommending to the Board, as is appropriate and necessary. 
that a Joint (Board/Council) Study Task Force be appointed to 
study an issue and make recommendations to the Board and Council. 

c. After each District Employee Council meeting the chairperson of the 
District Employee Council will di~fY1S the actions of the District 
Employee Council with the administrator designated by the 
Superintendent and with the Facilitator. 

4. All voting actions of the Council will be conducted by secret ballot of 
Council members. 

5. All resolutions and/or recommendations of the Council will be in writing, 
with copies to each of the Local Employee Councils. the· appropriate 
personnel for action. the ~acilitator and the Board. 

10 
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6. Minutes of all meetings of the Council will be prep&red ~ithin five 
working days after the Council n~eting. with copies for Council record. 
for each Local Employee Council. for the Facilitator use and file. and 
to the Board. 

7. Summaries of District Employee Counc,l actions at all meetinqs will be 
distributed through th~ Local Employee Councils for enlployee information. 

S. The steps in the appeal process are from the initiator to the Local 
Employee Council to the District Employee Council to the Board. At 
each l~vel. appropriate elements of the existing District structure will 
be involved in resolution of the issue. 

9. The District Employee Council will submit a formal evaluation of the 
performance of the Facilitator to the Board and the Superintendent prior 
to the end of the Facilitator's contract year. This.evaluation will include 
input from all elements of the vehicle. 

10. The District Employee Council will be responsible for naming half 
of the members of the evaluation committee appointed by the Board 
and the District Employee Council annually for the purpose of 
evaluating the vehicle. 

11 
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Guidelines for the Functioning of the 

JOINT STUOY TASK FORCE 

1. A Joint Study Task Force will be recommended to the Board by the District 
Employee Council when in its judgment the nature of the issue is such that 
it requires further study prior to Board consideration and action. 
The Board may recommend the establishment of a Joint Study Task Force to 
study issues of mutual concern. --.. _-_ ..... - ---

2. Appointees of the Board and the District Employee Council will have expertise 
in the subject to be considered and be selected from employees of the 
District, the local community, and/or the wider community. 

3. The number of task force members will be dependent upon the nature and 
complexity of the issue but will reflect an equal number of appointees by 
the Board and the District Employee Council. 

4. The specific duties of the task force will be defined by the Board and the 
District Employee Council according to the issue to be considered. 

5. A date will be specified by the Board and the District Employee Council for 
the task force to report its findings and recommendations to the Board and 
the District Employee Council. 

6. The authority and the operation of the task force will be such that its 
final report will serve as an item for consideration by the Board. 

12 
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Guidelines for the Functioning of the 

FACILITATOR 

.' .1': Organizes Components of Vehicle 

(l.'A. Serves as resource to Local Employee Councils 
(1) Describes models of Local Employee Councils 
(2l Provides suggestions for resolving site organization problems 
(3; Monitors organization progress at sites 
(41 Monitors timetable of organization 
(5l Monitors site adherence to adopted guidelines for Local Employee 

Councils. 

Serves as resource to District Employee Council 
(l~ Describes model for District Employee Council 
(2\ Provides suggestions for resolving District Employee Counci'l 

organization problems 
t3l Monitors organization progress of District Employee Council 
~ 4J. Monitors timetable of organization 
,5\ Monitors District Employee Council adherence to adopted 

guidelines f~r District Employee Council 

~.JI. Implements Components of Vehicle 

·.r:i. 
::. t. 
j B. 
-: i;. 

Serves as resource for individual employee to assure full availability 
of all components of the vehicle and the existing structure 
Serves as resource for effective functioning of Local Employee Councils 
Serves as resource for effective functioning of District Employee Council 
Monitors operation of all levels of the vehicle 
Receives, categories according to issue and site, and retains copy 
of ACTION/RECOMMENDATION completed by Local Employee Councils and 
District Employee Council. Uses information as resource for other 
Local Employee Councils with like issue. 
Refers recurring Local Employee Council issues to District Employee 
Ccuncil 
Receives and files copy of minutes of Local Employee Council and 
District Employee Council 
Serves as resource for Joint Study Task Force on Evaluation of Vehicle 
Provides vehicle information to employees, Superintendent and Board 

?l m. Conducts Nomination and Election Process for At-Large ~Iembers of District 
Employee Council 

(,~. Sets dates for election procedures according to Guidelines for Elections 
l~ B. Hakes nomination petition forms available to the employees 
~~. Receives and verifies authenticity of completed nomination petitions 
d 9. Prepares and distributes the informational bulletin regarding 

candidates to the employees 
~ E. Prepares and distributes ballots to the local site prior to election day 
~ f. Supervises the election o G. Receives completed ballots from local sites and arranges for the counting 
I"~ .H. Reports results of election to employees 

13 



Guidelines for 

EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE FACILITATOR 

The process for evaluating the performance of the Facilitator 

as specified in the Job Description will be the responsibility of 
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the Board and the Superintendent. At least once annually prior to the 

end of the Facilitator's contract yeae. the District Employee Council 

will submit a formal evaluation of the performance of the Facilitator 

to the Board and the Superintendent. 

14 
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Guidelines for 

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OF THE VEHICLE 

1. Role of the Superintendent 

a. The Superintendent is responsible for implementing procedures for 
effective operation of the Vehicle for Employee Input into School Matters. 

b. The Superintendent is responsible for promoting and supporting the 
efforts of the Facilitator in coordinating the functioning of the vehicle. 

2. Role of the Administrative ana Support Personnel 

a. The Superintendent is responsible for insuring that administrative 
and support personnel at all levels assist in the operation of the vehicle. 

b. Site administrators are responsible for aSSisting in arrangements 
for employee participation and assisting in setting the time and place for 
meetings. The local site administrator will review the Local Employee Council 
agenda with the chairperson of each Local Employee Council prior to the 
Local Employee Council meetings and will disc!!!.$.. with him/her the recom
mendations of the Local Employee Council after each meeting. 

c. An administrator assigned by the Superintendent is responsible for 
assisting in arrangements for the tin~ and place for District Employee 
Council meetings. An administrator appointed by the Superintendent will 
review the District Employee Council agendas with the chairperson prior 
to District Employee Council meeting and will &!!~~ the recommendations 
of the District Employee Council after each meeting. 

3. Administrative Responsiveness to Issues 

a. The Superintendent is responsible for administrative responsiveness 
to the employee issues processed through elements of the vehicle. 

b. Site and District administrators will consider and, whenever possible 
and appropriate, resolve issues and implement recommendations referred to 
them by the Local Employee Council and District Employee Council. 

c. If an issue is not resolved after having been considered by the 
various levels of the existing administratlve structure, including that 
of the Superintendent, the issue will be referred to the Board by the 
District Employee Council.* 

*Procedures related to the above steps can be found in the "Guidelines for Local 
Employee Councils" and the "Guidelines for the District Employee Council." 
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Guiue11np.s for the Functioning of 

MONITORING ANO EVALUATING 

MONITORING 

The Facilitator will be responsible for continuously monitoring 
the operation of all levels of the vehicle. 

EVALUATING 
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Evaluation of the vehicle will be the responsibility of an evaluation 
committee appointed by the Board and the District Employee Council. Evaluation 
will be conducted annually beginning in the spring of 1980. Evaluation will be 
in terms of progress toward achieving criterta adopted' for the vehicle. 
The evaluation committee will be responsible for the evaluation design and the 
report, with recommendations for modification or change to the Board and 
the Superintendent. Employees, the Facilitator, and the existing administrative 
structure will be given opportunity to provide input into the evaluation. 
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Referred to: _____________ _ Date _______ _ 

From: ____________________________ ___ 

Action/Recommendations: 

Signed ________________ _ 

Copy to be sent to: Initiator of Issue 
Facilitator 

Referred to: 

Date _______ _ 

Date _______ _ 

From: ______________ . ________________ _ 

Action/Recommendations: 

Signed _______________ _ 

Copy to be sent to: Initiator of Issue 
Facilitator 

Date _______ _ 



Guidelines for the Position of 

FACILITATOR 

1. General Qualifications 

a. Knowledge of District; willingness to learn more 
b. Evidence of human relations skills in working with both 

individuals and groups 
c. Evidence of skill in organizing resources 

2. Process for Se'ection 

a. Job to be advertised by Personnel; open to all 
b. Search committee to be composed of both classified and 

certificated personnel that will identify and encourage 
qualified personnel to apply for the position 

c. Interview committee to be composed of both classified and 
certificated personnel which will make recommendation(s) 
to the Board and the Superintendent. 

3. General Description of Budget Implications 
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a. Salary shall be on Class III of the Classified Administrator's 
Sal~ry Schedule or Class VA of the Certificated Administrators 
Salary Schedule 

b. Length of contract to be 10 months 
c. Secretary 
d. Office space, equipment and supplies 
e. Car or mileage 
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FACILITATOR 
FOR EMPLOYEE INPUT INTO SCHOOL MATTERS 

JOB DESCRI PTION 

Responsible ~ • 

I. 

The Board of Education and the Superintendenti 
All employees of the District. 

POLICY AND PLANNING 

A. Responsible for. 

1. Serving as a resource in the organization of the vehicle. 
Example/s: °Monitoring organization progress of the Local 

Employee Councils and the District Employee Council. 
°Suggesting models of Local Employee Councils. 
°Describing model for District Employee Council. 
°Monitoring the time table for organ1zat10n. 

2. Ass1sting in the implementation of the vehicle. 

Example/s: ·Serving as resourcs.for individual employee to 
assure full availability of all components of 
the vehicle and existing structure. 

°Serving as resource for evaluation of the Vehicle. 
°Providing vehicle information to employees, 
Superintendent, and Boerd. 

3. Organizing procedures for nomination and election for at-large 
members of the District Employee Council. 

Example/s: °Preparing voting materials. . 
°Planning election procedures in accord wlth 
Guidelines for Elections. 

4. Providing a prospective to the Board on 1ssues that it should 
address based on input to components of the Vehicle. 

Example/s: °Compiled report of related concerns from several 
Local Employee Councils. 

B. Responsible thr~ • • • 
1. Planning wi employees for organization of the Local Employee 

Councils and the District Employee Council. 

Example/s: °Provid1ng possible models for a Local Employee 
Council. 

°Suggesting criteria for categories in the 
Local Employee Council. 

°Working with employee organizations and employees 
regarding the organization of the District 
Employee Council. 

°Interpreting the established guide11nes for the 
District Employee Council. 
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2. Recommending procedures tor venlcle lmplementatlon. 

Example/s: °Providing information that facilitates action. 

3. Providing information. direction. and materials for elections. 

Example/s: °Distributing brief biographical informat1on on 
candidates 'in accordance" with stated .lection procedures. 

-Issuing nominating forms and ballots. 

4. Submitting progress reports and an annual report to the Board and the 
Superintendent and to the employees on the functioning of the Vehicle. 

Example/s: °Progress statement on the organization of the Local 
"~ee~ouncils. 

II. DEVELOPING AND INTERRELATING 

A. Responsible for ... 

1. Monitoring the operation of all levels of the vehicle. 

Example/s: °Checking and facilitating organizational process of the Local 
oEmployee Council and the District Employee Council. 
Validating adherence by Local Employee Council and District 
Employee Council to adopted guidelines. 

2. Coordinlting the election process. 

Example/s: °Scheduling the return of no~1nating petitions. 
°Publishing dates for phases of the election process. 

3. Maintaining records of Action/Recommendation of the Local Employee Council 
and the Di~trict Employee Council and of mjnutes of units. 

Exampleis: °Organizing a file on, issues common to several sites. 

4. Utilizing vehicle guidelines to properly implement and supervise 
all levels of the vehicle. 

Example/s: °Suggesting or recommending to local site procedures 
that will improve vehicle functioning. 

B. Responsible through ... 

1. Working cooperatively with employee organizations and all employees 
of the district. 

Example/s: °Assisting in organizing the Local Employee Council. 
°Providing help in following guidelines of the vehicle. 

2. Establishing patterns of communication between all levels of the 
vehicle an~ district employees. 

Example/s: -Following vehicle guidelines for collecting and 
reporting action. 
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III. IMPLEMENTING AND SUPERVISING 

A. Responsible for • • • 

1. Preparing vehicle information as requested. 

2. Receiving and filing minutes of Local Employee Council 
and District Employee Council. 

3. Receiving and categorizing Action/Recommendations completed 
by Local Employee Council and D1strict Employee Council. 

4. Providing District Employee Council nomination petitions 
as requested. 

5. Receiving and verifying authenticity of completed District 
Employee Council nomination petitions. 

6. Preparing and distributing ballots prior to District Employee 
Council election. 

7. Supervising the District Employee Council election. 

S. Receiving completed District Employee Council ballots and 
arranging for the tabulation. 

9. Reporting results of District Employee Council election. 

S. Responsible through • . . 

1. Facilitating vehicle operations through available district 
structures. 

Example/s: °Submitting announcements to the rUSD Bulletin. 
°Making use of school mails for receiving and 
distributing necessary materials. 
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2. Cooperatively working with district administrators and employee 
councils in collecting and distributing information. 

Example/s: °Collecting and distributing information from 
resources necessary for studying identified 
issues for Local Employee Council and District 
Employee Council. 

°Distributing minutes of the proceedings of the 
Local Employee Council and District Employee Council. 
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A PLAN FOR KEEPING SCHOOLS IN OPERATION 

DURING WORK STOPPAGE 

[An Exact Copy of an Original Document] 
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I. ~;rRODUCTION 

Strikes are similar to fires, floods and other natural disasters; no one wants 
the::l to happen, but they do. In the past, school districts have been able to solve 
their ecployee relationa problema without fear of strikes, sick-outs or other work 
stop?ages. Unfortunately, this is changing and the threat of the militant teacher 
orga:ization activity is more and more likely in our school district. 

Just like a disaster plan, we should have a atrike contingency plan. Pre
paration for a work stoppage must be made in advance. It is too late '0 plan for 
a strike when the district is sure it is going to happen. By that time, the 
teac~er organization has made its plana and will be able to call the shots. Even 
in s:a11 strikes involving only a few teachers, the local organization will receive 
help =rom national, state and other local organizationa. these other organizations 
will rrovide professionals who are experts in public relations, negotiations, 
pic~et line organization and sabotage. A school district that has not planned in 
advacca is no match for such an organization. 

The fact that the district ia making advance prepal~ation for a teacher walk
Ollt O2y prevent it. In making its plana, the teacher organization has to assess 
its chance for success. If the district appears to have planned well for the 
strike, the teacher organization may change its mind. If teachers observe the 
district hiring substitutes, setting up strike procedures and establishing pro
gra=s to continue the educational program, it may have °a sobering effect and con
vince them not to go on strike. 

In strike planning the district should keep four basic rules in mind: 

there is Ii difference between teachers and the teacher organization. 

~~nagement often makes the mistake in teacher relations conflict of 
saying "the teachers are demanding." If the district approaches a strike 
~lami.1g the situation on teachers, it may be giving up on one of its greatest 
resources. the vast majority of school teachers are professionals and are 
concerned uith education and given reasonable alternatives, lIill refuse to 
strike. Unfortunately, the teacher organization twist this concern to their 
CT.ln advantage. An example of this occurred in one high school district l1here 
the teacher organization was seeking a salary increase. the Board assumed 
the teachers would not strike because they had the highest salary schedule 
in the county. the organization leadership went to the teachers and told them 
that they t~ere asking the Board for better classroom supplies, better school 
:aintenance and improved education for minority children. The teachers be
lieved them and went on strike for an improved educational program. When the 
final settlement was negotiated the teacher leaders rejected the Board's 
offer of increased instructional supplies and demanded that most of the money 
be put in salaries. They then turned to the teachers and convinced them that 
they had ''won the strike for the students." District management should re
=ecber that teachers do not call strikes; teacher organizations call strikes. 
~eachers follow because given inadequate information, they have to be loyal 
to their peers. 

Plan To Take a Long Strike 

If the Board decides that a strike is preferable to cor-ceding to the 
teacher organization, the Board should also be prepared to ta~e the strike 
.. ithout further major concessions. The worst thing a BOllrd could do would be 
to take a strike for a few days and then change its p03ition on Ii. lI:8.jor issue. 
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After a few days on strike the organization leadership 11111 not be inclined to 
settle except on their Ot-IR terms--they \lould not have called the. strike unless 
they expected to I·yin. The teachers on strike are still enjoying the novelty 
and still living on their previous paycheck. (One teacher organization 
strategy is to wait until after payday to go on strike). If the district 
gives in quickly, it will aet up the organization's leadership as heroes and 
convince them th~t they can get what they want by engaging in short strikes. 
During the past fat'l years a number of school districts have given in after a 
one or two day strike and then have had to face an all-out strike the next 
year. One small elementary district took a one day strilee the first year, 
a tHO day strike the second year and a tl~enty-one day strike the third year. 

This does not mesn that management should be inflexible. It is possible 
that after a five day strike the association may come up with a proposal that 
gives in on all the mejor isauss but still requests some minor face-saving 
issues. Good sense indicates in this case that management should accept the 
offer. 

Appearances May Become More Important Than Reality 

One of the unfortunate consequences of a confl~ct situation is that 
appearance may become more important than actuality. In a strike, it is 
critical to give the appearance that the district is functioning normally. 
The striking organiZation will playa numbera game with the neHS media; the 
number of schools closed, the number of children out of school, and the 
number of teachers On strike. The higher the numbers the greater the 
appearance that the strike is succeeding. The district hes to handle this 
by doing everything possible to keep the appearance of normality. Board 
members should conduct calm, I"e ll-organized meetings. School administrators 
should appear concerned but calm. All schools should operate regardless of 
attend~nce. Board meetings should be held when necessary and decisions made 
rationally. 

Build a Management Team 

The key element in building a strike plan is a management team. Meet 
and confer should be a cooperative process in l'lhich both sides ':lin. Hot"E'/er. 
a strike is a war in t'lhich one party l1ill l'lin or both t'lill lose. There is no 
way both sides can win a strike. This means that management from the most 
senior board member to the most junior administrator must nork together as a 
team to t~in. School superintendents should not expect that principals t~ill 
be loyal solely because they are principals. Months before, district 
administration should build a relationship t'lhere mid-level administrators 
are . part of a manageQent team. A section of this plan is devoted to the 
philosophy and need o£ a management team. 

There are five key areas to be considered in preparing for a strike: 
(1) Legal Problems, (2) Board Policies, (3) Public Relations, (4) Operation 
of the District, and (5) Ending the Strike. Legal problems are critical 
because in many teacher strikes there has been a suit by and/or against the 
school district. It is critical in a strike to secure good legal advice to 
keep the Board from being embarrassed by a latlsuit. A second key area is 
Boa,rd policy, The employee organization tdll try to use the distril!t's otm 
policias against them. A classic e::atnple of this occurred t~here a teacher's 
association Hent on strike for three days and claimed paid pel'sonal business 
leave under the Board policy. The Board policies did not specificaily 
exclude t'lork stoppages as a reason for persona I necessity leave and the County 
Attorney advised the Board to pay the money. Before a stril~::! begins, the 
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Board must review and clean up its policies. A third key ~rea is public re
lations. In most of the recent employee relations confrontation3 t.he state 
and national employee organizations have provided a cadre of public relations 
advisors to Hork l~ith media and create publicity for the organization. A 
fourth area is maintaining the operation of the district during a strike. 
Beyond the problem of getting substitute employees are problems such as: 
encouraging students to attend school, deliberate sabotage by striking 
teachers and the problem of outside vendors refusing to provide service. The 
final area of the strategy planning for handling a strike, l~hich is hardly 
ever considered, is a plan for bringing the strike to an end and returning the 
~istrict to normality. Just the problem of eliminating teacher bitterness 
at the end of a strike is difficult and almost impossible. One large district, 
four years after a strike, still had separate faculty meetings for strilters 
~d Don-strikers because they would not talk to each other. 

In conclUSion, the purpose of this manual is to provide background 
caterial aDd suggested methods for building a strike plan. It is a summary 
of alternatives for handling the major problems that could be faced by 
our district during a strike. It is not a strike plan; it is a guide for 
our district to develop its own strike contingency pldn. 

II. 'l'E:Z PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT TEAM 

rne school administrator has traditionally seen himself as an educator whose 
super"lisory responsibilities were simply his specialized role in the pursuit of 
ove.:all instructional excellence. A director, yes; but first and foremost he lias 
an eci::cator u110se professional identification l~as with teachers. He was trai .. ed 
as a teacher; he came from the rarots of classroom teachers; his friends and 
associates were all practicing instructors. The classroom was his natural 
envir:l=ent. 

That ja all gone now. Dead. It died with the SlOl-I-paced, less sophisticated 
er.istence of an earlier, simpler era. The relationship of administrator to 
teacher pivoted lCO degrees With the unionization of teachers in the 1960s. 

The organization of any work force demands, by its very definition, a similar 
conie~eration on the part of management. Yes, management. For whether he likes 
it Dr oot, the modern school administrator must recognize his paramount 
respe~sibility is that of a manager. 

~1IY ADMINISTRATORS MllST ACCEPT THE MANAGEMENT TEAM APPROACH 

Probably the single most compelling factor is the set of rules by which you 
are fo~ced to play in the new balance of power. Simply stated, collective 
negotiations formalize an orderly transfer of pOller from the school board and 
the a~istration to the teachers. The priorities of these ~10 groups are no 
more the same than are the pOints of vie~ of any other labor-management mix. If 
they ~ere, teachers never 110uld have organized. 

The Educational Team concept held a long-range philosophic goal geared to 
the reiine~ent and perfection of educ~tion for youngsters. Accordingly, the 
educational team ~las a unit of trained professionals from the central admin
istracion all the way through the newest, youngest, mest inexperienced teacher. 
Theoretically, this concept uas a reasonable, workable approach to a complex and 
crucial obligation: the education of the students. 

All things being equal, the Educational Team concept could uell surpass the 
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loftiest of goals. But, as it has turned out, all things are not equal. 

As in every movement for reform, the inequities are first identified by the 
people who feel that their interests are beging subverted. With the organization 

.of teachers, the Educational Team concept was emasculated as a practical tool. 
In other uords, when teachers identified themselves officially as "labor," 
autcmatically uhatever tiaS left was "management." 

HOW TEACHER MILITANCY CHANGED IT ALL 

t~en teachers organized, they were effectively rejecting the Educational 
Team concept. They \lere turning to their otm strength to reach their goals. This 
!las not a selfish and ruthless abondonment of the educational welfare of the 
students. Indeed, the position of the union is: '~reat teachers better and you'll 
get better teachers. This is the essence of good education • ." In every grievanc::l, 
in evary negotiation, il1. every issue raised for t~hatever reason, it t,l1l always 
be against this altruistic fundamental that you, as an administrator, will find 
yourself pitted. You mst be equal to the challenge or you will find the vary 
foundations of your school or your district, eroding away along ~ith managements' 
control of day-to-day operations. 

THE MAKE-UP OF THE MANAGEMENT TEAM 

The Management Team is functionally designed chain of command embracing the 
total responsibility for the efficient operation of our school system. The 
professional members of this team are the central administrators (superintendent, 
assistant superintendents), prinCipals, business officials. and all supervisory 
personnel. The team includes anyone against whom a grievance could be filed by 
the organized group of teachers. 

These people are answerable to the public through the board of trustees, 
uhich rounds out the Hall4gement Team. The effectiveness of the ~lanl!gea:ent Team 
will be determined to a great extent by the cohesion of its membe~s in actual 
practice and their adherence to specific, established methods of handling problems 
that confront management. 

POWER. STRUCTURE 

The success of the Management Team tlill be dependent to,a large degree upon 
a thorough understanding of the p~er relationships in our s¢hool system. 

It has been pOinted out, and it will be reemphasized that the motives, driveo, 
needs, wants, points of view, and self-interest goals of the teaching force are 
often separate and distinct from those of the administration and the school board. 
In order to serve these requirements, teacher militancy has crystalized into the 
teacher organizatiOns that ue lenow today. 

In this manual, the organized teacher force will be referred to as the 
"union~" Uhile, technically, you are working with a teachers' I.ssociation, in 
light of their purposes, their methods and the context in t11hich you l11ill be dealin& 
With organized personnel, the terms are synonymous. Although the image cultivated 
by the "Association" may be :nore professional in flavor, when you, au an admin
istrator, are confronted ~1:i.th the demands of the membership, the distinction is 
purely theoretical. 

But identifying and understanding the pouer relationships. is not enou~h to 
ensure success. Adherence to the rules and techniques of the union relationship 
is essential. This should not be read as a condemnation of imagination and 
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innovAtion on the part of management, but rather as a caution: Such initiatives 
on XC),!,r _part s;lould all1ays take into account the rigid natl.:re of poatil!lll 
realities in contemporary education and aluays be aimed tOt-1ard strengthening the 
~2~,e:ent Teae. To backslide into a less well-defined method of handling the-
da;,--to-day problems of administration could undercut other administrators as uell 
as ;r:urself and endanger the balance of pOI~er.' 

~&: CHAIN OF CmlMMlD 

A strong case must be made here for the establishment of clearly defined pro
cec~ras and the faithful adherence to prescribed channels. There are many reasons 
uhy tl::is affords greater efficiency, most of them perfectly obvious. But there 
is c.a critical factor in favor of such procedural restrictions in the admin
istra:ion of public education: They assure a safe degree of continuity in crucial 
areas ~here the Hanagemant Team must prevail if it is to fulfill its obligation 
to the cO=l1ity. 

Eeginniag at the base of the chain of command is the teaching force. At the 
sac!! 18-.. el, pragmatically. is the nonprofessional staff. This t-Iork force is 
ans".;erable to and directed by the principal. This means ('nly the prinCipal. I:\ 
the s;he:e of things, there is no direct uay that they can contact any level above 
t~e prinCipal in the Management Team, uithout first contacting the Principal. 
the c::annels through uhich all employeea must llork in communicating I~ith the 
central administration or the board are clearly outlined by precedent or by agree
ment ~:der the negotiated contract. The principal, in turn, reports to the 

_ superi~tendent - or assistant superintendents - and to no one else • 

• he central administration is comprised of the superintendent, the various 
assista~t superintendents. and other supportive staff. The superintendent 
represents the sole office through which the public can participate in the 
adci~~tration of its schools. This is done through the Board of Trustees. 

~~e bcard should be recognized as a nonprofessional, quasipolitical 
o~g~a~zati~n which, although it heads the ~~nageQent Team in a broad technical 
s~r.se. is heavily dependent upon the professional members of the Teae for the 
effective operation of the school system. The board must accept its membershi~ 
on t~e ~~a&ement Team as a responsibility to the Team's professional admin-
istra:ors as 11el1 as a mandate from the community. -

Certainly if the principals possess no direct-line relationship with the 
board of education, the teachers have none. The superintendent is the only channel 
f~w= ~~e board to the principal; the teacher's option is the grievance procedure. 
(Dces not include the informal relation of conversations between teacher and 
Superi:tendent, and others.) 

~~e Management Team is the only hope of control that the comwunity has. If 
the ~.a::a.gement Team is to work. the board must be nilling to give the at'ministrator 
tee :all and let him run with it. Tinkering is a dangerous and often counter
proC~ctive pastime for a Board of Trustees • 

• he key man on the Management Team is the superintendent of schools, as it is 
to t!:is one individual that the board delegates the authority and responsibility 
of .~~ing the schools. Having received his direction, the superintendent then 
delegates specialized day-to-day authority to other central adminis:rato~~ and to 
pri~ci?als. These people are ~elected by the superintendent, and the evaluation 
of ea:h as a ManaGement Team member is made by him. The only real management 
goal t~~t a subordinate administrator need have is the realization of the goals 
of t~e superintendent. Why? Because the superintendent's goals retlect those of 
the cc::unity as outlined to him by the Board of Trustees. 
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THE ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE PUBLIC 

The board of trustees ideally has only one function: to set the goals of the 
community's school system. They must define the d:l.rect:l.on of education -- uhat 
form :l.t must take :l.n order to serve the real needs of the community the board 
represents. They dec:l.de the pr:l.orities of the education system, by work:l.ng uith 
school patrons and analy~ing recommendations of their school staff. 

Once theSe goals have been decided upon, the board selects the one individual 
whom it feels can be entrusted with the fulfillment of those goals: the 
superintendent. 

From that point on, the superintendent and the subordinate administrators he 
appoints must get the job done. The board advises the profess:l.onal members of the 
Team concern:l.ng the needs of the public; then the school administrators are charged 
uith the responsibility of carrying out those directives within the framework of a 
sound profess:l.onal program,professionallYadministered and profess:l.onally taught. 

Remember: Whether management is un:l.ted or not, sol:l.darity is the byt~ord of 
the organizc~ teachers. 

Does this :l.mply that the board of education should merely act as a rubber 
stamp for anyth:l.ng that transp:l.res in the schools in the name of management 
solidarity? By no means. The board has a real and cruc:l.al function, as pre
v:l.ously :l.dentified. But the board, just as every other level in the chain of 
authority, must limit its activity to those areas :l.t is best equ:l.pped to handle 
(guidance on broad, long-rang plann:l.ng: a forum for the public to vo:l.ce its 
vietls), and restrict its contact I~ith the operations of the schools to the proper 
channels and procedures (uortt with the superintendent and other admini:ltrators; 
never take sides publ:l.cly against the Management Team). 

With the community's goals clearly understood by everyone, the various roles 
of the t1an~gement Team members sharply def:l.ned. and the procedural disciplines 
secure as an integral part of the management machinery, the administration has 
everything it needs to protect and fulfill the public's interests in sound 
educational policies and performance. 

THE ADHINISTRATION' S VIEt·!: LONG-RANGE EQUITY 

As a means of achieving philosophic ends, the Educational Team concept \~IlS 
literally a natural. The Educational Team evolved from the goals of the 
educational philosophers, visionaries, and practitioners I1ho have given form :0 
American education over the past century. It was a concept which reflected faith
fully the ideals and precepts of those individuals. Unfortunately, it failed to 
reflect in actual practice the needs of the great body of professionals Nho ,·,ould 
be charged ',ith the responsibility of implementation: the teachers. 

The same long-range ''big picture" myopia I~hich provided the climate for the 
organi~ation of teachers and ultimately the negotiated contract can cause the 
modern e~ucational manager, trying to administer that contract, similar grief. 

In addressing themselves to the major tasks of guiding and controlling the 
education of tue comwunity's young. central administrators and principals are 
obliged to concentrate upon educational priorities, both short-and long-range. 
Their responsibility, after all, is chiefly to the public and to the strict pursuit 
of its proclaimed lIishes. The temptation is to assume an equal commitment to the 
identical goals, to be achieved by identical means, on the part of the teachers as 
a group. The er~or of this assumption of goouiJill becomes apparent upon its first 
test. _ 6 
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In no sense is it being suggested that the l~nagement Team retreat from its 
responsibility to hold the long-vieu, to aim for the ideal. and to se: d~manding 
standards of educational excellence that acco~1ate both present needs and future 
expectations. It is simply cautioned that the administration'9 prinrities and 
sense of IIhat is fair and l~hat is realistic should not be assumed to be II. 

universally held point of vieu lIithin the political frameuorlt of modern (,,,1"1',,1.1,,,,_ 

THE UNION'S VIEW: IMMEDIATE PR.IORITIES 

Rather than launch into a blunt discussion which may be difficult for some 
to accept, perhaps it is prudent to recognize here, the nature and character of 
today's teacher. 

As an individual, and aa a professional, the average contemporary classroom 
teacher is, indeed, an ~~traordinary person. He/she is the product of at least 
four years of intensive training, is well above the norm in intelligence, either 
has or is tlorking on an advanced degree, and is expected to possess and exhibit 
exe=plary moral, ecotional and analytical characteristics. All of us do, with 
good reason, love, respect and admire our teaching staff. Therein lies the peril. 

Teachers as individuals and as functioning professional groups are admirable. 
They are loquacious, alert, able and congenial. However, it is not teachers as 
isolated entities that we are concerned \-lith here. Our most obvious and in
creasingly urgent concern is l~ith the teachers !.!!. organized personnel. t~e must 
guar~ against being distracted from an al1areness of the overpouering poli~ical 
reality of the association. Essentially, in administering the negotiated contract, 
ne lI:U.it be less concerned with the "teacher" than lIe are uith the ~. 

11hether He find the truth easy to st~allow or not, there is very little 
difference betueen unions, llhether they represent-teachers or !-Iaiters or nurses. 
The reasons for organization are the same: Management made decisions on the basis 
of its felt needs, which did not coincide tlith the felt needs of the nork force. 
The tactics are the same: Thratl out all long-range goals (under the guise of 
setti:lg them aside or advancing a better Hay of meeting them) and replace them 
l'lith specific ic:mediate priorities. The latter come to be knot~n,ominously, as ," 
de::a::ds. Coercion is used to achieve an agreement - t-Ihich is formalized in a 
written contract - designed (to the greatest extent possible for the union) to 
l1rest control from management and give that control to the union. !!2!!2. ~ 
"teaenc.!!.," the union. 

These are simple, irrefutable political truths. In his own tlords, a union 
organizer tells it this l1ay: ''The superintendents aItlays based their priorities 
on the big picture, never on the needs of the teachers. Not on the day-to-day 
manage:ent of the classroom, relative to support in discipline. Not on fair 
transfer programs. Hot on more money or fringe benefits." ., 

"So the union came in and said, IAlright, t'le have tried for a hundred years to 
solve the big picture; ue didn't. Let us zero in on three or four teacher issues,. 
and by improving these tie are going to get the big picture; that is, quality 
education.'" 

The union uill all-lays couch its self -interest in improved education. The 
sa:e union organizer attests, ''There has never been a teacher strike in the United 
States that I'm anare of that hasn't been for better education. There has never 
been a settlement that hasn't been for more money.'" 

Si.J:Iilarities? Trade unions ::ay, ''More money for less t-Iork." Teacher unions 
de::anc, ''More money for fet'ler children per class and more release time." 
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Traditionally, the union's position is that there is no such thing as the 
prerogatives of management. Their attitude: ''Those you abuse most shdl be 
bargained away first." 
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The union is not interested in shared pOller; the union's aim is the removal 
of control from the principal and superintendents and the relocating of that pOHer 
in the building representative, the union president and the e::ecutive committee. 

ROll can a teacher union even entertain an idea of such bizarre proportions? 
Could such disaster really occur? Not as long as you understand the pOller relation
ship and the driving forces at t!ork ttithin your system, and perform your job 
accordingly. A variety of factors allot! a union to become entrenched first as 
the voice of the teachers or the nonprofessionals and eventually to evolve into 
an unmanageable entity that tips the balance of pOller in its ~in direction. Per
haps ue can find some clues in these lIords of the union organizer: "I've talten 
part in the organizing of a lot of brand n~l unions. One of the first things you 
did tlaS thrall away every long-range goal that they have talked about for thirty 
years and say to the teachers, 'We are going to get you five goals. We are going 
to get you a fifteen-minute relief period in the morning. Beautiful. We are 
going to get you elementary teachers release time during the school dey. We are 
going to get you a duty-free lunch period. Row are we going to do it? Let them 
get mothers to come in for ttl0 dollars an hour to supervise. you don't have to. 
The only reason you're doing it now is because it's convenient for them. We are 
going to tal;e away that management convenience and give it to ,you. lve are goiog 
to give you the right to request a transfer to a building of your choice. As a 
professional, you have this right. ile're going to get those things for youl And 
we are going to get you an immediate raise next year.' 

"Ue get those five goals and t·le have their support. 

"And is it going to impro~e education, to achieve everyone of those goals? 
I can malte a damn good case that it uilll" 

, mlile our immediate concern here is the deft and able handling of the already 
organized teaching fo.ce under the contract, much of the flavor of this advers~ry 
relationship can be anticipated in the foregoing comments. 

Illogica11 Unprofessional? Just big talk? Perhaps, but nonetheless an 
accurate insight into the character of p~ier in the schools today. 

III. THE PRINCIPAL: FRONT-LINE MANAGEMENT 

The traditional position of the principal, historically as well as function
ally, has been in the nether land that exists som~ihere between the teachers and 
the central administration. This is partly because of the loose st.uct~ral n~ture 
of the Educational Team concept. 

The principal has found himself, variously, as the mediator betHeen the tllO 
factions, as spokesman for one or the other, as judge, jury, accused and 
executioner. £10 other position in the educational hierarchy - among personn~l or 
adcinistTation - demands clearer definition than the role and function of the 
principal. 

The principal is a permanent part of management - not mare1y sometimes, or 
most of the time. The principal must alllays be recognized as an integral arm 
of the Management Team. 

In the daily operation of the schools, it is the principal's major task to 
"get it across" for management. In the classrooms, on the playg::ounds, in the _ 8 
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hallJays, in the lavatories, in the g}~, in the cafeterias, in the boiler rooms; 
the ?rincipal faces The Truth every day. The principal must never be a third 
party; his allegiance is al!1ays to the Hanagement Team. 

In the re lationship . betlleen union and managettent, the union normally takes 
the offensive. the aim of the union is to t-Iealten, befuddle, and embarrass manage
ment and to fill the '~oid left by management's departed strength uith the strength 
of its oun organization, all priorities intact. 'the unions have one basic 
objective: day-to-day control: one field of battle: the individual schools. 'the 
Manage~nt 'team dispatches one, and only one, tactical defender to the scene of 
conilict: the principal. 

~fuatever the sueeping major concerns of the central administration, wherever 
the '''.lig picture" takes the superintendent today, all1ays present in the midst of 
the eaily skirmishes is the principal. Across the nation at this moment principals 
are racing the everyday challenges to their authority and to the rights of the 
co~nity. 'they are trying single-handedly to protect the community interest, 
an i~ossible job without clear~unity on the part of management. 

Is it inacurrate to paint the employees, organized though they may be, as 
the aggressors and management in a purely defensive, if not supine, pOSition? 
It's no~ so strange when you re~amine those political realities of the teachers 
organization. 

The organizational structure includes an executive secretary, paid both by 
NEA, ~, and BEA: an elected president, a small executive board, and a small, 
co~t:olled policy-setting body. 'they function democratically, but just as in any 
scall group, the leaders dominate. 'they define the goals for the year - or for 
that clay - and then proceed to the most efficient means of realizing the achieve
~e~t of those goals. Because this is an adversary relationship, the association 
looks for weaknesses, real or apparent, in the armor of management as it goes 
about operations. They l1i11 search for a mistake which can be turned to their 
ad· .. antage. 

The union l1ill all1ays search for the most wlnerable spot in the system, 
the softest touch, the point of least resistance. they l1i11 seek out the prinC'ipal 
I1ho cever says "no", or the inconsistent administrator who can be caught in a 
squeeze play by the lack of continuity and consistency. Whatever task you are 
doing the least ~Iell is the one they u111 use as the criterion for all similar 
perroroances. 'this technique has proven most effective in the realization of 
short-term goals for uniona everYl/here. 

K.~OW THE CmITRACT i FOLLOll PROCEDURES 

A negotiated contract contains not only restrictions and restraints upon 
maaage=ent, but also the rules of the game for everyone. If the strength and 
unity of the Management Team are basic to your effectiveness, your total under
standing of the contract is vital to a potent defense against union agressiveness,' 

The techniques of evaluation and documentation that will safeguard your 
position under the contract, need careful attention. Suffice it to say at this 
point that the principal's self-discipline in faithful employment of these methods 
'lill payoff lIhen the chips are dlY.m. 

Aluays remember that every union official is a uallting authority, or thinks 
he is, on the negotiated contract in your school system. He is elso thoroughly 
steeped in the traditions and techniques of obtaining every last ounce of leverage 
out 0; the contract language. His interpretation will be liberal; yours must be 
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IV. '"'"GAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDU:G THE RIGHT TO STRIKE: 

DZFINITION OF STRnCE: 

Definition of the teacher's strike. A teacher's strike is the 
cessation of 110rl~ by a body of teachers for the purpose of forcing 
from the school board certain concessions pertaining to l~or1ting 
conditions, salaries or other aspects of teacher 11elfare. It is more 
than just the refusal of several teachers to perform their duties 
~ecause of unsolved grievances. It constitutes stoppage of l'lork 
by an entire organized group of fell0t1 teachers usually referred 
to as a "union." The teacher's strike differs from outright 
=esi3nation in that it does not anticipate severance of the 
::ployer-employee relationship or discontinuance of the tenure 
status of the teachers. 

Becauae of the unpleasant connotation of the l'lord "stril(e," 
less offensive !lords, such as "sanctions," have been used. The 
;ourts, hOllever, are not particularly concerned about the 
terminology. The determinant in rulinS upon the legality of 
co::u:erted IJork stoppage is the effect it has on the educational 
opportunities for the pupils, regardless of terminology. 

ILLEGALITY OF STRIKES: 

It is well established in Montana that it is illegal for teachers 
:0 stril:e. Reference can be II:8de to the Revised Codes of Montana, 
5action 75-6120, 75'1'6125 and 75-6126, uhich are includedin the 
"Professional Negotiations Act for Teachers." The entire Professional 
~ie;otia.~ions ~ for Teachers, is included belOt~, ,·lith the sections 
?ertainins to teacher stril~e underlined: 

75-6115. SHORT TITLE. Sections 75-6115 through 75-6128 shall be knolln 
as the "Professional Ne30tiations Act for Teachers." 
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75-6116. DECLARATION OF POLICY ABD PURPOSE. In pursu.ance of the duty im-
. posed upon it by the constitution to provide a system.of free public schools and 
to ad=?t all means ·necessary and proper to secure to the people the advantages 
an~ o~portunities of education, the legislative assembly he~eby declares that it 
recog:ized teaching as a profeSSion which requires special educational 
quali=ications and·that to achieve high quality education it is indispensable that 
goed relations exist bet~leen teaching personnel and their governing boards. It 
is, therefore, the policy of this state to recognize the rights of professional 
school e~ployees to form, jOin, or assist professional employees' organizations to 
negot!ate with their governing boards regarding the terms and conditions of 
professional service and to confer and consult in other matters for the purpose of 
establishing, maintaining, protecting and improving educational standards, and to 
establish procedures l:hich uill facilitate and encourage amicable settlement of 
dis'lI.::es. It is further recognized that the authority of public schoo.l district 
boar':s of trustees is established by lat'l and a district board of trustees has 
fical authority for determining policies for the operation of public schools un~er 
il:s jt.:risdiction uhich are not inconsistent ,·dth law. 

75-6117. DEFDlITI0US. As used in this act, unle~s the context clearly 
re<;.t.::':-es othen'lise: 

(1) ''reacher'' means an individual certificated in class 1, 2, 3 or 5 as 
provi~ed in sect:on 75-6006, but shall not include such certificated individuals 
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strictly literlll. This assumes a more than superficial acquaintance l'Iith tbe 
document on the part of the principal. 

The building representative is present to see that his members' rights are 
protected and to guarantee due process. The union lIill spend considerable time, 
effort, and money to train him to.contrnl the day-to-day operations in the school. 
He will understand the pOlier relationships, the wlnerable spots in the contract, 
."lnd the procedures that the principal must fOUOl·,. He will also recognize an 
opportunity for gain as soon as you present it. 

PROTECTTh'G HANAGEHENT' S RIGHT TO MANAGE 

The right to manage is a prerogative that must be maintained on a day-to-day 
basis. The union argues that there is no such thing as a management prerogat~ve. 
That is not to say that ths union favors anarchy, far from it. The school shall 
be managed, but managed !!.t the ~. 

The admonition to protect the right of tbe Management Team to manage oper
ations ill tbe schools is a caution to the principal not only to be familiar \~ith 
the contract, but also to be sure that his actions and rea:tions are alllays guided 
by that knOllledge. Too often, especially in industry, the front·une supervisor-
either out of ignorance or out: of softness--allOlls the union to bend day-to-day 
decision making to its pOint of view. Such irresolution establishes the precedent 
of disastrous past practice and has the effect of giving away the school. 

Although you are in a perpetually defensive position as management and are 
compelled in most instances to react to the initiatives of tbe union, you must 
not ove~"1:eact. You must guard against belligerence or pugnaciousness as a means 
of shcT.1ing I~ho is boss. Squabbling is self-cefeating. Belligerence is unnecessary 
l'Ihen you knou your ri;;hts, when you knOl'I your job, IIhen you knoli all the 
limitations and the latitudes. 

For the true administrator, such knOl"ledge lIill dictate actions and demeanor 
that will minimize the frequency and danger of such confrontations. 

CONTINUITY BETt-7EEN PRmCIPALS 

It is axiomatic that administrators should associate lIith administrators. 
In the case of the school prinCipals, this tenet should be formalized. 

If you take into random account any combination of facts of life and pOller 
in the modern school district, you recognize the need for the front-line 
administrators to have a close rapport and open channels of communication. 

The ~Ieakest principal in the system is the one that the union will COllcentrate 
on for its initial gains in any target areas. It is essential that principals 
I.eep close tabs on the challenges and trials of their colleagues in order to liard 
off future troubles closer to home. Also, a forum should be established Hhose 
atmosphere allOl'Is for mutual aid and assistance - usually in the form of gener:!l 
advice, discussion of precedents, detection of .trends or p3tterns, and the mapping 
of strategy to be deployed behind a solid front. 

NOl'Ihere 1s the truism "divided we fall" more apt. 
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who are not currently under contract to perform c13ssroom teaching; hot~ever 
"teacher" shall include principals certificated in class 3 who so elect as 
provided in subsection (3); 

(2) '~loyer~ means a school district as defined in section 75-6501. 

(3) "Appropriate unit" means all of the teachers employed by a single 
employer. Principals employed by an employer may elect to be included in the 
appropriate unit or may elect to establish a separate appropriate unit of 
p~incipals; 

(4) "Board II means any public school board of trustees; 
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(5) "Strike II means any uorlt stoppage by a teacher or teachers uhich inter
feres 17ith the operation of a school or schools. uhich includes abstinence in 
IIhole or in part from the full. faithful and proper performance of the duties of 
employment, for the purpose of inducing, influencing or coercing an employer to 
change any terms or conditions relating to the employer-teacher relationship; 

(6) '~each.r organization: means any organization of employees which in
cludes teachers. in membership; 

(7) "Representative of teachers" means a representative elected pursuant to 
the provisions of section 75-6121. 

75-6118. TEACHERS I RIGHTS. It shall be lawful for teachers to organize I 
form, join or assist in employee organizations or to engage in lawful activities 
for the purpose of collective bargaining or to bargain collectively through 
representatives of their ~~n free choice. Teachers shall also have the right to 
refrain from any or all such activity but shall be bound by a professional 
negotiations agreement involving the appropriate unit of which they are a member. 
It shall be the duty of an employer to meet and confer on any proposal advanced by 
a representative of teachers. or by a teacher or group of teachers if no 
representative of teachers has been selected. if such proposal does not endeavor 
to amend the terms of a profeSSional negotiations agreement then in effect. and 
nothing in this act shall be construed to diminish such duty. H~~ever. a 
representative of teachers selected as provided by this act. shall be the exclusive 
representative of all the teachers in the appropriate unit to meet. confer or 
negotiate upon all matters permitted in section 75-6119 and such teachers shall 
not negotiate individually. 

75-6119. DUTY TO NEGOTIATE AND BARGAIN. It shall be the duty of all 
employers acting as a board, or acting by and through a bargaining agent de
signated or employed by the employer. and all teachers. or a representative of 
teachers. to meet and confer for professional negotiations purposes at the request 

. of either, except as provided by this act. to discuss matters relating directly to 
the employer-teacher relationship such as salary. hours and other terms of 
employment and to negotiate and bargain for agreement on such matters. The matters 
of ne30tiation and bargaining for agreement shall not include matters of curriculum, 
policy of operation. selection of teachers and other personnel, or physical plant 
of schools or other facilities. h~lever nothing herein shall limit the obligation 
of employers to meet and confer as prOVided in section 75-6118. Teachers under 
a professional ne30tiations agreement, or the representative of teachers. shall 
not demand that professional negotiation conferences begin until after November 1 
of the last year such asreement is effective. but. if profeSSional negotiation is 
desired. must ser.e t,ritten notice of intention to negotiate collectively upon 
the employer not later than November 1 of such year stating specifically the items 
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to be negotiated. If such notice is not served, the employer shall not be re
quired to negotiate any terms of the employer-teacher relationship for the 
follouing school year. Professional negotiation agreements in effect at the time 
this act becomes effective shall continue to c::piration. No professional 
negotiation agreement shall extend fOi: a term of more than tt·l0 (2) years. 

75-6120. UNFAIR PRACTICES. (1) Employers, their agents or representatives, 
are p.ohibited from the following unlawful acts: 

(a) Interfering with, restraining or coercing teachers in any manner in 
their right of self-organization or selection of a representative; 

(b) Discriminating in regard to conditions of employment when the purpose 
is to discourage meQbership in a teacher organization; 

(c) Refusing to meet, confer or negotiate in good faith Hith teachers or 
the duly elected representative of an appropriate unit of teachers or with a panel 
selected upon impasse aa provided in section 75-6123. to discuss or negotiate upon 
any matter dealing directly uith the employer-teacher relationship as provided in 
section 75-6113: 

Cel) Refusing to reduce to uriting and sign a professional negotiation agree
ment al~ived at through negotiation and discussion; 

(2) Teachers or teacher organizations, their agents or representatives, are 
prohibited from the follotdng unlawful acts: 

(a) Restraining or coercing teachers in violation of their rights guaranteed 
undar section 75-6118 or interfering in the conduct of an election as provided in 
this section. 

(b) Refusing to reduce to ~·'riting or sign a professional negotiation agree
ment arrived at through negotiation and discussion; 

(c) Instituting! maintaining or participating in a strilte or boycott against 
any cmpl!)ver, or piclteting any achool or school facility to further or to induce 
.!.ptri!;e or boycott because of any cont.oversy; engaging in, or inducing or 
encouraging any individual to engage in, a strike or refusal to handle goods or 
l!,erform services or threatening, coercing or restraining any individual ",here th~ 
object thereof is to force or require any employer to discontinue doing business 
t~ith such individual or to force or require an employer to recognize a teacher 
representative not selected as provided in section 75-6121. 

(d) Refusing to meet. confer or bargain in good faith t·,ith an employer or 
its agents or lIith a panel selected upon impassee as provided in section 75-6123, 
to discuss or bargain upon any matter dealillg directly lIith the employer-teacher 
relationship as defined in section 75-6119. 

75-6121. SELECTION OF TEACHERS'RREPRESENTATlVE. Any teacher organization 
uhose membership includes a majority of the teachers in the appropriate unit, 
as verified by aZfid3vit of the secretary of the teacher organization delivered to 
the cmplo:,·er, s:lall be recognized by the employer as the representative of teachers 
in the appropriate unit, hOHeve .... (1) if the mecbership of mo ... e than one (1) 
teacher organization desiring to represent the appropriate unit includes a cajority 
Ot the teac~ers in ehe appropriate unit or (2) if no teacher organization's member
ship includes a wnjority of the teachers in the appropriate unit but thirty (30) 
per cent or more of the teachers in the unit have petitioned the board, in l'lriting, 
for a particular representative, or (3) if the employer questions uhether a 
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:aj;~t7 of the teachers in the appropriate unit desire the representstion of a 
te.ac:'e::- organization determined by organization memuership and applies for an 
elecei~, the board or his representative shall conduct an .lecc1nn by secret 
ball:: ;0 determine the representative to represent the teachers in ~h. qr~rnDri~t9 
~.4- Ihe board shall give not less than ten (10) nor more than thirty (30) days' 
vri~~a~ notice of the time and place of such election by mailing to all teachers 
10 t~e appropriate unit and by posting in the school or schools where such teachers 
teae::. The board shall include on the ballot the ['.ames of all teacher organizatio'ns 
orza:!zations verified. by af~idavit to include a majority of the teachers in the 
ap?r=?riace unit, or if no teacher organization claims a majority of such teachers, 
the~ the cames of all prospective representatives offered by the petition of 
thi::-:] (30) per cent or more of the teachers in the unit received by the board not 
less :~ five (5) days prior to the date for election, and in either event the 
ch;i:~ of '~o representative." One candidate must receive a majority of the votes 
cast t~ be recognized as the representative of the teachers in the appropriate 
unit. If '~o representative" receives a majority, no representative shall be 
rec;g:ized. If ~JO (2) or more prospective representatives are named on the ballot 
an~ :? choice receives a majority, a second election, after notice, shall be 
co~~ted naming the tuo (2) proposed representatives receiving the greatest number 
of ;~:es in the first electioD. A determination under this section by secret 
ball:: shall remain in effect for one (1) year after the date of the election and 
:he:eLfter until the employer or thirty (30) per cent or more of the teachers in 
the 8??rOpriate unit shall apply to the board for another election. 

73-5122. RAtIFICAtION OF AGREEMENTS. All professional negotiation agree
=ts =educed to ~~riting and executed by an employer and the representative of 
te~:~=s ~st be ratified by a majority of the teachers in the appropriate unit 
be=o=e becoci~ binding upon the parties. If a professional negotiation agree
cae: ~s executed by a professional negotiation agent of the employer it must be 
ra:ified by a majority of the board of the employer. 

75-6123. PROFESSIONAL N?:GOTlArION. If. after fifty (SO) d"aYR follol1ing the 
c~:=e:e~t of neGotiation betueen an employe~, and a negotiating agent designated 
by :~e e:ployer. and teachers. or a representative of teachers, an agreement cannot 
be =aac=ed upon any proper issue or 1ssues presented, either party may notify the 
ot~e= i~ ~'riting that it desires to present the issue or issues to a p~nel of 
th:ee (3) persons. resident of the state in t~hich the employer is located, one (1) 
to ~e selected by the employer, one (1) to be selected by the representative of 
teac~=s, and the thi=d to be selected by· the first tuo (2) named, tlho shall act 
as c=.i~n of the panel. Ea~J1 party shall select its panel member within ten 
(1C) Cays after such notification. If the members selected by the parties are 
ucahle to agree upon the third member within ten (10) days from the date of their 
se:"ect::'on, the senior district judge of the county in !lhich the employer is 
locatee shall submit the names of five (5) persons to the parties at impasse and 
ea::~ ?arty shall in the presence of such senior district judge alternately strike 
oce (:) ca=e until only one (1) shall remain. The teachers or representative of 
teec:e::-s shall strike the first name. The person 80 remaining shall be the third 
p~el =eQber. NeGotiation shall thereupon continue before the panel. The panel 
ca7 :~e oral testimony under oath and shall consider all documents and arguments 
presc~ted to it. If an agreement has not been reached by the parties within 
~~c::7 (20) days after presentation before the panel has co~nced. the panel 
s~al: =a~e findiDGs o~ tact and recommendations concerning the issues discussed 
ac~ .. ::all serve a copy upon both parties uithin five (5) days after such twenty 
(2:) ;ay period. Within five (5) days follouing mailing of such findings and 
rec~:dations. the parties must notify the county superintendent of schools 
ae: uch other uhether or not they accept the findings and recolllll1endations of the 
p;;;el, and unless both parties do so accept. the panel shall publicize its findings 
of =a=t &Ld recor.mendations in such manner as it deems advisable. Not less than 
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fi-n .(5) days nor more than ten (10) days after such publication of findings of 
fac: ~ recommendations of the panel, the parties shall again notify the county 
su?,,_-i.:.tendent of schools and each other I-/hether or not they accept the re
co~;ations of the panel. The parties may further negotiate and settle the 
iss~ at any time before or after the recommendations of the panel. Each party 
shall ?ay the expenses of its selected member of the panel and both parties shall 
sr~:= ~quel!y the expenses of the third member of the panel and the publication 
costs. 

75-6124. EMPLOYER'S RIGHT UNDER OTHER STATE tAWS. Nothing contained in 
taiS a:t shall impair the employer's right to hire teachers or to discharge 
tea:~rs for cause consistent with other state laws. 

75-6125. COURr REVIEW. An employer, a duly elected representative of 
teac~==s, or if no representative of teachers has been selected, then a teach~c 
or g::~? of teachers, may institute proceedings in the district court for the 
cc=:7 in IIhich the employer is located to restrain the commission of any unlal~f .. l 
or ~~air practice as provided in this act. Any teacher acting in violation of nny 
c~~=t crder to enforce the provisions of this act shall be subject to suspension 
~i-~o-~ payor dismissal at the discretion of the employer. 

75-6126. PEl~trY FOR VIOLATION. Anv teacher who violates the provisions of 
sect·~~ 75-6120 (2)(c) shall forfeit his salary for every day that he is in 
vi:·la:ioa.. 

75-6127. PLANNING FOR NEGOTIATD.'C SESSIONS CLOSED TO PUBLIC. Professional 
ce30t~ting sessions between employers and" teachers, or their representatives, 
:<17 :.a open to the public, but meetings of school boards l-Iherein professional 
ce~~t~ting proposals are discussed prior to any professional negotiating sessions 
s~~12 ~e closed to the public. 

75-612Cl. OPERATION AND EFFECT OF ACT. This sct shall not operate so as to 
a=:; =edify or preclude the reneual or continuation of any lallful agreement 
i.e:e:otore or hereafter entered into betl/een a board and a teacher organization. 
T~~s ~ct shall not preclude the modification of any existing agreement upon the 
:e"i:::st of either the board or the ~eacher organization in accordance Hith the 
?r~c~::re provided in this act. 

'Laacher tenure laus in Montana are included in this Manual for .eviel-l 
?U=?~3es. In addition, the requirement of employment of teachers by contract is 
ic=l~ed. It may be noted that teachers can be dismissed for violation of the 
a~pt~ policies of such trustees. 

75-6102. EMPLOYMENT OF TEACHERS BY CONTRACT. The trustees of any district 
s~l: ~ave the authority to employ any person as a teacher, but only a person 
::t:o ::old& a valid Montana teacher certificate or for lihom an emergency authorization 
0: ~loJm8nt has been issued that qualifies such person to perform the duties 
?~s:=ibed by the trustees for the pOSition of employment. Each teacher shall be • 
e=?l;~d under uritten cont;:act and each contract of employment shall be authorized 
D7 a ~=oper resolution of the trustees and shall be executed in duplicate by the 
c::.a:L-::a.!1 of the trustees and the clerk of the dis trict in the name of the district. 
aed :] the teacher. 

~o contract of e~loyment with a teacher shall require such teacher to teach 
:.orl: ~an five (5) days a I-leek or on /lny holiday recognized by section 75-7406. 
lio ~::cation shall be made from a teacher's salary by reason of the fact that a 
hol~~7 falls on a school day. Any teacher's contract made in conflict with the 
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Whenever the trustees of a county high school and the trustees of the 
elementary district where the county high school is located form a joint board of 
trustees under the provisions of section 75-5928, such joint board of trustees 
may execute a contract of employment with a teacher who shall serve both districts. 
When such a contract is executed, the two districts shall prorate the compensation 
provided by such contract on the basis of the total number of instructional hours 
expended by such teacher within each district. 

Any contract executed under the provisions of this section may contain the 
oath or affirmation prescribed in section 75-6004 and the teacher shall subscribe 
to such oath or affirmation before an officer authorized by law to administer 
oaths. 

75-6104. TERHINATION OF TENURE TEACHER SERVICES. Whenever the trustees of 
any district resolve to terminate the services of a tenure teacher under the 
provisions of subsection (1) of section 75-6103, they shall notify such teacher in 
writing before the first day of April of such termination. Any tenure teacher 
who receives a notice of termination may request, in writing ten (10) days after 
the receipt of such notice, a written statement declaring clearly and explicitly 
the specific reason or reasons for the termination of his services, and the 
trustees shall supply such statement within ten (10) days after the request. 
Within ten (10) days after the tenure teacher receives the statement of reasons 
for termination, he may request in writing a hearing before the trustees to re
consider their termination action. lihen a hearing is requested, the trus tees 
shall conduct such a hearing and reconsider their termination action within ten 
(10) days after the receipt of the request for a hearing. If the trustees affirm 
their decision to terminate the teacher's employment, the tenure teacher may 
appeal their decision to the county superintendent and, subsequently, either the 
teacher or the trustees may appeal to the superintendent of public instruction 
under the proviSion for the appeal of controversies in thi.s Title. 

75-6103. TEACHER TENURE. Whenever a teacher .has been elected by the offer 
and acceptance of a contract for the fourth consecutive year of employment by a 
district in a position requiring teacher certification except a district super
intendent, the teacher shall be deemed to be reelected from year to year there
after as a tenure teacher at the same salary and in the same or a comparable 
position of employment as that provided by the last executed contract with such 
teacher, unless: 

(1) the trustees resolve by majority vote of their membership to terminate 
the services of the teacher in accordance with the provisions of section 75-6104; 
or 

(2) the teacher \li11 atain the age of sixty-five (65) years before the ensuing 
first day of September and the trustee3 have notified the teacher in I-Iriting by 
the first day of April that hi9 services will not be needed in the ensuing school 
fiscal year, except that the trustees may continue to employ such a teacher from 
year to year until the school fiscal year following his seventieth (70th) 
birthday. 
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75-6105. NarIFICATION OF TENURE TEACHER RE-ELECTION. The trustee!! shall 
provide written notice to ~ll tenure teachers who have been re-elected by the 
first day of April. Any tenure teacher who does not receive notice of re-election 
or termination shall be automatically re-elected for the ensuing school fiscal 
year. Any tenure teacher tlh'o receives notification of his re-election for the 
ensuring school fiscal year shall provide the trustees with his written acceptance 
of the conditions of such re-election within twenty (20) days after the receipt 
of the notice of re-election. and failure to so notify the trustees I~ithin tl~enty 
(20) days shall constitute conclusive evidence of his nonacceptance of the tender
ed position. 

75-6106. TEACHER CERTIFICAtION REGISTRATION. Any person employed as a 
teacher, prinCipal, or district superintendent shall register his certificate 
or the district shall register its emergency authorization of employment for a 
teacher \-lith the county superintendent of the county uherein he is employed in 
order to validate his employment status and permit payment under his employment 
contract. If a teacher does not register his certificate with the county 
superintendent within sixty (60) calendar days after the teacher begins to perform 
his services, he shall not be eligible to receive any further compensation under 
his cOntract of employment until he has registered his certificaL. After the 
schools of a district have been open for sixty (60) calendar days in the current 
school fiscal year. tbe county superintendent shall notify each district of the 
couilty of eacb teacher who has registered his current valid certificate, and the 
district sball not pay any teacher who has not registered his certificate until 
the county superiutendent does notify the district of such registration. 

A teacher employed by a joint district shall register his certificat with 
the county superintendent of the county performing the budgeting functions for 
the jOint district, as defined in section 75-6720. 

75-6107. DISMISSAL OF TEACHER UNDER CONTRACT. The trustees of any district 
may dismiss a teacher before the expiration of his employment contract for 
immorality, uufitness, incompetence, ~ violation of the adopted policies of· 
such trustees. Any teacher nho has been dismissed may in Ilriting I~ithin ten (10) 
days appeal such dismissal to the county superintendent; following such appeal 
a hearing shall be held within ten (10) days. If the county superintendent, after 
a hearing, determines that the dismissal by the trustees lias made without good 
cause, he shall order the trustees to reinstate such teacher and to compensate 
such teacher at his cOntract amount for the time lost during the pending of the 
appeal. 

75-6108. DUTIES OF TEACHER. Any teacher under contract with a district sha 
shall: 

(1) confo'CIII to and enforce the lal~s! board of education policies! and the 
policies of the trustees of the districc; 
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(2) utilize the course of instruction prescribed by the trustees; 
(3) keep, in a neat and businesslike manner, a teacher's register in the 

for; aod on the blanks prescribed by the superintendent of public instruction; 
(4) immediately after the conclusion of each school instructional year 

and ~eEore the tenth (10th) day of July. prepare an annual report in the manner 
and 0:1 the forms prescribed by the superintendent of public instruction IIhich 
shall include the pupil attendance and absence data from his teacher's register 
toat is necessary to calculate AND. and such report shall be submitted to: 

(a) the district superintendent. if there be one, 
(b) the principal of the school. if there be one and there is no 

district superintendent. or 
(c) the county superintendent or all county superintendents IIhen the 

teacher is reporting for a joint district. if there is no district superin
tendent or principal: 
(5) exerciae due diligence in the care of achool grounds and buildings, 

fur-~ture. equipment. books and aupplies; and 
(5) provide moral and civic instruction by: 

(a) endeavoring to impress the pupils tlith the principles of morality, 
truth. justice and patriotism: 

(b) teaching the pupils to avoid idleness. profanity and falsehood: 
(c) instructing the pupils in the principles of free government and 

training them to comprehend the rights, responsibilities and dignity of 
American citizenship. 

The trustees shall be authorized co withhold the salary warrant of any teacher 
uho does not comply with the provisions of subsections (1) or (2) above until such 
tea;cer does comply with such provisions. 

The trustees shall not pay a~y teacher his last month's salary until he 
has provided a complete and accurate annual report to the required person, as 
eeter~neu by such person. and as r~quired in subsection (4) of this section. 

75-6105.1. NO'rIFlCATION OF NONTENURE TEACHER RE-ELECTION. The trustees 
s!:all provide tlritten notice to all nontenure teachers t'lho have been re-elected 
]):1 the first day of April. Any nontenure teacher ~lho does not receive notice of 
re-alection or termination shall be automatically re-elected for the ensuing 
sc::'::701 fiscal year. Any nontenure teacher ~lho receives notification of his 
re-election for the ensuing school fiscal year shall provide the trustees uit~ his 
~::itten acceptance of the conditions of such re-election uithin tHenty (20) days 
after the receipt of the notice of re-election. Failure to so notify the trustees 
'Wi::hin ~'lenty (20) days may be considered nonacceptance of the tendered position. 
Il:e provisions of this section shall not apply to cases in llhich a nontenure 
tEacher is terminated uhen the financial condition of the school district requires 
a reduction in the number of teachers employed and the reason for the termination 
is to reduce the number of teachers employed. 

r=3 RIGHT'TO PICKET: 

Reference should be made to Montana Revised Codes-Section 75-6120 part (c)' 
?ciating out picketing as an unlapful act. Absent a strike or other concerted 
illegal activity, informational pic!~eting is constitutionally protected so long 
as it is peaceful and does not disrupt the orderly educational process. Hotlever, 
?icketing to compel a governmental agency to abdicate or delegate its latlfu1 
~iscretionary functions of establishing positions and fixir.g salaries tlould be 
''-.u1questionably for an unlawful purpose." City of Los Angeles vs. Los Angeles 
3uilding and Construction Trades Council, 94 Cal. App. 2d 36. 47-48 (1949). 
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l!IJUNC'IIVE RELIEF 

l~eD a strike is called by a teacher organization the most widely used legal 
re~c7 available to a board of education is injuctive relief. This relief, if 
gr~ted by a court, restrains the employee organization and the striking employees 
froo continuing with their illegal concerted activity. The initial stage of the 
re:ecy of injuctive relief is the ex parte temporary (1) restraining order llhich 
all~,s the court to immediately restrain the illegal activity for up to fifteen 
days without having a full hearing on the merits of the case. Once a temporary 
rest=aining order is granted or denied, the next procedural steps are the 
(2) ?relitlinary injunction and the (3) permanent injunction I·/herein evidence and 
testi::ony are tal.en in order to mal.e a ruling on "Ihether the activity should be 
per:aoently enjoined. 

Cllce injunctive relief has been granted, the court has contempt pOl·/er in 
order to enforce its rulings either through fines and/or imprisonment. In order 
to exercise its contempt pOller, it muat be shoun that a valid court order lias 
issued, that the order \'las served on the defendants or that they lIere allare that 
the order lias issued, acd that the defendants violated the order. 

Preparing for In'unctive Relief 

Once the determination is made that the district desires to seek in
junctive relief, previous preparation is necessary in order to be successful. 

The drafting of the complaint and all the necessary legal documents is 
a tice consuming process. In a crisis situation, time is of the essence, 
and the raster the attorney can complete his .legal paperl1ork, the faster 
the strike can be enjOined. 

The follouing is a list of items that the School Attorney ,·lill need uhen 
he institutes legal action: 

a) Formal authorization by the board instructing the County Attorney 
01= School Attorney to tal.e all necessary legal action to enjOin the uorl~ 
stoppage. 

b) A brief synopsis of the facts leading up to the strike. This is 
necessary in order for the attorney to formulate the complaint and to Il'.al.e 
hieself avlare of the factual situation involved. 

c) All written materials produced by the employee organization concern
io& a threatened strilte to shOll the court that a strike or 1I0rl~ stoppage is 
threatened. 

d) Affidavits by persons uho have heard the employee organization 
threatening or calling for a strike. 

e) The number and percentage of employees nho have threatened to 
strike o. actually on stril:e. The school district may have to show that it 
~~il1 be irreparably injured as a result of the stri!:e or Ilori. stoppage. In 
the past, a fell judges have loolted to the number of employees involved in the 
st .. i!:e in order \:0 determine irreparable injury. 

f) The na~, addresses and pOSitions of all the officers of the 
organization and the naml!;S and addresses of employees nho have engaged in the 
uork stoppage. In order for an injunction to be effective, the court order 
cust be served on the striking employees. A priority list of those employees 
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who are the strike leaders should be forculated so that service of process 
may be quickly made. 

When a Strllte or Work Stoppage is in Progress 

It is imperative ~'lhen a st:d.!;e or worlt stoppage is in progress for the 
district to determine IIhich of its employees are engaged in the illegal activity 
in order to ensure against paying employees \~ho have not rendered service to the 
district. This is also important if contempt of court proceedings occur or if 
the Board uishes to dicipline employees. 

Finally, remember if there is the treat of a strike or work stoppage, do not 
uait until the strike is in progress to notify the County Attorney or School 
Attorney. After notifying him, keep him apprised of any new developments, 

tlhen Should Injunctive Relief be Sought? 

A school district has the legal right to seek injunctive relief; hOllever 
uhether it should exercise this right is a decision uhicn :!IIlst be made carefully 
uith an understanding of all the possible consequences. 

It is difficult to re;ommend the seeking of a restraining order immediately 
after the commencement of a strike. Recent experiences in California and nation
wide have shol7n that injunctions are generally ignored, thus creating a Situation 
uhere contempt citations must be sought. Strikes are usually not settled by 
court orders since employee organizations vieu strikes as a moral issue and are 
\lilling to sacrifice themselves for the cause. Serious problems arise if the 
board asks for an injunction and then the court refuses to grant it. By failing 
to obtain the sought after order, the strilte takes on aOl aura of legitimacl' lind 
the organiZation \lill publicize the fact the strike is legal (even though it is 
not) and claim a majo:: "victory" for its follouers. 

There are certain times uhen injunctive relief should be sought. One such 
situation 1I0uld be uhen a strike is floundering and striking employees are 1001;ing 
for a face-saving device to cross the picket lines. This would also apply to a 
situation :Iherein after careful evaluation, it appears that the strilting 
organization "ould honor a restraining order. Another situation t-Iould be where 
violence accompanies the strike or uhere the political climate in the community is 
such that a restraining order must be sought. 

In summary, if a district decides, after careful analysis, that swift legal 
action nill creak the strilte, then such action should be taken. HO\~ever, a board 
should be aware that rarely \'li11 a restraining order end a strilte. 

Disciplinary Action 

At the end of the stl'il;e, the district may elect to take disciplinary action. 
against strilters. The district has a legal right to take action against all 
strilters, the stril;e leade.s, employees engaged in violence, or the employee 
organization itself. To protect its right to talte action, the district has to 
document stl'll~e activities. 

Before the strike begins, school principals and other administrators should be 
provided \lith anecdotal record forms and instructed to document the follO!dng 
events: 

1) Employees not reporting for duty 
2) Employees observed on picltet lines 
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3) Acts of violence and sabotage 
4) l~ssing school records. materials or supplies 
5) Employees encouraging other employees to strike 
6) Employees encouraging students not to attend school 
7) Employees encouraging acts of violence or sabotage 

the School District. through its legal counsel, lIill need to determine !~hat 
disciplinary action it may uant to take against strilting· teachers or the teacher 
organization. '.rhis should be part of the S,trike Plan. 

DISCIPLINARY ACTION FOR S'.rRIKERS? 

1. Deduction of pay for days not uorlted. 
2. Consideration for dismissal if Board policies are violated. 
3. Others? 
4. Written l~arnings in Personnel Files of notice or citation involving 

teacher's participation in an illegal 1I0rk stoppage. 
S. Reassignment to other schools in best interest of District. 
G. Suspension of '.reacher Organization privileges? 
7. Damages- 10s8 of A.N.B. for funding purposes because of drop in 

attendance. Hay ~lant to sue teacher organization? 

The practical problems involved must be carefully considered as IJell as the 
"legal'" rights. 
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~ CHECKLIST 

A. Service of Process 

Name o~ county Attorney's Employee 
Assigned to Strike Problem~· 

Phone No. 
Home No. 

'Iotal number of certU'icated employees in the district 

Total number of certificated employees in the employee organization 

Names of all teacbers 

___ --:broken down by school 

________ ~broken doun by leadership of teacher organization 

Current home addresses of teachers 

____ b.roken doun by area of city 

_______ ~broken dO~1n by leadership of teacher organization 

3. Duty Assignment 

Secure authorization from governing board instructing the County Attorney 
of the School Attorney to take all necessary legal action to prevent 
or terminate an employee strike. 

Clear definition of !!! required duties in policy or regulations 

Clear underst~nding of customary duties 

Provable communication of required duty to employee 

Proof of failure to perform required duty 

C. Evidence 

Provide supervisors with cameras to shoo·, employee presence on picket 
line or absence from duty station. 

Provide supervisors with standard repoT.t forms on absence form 
assignment. 

(Mini-stdlte) Provided supervisors lIith duty request forms to give to 
employee. 

Hal~ file of all statements by employee organization leaders mentioning 
uithdrallal of sel.'"Vices, lIith time. dates, uitnesses and a I-Iritten 
account of statement. 

Make file of all statements by employee organization relating to the 
number or percentage of employees IIho threaten to strilte. !lith time, 
dates and llitnesses. 
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(T~~ai CHECKLIST - continued) 

If a temporary restraining o~der is granted, notify as many of the 
striking employees as possible, especially the employee organization's 
leaders, that the stri~e has been enjoined and that they are required 
to return to uork. Make a file of all such employees contacted, setting 
forth wo uas contacted, by tihom contact was made and at Hhat time the 
contact uas made. 

Make file of all activities uhich are disruptive in nature and that 
are impediments to the normal functioning of school. 
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DOGmIENTATION 

DECLARATION OF _____________________ _ 

Your NIIZIIlB: _______________ _ Date of Birth : __ ..:.' __ ..:.' __ _ 

Businesa or Rome Address: __________________________________________________ _ 

Occupation: Employed By: 

Dat~ of Occurrence: 
____________ T1me: ______ a.m. _____ p.m. __ _ 

Location: 
City: ______________ __ 

Wliere ~lere you? 
__________________________ County: 

What were you doingY 

Na~s of other persons observing incident: 

Explain in detail what you sal~. (Give names of persons involved.) 

Hhat statements did you hear and Hho made the statements? 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed within the County of _________________ , State of ___________ _ 

________________ , on _____________________ __ 19 ___ . 

Signatu':8 

HOTE: Upon its completion, i=ediately return this documeOnt to: 
Mr. Paul T. O'Hare, Superintendent, School District No.2 
101-10th St. ~lest, Billings, !>Iontana 59102 
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TO: All Principals 

School 

Staff Members on Duty' . 
Number 

Regular Teachers 

Regular Substitutes 

Regular Classified 

-
Emergency Substitutes 

Emergency Instructional Aides 

Adult Volunteers 

(This form must be filled out and returned to the District 
Administration Office by 5:00 p.m. each day.) 

281 
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V. CO!MUNICATIONS DU:.uNG A STRIKE 

Stl:'i1~es are not lion or lost at the negotiating table. They are ,~on by the 
abil~ey of one party to convince the community that their position is correct. 
In o~ recent strike situation the Board of Education took a final position and 
ref~iad to give in to the employee organization. The organization put on a 
Q8ssi7e publicity campaign in the community, but had to give in uhen its own 
Qe~~l:'S refused to support the strike. Ironically, after the organization gave 
ia, ~e community, which believed the publicity campaign. reacted by voting the 
boa:~ :embers out of office. 

Ideally, it is better to have established channels of communication before 
the c:isis starts. If management has communicated with its employees and the 
cc:w~~ity before problems begin, then its position will be more credible. Where 
~cag;:ent has failed to provide clear, credible factual information, then its 
co~:~cations during a criois will appear self-serving and suspect. 

1. Assemble several skilled public relations profes&ionals before the strike, 
~~o can be called upon in short notice. 

The primary ploy of employee organizations is to ha~ the district react 
to their stories an~ tactics. If the organization can get the district on 
the defensive, they can then set the tone for their eventual victory. There 
are times when reaction can't be avoided; but, the wise communication 
director '~ill get to the u:edia first. At times it uill be necessary to 
::efute employee organization stateiiiiints. However, before ansl~ering, the 
district should aslt the follOWing questions: 

H~1 critical is the refutat10n to ending the strike? 

t·1ill ansuering prolong the strike? 

Is this an isolated instance or part of a pattern? 

Is the district's refutation airtight? 

Is the district's refutation easy to understand? 

2. Select a commucications director. 

An effort ~lill be made to obtain different quotes from management on 
t;,e same issue. The anSlier to this is to appoint one person as the 
cccmunications coordinator and channel all statements and quotes through him. 

Before strike occurs, tr.e board should communicate its position on the 
strike to the teachers. This may prevent a stril:e if done l1ith solidarity 
a.~ stated forcefully. (See sample letter in this manual.) 

3. Establish a communication center. 

Recommend Superintendents Office or Confel:'ence Room of Administration 
3uildins. Keep all factual information on schools and strike available. 
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-. Identify I~ith the community needs. 

A mistalte often made in a strilte situation is for management to lash out 
;rith r.egative atatements. If management I~ants to build community confidence 
~ itself. it has to identify lIith the needs of a majority of the effective 
=~unity. In some districts this uill be the ed~cation of children, in 
::hers. fiscal responsibility. Management should not assume that the needs 
== the district are not the same as those of the community. It should go 
:-..1t. 'identify the needs of the community and relate to them. 

:'".::e school board cannot be expected to re!2in silent I~hile the tescher 
org~=ation campaigns for public support. The board may respond in kind using 
:~= ~~ techniques for disseminating its version of the facts and its opinions 
an:: ;:.:i::ts of viel'l. The board is likely to lay particular emphasis on mailings 
to ~a==nts snd taxpayers. 

S~ool boards typically make three basic kinds of arguments to the community. 
Fi=s:. they assert that the school board. the administration. and the teachers 
ue=e "::::e big happy family" untU they were invaded by "interlopers" I1ho stirred 
1:1' t~..1ble. As soon as these "outside" agitators leave the scene. relationships 
~i:l ;8 restored to normal, and peace, quiet, and high-quality education uil1 
pra7ci.l. 

5. Emphasize local 'communications. 

The most important reCipients of district co~unications are local 
:~payers and parents and employees of the district. The wire services and 
::::e large urban papers lIi11 send representatives to the district, but afte;: 
::::e problem is over they will leave lihUe the district and the cOlClllunity 
~iiJ:ain. To ''win'' the str1l~e and to maintain its pOSition after the strike 
is over, the district has to place its communications emphasis on the local 
:..;;ia. 

If possible, before t~e strike begins, the communications director should 
l:>cate the "opinion leaders" in the community and see to it that they l~not'l 
.~out the proDlems faced by the district. During the strike, these people 
3:::~uld be kept abreast of developments in the strike and should be given 
=ata to support the district's position. 

Before the strike starts, the district should begin communicating lIith 
?arents about the special problems the district faces and the Board's 
a:::itude tO~lard the stdlte. After the strike begins, communication should 
c::::tinue to reassure parents and to encourage them to send their children 
t:> school. 

In setting up public relations programs, many districts ignore the fact 
t::at their Olin employees are part of the public. Districts should ~Ieigh 
72rious communication devices before a strike starts by comparing the 
?~ssibility of a strike based on onesided information supplied by the 
~?loyae organization. After a strike has been decided upon, it is imperative 
::::at the district use every communication device at its disposal. Some 
:;a',ices currently used by districts are: 

"~=et and Confer Bulletins 

Set up a u:eet and confer bulletin on a distinctive letterhead and send it 
:1:: :Iithin 24 hours after each negotiating session. 
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Management Revietl Meetin8s 

Mal~e a neGotiations report 1'lith questions and ans~lers a part of every 
management meeting held in the district. Discuss the reaction of employees 
to items still being negotiated. 

Board Neetings 

M3ke a reGular public negotiating report at every board meeting. 

Letters to Homes 

Send regular update reports particularly during vacation periods to every 
teacher at his home. 

Teacher Councils 

Establish teacher councils with representatives from every school in the 
district to tallt over teacher concerns and to get answers to questions about 
the operation of the district. 

If the district anticipates a strike it shoulJ implement a communications 
program immediately. A communications program which starts after the stdlte 
has begun will have serious credibility problems. Ideally, management should 
implement a number of communications devices dealing with non-controversial 
issues. Then 11hen a crisis develops it can use these devices for more 
controversial iniormation. 

One mistake t~hich many boards malte is to urite off communicating as 
hopeless because "they never listen anyuay." Districts have to remember that 
there is a distinction bettleen teachers and teacher organizations. Do not 
give up communicating t~ith teachers - that is tJhat the teacher organization 
wants. School teachers by and large are dedicated and sincere -- if they 
were not, they should not be in education. If the district presents its 
st:ory, teachers t'li11 listen and eventually be convinced. 

G. Never attack teachers. 

Never attack teachers in communications. t-Ihile a strilte is a type of 
warfare, the enemy is not the teacher -- it is the teacher organization. 
Teachers are potential allies. ~Iany times it is the organization tlhich 
forces the withdrawal of a service either for political purposes or to prove 
its own ·strength. That does not mean that districts should directly attaclt 
the organization. It does mean that the district should not hesitate to 
pOint out uhere it can, any tleakness in the organization position, the un
reasonableness of its demancls and the irresponsibility of its leadership. 

In communicating tIlth teachers, districts should remember that the spouses 
of teachers normally have more impact on the individual than the organization 
does. Therefore, in addressing employees, the district should consider the 
needs of its teacher's spouses too. 

Before the strike occurs, tha Board should communicate its position on 
the ~trike to teachers. By communicating, the Board shows it.s solidarity 
tlith the position of its representative and provides informat!.on to teachers 
tlhich may prevent the strike. The district's pOSition should be stated 
forcefully. The issues in dispute should be contrasted in such 11 tiny that 
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employees can weigh the merits of the Board's position. In addition, the 
Board should point out the rislts of a strilte in terms of lost cOllllllUnity 
support, lost state funds. Also. they should point: out fartually the rislt 
of disciplinary action in the event of a stri!:e. 

CHECKLIST: Communication 

A. EStABLISlU-iElfr OF A COMMUNICATION CENTER 

Establish (or convert) press/information center in the district offices, 
!:.eepinG it open throughout the day and uhenever a night meeting of any 
importance to the issue is called. (Keep the coffee hot for viSiting 
press people.) 

Include at least ~10 incoming lines and one private line. 

Contract for a ''Hot Line" telephone service, (electronic secretaries) 
uhich nill relay recorded messages, changed daily or more often, to the 
callers. 

Contract for a statewide ne~IS clipping service if it is not already avail
able. (Is your story getting out1) 

Have a spare typeuriter available for press people uho might appreciate it. 

Man the center tdth a district administrator (Ilho can be trusted to relay 
accurate facts to the media, I1ho can maintain calm under e::treme pressure.) 

Provide clerical staff. (Minimum: one full time secretary.) 

Arrange to receive all bulletins being issued to teachers and parents from 
association PR people. 

B. CONMUNICATION TECHNIQUES 

Direct Letters 

Regular N~lsletters 

Principal's Meetin3s 

Dis trict Administrator I s :t-!eetings 

District Administracor speeches to community groups 

__ PTA 

Service Groups 

_________ School Advisory Councils 

Reports on Heet and Conferral at Board Meetings 

P;:ess Releases (Ladio, TV, nel-lspapers) 
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Community Telephone ''hotHne'' center 

l-leet and Confer Sutm:l!ades 

Regular Radio Reports on condition of Schools by School Spokesman 

Regular Ne~spaper col= uritten by Superintendent 

Board Meeting Summaries 

Regular Meet and Confer Summaries 

Regular Fact Sheets 

Review Meetings 1'1ith Principals 

_ PrinCipal Meetings ~lith Employees 

___ Informal Communication to Employees 

Distribution of Meeting ~anutes to Principals 

Telephone ''hotHne'' Reports 

Direct letters to employees 

HellS 1-!edia 

Ecployee Handbook 

~O}S IN COMMUNICATING THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS ••.••••• 
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Identify priority audiences and a game plan for communicating l'lich each 

Establish lines of cOl1llllllnication lIith thest! audiences ~ meet and 
ccc:~~ sessions begin. 

Have only ona spokesman for the school district. usually the superi~cendent 
who alone speaks for the district. 

~ecide on a single media contact ~~n to represent the district. 

Take your story to the media first - keep the initiative. (Put the 
J:.oc:.:ey on the othel." fellol1' s bacltl) 

Institute a continuing fl~1 of information to avoid reacting only to the 
,state:ents of others. 

Spealt and !1rite in positive terms 1'lithout emotionalism ,or character 
assassination. 

Identify and get acquainted I~ith community pOller structure. before meet 
a~ co~Zer process begins. 

Be ready aed ~lilling to meet and confer at any time and say sol 
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Ta~e the position that the board is tryinG to be ~ to the community, 
the :~ildren and the staff. 

1:1. a crisis or strit:e, establish a nel/sroom, complete uith phones, coffee, 
a boa=d spol .. esman, and, if possible, in board offices. 

Set up ''hot lines", one for tbe community and one for the teachers for 
insta:t, changing information dissemination. 

SO}lE DON'TS- IN -- COMMllNICATTh"G THE ~IEGOTIATION PROCESS ••••••• 

Don't tie the district to a foint press release agreement. 

Don't attack teachers or the teaching profe~8ion. Instead, point out the 
t:ea!::esses in the demands of the teachers' organization. 

Don't reveal all the details of the issues ••• spea~ in generalities. 

Don't involve parents and children in pressure tactics against teachers. 

Don't admit net-1Smen to meet and confer sess ions. 

Don't reply to nel1smen's questions until anSl1ers are t-1ell thought out and 
'1erif!.ed. 

Don't conmdt yourself in print with a "final" or "last" offer IIhen, in 
fact, it may not be. 

Don't over-react to ''t~hite paper" or "Truth Booth" materials unless the 
info~tion is untrue. Then do so throuEh regular channels of communication. 

Don't call final agreement a conquest or victory for the board. Leave 
ro= for t.~e other side to "save face". 

Doc:' t have many spoltesme'l -- rely only on one person. 

Don't engage in name-calling -or attacl.ing, in print, individual teacher 
re?rese~tatives on the meet and confer team. 

Don't resort to a line-by-line refutation of cOCllllents by teacher 
association representatives in print or On the air. This gives a second hearing 
to t~ose charges. 

PLAN NEtIS }lEDIA CONFERENCES 

{-lith Press 

t1ith Radio 

l1ith T.V. 

Have materials set up and ready for net~s media. 

fo'..al;e sure you have a newsworthy topic, before calling nel-1S conference. 

Timing is important - such as in time for corning paper. 

Do not nr.Glect any nells media sources. 
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SJUIl'LE ''No PROGRESS" RELEASE 

School District tlo. 2 - 101 - 10th Street West - Billings, Montana 

For additional information contact: 
Information Director 
Telephone; ______ - day 

______ - night 

FOR IHMEDIATZ RELEASE; (date) 

tJegotiators for the School District lio. 2 Board of Trustees :d11 meet 
a:;aill Nonday, March 4, uith the BEA Negotiating Team, in attempts to na;:rol~ out
standing issues which still prevent agreement with teachers for next year. 

"Little progress has been made in recent talks l'lith the teacher team. 
HOHever, ~~e are hopeful that the remaining issues can be resolved in the fet~ 
;Ieelts that remain before the traditional opening of school", spolcesman 
for the school district, said. 

Under discussion is merit pay, class size, arbitration of grievances, 
school calendar and other areas of disagreement. 

"A major bloc!: to agreement on school policy", said, "is the 
teacher demand that the Board of Trustees enter into a binding, collective 
bargaining contract :Iith the teacher organization." 

"The Hontana Education Code does not permit such an arrangement nor is 
collecti. ve barGaining a negotiable item under the meet and confer lall, ~.I he stated. 

''l~e are anxious to meet regularly ~Iith the BEA Negotiators in efforts to 
a::rive at final understanding and agreement," said. 

The n~~t regular negotiation session is scheduled for Monday, March 4, 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Board Room. 

SAi'lPLE "SO~IE PROGRESS" RELEASE 

School District No.2, 101 - 10th Street lyest - Billings, Montana 

For additional information contact: 
Information Director 
Telephone: ______ - day 

_______ - night 

FCR Il-iMEDIATE RELEASE: (date) 

Several issues lIere resolved in the most recent negotiating session be
t11een representatives of the School District No.2, and the BEA Negotiating Team, 
re?resenting School District No.2 teachers. 

__ ~ ______ ~_' spol:esman for the school district, said good progress 
has been made as a result of intensified tallts betueen the two parties. 

"As a result of a seven-hour negotiating session Monday night, the tll0 
teams have reached a compromise on many items important to both Sides," 

__________ ,commented. 
l'lORE -33 
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____ ~~----adm1tted that there are sti!! several important issues 
that remain to be ironecl out in negotiation sessions, but I-Iae hopeful that these 
factors could be resolved in future tall~s. 

At the request of the Board negotiating team, meet and confer sessions 
have been stepped up from a bi-monthly schedule to every Monday night. 

I#i# 

SA."!PLE DoIPASSE RELEASE 

School District ~lo. 2 - 101 - 10th Street West - Billings, Montana 

For additional information contact: 

F~R DoIHEDIATE RELEASE: (date) 

Information Officer 
Telephone: - day 

_______________ - night 

School District No. 2 meet and confer negotiations have brol~en off, l1ith 
tlla start of school for some 1<:,000 students only three days aliay. 

Negotiators reached an impasse on economic issues ~riday night, fol,louing 
thele \leeks of concerted talks. 

~ ____ ~~~ __ ~ ___ , school board negotiator and information officer for the 
diftrict, said the school board team is prepared to continue tallts over the l1eek
ent in an effort to reach an agreement and therby assure the orderly opeaing of 
sc~ls on MonUay. 

'7entative agreement has already been reached on most of the teacher 
correrns," e::plained. 

"Only economic areas are still unresolved," he stated. 

said teturning teachers are being notified of the school 
bomd"s--m-o-s~t--r-e-c-e-n~t-o-f~f~er and ara reminded to .eport to opening day classes on 
}I0CeDy. as scheduled. 

''The proposed salary schedule and fringe benefi: program offered is very 
cCl:1l'arable to salaries paid in neighboring school districts," he continued. 

''The offer is fair and equitable to teachers, and :0 the community," he said. 

______ ~----__ pointed out the proposal recognized :he experienced classroom 
tacher, yet keeps pace !lith increased living costs in d.e a.ea. 

Ta;:payers in the community I-Iould also benefit from tr,e school district's 
p'oposed salary schedule for teachers, according to ________ __ 

He said the district \'1ould be able to continue operatbn of the schools for 
alother year :lithout asl:ing electors to approve additional :unds for operation. 
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SA1:!?!.Z STRIKE REI.EAS~ 

~hool District No.2 - 101 - lOth Street Uest, Billings, Montana 

~or additional information contact: 
Inforcation Director 
Telephone: _______ - day 

________ - night 

FO::t :::1SDIATE RELEASE: (date) 

3illings Public Schools will be open for classes Tuesday, in spite of the 
illegal lIorl. stoppage of teachers ca.lled for by leaders of the Billings Education 
A:ls;:)ciation. 

~istrict Superintendent Paul T. O'Hare today asked parents to follow four 
steil~ Tuesday: 

1. l~.e arrangements for private transportation to and from school for their 
child~en. 

2. Prepare a bag lunch for their children, and i~clude a beverage. 

3. Make arrangements for after-school care for their children, if both 
parents tlor!~. 

4. Hatch anyone of the four local television stations or tune in nells
casts of any local radio station for school information. 

'~his type of cooperation, patience and understanding will be a big help 
i~ ~~e efforts of your Board of Trustees to keep schools open should a teachers' 
stri: .. e occur," Hr. O'Hare said. 

=.ach parent in the school .district lIill receive a letter today from the 
~is:=i;t outlining steps to be tal~n by the schools and suggestions for each 
sc~:ol parent, he said. 

"Every effort l7ill be made to continue the educational program, keep schools 
ill sassion, and assure the safety and ~~ell-being of each child in school," O'Hare 
sai::. 

School district trustees Monday advised teachers: '~e are determined that 
t~e=e shall be no interruption of the educational processes of the district." 

~!r. O'Hare said school officials are now el:panding the list of qualified sub
s~i:~te teachers ~·'ho, with supervisory personnel, ~Iill staff classrooms should a 
~:o=:': stoppage be attempted by. teachers. 

He also said school district attorneys have been instructed to take all 
a??=~ilriate legal steps to prevent a strike, including court action, if an 
i:;~:ction is necessary. 

The treat of a strike loomed Monday ~Ihen representatives of district teachers, 
t:'a :3<:A., announced that teachers would tal~e a "professi.onal holiday" Tuesday if 
t~! school clistrict does not comply Ilith demands made by the BEA in recent meet 
a-~ confer sessions. 

MORE 
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"It is unfortunate that such an outstanding professional teaching staff has 
bee:l ?laced in this position," Hr. O'Hare said. 

'~he current disaareeme~t dees not detract from the ability and dedication of 
most 3111ings teachers." 

"It is even more unfortunate that a third group l'lill pay the penalty for any 
delay or disruption of school - - Bill.ings children," he said. 

~. O'Hare said the representatives of the Board ~f Trustees are prepared 
to ceet lIith the BEA at any time in the next three days in efforts to find 
sol~:icns that are fair to teachers, taxpayers, and children. 

SAH?T~ "AGREEMENT REACHED" RELEASE 

5c:\001 District No. 2 - 101 • 10th Street tlest - Billings, Montana 

For additional information contact: 
Info~tion Director 
Telephone: ______ - day 

• 
________________ - night 

FOR ~~DIATE RELEASE: (date) 

A nell policy agreement has been reached hetueen negotiators of Billings 
Sc~cjl District No. 2 and members of the Billings Education association. 

'nIe agreement, follOWing six I~eekll of meet and confer talks, nOI'1 sets the 
stage for adoption of a budget for the nel~ school year. 

Details of the agreement lIere not announced, pending completion of the final 
res:~~tion to be acted upon by the Board of Education, said ______ _ 
lQt~~tion Director for the schools. 

''Ihis netl ag-:eement ill a fair and equitable one," he noted. 

"It Ili11 enable us to retain a qualified teaching staff, improve educational 
sta=.c!ards in the district, and stay ~'Iithin the tentative budget planned for the 
new year," explained. 

Board members are to act on the official resolution Monday night, at their 
re~~lar meeting. 

SA., .... -:>u: "FINAL INTERPRETATION" RELEASE 

School District No. 2 - 101 - 10th St. I·lest. • Billings, Montana 

For additional information contact: 
Information Director 
Telephone: ______ - day 

- night 

PC'a n1i'lEDIATE RElEASE: (date) 
MORE 
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School district policy standards agreed upon lallt l'leek by the Billings 
Board of Trustees and the BEA Here ratified by the Board at their regular meeting 
Monday night. 

Superiatendent of Schools Paul T. O'Hare hailed the nel1 agreement as an 
example of the entire professional staff norldng together for more and better 
educational opportunities for the children of Billings. 

"An asreement of this type, mutually arrived at, enables the teachers to 
participate in the policy-making process, yet retains the Board's responsibility 
to parents aocl taxpayers for the operation of our sch'ools," O'Hare staeed. 

Under the netl agreement, teachers liill be able to ___________ _ 

Adjustments in .teacher salary schedules and fringe benefits are in tune 
with the present economy and lIithin the limits of cOllll:1Unity resource!!, he said. 

Ratification procedures by both the Board of Education and teachers climax 
over fou:r months of =et and conferral betlieen the tHO groups, involving 34 
negotiation sessions. 

SA.'U'LE ''Hal LINE" l-mSSAGE TO THE COMMUNIT'! 

Thaclt you for calling. This is the latest ~eet and confer status report from 
Billings School District No.2. 

Your board of education representatives conferred with BEA negotiating team 
members for three hours Monday night, ~~rch 10th. 

No progress naB made. 

lI~itten counter-proposals were outlined to the teacher negotiating team, in repl)' 
to the ten demands made by the teacher-team·at the last session. 

Issues still center around economic concerns and council demands for a voice in 
teacher evaluations. Classroom teachers are nOI'1 evaluated tllice annually by an 
evaluating team and rated on teaching abilities. 

11e nill confer again tomorrot~ night. Your school diStrict representative is 
'prepared to respond to any nell proposals offered by the BEA. 

________________ , reporting. 

SAliPLE ROT LINE MESSAGE TO THE S~FF 

Thaul~ you for calling. Last night's five hour negotiating se99ion bet'leen the 
board representatives and your BEA failed to break the deadlock on policy agreement 
for the neu school year •••• only th ree days allay. 

Prp.~s reports hint that Billings teachers IIi 11 not report for the scheduled opening 
of school on Monuay. 
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It is unfortunate that such an outstanding professional teaching staff has been 
placed in this position. The current disagreement does not detract from the 
ability and dedication of most Billings teachers. 

It is evan more unfortunate t:lat a third group will pay the penalty for any 
delay or disruption of school •••• Billings children. 
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We urge each of you to re-exsmine the laws of the Montana School Code, the p~o
visions of the Teachers Negotiations Act, and the demands - apparently inflexible
of your representatives. 

During the next th~ee days, the Board of Trustees is prepared to meet at any time 
in efforts to find solutions, fair and equitable to Billings teachers, taKpayers 
and children. We ask that you do the same. 

____________________ , reporting 

PRE-STRIKE SAMPLE LETTER TO EMPLOYEES 

Dear Employee: 

The Board of Trustees has been informed that serious consideration is being 
given by some of the teachers in our district to engage in a strike by failure to 
appear at the school and failure to carry out assigned duties. It is our sincere 
hope that this l~ill not occur. . 

In addition to the extremely detrimental effects upon the education of 
students enrolled in our schools, which should be the first concern of all of us, 
there can be serious adverse effects upon each individual teacher I~ho participates 
in a strike. 

Pirst, a to!acher ~iho goes out on strike breaches his contract with the 
district. The attendant implications of such a breach are many and should be of 
utmo:lt concern, Dot the least of I~hich would be grounds for dismissal. Loss of 
salary, fringe beDefit~, including medical, hospitalization, and life insurance, 
are also matters to be carefully considered. 

Second, tenut'ed teachers should, we ,·,ould think, be concerned about a break 
in t~lure as a result of unauthorized and unexcused absence from teaching duties. 

Third, in the avent pupil attendance is affected by a strike, the loss of 
A.D.A. funds from the State will occur. This loss could be substantial, even if 
the strike is of relatively short duration. It is the opinion of the County 
Attorney that both the union and the aSSOCiation, as well as the teachers 
participating in such a strike could possibly be liable therefore in the form of 
damages. The individual teacher's liability ~ould be based upon his breach of 
contract and the liability of the association, and its participating members· for 
the calling fot' and participating in an illegal strike. 

~ourth. notice is hereby given to all certified personnel, that for the 
duration of any strike, any absences from duty because of claimed illness "ill 
only be allowbd by the district upon the certification from a medical doctor or 
other authenticated, reliable evidence acceptable to the district. 

MORE 
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The Board of Trustees hereby respectfully requests and directs all ~ertified 
personnel to continue to perform your duties under your agreements with the 
Billinal School District without interruption. 

Sincerely yours, 

BOARD OF TlWSTEES 

Member 

Vice C!lairman Member 

Cler!~ 

PRE-Sn-TU SA.'lPLE LETTER TO PARENTS 

Dear Parents: 

ycu have no doubt read that the teachers of the School District No. 2 intend 
to str~e the schools of this District during the first week of school for an 
undeter=1ned period. 

yeur Board of Trustees is aware of the fact that such a strike is unl"·'Jful in 
Montaca, and intends to do everything in its p~Jer to keep the schools open. This 
1-1ill call for your help and cooperation. your patience and understanding will be 
essectial if our efforts are to be successful. 

The following important notices should be read if your child's education is 
to be ensured. 

THE ST'..IKE AND ITS EFFECT ON THE CHILD 

In order to avoid confusion, every parent should comply IJith the following 
direct!.vas and plau accordingly: 

1) Watch Channel 
broadcasts. 

at a:oo a.m. and 10:00 p.m. for daily net'IS 

2) Notices \7i11 be sent hou:e with your child frequently. As hi.!n for them 
daily. 

3) Official statements will be signed by the superintendent. Do not p~y 
attention to "unofficial notices" and rumors. 

4) Bot Line - Call the district's ''hot line" dy dialing and 
listening to the latest official bulletins. 
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THE N:;~ reR HELP 

~~1 teachers are opposed to the strike, but fear of reprisals from their 
professional association and criticism of their peers prevents them from assisting 
us in o~r atteQpts to keep the schools open. 

You =y be qualified to help in anyone of a number of \·Iays. If you have a 
valid teaching credential for Montana and you are not nol'l employed, tie can use 
your ser7ic~s. you should call and get on the substitute list. 

If JOU hAve taught in another state, in all probability you can qualify for 
a Monta::a creuential. If you 11ish to assist us in this manner, please call 

If you have never taught. but hold a college degree. you might qualify for a 
provisic:al credential for substituting purposes. If you have had two years of 
college, ~cluding six units in education courses, you might qualify for a special 
provisio::al credential. Please call and obtain information. 

Substitute teachers will be paid ___ per day. Emergency clerical 
staff vi:'1 be paid per hour. 

In conclusion. the Board of Trustees would like to assure you that your 
child I s jlhysical tleHare and safety are assured at all times tlhile under the 
supervis~on of the school district. 

You~ cooperation and the attendance of your child tlill aid us in bringing 
the stri~ to a rapid c~nclusion. 

Sincerely, 

Paul T. O'Hare, 
Superintendent 

VI. PRZ-S'TIU!",z PlANNING AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL 

The key to success in handling a strike is preparation in advance. Districts 
that re:'Jse to face the possibility that the employee organization ~Iill call a 
strike or refuse to believe that district employees I'lill break the lal~ and go on 
strike a:e doiog the students and parents of their community a tremendous 
disser7ice. 

t'ne fact that a district prepares in advance for a strike may. in fact, 
prevent ,he strike. In planning a strike. organization leaders have to assess 
their cha;ces for success. If district management can convince them that it can 
operate t~ schools successfully during a strike, or can convince their members 
that the strike will be loog and costly, it may have a sobering effect on their 
desire t~ strike. At the very least, advance planning will have a deterrent effect 
on the c=&8oization and may convince some employees not to go on strike. 

The =cst effective time to plan for a strike is long in advance of its 
occurre::.:e. 111 the ~Ieelts immediately preceeding a stril~e, district ma:lagement 
~'Iill be ceeply inllnlved in budget planning and negotiations. It will be too late 
by that t1:e to effectively plan for a strike. Ideally, the district should 
establish a strike plan and then each year before negotiations. review the plan 
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with top administrators to bring it up to date. Even though a s~~ike may not 
occur for 10 years, if it should occur, management Hill be so familiar !lith the 
plan that implementing it l~ill be second nature. 

In tlorking out a strike plan, the follOWing general gUidelines should he 
kept in mind: 

1) Make the plan as simple as possible 
2) Minimize the number of planners 
3) 'Do not attempt the impossible 
4) Build in flexibility 
5) Always overestimate the possibilities 

1. ~eep Plan Simple 

a. Provide for a change of command for certain kinds of decisions, tlho can 
malte certain decisions. 

2. Set up a Committee - to assess the Districts I ability to ~lithstand the strike 
and to ~,e recommendations on basic strategies. 

- Three to four man committee, llith chairman appointed by Superintendent. 

3. Do not Attempt the ImDossible 

-In the first fetl days of a strike, all the district can reason:;.bly ~::pect is 
to keep the schools open--maintain some type of educational program and 
provide for the safety of the students and staff. 

-Cannot :lssume the district uill function as if the strike did not exis'::. 

4. PrOVide for Flexibility 

-Strike plans must be written so they are flexible. 
-Plan should anticipate most likely courses of action. 
-Do not tie dOl-/D principals with too detailed directions - as situatir.·n:; ma.y 
be different than assumed. 

5. Overestimate the Possibilities 

-Do not underestimate the capabilities of the opposition. 
-Teacher Organization has available expert help-including state and nstio~al 
e.'tperts for creating strib;e problems. 

-Strikes can last longer than expected - until strilters have missed first 
paychec!t. 

6. Strii,e Committee 

a. Should ravien stri!te plan and make certain it is comp).ete •. 
b. Once strike starts, the committee should be responsible for anticipati"Y 

all the problems the district faces on a day-to-day baSis and fur 
est3blishing alternatives to cope uith them. • 
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c. One of the first tasks of the committee should be to 'l.ntid.pal:e t~e ~ 
Problems of the diStrict. 
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d. Public Relations 

- Analyze all existing communications channels in District to see if they 
are sufficient to get out the District's story on the strike. 

- The biggest problema in communications during a strike is credibility. 
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e. One member of committee should be assigned to revieN the district policies, 
regulations, and.practices. 

Teacher organizations 1-lill try to use the Districts regulations to 
collect pay for strikers or protect them from discipline. 

f. Establish priorities of which educational programs would operate and 
which programs might be shut d~m. 

- Guidance programs 
- School activities 
- Etc. 

g. Support services should be placed in charge of one of the committee 
members. 

Strikers may have sabotaged schools before leaving. by jamming locIts. 
turning off utilities, blocking plumbing. 

Custodial. !1orkers may not want to cross picket lines. 

h. Temporary Employees and Volunteers 

Committee should establish procedures to encourage adult volunteers to 
help school through strike. 

Pro "ide for hiring substitutes to replace strileers. 
Sources?? 
- Regular substitute list 
- Application lists for permanent jobs 
- Ex-teachers liviog in community 
- Students from local colleges 
- Help from District friends to seek people they kn~~ who will 

work. 
- Contact should be made ahead of time, to know !-Iho t~ill help. 

i. Provide for additional clerical help, for telephoning, keeping lists, 
nark records, etc. 

7. Instructional Program 

a. Plan so strike will disrupt instructional program as little as possible 
and to give the appearance that the district management has crisis under 
control. 

b. Strikers will probably have taken their lesson plans, grade books, etc. 

c. District should anticipate all kinds of problems and provide specific 
instructional plans for first feu days of strike. 
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S. Sec".ldty: 

a. Eave a plan for help from Police Department and Sheriff's Department. 

b. ?lan for District staff to patrol echaols du~1ns off hours, and provide 
Ichool security (change shifts of custodians to allow for longer hours 
of coverage of schools.) 

c. Seek parent volunteers for patroling school grounds. 

c. Contact Fire Department to have them alerted. 

9. Es:a~lish Action Dates 

a. Strike committee should establish elates on IIhich, if strike appears 
i=1nent, it ulll take specific action. 

b. A strike is like a natural disaster, the District must prepare for it and 
anticipate happdnings. 
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CQ-ECKLIST: Operation of Schools 

Pre-Strike 

Check Board Policies 

Employee duties 

Leave of absence policies 

Right to tdthhold pay of striking employees 

Right to cut off f~nge benefit payments 

Substitute pay 

Termination of organization rights (dues deductions) 

Consider Revising Board Policies 

Substitute pay rate 

Emergency employment of personnel 

Extra pay for additional duties during strike 

Advise Board of Strike Possibility, Checlt Board I s Pos ition On: 

Length of strike before compromise 

Trying to keep schools open 

Establish strilte committee 

Appoint strike coordinator 

Reviet"l cOlllllUnications procedures 

Develop Plan for Pupil Instruction 

Non-striking teachers 

Substitutes 

Retired teachers 

Emergency substitutes 

Volunteers 

Administrators 

Develop Plan for Adult Supervision of Pupils 

Substitutes 

Retired teachers 
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Parents 

Classified 

Administrators 

Volunteers 

Develop system for screening emergency employees 

Develop pupil transportation plan 

Discuss Situation With: 

Police 

Fire Department 

Telephone company 

Custodians 

Plumbing companies 

Transportation company 

Water and power company 

Delivery companies 

Require Remittance Of: 

keys 

roll bool~ 

lesson plans 

seating charts 

report cards 

attendance cards 

Prepare Emergency Communications System 

Telephone 

Radio (2 \/ay) 

Courier service 

Alternate unlisted phones at all facilities 

Set Up Alternate System for Classified Services 

JanitoriAL 

Plumbing 

cafeteria (if possible) 

Secretarial 
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!'.ail service 

Sanitation 

Printing 

Set Up Anti-Sabotage Materials 

A. V. materials 

projection. lenses and bulbs 

phonograph needles 

cartridge heads 

Textbooks 

Challt 

Class supplies 

• Alternate keys for room, desk and closets 

Light s~litches and bulbs 

Emergency plumbing service 

Se: U? Secretarial Pool 

To call substitutes 

To type memos and communication notices 

To keep pupil and staff attendance 

To ansuer community questions 

~stablish Police Protection 

For pupils crossing picket lines 

For non-strikers crossing picket lines 

For school buildings 

For homes of school officials 

J:'sse:inate information to administrators on strilte procedures on a 
c.eed-~o-lmoH basis 

?=e?are operating procedures for building principals 
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EMERGENcy BOARD RESOLUTIONS 

Due to the threat of an illegal lIithdrawal of service by employees of the 
district, t~e Board has found it necessary to pass the follol~ing resolutions: 

Resolution Hucher 1: Leave of Absence 

303 

Effective iCllD8diately, all employee absences IIIIlSt be substantiated by urieten 
proof of the need for the leave. Pay Ifill not be gra.nted for leaves of absence 
unless t.he e::1ployee worked or was validly excused from work both the ItOrtc day 
before t.he absence and the work day after the absence. 

a) Sick Leave - Employees requesting pay for sick leave IIIIlSt complete a 
si~ec affidavit of illness and provide a doctor's certificate of illness. 

b) Personal Necessity Leave - Employees requesting personal necessity leave 
ClS: cio ao in advance. in Hriting. and must receive permission to take the 
les7e from the Superintendent. In the event of an emergency lIhere advance 
notice cannot bo obtained. the employee IIIIlSt complete a signed affidavit and 
pre~ent m:itten documentation of the personal necessity. During the period 
of a strilee. personal necessity leave will only be allowed for emergency 
reasons. 

c) C~her Leaves - Percission to take other leaves must be received in 
adva:ce of the leave. No personal leaves will be granted except for 
ece:;aDcy reasons. 

Resoluti~~ Nu~ber 2: Unauthorized Leave 

a) ~~uthorized leave is defined as non-performance of those duties and 
res?oosibilities assigned by the district and its representatives including 
all ci~ties and responsibilities as defined by the Education Code, rules and 
re~~La~ions of the state board of education and ~olicies and regulations of 
the board of tru3tees of School District No.2. Such unsuthorized leave may 
iocl~=e but is oot limited to collective refusals to provide service, un
aut=c:ized use of sick leave. unauthorized use of other leave benefits, non
atta~allco at required meetings and failure to perform supervisory functions 
at school sponsored activities. 

b) ~ employee is deemed to be on unauthorized leave at such time and on such 
occasions as the employee may absent himself from required duties. 

c) U~uthorized leave shall constitute a breach of contract and therefore, 
~7 ~esult in the initiation of dismissal procedures, loss of salary or such 
disciplinary action as may be deemed appropriate. 

d) 3eginning on the first day of unauthorized leave no ",arrant shall be 
dra,ln in favor of any employee uho has not faithfully performed all duties 
prescribed. 

Resolution !iucher 3: Substitute Teaching Employees 

The superintendent is authorized to hire substitute teaching employees and to 
pay s~bstit£te teaching employees up to the minimum daily rate of regular teaching 
employees LAB Step 1/. 
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Resolution Number 4: Temporary Employees 

The superintendent is authorized to hire temporary employees for the duration 
of tho tlitbdrawal of service at tbe rate nOll in effect for regular employees. 

Resolution Number 5: Closing of School Facilities 

The superintendent or his deSignee shall be the only district employee 
authorized to close any school facUity. Such facility "li11 only b~ closed when 
the health or safety of students or staff is in jeopardy. 

EMERGENCY E1~LOniENT PROCEDURES 

DATE: 
'to: 

(date) 
Principals 

SUBJECT: Ecergency Emplox;ent of Instructional Aides 

Departmcnt and/or Persons Concerned: Administrative Group 

Action Requested: As Indicated Below 

Brief Explanation: 

Recent events indicate the possibility that there may be a strilte by teachers. 
The Superintendent has authorized tbe ma~imum use of available personnel in efforts 
to continue the educationsl program. This authorization includes the use of 
persons in your community "Iho may be employed as classified instructional aides 
to assist the certificated staff. Accordingly, principals are authorized to 
select and employ individuals as classified instructional aides without follo'~ing 
the usual classified employment procedures. 

Individuals employed as instructional aides must be (a) citizens of the United 
States, and (b) at least 21 years of age, and must fill out an employee's "Iith
holding exemption certificate (Form W-4). The rate of pay for such individuals 
,~ill be $3.00 per hour. 

The fo11oning procedure should be follOflcd in this employment for a sin81e 
day of t7ork: 

1) Identify and select those individuals you Ilish to employ. Advance 
identification and a brief orientation may be desirable. 

2) Have them complete the employees withholding exemption certificate 
(Form 11-4). 

3) FOrl·,ard the exemption certificQte lIith a memorandum indicoting the 
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of persons employed to Joe Callen. 

EMERGENCY SUBSTITUTES 

Paul T. O'Hare, 
Superintendent 

When all regular sources of staff have been exhausted, other credencialed 
people in the co=nity who have been contacted by the principal should ;'e 
utilized. IN ORDER TO ENSURE PP.oPER PAYMENT AT THE EMERGENCY SUBSn'T.!JTE PAY 
PATE (~23.00 per day), the following procedure must be fol!.ol~~d for .:a::'tiiic::ted 
teachers 'Iho have contacted the school or have been recruited by th~ principal: -49 



1) Make certain the individual possesses a valid Montana teach~ 
credential. It would be wise to have the individual bring it to school 
in order that you may determine if the document has been registered in 
the County Office (a stamp on the certificate will verify registration). 
If it has not been registered, send it to Personnel with other reports 
noted below. 

2) Rave the substitute complete the "Emergency Substitute Application", 
oath of allegiance, and the lIithholding certificate (Form W-4). The oath 
:ay be administered by the principal. 

3) Fan-lard all papers to Certificated Personnel. 

4) Rave ALL substituteB (regular, retired teachers, and emergency sub
stitutes) complete appropriate time cards, which should be submitted in the 
usual fashion. 

A s:all supply of necessary forms is included with this circular. If 
additiocal materials are aeeded. they may be obtained by calling Certificated 
Personnel Department - Mr. Joe Callen. 

II{#} 
INFO~A!ION SHEET: EMERGENCY SUBSTITUTE TEACHER 

NOTE: ~is form is to be used only for temporary emergency service. 
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Name (last) (first) (Middle) (maiden) Social Security Date 

Address (stree~ & no.) (city) (zone) 

Montana ~eachinG credentials registered in the office Date: 
Superi~acdent of Schools. 

Name of Credential Expiration 

Are you an active or retired member of the Montana 
State Teachers' Retirement System? ____ ~ ___ ~ 

(active) (retired) 
or the ?~blic Employees' Retirement System? 

Have you ever worked for the 
District before? If so: 
What position: 

(active) (retired) When: 
Under-~uLh-a~t-=na~m~e-:---------------

Signature 

The foll~ing check-off list of forms that must be completed and sent to 
Certificated Personnel is included for your assistance: 

Ecployee's Withholding (W-4) •••• before starting service 
Oath of Allegiance •••• before starting service 
Substitute Teacher Time Card ••.• upon completion of service 
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'VII. PUNNING AT THE DUILDTh'G LEVEL 

The obligation of the administrative staff oi the school durin2 A strike is 
clearly to keep the school open until the Board of Trustees takes offic~~l acti~'l 
to close it. The administrative team therefore has a responRibility to remAin on 
the job and on the school site. The purpose and justification for the presence 
of the administratora is to perform their primary role uhich includes main
taining an instructional program, protecting those pupils who report to school, 
maintaining cOllllllUnications uithin the cOllUDUnity among parents, teachers and the 
public, and taking reasonable measures to protect school property during the 
strike. 

It is paramount that the school administrative staff in cooperation 11ith 
central office personnel and the Board of Trustees, evolve a strike plan for 
their particular school. The first phase of such a strike plan involves con
ting~cy planning wherein building admi~istrators seek to anticipate potential 
sources of trouble and prepare meaningful contingency plans to deal l'1ith these 
challenges. Any realistic strike plan should: 

1) Be informal but comprehensive 
2) Establish g~idelines for procedures to cope with anticipated emergencies. 
3) Encourage rlpid decision making 
4) Provide maximum security to pupils and staff on the school premises. 

Such a tfell organized administrative plan is, of course, dependent upon the 
involvement of all administrative personnel well in advance of crises situations. 

Perhaps the first feature of contingency planning is the acceptance on the 
part of the principal and his immediate administrative staff that there mav, in 
fact, be a strike. Too frequently building administrators are reluctant to 
acknauleds~ that a strike can take place. For many reasons, including positive 
rapport with their faculties, they believe that such an occurrence cannot take 
place at their school. This is a mistake, and can only result in a lack of 
serious planning on the part of the local administration. It is paramount that 
the local administrative staff begin preparation of its contingency plans before 
it is obvious that the strike will occur. Administrators should be alerted to the 
reality that the employee organization may engage in "decoy" maneuvers designed 
to lull the district into complacency. tibat appears to be realistic negotiations, 
may in fact be sham negotiatio~ by an employee organization trying to set the 
district up for a strike. It i~ imperative that building administrators predicate 
all of their plans on the assumption that sooner or later, regardless of employee 
attitudes and negotiation at the district level, a strike will occur at their. 
Ilchool. 

The ultimate responsibility for the local school plan rests tiith the principal. 
His first consideration should be a clarification of the administrative posi.tion 
'relative to a Hortt stoppage. He should convene his immediate administrative str.ff 
and clairify the districts' policy in regard to a strike. It is imparative that 
the principal sees that each building adminiRtrator understands and support~ t~A 
district's'position on the strike. A typical bUilding policy .~~Jltp",~"t shn"ld 
include the following ~eatures: 

1) That it is the obligation and duty of the school's administr~tors to keep 
the school open and operating in order to fulfill their responsibilities. 

2) that the administrators will. report for I'lork on any day thnt the school 
tlould ordinarily be in session regardless of any Horlt stoppage. 
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3) That the administrators of the school lIill not endeavor to encourage any 
staff member to withdraw his services 

4) That the administrators should encouraGe employees and students to stay 
in school 

5) That the principal ni11 recommend closing of the school only ~Ihen the 
health or safety of staff or students is in danger. 

The principal should also plan statements which may be needed for the local 
ne~~s media. Although the central office \·1111 handle direct relations 1'lith the 
net'ls media, it is important that the local principal have a prepared statement 
for the press 17hen he is called. He will undoubtedly be called by the community 
n8\'lspapers to indicate conditions in his particular school. It is prudent, 
therefore, for the local administrator to tlork lIith the district public 
information office and prepare a press statement. 

At the local school level, the principal should make an effort to create an 
information gathering team. Such a team would include his immediate 
administrative staff and other reliable staff members uhose function would be to 
accomplish the following: 

1) To evaluate strilte and pre-strike activities carefully 
2) To anticipate the degree of strike participation and preparation 
3) To anticipate the nature and 8J:tent of support non-stdltin:; 
employees will provide striking employees 
4) To anticipate problems I1hich mi:;ht be created by strikin:; teachers such 
as Itithholding of roll books, keys, and sabotage. 

11embership on the information gathering team lIill vary dependin:; on the Size 
and polarizations of the faculty, but the creatiOn of such a team is an 
important feature of contingency planning in the pre-strilte period. 

Based On the information ~athered by his team, information relayed from 
d;.strict level offices, and the e::perience of principals in neighboring school 
districts ~lho have experienced a strike situation, the principal should develop 
~nter measures for minor and major frustrations uhich can be expected to occur. 
Some of these might include the fol101'ling: 

1) The necessity of recommending to the central office a minimum day 8chedule 
2) Alternate pupil accounting procedures during a strike 
3) The possibility of sabotage such as the removal of fuses from audio-visual 
equipment, locked cupboards, destruction of film requisition cards, and 
removal of substitute lesson plans normally left available 
4) The implications of attempts by striking teachers to influence children 
to stay home and to intimidate teachers coming to school 
5) Confrontation betlJeen pickets and non-striking staff. 

There are a number of major policy questions IIhich the building administrator 
need to have anslJered by the district office such as: 

1) Under IJhat conditions lIould schools in the district be closed and ",he> 
uould have the authority to close them? 
2) Will classes be combined uithin any schoo'! as necessary at the discretion 
of the principal,. or is authority of central office required? 
3) Will tl70 or more schools be consolidated into one school plant so as to 
malte ma:~imum utilization of school personnel? If this is a viable alternative 
1I0uid standby pupil transportation be made available by central staff? Also, 
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IIno lIi11 make the decision t-7ith regard to the implementation of such a 
c~ined schools plan? . 
4) ~~t contingency plans have been developed by central staff in the event 
that bus drivers, custodians, cafeteria employees and others decide to honor 
pict:et lines or otherwise refuse to carry out their responsibilities? 
5) Hhat ~li11 be the district policy ~Iith regard to parent organizations, 
Il:~ers of the nells media, or certain elected officials IIho Ilish to enter 
schoul buildings to inspect "conditions"?· 
6) Will the district seek an injunction against every violator? 
7) What will the districts policy be with regard to restraining orders 
issued by courts? Will it be necessary for the Building Administrator to 
establish violation of the restraining order or lIi11 the district office 
pe~form this function? 
3) What 11111 be the district policy uith regard to striiters propagandizing 
stueents and harassing non-strikers? 
9) What uill the district policy be with regard to picket line control, 
pa.cicular1y as it relates to access to the school plant by pupils and 
non-striking teachers? . 
10) Hhat is the district policy ~·'ith regard to actions a principal should 
ta~2 with respect to disruptions, disorders or demonstrations in connection 
17itll the strike by pupils, employees of the district, Or adults tiho are not 
district employees? 
11) Uhat will the district policy be tlith regard to utilization of laH 
en:orcement agencies on or in the vicinity of school campuses during a strike? 
trno ill to malte the final decision with regard to employment of local police? 
12) What will the district policy be with regard to the utilization of 
be=eavement, illness, and/or personal necessity leaves during the period 
of the strike? Will there be any modification of forms or other procedures 
fo= the proceSSing of such leaves during the period of the uork stoppage 
itself? 

13) Ilhat will be the policy of the district and the teacher training iu
st~t:t!tions tlith regard to student teachers assigned to schools of the 
district, particularly those student teachers whose master teachers are not 
pr~sent? Specifically, l-1i11 student teachers be directed to cross or not to 
cross the picket lines by the college coordinating their training? Will 
st~dent teachers be allowed to staff positions where the regular teacher is 
ab$ent from duty? 
14) What will be the district policy with regard to the high school athletic 
program? Specifically, in the event of a stdite lIi11 the elF protection fund 
be applicable to participants? Will coaches be allowed to continue coaching 
their teams? In the event that tuo schools are scheduled to meet each uther 
in an athletic contest, and one is closed, tlould the closed school be re
quired to forfeit? Can an athletic coach be absent from his position during 
the teaching day, and return after school to coach his team? If so, is he 
ect:itled to coaching pay at the conclusion of the strilte? 
15) Does the district consider a strike to be an individual breach of con
tract by those teachers participating? 
16) What are the legal requirements of the school for supervision of 
st~dents on days of the published school calendar assuming that the school 
is open during the strike? 

In each of the above Circumstances, the school principal's contingency plan 
~ust be predicated on answers from.central office staff. Upon receipt of such 
polic7 determinations, the local school principal should proceed l7ith his o~n 
conti~ency plann.i.ng and seek to enforce district policy in his problem situations. 
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It must be remember~d th~t contingency planning as such, is merely the 
prelin.inary phase of the admj.ni,~trative sl:rilte plar. itself for the local schoul. 
Ar-y effecti'/e administrative strike plan must commence with the contingency 
planning "hich anticipates as many possible problems as possible and sepk .. to 
determine viable alternatives and options for meeting them. Having done so, 
the next obligation of the school administrator is to delineate the specifics of 
his administrative strilta plan for his school. 

A. Alternate Teachers 

An essential feature of any contingency plan is the development of a plan 
for obtaining and using teacher replacements. The principal need~ to anticipate 
,tee utilization of substitutes for those members of the regular stall out on 
strike. Several sour~es of teacher replacement are available such as counselors, 
PS7chologists, apeech therapists, deans, certificated volunteers, administrators, 
a:d substitute employees provided by the central office. In addition, the team 
sr.ould consider the possibility of combining classes, the holding of double 
se!s;:'Ons and other teach1.ng methodll. 

Specific teachina assignments may be given to building administrative ~~d 
ot~e~ certificated personnel. ~rocedures should be adopted for the assignment 
0: teacher aides and parental volunteers. Inherent in the contingency planning 
.:ould be provision for contact with local parent groups asking for help in 
locating people with te~ching credentials who ",ould be "illing to help during 
t.':e wcrk stoppa;ge. 

5. Large Group Supervision 

During thl! strike there: l1i11 be a problem of supervising large groups of 
students. The administrative Btaff should include in its contingency planning 
tb.e designation of holding areas for students. Such holding areas should be 
cj~sidered and pre-designated keeping in mind that maximum safety and facility 
of ~upervision are paramount factors. In addition to obvious holding areas, such 
as the auditorium arId cafeteria, the staff should consider outside areas removed 
f=om the immediate viell of picket lines and the general public. Depending upon 
the schoo!' plant, a nuClber of such areas shuuld be designated. 

C. Graduation Requirements 

Iu the event of a work stoppage the resulting staffing problem l1i11 have a 
c;istinct effect on the curriculum in terms of classes I1hich can be offered. 
7~erefore, consideration should be given to the effect of the strike on graduation 
requirements for tl1elfth graders. If the strike occurs at the end of a semester, 
co~tingency plans should i~clude priority attendance consideration to ~lelfth 
graders, and a determination of ~,hich classes are needed by students to complete 
graduation requirements. 

1>. FacIJlty Meetings 

The plan should provide for a daily faculty meeting during the strilte, pre
farabl, at the end of the day "hen information is available and can be trans.
=itted DY the principal. During the first hour of the day the principal should 
be in a position to evaluate the situation and receive reports indicating the 
c:.:mbar of pupils, teachers, clerks, and other staff available to operate the 
school that day. Based on the information received, he should make a deter
cination as to the axtenl: the school is operational and relay his assassment to 
the central office. The prinCipal can use this information to brief non-striking 
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personnel on the circu~~tances in their ~'n school. 

At the dany meetiug, the principal should relay to the staff llho are present 
for duty, the current situation throughuut the district with respect to pupil 
attendance and the districts I position t·,ith regard to the strike demands. ·A 
typical agenda for such fllculty meetings should include the fo11olling: 

1) ~\e teachers' day and hours of school for the following day 
2) rlans for the follot~in8 day to include classes in session, directions to 

students l'Iithout classes, exact designation of holding areas, etc. 
3) Role of parents, if any, in assisting on campus 
4) Number of substitute teachers available for assistance on the following 

day 
5) Announcement as to class coverages or a combination of classes 
6) Announcement relative to supel~ision and security measures 
7) Announcements regarding attendance and accounting procedures 
3) Availability of counseling and guidance sel:vices 
9) Operation of the cafeteria, or modiiication of cafeteria services if 

necessary 
10) Necessary announcements to be made to pupils fer the follot~ing day, 

including procedures to enable them to go directly home if the school is 
closed. Students also need to be informed of functional items such as 
the availability of lunches and bus transportation, etc. 

11) A status report relative to the situation in other schools 
12) Status of negotiations and the district position 

E. Documentation 

A vital feature of any administrative stri~e plan is proper documentation. 
The principal should \:eep a da.ily record of his oun uith the folloaing inform
ation annotated: 

1) Total number of teachers assigned 
2) Total number of teachers reporting 
3) Number o:~ substitutes reporting 
4) Number of certificated supervisory, or other central office staff report-

ing 
5) Total student enroll:neLlt 
6) Student attendance this date 
7) Number of pupils retained for'the full day 
8) Total number of classified personnel assigned 
9) Number of classified present today 

10) Number in the picket line today 
11) Buses (if regularly scheduled) 
12) Cafeteria open or closed 

In addition, all 
events log to record 
late= documentation. 
istrative hearing. 

member.s of the administrative staff should keep a Significant 
activities t·/hich take place during the strike and require 

Such a log may later be needed in court or in an admin-

F. Assignment of Responsibilities 

Perhaps the heart of the administrativa strike plan is the establishment o£ 
specific responsibilities for each member of the administrative team during the 
strike. It is paramount that all members of the team and non-striking teachers 
knOt·, clearly nho is responsible for the execution of certain specific and 
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cecessary responsibilities and fUGctions. Such an assignment sheet should be in 
e=fect on the first anu any subsequent days of the strilce. Because of t!,e 
t.:'fference in operatiollal c0&ltllexity and the limited IIdmi I\LSI:l:atlve oLo .. , ng in 
::cst elementary schools, the secondary school outline of responsibiliti ...• ~11l1 
cs;;.ally be more comprehensive and detailed. 

Secondary schools should have a plan that delegates their administrative 
s:aff to bp. responsibl~ for the various areas and operations of the schools. 

Examples: Ba!l schedules, secrel:arial responsibilities, custoclians, reports 
C~ e:ergency help, student attendance, daily log of happenings, etc. 

G. Parent COGW1Di~Ations 

Another paraDount feature of the building administrative team's strike plan 
is provision for communications to parents. It is imperative that before the 
5::-i::e begins and particularly during the opening days of a strike, correspond
e~ce be directed to parents allaying their fears and anxieties and informing 
t:.e::1 of the exact situation at the school. This means that the school principal 
5~o;;.ld have either an addressograph system or have pre-lab led envelopes ready to 
::.;e before the strike occurs. A typical letter to be sent hOme to high school 
• .areni:s tlould read: 

______ HIGH SCHOOL 

(date) 

~ar Parent: 

During this difficult til:le, \-Ie hope that the fo11ol-ling information may be 
:'elpful to you in understanding the situation at school and l1i11 serve to 
i!.:l£::er some of your questions. 

1) 

2) 

3} 

4) 

5) 

6) 

Students at School have been eKtremely t~e11-behaved and 
understanding of the situation. You as parents can be very proud of 
your children. We .ire also proud of them. 

School I-lill remain open to students Ilho 1·lant to learn, so long as the 
school environment is a safe one. 

As of today, teaching is being provided for more than 1. of our 
scheduled classes. of our regular teachers 
are present. In add~i~t~i-o-n-,------- other fully qualified teachers 
have been assigned to our school. 

If a class does not meet because of teacher absence, students are 
requested to go to the cafeteria or auditorium t·,here teacher super
viSion is provided. 

Students !lhose pa-rents desire that they come home for a portion of the 
school day may bring a note from home requesting this. 

Parents have been on the campus assisting us l·,ith supervision in the 
holdin~ areas and observing conditions. Any parent is uelcome to come 
to Ichool at any time. Please come to the main office for directions. 
your assistance is al\1ays appreciated and your visits are Clore than 
welcome. 
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7) Moat aenior clasa.es - thoae classes of 12th grade stuc\pnts t~ho need to 
graduate in June - are meeting. Substitute teachers are aSgjR~ed to 
these classes f:' r3t. 

3) Each day :le are incr.essing the number of classes taught. It is there
fore impor.tant that students go to each class daily. 

Ue hope that the ahive I-lill help to clarify the current situation at 
-:-__ :---:,-:-~_;::,igh School. If you have any questions l1hatsoever, please call 
the school directly. 

Sincerely, 

Principal 

H. Reassignment of Re3ular Teachers 

Ano\:her important feature in ebe plan should be a provision l'1hereby all 
teachers l1ho are threatened, intimidated or hesitant about entering their oun 
ac~ool, are encouraged to enabled to report to central office for reassignreent. 

I. Net'ls liedia 

The plan should include procedures for dealing tlith the nells media includi.ng 
the granting of permission for reports and photographers to cnter the schools, 
t:le clearance of all press statements throush a single source in the school, 
usually the principal or r.is desisnated representative and liaison tlith the d 
aist~ict public relations office on guidelines for public statements. 

J. Additional features of the administrative stril,e plan itself Hill vary uith 
the dem"imds-oT"'the i.ldividual school. but should include such cons ic!erations 
as' the foll~li~ 

1. Relocation of school bus pic!~-ups to a less visible and V'..Ilnerable area 
than t:le nOl'l:lal pic!t-up station at the front of the school. 

2. Provision fo~" taking attendance and recording mad.s for pupils !lith 
or I-li thout roll booles. This is particularly important if a report card day 
uill occur during the pe~iod of the strike. 

3. Daily reminders to staff of the importance of being on duty during 
regularly assigned hours in order to avoid any legal question in the future 
relative to their entitlement to full salary. 

4. Announcements concerning the procedure fer recruiting and processing of' 
substitute teachers during the emergency. Teachers should be encouraged to 
relay this information to all interested community and other certificated 
personnel I-Iho may l'1ish to avail themselves of the opportunity to teach 
dUl'ing the emergency. 

5. A policy of procedure for dealing nUh circulation of various types of 
"literature" by stri!;ing teachers. 

6. The establishment of effective alternate means for communicating with 
staff, personnel, and students during the strike. This uoul4 be a 
communications netuor!~ beyond the normal method of school bulletin!. ann 
school publi~ address system. In the event that either of these means 
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becomes inoperative, a system such as message trees or runners shr.uld be 
immediately implemented. 

7. Provision for picket line control, particularly AR it relAl""" tn Rrrl.'SS 

to tbe scbool plp-~t. by pupils. non-striking employees, anrl the public. 

8. A poli~j ~~e~~!y enunciated to staff that tbe principal or his designee 
should be th2 ~nlj person making public statements relative to conditions at 
the s~hoc!. "::.t"ins the strilte. 

9. Enun(: '.~t:l. .. n Lna p;:,-=p'lration of a t~ritten statement designating the time 
and plac~ r.t tih:'~h i!!.dividuals or authorized representatives of both striking 
and non-str:kin3 te::chers may present their viel~s or opinions on a particular. 
issue to the t~ir.cipal. 

10. Procedur2~ and guidelines for handling striking employees or others who 
seek to encourage a pupil to participate in a sit-in, demonstration, walkout, 
or picketing. Such guidelines should include the principal's direct order 
to the employee in the presence of an adult ~litness to cease and desist from 
his participation in that particular activity. 

Subsequent steps sbould be enumerated and might include the fo11cmin3: 

(a) If l'lithin Il reasonable period of time the employee does not 
comply uith the directive he should then be told to report to his 
place of assisned duty. 

(b) Failure to do so should result. in a directive that he report 
to the office of the principal or some other predetermined location 
11hich is properly staffed for the assignment of duties pending 
action co~erning his refusal. 

(c) The district office should be notified. 

The paramount c9nsideration is that the strike plan be created so that the . 
administrative s.taff is prepared to cope ~lith and act under stressful conditions 
in accordance t1ith previously established guidelines. Only in this I~ay can the 
saf~ty ~nd welfare of staff and pupils be assured and the responsibility of the 
administrative staff to keep the school open'be fulfilled. 
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C':3CKLIST: OPERATION OF YOUR SCHOOL 

In the event of a st~ike, you will want to have an operatinnAl plan that you 
can co~nicate quickly and accurately to students, staff and the co~un~Ll. 
Eve~yone lIi11 vant to know: 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

~ they are to do: 
~ decisions are made: 
~ to do certain things: 
tfuere they are to be: 
When they are expected to be there: 
t~ho lIi11 be responsible for uhich students (students lIi11 uant to knoll 
too) 

Toward these ends, the following checltlist is suggested for your use in 
developing your cun school contingency plan. llhatever plan you develop, it must 
":it" your district situation. You ui11 also need to have participation and 
illvolvem~nt in preparing you~ school plan for the reasons mentioned in the 
p~evious section. 

SET PRIORITIES 

Keep school open 
Provide for safety and security to: 

Students 
Str,ff 
Equipment, buildings, ground 

DETERMINE STAFFTh'G NEEDS 

Instruct' all personnel to report to their regular assigned uork 
---stations. 
____ Physically inspect each teaching and work station to determine 

number of substi:utes needed. 
Fill all staffing needs without regard to student attendance (do 

---- Dot combine classes unless absolutely necessary). 
Communicate staffing needs per district plan 
Others -

SUPERVISION OF STUDENTS 

Unattended students should be supervised by any available adult in 
large facility (gym, cafeteria, quad) until substitutes arrive. 

____ Use student body officers for assistance. 
After all substitutes have signed in and have been assigned to a . 
class, count the number of students present in classrooms. At this 
pOint, do not be concerned about identifying absent students by 
name - report number present. 
Communicate to central office per procedures 
Others -

COMMUNICATE BASIC PROCEDURES 

Hold meeting of all staff - regular And voluntary 
:::: Prepare folders for 8ubstitutes containing basic information 
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Class and bell schedule 
Class lists 

-- Lesson plans and curriculum guides if available 
:::: Location of teaching aides 
__ Keys as required 

Others -

Establish ''buddy system" 

Visit every classroom daily 

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

Inform students that there uill be normal bus transportation unless 
~dvised otherwise. 

___ !ighten security on release of :hildren during the day. 
____ Suspend operation of student safety patrol 

Others -

EMERGENCY PLANS AND DATA 

Have on file a diagram sholling all shut-off valves for water, gas, 
electricity. 

_____ Phone numbers, as needLd: 

Police __________________ __ 

Fire 
Distr~i-c~t-----------------____________ __ 

Press 
Parent-s---------------
Others 

Secure all student records, especially phone numbers. 

Prepare alternate co~nication system (neighbors' telephones, 
--- two~~ay radios, courier systems). 

Keep school lit at night - '·Iith all shades and blinds open. 
-- Have extra light bulbs available 

Methods of room entry in case of jammed locks. == Checltlist for securing building at night. 

Provide for 24-hour suL~eillance. 
Others -

POSSIBLE INTERFERENCE TACTICS TO WATCH FOR 

Harassment of students 
-- False fire and bU1:glar alarms 
-- Student disorders 

Interference lIith deliveries to school (designate alternate delivery 
pOints. 
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Removal of: 

__ Projector lenses and bulbs 

__ Phonograph needles 

Extension cords 

__ TaIte-up reels (movie and tape) 

Textbooks and materials 

__ Roll books - seating charts 

__ Light bu tbs and switches 

Others 

316 
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??~-StRIKE QUEStIONNAIRE 

'IO: BO~Td of Trustec~ 

nOM: _____ SCHOOL: 

:lATE: 

StJJ)JECT: 

I have p"!l':son: HI cnntected or have caused to be contracted, all certificated 
ce::Ders of my ct<,~i. '!t-.a following teachers have either indicated that they do 
cOt intend to tp.E.ch ~.t 'he designated time and place prescribed by the 
Superintendent 01' h£.ve stated that they are uncertain. 

". 11. 

2. 12. 

3. 13. 

I. 14. -. 
5. 15. 

6. 16. 

"7 17. 

c. 18. 

9. 19. 

10. 20. 

Principal's Signature 
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SCHOOL REPORT 

Date: 

School: 

Number of Facu!=y I.b.sent 

Nu~er of Teachers ~rom Other 
School Present 

Time : 

Position: ___________ _ 

Yes No __ _ 

Yes No __ _ 

Nu~er of Substitutes Provided ______ _ 

Substitutes Still Needed to 
Serve Students in School Today _____ __ 

Head Custodian Present Yes No __ _ 

******1rlr*******1ri<"Ir'k****************** 

School Secretary Present 

Number of Other Clerical 
StaH Abse'lt 

Numbe~ of Food Service 
Staff Absent 

Yes No __ _ 

****"''******************************** 
Picl~ets: Yes No Approximate Number (If over 10) _____ _ 

ApproKimate Number of Students Absent 

If Your School Receives Bus Students, 
Did Buses Arrive? 

*****,'rl:,',*****""","*",***,'<":'1rl:1rlr,,,***,I,***** 
Additional Info.mation or Requests for Special Assistance: 
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VIII. ENDING THE STRIKE 

At some point in time, either the district and the striking organi?ation 
tlill agree to 8 cC'mlll:'omi3e and end the strike or so many employees will return 
that the strike I/ill ~~d itself. At this pOint, the district should do every
thing possible 1:0 ret:Jrn the district baclt to normal:i.ty. 

At the u:l.&tr:i.ct level, the Board and the administration 1'lill have to 
decide haH to ceal e:i.l:h striking employees. If a settlement I·,as reached. it 
nil! probab:!.j> previ': .. £0:- thE: treatment of strikers. If no settlement was 
provided fo:-. tlle di.:!::-i:::: .:etn take the actions it chooses provided that they 
are reasoMbl.:. toOl:: : .. i': III the case of disciplinary action against strikers, 
the district .:!hcuid be sure that the strikers knelf before they struck of the 
possibility "r d:!'bc!pHne and that they knew when they returned that they were 
subject to disc!p:.int!. 

If the di3trict does decide to discipline employees, they should wait 
uDtil the strike is ended to announce their decision. An announcement I·,hile 
employees are on strike only solidifies their resolve to continuing striking. 
It also creates martyrs of the strikers and may encourage more of them to strike. 
One effective llay to discipline strikers is to allow them to return to l'10rk 
but to then hold hearings to determine Ilhat action should be taken against 
indiv:l.dual employees. This gives the district the option of selective discipline 
to fit various situations such as leadership in the strike, sabotage of school 
property or violence on the 'picket line. 

If a settlelll8nt 1'7as reached, the employee organization will malte demands 
on the district for. a no reprisal clause. The district's negotiator should be 
careful not to give allay more than necessary in such a clause. Normally, 
ecployers do not pay employees IIho do not ~,ork. The agreement should be I~ritten 
'0 that it is understood st:-il:ers l'lill not be paid. It is not unusual that 
violence or sabotage is excluded from a no reprisal agreement on the rational 
that such actions are bad for bath unions and management. Finnlly, if the 
district agrees not to take reprisals against strikers, the organization and the 
stril:ers should agree not to tal:e reprisals against non-strikers or students. 
In some cases, organizations have attempted to expell or fine non-strikers and 
teachers have attempted to fail non-striking students. The district should see 
that these people are protected. 

Beiore the strike ends, the district should meet with its building 
administrators and set up procedures for restoring the ''Ilorking relationships" 
in the district. Some of the rules for such "reconciliat!on" are: 

1. Forget the Paat - District administrators must adapt the attitude 
that "the strike is over and the issues are settled". The best thing 
for both sides is to iorget the past and concentrate on the students. 
All administrators should be instructed to refuse to discuss the strike 
or any of the issues i:1 the strilte and they should try to brealt ' ':l any 
debates on the strike. The only reference to the strike should ~ a 
letter from the superintendent announcing the end of the strike, the 
terms of settlement and expressing a wish that the schools return to 
no~l. After that, there should be no management discussion of the 
strike l1ith employees. 

2. Se'parate Strike Replacem~nts from Strikers - If the district has 
hired substitutes to replace strikers, they should keep them separate 
from returning strll:ers. One district made the mistake of settling the 
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strike in the early morning and allolJing both substitutes and strikers 
to show up at the same classroom. If strilters come back in mid-day th .. ), 
should be sent to an assembly area until the substitutes are out of the 
classroom. Even bet.::er, striklars should not be allol~ed to return until 
the foll~~il~ rcgu]a~ morning after the settlement so that the district 
can not~fy substitut.es and volunteers not to report the next day. 

3. n2J~~ F.(~ld R~conciliation Meetings - There is a natural tendency on 
the IIc::'; "f "cuil.d:'ng administrators to try to hold mass faculty meetings 
after the .. ::rHtc t.O reconcile differences. Experience has shOlm, ho.,
evp.r, ::ba:: su.:h =etings do not nork. No matter how long a strike lasts, 
st:,:'lters ;'/i.V;1 :" .. t lllI.Ire than their non-striking peers. 'The antagonist:! 
t:u:.t; hl'.::: c~~.i.~.t up as the strikers have I·,atched non-strikers collect their 
puy :m.;1 :;!. .• Z;tct. thllt non-strikers have been harassed by strikers, lIi11 
not t1.:.:!:~.p":.,=c i:1 one meeting. One junior high school principal had a 
fa.:ulty p~:t.y at his home two lIeeks after a strike to re-establish his 
"educa:::!c.u:.l family". TlIO hours after the party started he had to call 
the police to bleaK up a fight between strikers and non-strikers. 

The fi~st meeting attended by strikers and non-strikers should be 
the regular faculty meeting. The principal should treat the strike as 
if it nevel happe~ed and if the subject should come up, the principal 
should state that "the strike is over and that issue is settled ". 

4. Do Not Differentiate betlleen Strilters and Non-Strikers - Regardless 
of the strike set::lement agreement, the buildLng administrator is in a 
position to make life "hard" for employees I~ho lIent on stril,e. 
Principals shoulcl be Ilarned that the fastest llay to divide their staffs 
is to discriminate against strikers. Building administrators should 
avoid any jokes or personal remarks about the strike and should do 
everything possible to treat all employees the same. 

Prepare for the Next Stril:e - Having lIeathered one strike, management is nOI" an 
e."pert on handling school striltes, at least in their DlIIl district. Since strikes 
of::en come tllO and three times in a rOil, the district should use the strike as a 
leaming experience. Ilithin the first t~lC1 months after the strike is over, the 
strilte committee should set up procedures to reVielJ and evaluate every aspect of 
the strilte plan. Based on the evaluation, the plan should be revised and put 
bll8y in the event there is "a next time". 
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CHECKLIS~: ENDING THE STRIKE 

District has considered offering full amnesty or limited amnp.9ty to 
IItril;ers nho return by certain date. 

If District $ettles strike, settlement includes provision that employee 
organization will not discipline or fine non-strikers. 

Prepare statement explaining strike settlement, conditions or return 
and possibility of disciplinary action for all employees. 

District. considers asking employees returning from stTilee to fill out 
district form on reasons for unauthorized leave. 

District considers holding individual hearing to determine recommendations 
for discipline (after strike is over). 

District considers possible disciplinary action against strikers. 

Writtell Haming 

Freeze salary schedule placement 

P13ce on temporary leave 

Involu~tary transfer 

Demote 

Terminate 

District considers ?ossible action against employee organization 

Contempt of court (if injunction granted) 

Hithdrawal of payr~ll dC!duction privilege 

Damage Suit 

Inform middle management that they should nork to malte the transition 
ae smooth as possible. 

Superintendent sends letter to all employees saying that strike is over 
and employees should ~,ork together. 

Send a l~tter of appreciation to all substitutes and volunteers. 
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